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Foreword I

Dependable Multicore Architectures at Nanoscale is the latest and most exciting
addition to the technical literature of fault-tolerant computing and dependable
computer architecture.

In the nanoscale manufacturing era in which correct circuit operation is
jeopardized by multiple and sophisticated sources, or just be plain device unrelia-
bility, the understanding and the mitigation of circuits for dependable operation is
commonly considered a mandatory design requirement. Dependability enhance-
ment measures and mechanisms are widely utilized today in computing and
electronic systems across the entire performance spectrum, from the high com-
plexity of a super-computer down to handheld/embedded devices in mobile
systems.

This edited volume captures an in-depth view of the state of the art in this
ever-changing research and development domain. The chapters cover a broad
treatment of the underlying challenges and related methodologies to deal with the
increasing unreliability of state-of-the-art multicore architectures. In addition to
capturing application-independent features, this book reports also contributions
from major corporations and high-tech companies; the editors have also enlarged
the scope of this book by involving researchers from major design companies to
present views and expectations for future technical directions.

Dependable Multicore Architectures at Nanoscale serves the dual purposes of a
textbook for students and active practitioners; the material here presented can serve
as a reference as well as inspiration for advance treatment of theoretical and
experimental studies, as found in today’s dependable computing systems.

October 2016 Fabrizio Lombardi
Northeastern University, Boston, USA
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Foreword II

Dependability of computing systems has been a major design concern since the early
days of computing, with the goal of achieving high reliability and availability in
the presence of unavoidable hardware and software faults. In recent years, the
significance of computing systems’ dependability has grown even more due to two
major trends. The first is the relentless and continuous spread of computer-based
controllers into almost every imaginable product and application, including critical
and even life-critical ones. The second trend is the tremendous increase in the
complexity of computing systems that now consist of many processing cores
implemented using billions of devices. This trend is exacerbated by the advances in
the sub-micron technology. These have, on one hand, allowed the vast increase in
the number of devices per integrated circuit, but on the other hand, brought about
new fault mechanisms and considerable process variations. All this has increased
considerably the likelihood of a single device (out of a billion) to become defective
during manufacturing or to fail (permanently or intermittently) during the system’s
lifetime.

This book provides a timely and updated survey of the main issues in the
design and use of dependable contemporary multicore systems. It contains a
comprehensive survey of the prevalent fault mechanisms in the current nanotech-
nology and describes in detail the available mitigation techniques to counter the
effects of the potential faults.

Two unique features of this book must be highlighted. First, it includes an
extensive set of actual application scenarios, illustrating the ways different faults
can impact the behavior of these applications, and describing the corresponding
mitigation techniques that can be applied. Second, it includes chapters contributed
by researchers from three multicore design companies. These chapters provide
practical perspectives, straight from the trenches, of the different facets of
dependability.
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I highly recommend this book to researchers and practitioners in the vital, and
continuously evolving, field of dependable computing systems.

October 2016 Israel Koren
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA
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Foreword III

I’m very pleased to write a foreword for this book which collects many significant
and compelling contributions of the most active members of the MEDIAN
community. I had the opportunity to work in the MEDIAN network of scientists
and researchers and I believe that this book is the perfect way to crystallize and
provide to a broader audience the discussions, the knowledge exchange, and the
research results in the field of dependable multicore architectures achieved during
the years in which the MEDIAN action was running. The book provides a solid
background in the field of nanoscale reliability threats and possible mitigation
strategies. These topics are discussed at different abstraction levels, without
forgetting the interconnections and relationships between the various design layers.
This makes this book a perfect tool for a reader who wants to approach the topic of
dependability of current and next-generation systems. However, I believe that also
experts of the field will appreciate this book for updating their knowledge and as a
useful reference for their studies. The choice of describing the main threats and the
most used mitigation solutions in specific application scenarios (use cases to the
transportation, medical, and space) is one of the most intriguing reasons to read this
book. At the same time, the vision provided by several scientists, researchers, and
engineers working at the first line of the design of nanoscale systems provides a
priceless instrument to know what will be the fundamental future trends in the field
of dependable system design. This book can be used as a reference book and part of
a reading list in a postgraduate course.

October 2016 Dhiraj Pradhan
University of Bristol, Bristol, UK
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Preface

The increasing diversity, density, and complexity of electronic devices is enabling
the so-called digital revolution with the evident pervasive presence of electronics in
everybody’s lives. The benefits of this ubiquitous presence are impressive and
widespread: from the constant improvement of productivity in the workplace to the
societal impact of a constantly connected and sharing community.

Whatever is the considered scenario, all this incredible progress has been relying
on the assumption that the devices can be depended on in their application and for
their purposes. The foundations for this assumption are based on a constant work
behind the scenes of the technical and scientific community aimed at enhancing the
dependability of the devices.

Dependability is a broad term that summarizes several aspects of a system,
which typically include availability, reliability, maintainability, safety, and security.
All these aspects define whether and how the system will behave according to
several requirements which can have different levels of priority based on the
specific application. In particular, availability measures the amount of time a system
is readily operating, reliability measures the continuity of the correct service,
maintainability shows the ability of the system of being repaired and/or modified,
safety targets the avoidance of catastrophic consequences in the case of lack of
service, and finally security targets the resilience of a systems to threats caused by
malicious third parties.

There is an impressive amount of examples from technical literature and from
the news about the dreadful consequences of the lack of dependability of an
electronic system. Lack of dependability may have several negative consequences
spreading from the loss of reputation of a manufacturer to the catastrophic loss of
lives. Consider for example the automotive scenario, several cases of massive
recalls were caused by issues in the electronic system: famously in one of such
cases it was speculated that unintended acceleration causing loss of lives was to be
ascribed to faults occurring in the drive-by-wire control modules.

Apart from the loss of lives, the economic impact of unreliable hardware must
also be taken into account. Depending on the particular product and application
domain, the costs associated to lack of dependability can be extremely high:
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consider again the example, in the automotive domain, the costs caused by a
massive recall of failing hardware, or in consumer electronics, the economic impact
in loss of reputation for the manufacturer. Also, there are specific applications
where the costs associated with replacing a failing hardware are just prohibitive:
consider as an example the space industry where the replacement of failing hard-
ware is all but impossible unless having to sustain huge costs.

A key step to obtaining dependable systems is at manufacturing. Manufacturing
dependable digital electronic devices is a process that takes into account several
aspects of the life and use of the designed device. At the manufacturing level,
designers must take into account the new challenges introduced by the latest
technology trends while at a system level the designer must include suitable
approaches to counteract the potential occurrence of events that could lead to a
non-dependable behavior.

Dependability and manufacturability are very related: from a temporal point of
view, manufacturability deals with the cost-effectiveness of chips during production
while dependability deals with the correctness of their operation later in the field.
Manufacturability and dependability share common challenges and threats, have
common objectives, and utilize common solutions regardless of the employment of
chips in systems at the low end of performance and power (low-cost embedded
systems or consumer electronics) or the high end of the performance (data centers,
cloud computing facilities, or extremely powerful supercomputers).

It should be noted that aspects of manufacturability are very specific to the
industrial process such as the cost of manufacturing and its accurate relation to
yield. These aspects are not easily available to the academic community and
therefore are not the focus of this book; instead, the book content is devoted to the
actual physical threats and the mitigation techniques used in general and in par-
ticular application domains.

This book stems from the view of MEDIAN, a large network of researchers from
academia and industry funded by COST1 collaborating in the areas of manufac-
turability and dependability of multicore architectures and their deployment in
different computing application domains. In particular, the focus is on multicore
architectures.

The shift from increasing core clock frequencies to exploiting parallelism and
multicore chip architectures has been the main design drive across all application
domains in the electronics and computing industry. The introduction of multicore
chips enabled a constant increase in delivered performance otherwise impossible to
achieve in single-core designs. Multiple microprocessor cores from different
instruction set architectures stay at the epicenter of such chips and are surrounded
by memory cores of different technologies, sizes, and functionalities, as well as by

1COST is the longest-running European framework supporting transnational cooperation among
researchers, engineers, and scholars across Europe and is supported by the EU Framework
Programme Horizon 2020.
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peripheral controllers, special function cores, analog and mixed-signal cores,
reconfigurable cores, etc.

The functionality as well as the complexity of multicore chips is unprecedented.
This is the aggregate result of several technologies that emerged and matured
together the last few decades: (a) manufacturing process now approaching the
10 nm regime and soon expected to go beyond, (b) sophisticated electronic design
automation tools assisting and refining every step of the design process, and (c) new
processor architectures across the entire spectrum of performance and power
consumption.

The book is structured in three parts.
Part I (Chapter “Manufacturing Threats” to Chapter “Application Scenarios”)

describes the reliability threats of the latest nanoscale technologies and their
modeling at different levels of abstraction of complex multicore systems, and shows
the impact of these threats in several safety-critical scenarios.

Part II (Chapter “Manufacturing Solutions” to Chapter “Application-Specific
Solutions”) illustrates the possible mitigation strategies that can be applied to increase
the dependability of complex systems. Also in this part, a specific chapter is dedicated
to specific application scenarios, showing the relationship between the mitigation
solutions and the characteristic of the environment in which the system will operate.

Part III (Chapter “Variation-Mitigation for Reliable, Dependable and Energy-
Efficient Future System Design” to Chapter “Roadmap for On-Board Processing
and Data Handling Systems in Space”) collects the contributions of experts working
in companies and public bodies (ARM, ESA, AMD, STMicroelectronics) providing
their view about which are the most important and future trends in the field of
design of dependable systems.

A detailed breakdown of contents of the chapters is the following.
Chapter “Manufacturing Threats” gives an overview of the reliability threats

of the latest nanoscale generations of CMOS technology designs. First, a discussion
on the process variability sources, and on the effect on circuit design and achievable
performance is presented. After, the different wear-out physical effects such as Bias
Temperature Instability (BTI), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI), Random Telegraph
Noise (RTN), and Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) are analyzed.
Finally, the chapter describes the physical phenomena provoking runtime vari-
ability effects such as voltage fluctuation and soft errors.

Chapter “Dependability Threats” provides an overview of fault/error models
adopted in methodologies for dependability assessment, analysis, and mitigation,
and presents an advanced reliability estimation technique for reliability estimation.
Faults are categorized based on their applicability in the various abstraction layers.
In particular, specific fault models have been included to take into account modern
design trends such as FPGAs and NoCs. Furthermore, the chapter also gives special
attention to modeling of aging and wear-out effects that arise during the operational
life of the devices, causing either transient, intermittent, or permanent failures. The
reliability estimation method is extended with the aim to provide a comprehensive
system-level model able to consider multi-component architectures. The chapter
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ends with an overview of the relevant dependability metrics used in methodologies
and techniques targeting dependability problems.

Chapter “Application Scenarios” shows several examples of how the faults
occurring in modern technologies impact the system design in domains, such as
automotive, railroad and transportation, air and space, and medical, where
safety-critical and reliable operations are mandatory requirements. It addresses
current practices deployed in these different domains and highlights the risks
involved when the effects of the ever scaling technologies and related design
techniques on system reliability are not properly taken into consideration. The
chapter also discusses the growing interest problem of hardware security, which is a
common challenge in all the domains.

Chapter “Manufacturing Solutions” starts the second part of the book, where the
design solution to the dependability threats discussed in the first part is presented.
This chapter focuses on the threat described in Chapter “Manufacturing Threats”
and presents the current available solution to mitigate faults. The presented
solutions are applied at different design levels, depending on the specific threat to
face and on the targeted dependability level. The chapter shows how to face some
threat already during the process manufacturing, in which the used materials and the
lithographic process are modified to limit the effects of process variability. Also,
techniques based on layout design methodology are introduced. On n higher design
level, several circuit level and RTL design level technologies are illustrated to
different dependability threats (soft errors, voltage droop).

Chapter “Dependability Solutions” presents an overview of existing dependability
solutions for processors and multicore processing systems. First, the existing
techniques to protect processor cores both at the hardware and software level are
discussed. Then the protection of the different memories that are present in a multi-
core is reviewed in the second section. Finally, the protection of the interconnections
and an overview of specific Network on Chip dependability solutions are covered in
the last section.

Chapter “Application-Specific Solutions” examines in detail some mitigation
solutions applied in specific critical scenarios. It starts from the consideration
presented in Chapter “Application Scenarios” considering a broader variety of
application domains and their relation to dependability. The chapter shows how the
specific design choices are strictly dependent on the application domain and how
the selected solution can be different from each other.

Chapter “Variation-Mitigation for Reliable, Dependable and Energy-Efficient
Future System Design” is the first chapter of the third part of the book. The chapter
provides the view from two ARM researchers about the major issues related to
microprocessor dependability design. The chapter focuses on the issues related to
process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations and the related mitigation
strategies. An overview of the various sources of variation and the traditional
approaches for variation-mitigation is presented. Afterward, several promising
techniques for variation-mitigation are discussed. In particular, in situ aging
monitors, error-resilient techniques, and adaptive clocking techniques are exami-
nated. Furthermore, the chapter provides a detailed analysis of the Razor approach,
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showing the silicon measurement results from multiple industrial and academic
demonstration systems that employ Razor.

Chapter “Design for Test and Test Equipment Roadmap” reports the experience
of and the view of two researchers at AMD, another big player deeply involved in
the design of next-generation multicore processors. The chapter topic is the
resilience proportionality design, an interesting methodology to provide efficient
and reliable systems. The chapter observes that chip design companies have to
make difficult decisions about the exact dependability level that each product in
their portfolio should provide and have few hints on which are the specific request
and needs of customers and market segments. Therefore, the tradeoff between
design cost, deployment cost, and the dependability level is a critical issue to
address. The chapter proposes a resilience proportionality approach able to adapt a
design to the dependability needs of a wide range of applications and hardware
configurations.

Chapter “Resilience Proportionality—A Paradigm for Efficient and Reliable
System Design” presents STMicroelectronics view and a roadmap for Design for
test and test equipments. The current and future issues of VLSI test are examinated,
highlighting how the exasperated operating conditions (very high temperature,
severe mission profiles) and the limited confidence of the various adopted fault
models (stuck-at, transition, and bridging) enlarge a progressive gap between the
effective adherence of fault models to the actual defects present in IC. The chapter
offers some perspective analysis on how these challenges can be faced and
hopefully resolved. New synergies between DfT, test equipment, and test methods
shall be proposed to highlight cause–effect relations. Special attention shall also be
given to the sustainability of the costs of the proposed solution.

Chapter “Roadmap for On-Board Processing and Data Handling Systems in
Space” gives the view of two European Space Agency (ESA) scientists about the
evolution of on-board processing and data handling systems in the space envi-
ronment. First, the chapter surveys the state of the art in this field and presents the
description of a generic On-Board Computers and Data Systems Architecture.
Afterward, the chapter continues identifying the historical path in the design of
space system, starting from the old space microprocessors going to the current
generation systems (multicore, FPGA, etc.), concluding with the expected future
trends.

Dependable and manufacturable computing is a broad and intense research area
concentrating major research effort worldwide from the circuit, architecture, and
software communities. We believe that the snapshot of the area we deliver with this
book reveals the tough challenges, the current directions, as well as the research
opportunities in the near future. The forthcoming manufacturing technologies and
the requirements of specific application domains will determine the advances in the
field and the level of investment the industry will put on it.
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Manufacturing Threats

Saman Kiamehr, Mehdi B. Tahoori and Lorena Anghel

Abstract This chapter introduces an overview of the main reliability threats of last
nanoscale generations of CMOS technology designs. In particular, the chapter
focuses on sources of process variability and their impact on circuit design and their
performances, but also on the runtime variability such as voltage fluctuations as
well soft errors. Further to that we go over the transistor aging provoked by different
wear-out physical effects such as Bias Temperature Instability (BTI), Hot Carrier
Injection (HCI), Random Telegraph Noise (RTN) and Time-Dependent Dielectric
Breakdown (TDDB).

1 Reliability Issues

With aggressive downscaling of CMOS technology into deep nanometer, reliability
has become a major issue [1]. In this section, the general sources of reliability issues
in current technology nodes are briefly explained.

The sources of unreliability in current technology nodes can be categorized into
three different categories: (i) variability issues, (ii) transient faults and soft errors
(iii) permanent faults, all of them closely related to the fabrication process and to
actual economical and physical difficulties to further improve the fabrication pro-
cess [2], to the stochastic fluctuations of dopants in transistor channel and the thin
oxide thickness [3] and to the intrinsic mechanisms of transistor and interconnect
aging [4].

S. Kiamehr � M.B. Tahoori (&)
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany
e-mail: mehdi.tahoori@kit.edu

S. Kiamehr
e-mail: kiamehr@kit.edu
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Due to variability, the devices/gates/circuits characteristics are different from the
intended designed ones. The variability could be due to “time-zero” variation (pro-
cess variation) or runtime variation such as voltage and temperature variations.
Process variation is a natural device parameter variation which makes the properties
of fabricated devices different from that of designed ones. In other words, due to
process variation different similarly designed transistors/gates will perform (operate)
with parametric differences after fabrication. Due to runtime variation, the
transistors/gates properties will change (degrade) during the chip operational lifetime.

Runtime variations are routed in different sources such as voltage variation and
temperature variation. The voltage and temperature variations are temporal or
spatial according to the place of the transistor/gate and they depend on the work-
load, frequency and time of operation. Therefore, they cause variation on the
properties of different transistors/gates at different locations of the circuit and at
different time points during the chip operational lifetime.

Transistor aging is a source of runtime variations caused by different wear-out
effects such as Bias Temperature Instability (BTI), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) and
soft Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (soft TDDB), which in turn are
dependent on process and runtime variations.

All these effects cause the threshold voltage of the transistors to increase and
hence the switching delay of the gates that containing these transistors increases
which can eventually lead to parametric timing failures if the delay of the circuit
does not meet the timing constraints.

In order to deal with these sources of variation, traditional approaches consist in
improving the technology process as much as possible, or to add guard-banding as a
common approach at the design level. In the guard-banding approach, a timing
margin is added to the designed clock cycle to guarantee the correct operation of the
circuit during the operational lifetime. A pessimistic guard-banding leads to a
performance loss and optimistic guard-banding results in a low reliability of the
chip. Therefore, the required timing margin needs to be accurately predicted.
Figure 1 shows the components of the required timing margin for IBM Power7+
processor [5]. As shown in this figure, the main components of the timing margin
are uncertainty (e.g. global and local process variation), wearout (transistor aging)
and voltage and thermal variations.

Fig. 1 Components of chip
guard-band for the IBM
Power7+ [5]

4 S. Kiamehr et al.
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The other category of reliability issues is the transient soft errors caused by alpha
particles generated by packaging materials and/or neutrons from cosmic particles.
Transient soft errors do not cause a permanent degradation or fault and they lead to
a transient computational error [6]. However, since its nature is random, the
detection and correction of this type of errors can be very challenging [6]. The soft
error can affect memory cell, sequential elements of the circuit but also combina-
tional parts of the circuit. Traditionally, only single errors caused by single event
upsets were considered as the target of detection and correction methods [7].
However, by continuous scaling of transistor dimensions, the probability that
multiple nodes of the circuit are affected simultaneously by a strike [multi-bit
transients in combinational circuits or multi-bit upsets in case of memories (MBU)]
becomes larger which makes the detection and correction even more challenging.

Permanent fault is another important category of reliability issues which has been
a concern since early days of electronic industry [6]. Electromigration (EM) is one of
the most important types of permanent faults which can cause an interconnect dis-
connection due to the transport of material and it usually happens during runtime.
EM is caused by the movement of ions in an interconnect due to the transfer of the
momentum between the carriers and the atoms of the interconnect [8]. Permanent
faults manifest themselves as logic errors (when properly activated by the circuit
inputs) and may provoke catastrophic failures if their correction/decontamination is
not handled.

Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) is also a major reliability issue
which can lead to permanent fault [9]. The material of transistor gate oxide is
degraded when a sufficiently high electric field is applied across the gate oxide
which leads to an increase of its conductance. In case of a long-term application of
electric field a conductive path may be formed through the gate oxide leading to an
abrupt increase of gate leakage current. This issue is called hard TDDB and it
becomes more severe as the gate oxide thickness becomes thinner due to the
technology scaling.

In the following sections, some of the reliability issues which are targeted in this
chapter will be explained in more detail.

2 Process Variation

The performance of a circuit is a function of its device characteristic and any
variation in the characteristic of devices will lead to a deviation of the circuit
performance from its intended designed value. This variation is called process
variation and it can cause the circuit to fail if the performance of the circuit does not
meet the constraint. Process variation can be categorized into two categories:
(i) Front-end variability which is the variations caused by manufacturing process of
the device (e.g. transistor length variation) and (ii) Back-end variability which is the
variations caused by manufacturing process of the interconnect [10]. The contri-
bution of these two types of variability is different for various types of reliability
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concerns (e.g. timing variability or parametric yield) [10]. However, in terms of
timing variability, front-end variability is dominant and its contribution in the total
path delay is around 90% [11].

2.1 Sources of Front-End Variability

There are different sources of front-end variability, but we will explain the most
important issues in the following.

• Line Edge Roughness (LER): LER is the variation of the edge of the gate along
its width which is due to the lithography variations [10] (see Fig. 2) or
imperfections during photoresist removal [12]. LER impacts on different device
characteristics such as the threshold voltage and the ratio between drive and
subthreshold current [10, 13]. Chip manufacturers goal is to reduce this effect by
applying corrections, such as optical proximity correction (OPC) or Phase Shift
Masks (PSM). However, while shrinking down the gate, it is very challenging to
reduce the deviations in the same ratio as the shrinking feature size.

• Dielectric thickness variation: The thickness of the dielectric between the gate
and the channel has a large impact on the device characteristic such as the
threshold voltage, the drive current and the leakage current [10]. This impact has
significantly increased by the continued technology scaling (especially below
30 nm technology process with oxide thickness between 1 and 3 nm) and any
variation in the thickness of dielectric will cause important variations in the
device characteristic [14].

• Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF): The dopant atoms are placed via ion
implantation into the channel. The implantation step occurs such that the
number and the location of dopant atoms in the channel are random. This
phenomenon is called Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF) which is a statistical
variation of the number of implanted dopant and provokes variation of the
threshold voltage of the transistor and thus the drive strength. The effect of RDF
on the threshold voltage increases by the technology scaling since the number of
dopant atoms in the channel decreases with the scaled dimensions [15]. RDF is
considered the major source of mismatch for identical adjacent devices [13, 16].

Fig. 2 Line-edge roughness (LER) definition in the transistor
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It is common to categorize variations in local and global variations. Global
variations (or wafer-to-wafer variation) is mostly due to oxide thickness variations
and RDF and affect transistors in the same way. Local variations are random
mismatches between neighbour’s transistors.

2.2 Process Variation in Emerging Technologies

The aim of new emerging devices such as FinFET technology is to decrease short
channel effect as mentioned before in this section. However, they still suffer from
some sources of variability. RDF is a major source of threshold voltage variation
also for FinFET technology. This is due to the fact the threshold voltage of FinFET
devices has a stronger linear dependence on the doping density compared to the
conventional MOSFET devices [10]. The other source of threshold voltage varia-
tion in this technology is the thickness variation of the silicon fin [10, 17].

2.3 Process Variation Modelling

Since RDF is the major source of variation in advanced MOSFET and FinFET
technologies [13, 16] and it significantly affects the threshold voltage of the tran-
sistor and the output capacitance of the gate, process variation is considered as the
variation of the threshold voltage. A Gaussian (Normal) distribution is considered
for the threshold voltage shift of transistors which has a mean value equal to zero
and the standard deviation is obtained using Pelgrom model [10, 13, 18]:

lPVDVth
¼ 0 ð1Þ

rPVDVth
¼ ADVthffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

WL
p ð2Þ

where ADVth is a technology dependent parameter, W is the width and L is the length
of the transistor.

3 Transistor Aging

Transistor aging is one of the major sources of reliability issues in current tech-
nologies. The transistor switching delay is degraded over time due to the transistor
aging which can eventually cause the circuit to fail if the timing constraint is not
met. In this chapter, the focus is on the two major sources of transistor aging which
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are BTI and HCI. The physical mechanism and modelling of these two effects will
be described in more detail in the following sections.

3.1 Bias Temperature Instability (BTI)

BTI is a wear-out phenomenon which gradually degrades the voltage threshold of a
transistor and consequently the switching delay of the gate and further to that the
circuit path delay. This degradation is monotonous over time. BTI consists of two
similar phenomena: (i) Negative BTI (NBTI) affecting PMOS transistors and
(ii) Positive BTI (PBTI) affecting NMOS transistors. NBTI was considered as an
important reliability issue for a long time and PBTI was neglected due its small
effect on NMOS transistors, however, by the introduction of high-j metal-gate
technologies, PBTI becomes comparable to NBTI [19, 20]. NBTI degradation
manifests as a degradation of all electrical parameters of a MOS transistor, under a
negative VGS (for PMOS transistor) at relatively high temperatures. It is a static
degradation phenomenon, as there is no current in the channel (VDS = 0 V). This
degradation gets worse when increasing the temperature, but depends on the type of
oxide (SiO2, SiON, HfO2, HfSiON) and its thickness [21, 22]. It is usual to quantify
this degradation as an important increase of the threshold voltage and a direct
current reduction.

In general, there are two main models describing this phenomenon: (i) Reaction–
Diffusion (RD) model [23–25] and (ii) Trapping–Detrapping (TD) model [26, 27].
According to both models, BTI consists of two phases:

• Stress Phase: the transistor is under NBTI (PBTI) stress if the gate source of the
PMOS (NMOS) transistor is negatively (positively) biased at relatively high
temperature. In other words, the transistor is under stress if it is ON. According
to the RD model, in this phase, some of the Si–H bonds at the interface of the
channel and the gate oxide are broken leading to the generation of interface traps
(Reaction). This reaction is triggered by the carriers in the channel (electrons in
NMOS and holes in PMOS). The reaction-generated species (hydrogen atoms or
molecules) diffuse inside the gate oxide (diffusion) leading to the generation of
traps inside the gate oxide. The generation of these traps at the interface of the
channel/gate oxide and inside the gate oxide leads to an increase in the threshold
voltage of the transistor. The RD mechanism is shown in Fig. 3a. On the other
hand, based on the TD model, during the stress phase some pre-existent traps
inside the gate oxide capture the charge which leads to an increase in the
threshold voltage of the transistor (see Fig. 3b).

• Recovery phase: the transistor is in recovery phase if the gate source bias is
removed, i.e. when the transistor is OFF. In this phase, according to the RD
model, some of the generated traps are removed since some of the generated
hydrogen atoms and molecules diffuse back especially for thin oxide thickness
structures where the gate tunnel current is important. According to the TD
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model, during this phase, some of the traps which captured the charge re-emit
their charge. In general, the threshold voltage of the transistor decreases during
the recovery phase, however, it cannot completely compensate the threshold
voltage shift due to the stress phase.

Similar behaviour occurs for NMOS transistor, and we call this phenomenon
PBTI. In this case the carriers injected in the gate oxide under a positive VGS are
the electrons. PBTI degradation is lower than NBTI, even for most advanced nodes
[28, 29]. Next figure shows the evolution of the threshold voltage shift with the time
for NMOS and PMOS transistors for 40 nm technology node, for the same input
voltage constraint 2.5 V at 125ºC [30].

The difference of behaviour between NBTI and PBTI is explained by the fact
that holes are more efficient to generate defects inside the oxide and at the oxide
interface than electrons that are injected in the channel by the gate tunnel current
that occupy pre-existing defects in the dielectric.

There is still a debate about the model which explains the BTI effect better (TD
or RD). According to the literature, although the RD model is suitable to accurately
predict the stress phase, it fails to cover the recovery phase [26]. It is observed that
even after long time stress (1000 s), threshold voltage drops significantly after 1 s
recovery (a very fast recovery) [31]. This fast recovery cannot be explained well by
the RD model and it is well explained by TD model [32], however, the RD model is
suitable to predict the long-term effect of BTI [26] (Fig. 4).

In previous technology nodes, the BTI effect on transistors was fairly deter-
ministic for a particular workload condition (e.g. temperature and stress) [33].
However, by further downscaling of the transistor dimensions into deca-nanometer
range, the number of defects per device decreases leading to a drastic increase in the
time-dependent variability of BTI [34]. Thus, it is important to model the stochastic
behaviour of BTI in advanced technology nodes. In the following we will explain
two BTI models in more detail. One is a deterministic RD model and the other one
is a stochastic atomistic trap-based model.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 BTI mechanisms: a Reaction–Diffusion (RD) mechanism. b Trapping–Detrapping
(TD) mechanism
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3.1.1 Deterministic RD Model

For the deterministic RD model we exploit the model proposed in [23, 24]. The
model is proposed for NBTI effect, but since the mechanism of NBTI and PBTI are
the same, we have used similar model to address the PBTI effect.

NBTI can be modelled for two different cases: (i) Static NBTI—in which the
transistor is under constant stress, and, (ii) Dynamic NBTI—in which the transistor
alternatively goes to stress (ON) and recovery (OFF) phases. The static NBTI is
more severe compared to the dynamic one since the transistor has no time for
recovery in the static NBTI (see Fig. 5a). The threshold voltage shift DVthð Þ due to
the static NBTI effect can be expressed by

DV static
th ¼ A ð1þ dÞtox þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cðt � t0

p� �2n
ð3Þ

A ¼ qtox
eox

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2CoxðVGS � VthÞ expðEox

E0
Þ

� �2
3

s
ð4Þ

where q is the electron charge, Eox is the electric field of the gate oxide, Cox is the
oxide capacitance per area and n is a technology dependent factor which is either
equal to 1/4 or 1/6. The other constants and coefficients are summarized in Table 1.

For dynamic NBTI, the DVth shift of each stress and recovery phases can be
separately expressed by the following equations:

Stress:DVth ¼ Kvðt � t0Þ1=2þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DVth0

2n
p� �2n

ð5Þ

Recovery:DVth ¼ DVth0 1� 2n1te þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2Cðt � t0Þ

p
2tox þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
Ct

p
 !

ð6Þ

Fig. 4 Threshold voltage
shift due to NBTI and PBTI
for 40 nm technology node
with voltage constraint 2.5 V
at 125ºC [30]
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 a Static versus dynamic NBTI. b The dependency of dynamic NBTI to duty cycle

Table 1 RD model of NBTI-induced DVth

NBTI-induced DVth

Static A ð1þ dÞtox þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cðt � t0

p� �2n
Dynamic Stress

Kvðt � t0Þ1=2þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DVth0

2n
p� �2n

Recovery
DVth0 1� 2n1 te þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2Cðt�t0Þ

p
2tox þ

ffiffiffiffi
Ct

p
� �

Long-term ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2
v aTclk

p
1�b1=2nt

� �2n

Constants and coefficients

A
qtox
eox

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2Cox VGS � Vthð Þ exp Eox

E0

� �� �23

r
Kv qtox

eox

� �3
K2Cox VGS � Vthð Þ ffiffiffiffi

C
p

exp 2Eox
E0

� �
Eox

VGS�Vth
tox

C T�1
o � expð�Ea=kTÞ

te if t � t0 [ t1
otherwise

tox

tox
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
t�t0
t1

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2Cðt�t0Þ

2n1

q
EaðeVÞ 0.49

E0ðV=nmÞ 0.335

d 0.5

Kðs�0:25 � C�0:5 � nm�2Þ 8� 104

n1 0.9

n2 0.5

To 10�8
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where the constants and coefficients are described in Table 1. Equations 5 and 6
can be exploited to obtain the long-term dynamic NBTI-induced Vth shift when
transistor undergoes alternate stress and recovery phases:

DVdynamic
th ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2
v aTclk

p
1� b1=2nt

 !2n

ð7Þ

bt ¼ 1� 2n1te þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2Cð1� aÞTclk

p
2tox þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
Ct

p ð8Þ

where Tclk is the clock cycle. a in this equation is the Duty cycle and defined as the
ratio of the time in which transistor is under stress to the total time. NBTI-induced
DVth is a strong function of the duty cycle as shown in Fig. 5b. The dependence of
duty cycle has been confirmed by many measurements performed by different
industry teams, on different technology processes [35].

All the equations and related coefficients and constants are summarized in
Table 1.

3.1.2 Stochastic Atomistic Trap-Based Model

It is shown that a large portion of the BTI degradation and relaxation during the
stress and the recovery phases is due to the charging and discharging of pre-existent
gate oxide defects [36]. In previous technology nodes, the BTI effect on transistors
was fairly deterministic for a particular workload condition (e.g. temperature and
stress) due to the large number of defects in the device (see Fig. 6a). However, by
further downscaling of the transistor dimensions into deca-nanometer range, the
number of defects per device decreases leading to a drastic increase in the
time-dependent variability of BTI [34] (see Fig. 6b). As a result, the lifetime of the
device becomes also a stochastic value. Figure 6c shows the lifetime of the device
for different technology nodes. As shown in this figure, the lifetime spread of
smaller devices with lower number of defects is larger.

Therefore it is important to model the intrinsic variation of BTI. In this chapter,
we consider the model proposed in [27, 37] for stochastic behaviour of BTI. In this
model, each device is characterized by three different factors [27] (see Fig. 7).

• Number of defects nð Þ
• Defects capture time scð Þ: it is defined as the time needed to charge a gate oxide

defect during the stress phase.
• Defects emission time seð Þ: it is defined as the time needed for the defect to

re-emit its charge during the recovery phase.

By knowing these parameters for each device, the total BTI-induced DVth of
each transistor can be calculated according to Fig. 7b. In this model the total
number of defects is obtained from a Poisson distribution:
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n ¼ PoissðNTÞ ð9Þ

NT / ðL �WÞ ð10Þ

where NT is the mean number of charged (occupied) defects (traps). L andW are the
length and width of the transistor. The effect of each occupied trap is obtained from
an exponential distribution:

DVthi ¼ ExpðgÞ ð11Þ

g / 1=ðL �WÞ ð12Þ

where g is the average impact of individual defect on threshold voltage /ð 1/device
area). An analytical description has been derived [27] for the total BTI DVth

cumulative distribution function as follows:

Hg;NT ðDVthÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

e�NTNn
T

n!
1� n

n!
Cðn;DVth

g
Þ

	 

ð13Þ

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6 a BTI effect in large devices b stochastic behaviour of BTI in deeply scaled devices and
c lifetime of devices for different technology nodes [37]

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 a Parameters affecting BTI for three different devices b BTI-induced DVth for the three
devices [27]
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This formulation allows for an elegant parametrization of the distribution using
the average number of defect NT and the average impact per defect g which further
describes the mean and the variance:

lDVth
¼ hDVthi ¼ NTg ð14Þ

r2DVth
¼ 2NTg

2 ð15Þ

The average impact per defect g can be extracted from experiments [38]. The
average number of defect NT can be calculated using capture/emission time
(CET) maps. CET map describes the probability density function of a broadly
distributed defect capture and emission times and it is obtained from experimental
data [39, 40] (see Fig. 8a). To build the complete CET map, an analytical
two-component bivariate log-normal mixture distribution is used with a probability
density of fCETðsc; seÞ. By integrating the CET map over the entire time domain the
total defect density nTð Þ and the mean number of available traps in each device
Navv
T

� �
can be calculated as follows:

nT ¼
ZZ

fCETðsc; seÞdscdse ð16Þ

Navv
T ¼ W � L � nT ð17Þ

All of these available traps do not contribute on the total BTI-induced Vth shift
but those which are charged (occupied). The occupancy probability of each trap
Poccð Þ depends on the applied stress waveform (see Fig. 8b) and can be extracted by
the following equation:

Pocc ¼ 1� e�
a
f sc

1� e�
1
f

a
sc
þ 1�a

seð Þ 1� e�tstress a
sc
þ 1�a

seð Þ� �
ð18Þ

where a is the duty cycle (the ratio between the stress time to the total time), f is the
frequency, and tstress is the total time. Using this occupancy probability Poccð Þ, the
CET-active map can be obtained which shows the distribution of active traps
(charged defects) according to the corresponding stress waveform (see Fig. 8c). By

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8 a CET map b occupancy probability map c CET-active map [34]
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integrating the CET-active map over the entire time domain, the average number of
defects NTð Þ can be obtained by the following equations:

q ¼
RR

CETðsc; seÞPoccðsc; se; a; tstress; f ÞdscdseRR
fCETðsc; seÞdscdse ð19Þ

NT ¼ q � Navv
T ð20Þ

where NT is the average number of defects as a result of the applied stress wave-
form. This parameter is used in Eq. 13 to obtain the CDF of BTI-induced DVth.

3.1.3 Process Variation and Stochastic BTI: Are They Correlated?

Since both process variation and stochastic BTI can affect the threshold voltage of a
transistor, it is important to consider the correlation of these two effects for the
calculation of the total threshold voltage shift of the transistor considering both
effects. According to [37, 41], there is no correlation between BTI-induced
threshold voltage shift and process variation. However, there is a strong correlation
between the standard deviation quantities of threshold voltage shift of these two
variation sources since identical sources are responsible for process variation and
stochastic BTI variability [42]. From measurements, independently of the tech-
nology [42], the correlation has been found to follow the empirical relation:

r2DVth
ðtÞ ¼ lDVth

B
r2VthPV

ð21Þ

B ¼ 100mV ð22Þ

where B is a technology specific parameter. It is important to note that the variances
are correlated here, the DVth and initial Vth are assumed not to be [37, 41].

Assessing the impact of degradation induced time-dependent variability of the
Vth will be a difficult task in future technologies because of the uncertainty on the
BTI critical parameters g and NT . The correlation between process variation and
stochastic BTI, however, gives a powerful predictive method for evaluating existing
and future technologies. Combining Eq. (14) and (15) with Eq. (21), g can be
directly derived from the initial process variation:

g ¼ 1
2B

r2VthPV
ð23Þ

or combining with (Eq. 2)

g ¼ ADVth

2B
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
WL

p ð24Þ
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Thus, for simulating future technologies, g is derived directly from the expected
Pelgrom’s mismatch parameter ADVth [43–45] and NT will be calculated using
(Eq. 18), (Eq. 19) and (Eq. 20) with a CET map measured on poly silicon
oxynitride (SiON) process technology. The scaling of oxide thickness TOX and
stress voltage is incorporated by using a power-law extrapolation for the overdrive
electric field EOX [46]. Here the Vth degradation is proportional to ðEOXÞc, where c
is the voltage acceleration which has a typical value of 3 [47]. Assuming there are
no changes in the oxide or oxide quality the extrapolation towards more scaled
nodes is done using the following relationship:

DVthrefh i
EOX;ref
� �c ¼ DVthsimh i

EOX;sim
� �c ð25Þ

As shown in Fig. 9, values for g and NT can be readily obtained when using the
methodology described above.

3.2 Hot Carrier Injection (HCI)

“Hot” carriers are referred to carriers which have a temperature much higher than
the lattice temperature. When the transistor is in saturation mode, some of the
carriers become “hot” due to the high lateral field and they gain enough energy to
overcome channel/gate oxide potential barrier (channel hot carriers) [48]. These
channel hot carriers may collide with the silicon atoms in the pinch-off region and
generate electron–hole pairs due to the impact ionization. Some of the generated
carriers may become “hot” and overcome channel/gate oxide potential barriers [48].
The second type of hot carriers is called avalanche hot carriers.
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Fig. 9 a g calculated using Eq. (24) for different FinFet technologies. b Average number of
occupied traps as function of DF for different FinFET technologies calculated using Eqs. (18), (19)
and (20)
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Both channel and avalanche hot carriers may be injected into the gate oxide and
damage it generating traps inside the gate oxide or charge existing oxide traps. The
gate oxide damage degrades the device characteristic such as the drain current and
specially the threshold voltage of the transistor. This phenomenon is called Hot
Carrier Injection (HCI) or Channel Hot Carrier (CHC) which is an important
transistor aging issue in nanometer-technology nodes. The physical mechanism of
HCI effect is depicted in Fig. 10. HCI describes degradation of the electrical
parameters of a MOS transistor under a dynamic stress mode, as it occurs over the
whole VDS/VGS range (note that BTI was present only under vertical electrical
field with null VDS biasing). We can easily assume that HCI physical phenomenon
is worst during the rise and fall bias of the transistors in a given gate.

HCI issue is observed as a critical issue in 80s [48] due to the high lateral electric
filed in the technologies used in these period of time. However, from the mid-90s,
the supply voltage started to decrease by the technology scaling to decrease the
power consumption issue [49]. As a result the lateral electric field decreased and
hence, the HCI effect became less by technology scaling. This trend has stopped in
recent technology nodes, due to the fact that the supply voltage scaling is slowing
down or stopping due to various reasons such as non-scalability of the threshold
voltage and the subthreshold slope, signal-to-noise margin issue and process vari-
ation. Therefore, the lateral electric field started to increase and hence HCI again
has become an important transistor aging issue [49].

HCI mainly affects NMOS transistors and its effect is negligible in PMOS
transistors [50] since in the PMOS transistors fewer hot carriers are generated. The
reason of this is twofold: (i) shorter mean free path of the holes and (ii) higher oxide
barriers for holes.

3.2.1 HCI Model

In this section, we explain the HCI model that is used in the literature. As men-
tioned previously, the device characteristic such as threshold voltage and sub-
threshold slope is degraded due to the HCI effect. Here, the model of transistor Vth

shift as the main effect of HCI is explained (see Fig. 11). Hot carriers are generated

VGS>Vth

Gate oxide

Source Drain

VDS>VGS-VthVS

Impact 
ionization

++- - -Hot-carrier

Fig. 10 Hot carrier injection
(HCI) physical mechanism
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during logic transition and hence the HCI induced Vth degradation is a function of
switching frequency of the input signal [50, 51]:

DVth ¼ AHCI � SW � f � e
Eox
E1 � t0:5 ð26Þ

Eox ¼ VGS � Vth

tox
ð27Þ

where AHCI is a technology dependent constant, SW is the switching activity factor,
and f is the clock frequency. Vth and VGS are the threshold voltage and the gate
source voltage of the transistor, respectively. tox is the oxide thickness, E1 is a
constant equal to 0:8V=nm [52] and t is the total time.

Moreover, it is shown that HCI effect depends on the temperature [49, 53].
Therefore, the HCI model of Eq. 26 is modified as follows:

DVth ¼ AHCI � SW � f � e
�Ea
kT � e

Eox
E1 � t0:5 ð28Þ

where k is the Boltzmann constant and Ea the activation energy for the charge
injection into the gate oxide.

3.3 Coupling Models for BTI and HCI Degradations

NBTI and HCI degradation are usually assessed independently one from the other.
Their respective degradations are assumed to be additive. However, in [54] it is
shown that these two phenomena are interacting and their contributions should be
correlated. In fact, as the degradation rate is depending on the damage provoked by
carriers, defects created during the two mechanisms are the same, only their
respective localizations differ. It is shown through experiments, that the average
total (BTI + HCI) degradation is largely overestimated up to a factor of 2 if a
simple additive model is used. Thus correlated BTI and HCI models should be used
during the evaluation of the degradation for a better accuracy.

Time

ΔV
th

Fig. 11 HCI-induced DVth

over time
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3.4 Random Telegraph Noise (RTN)

Random Telegraph Noise (RTN) is an important source of runtime variation which
is manifested as a low-frequency noise phenomenon and causes a temporal and
random fluctuation of transistor electrical parameters, e.g. threshold voltage and
drain current [55, 56]. It is shown that RTN is a serious reliability issue for image
sensors [57], SRAM [58] and flash memories [59]. Variation due to RTN is
increasing with the device downscaling and its effect exceeds process variation in
22 nm technology nodes [60, 61]. Therefore, RTN recently has become a reliability
issue also for logic circuits specially for the ones performing under low supply
voltage/low power applications [62, 63].

RTN is caused by the stochastic capture/trapping and emission/detrapping of
mobile charged carriers into gate dielectric and therefore it shares some common
mechanisms with BTI [56, 64, 65]. RTN mechanism and its effect on threshold
voltage of transistor is shown in Fig. 12. A carrier in the channel might be captured
by a trap in the oxide which leads to an increase in the threshold voltage value of
the transistor. The captured carrier will be emitted back after a period of the time
and thus the threshold voltage value decreases towards its original value. The
capture/emission is a stochastic process and can be described by a two-state Markov
chain [55, 66].

The power spectral density of the individual capture/emission process is
Lorentzian power spectrum (slope = 1=f 2Þ, however, the overall RTN effect is the
superposition of many capture/emission events which leads to a 1=f noise in the
frequency domain [56, 67].

3.4.1 RTN Model

RTN has a stochastic behaviour and it is shown that its effect on the circuit leads to
a long tail delay distribution [55]. Therefore, it is important to characterize and
model the statistical behaviour of RTN. There have been many different models

(a) (b)

Fig. 12 a Capture and emission of mobile carriers b threshold voltage fluctuation due to RTN
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proposed in the literature; however, here we briefly describe a compact statistical
model of the effect of RTN on the threshold voltage of transistor proposed in [68].
In this model, the statistics of number of traps NTð Þ and the impact of each single
trap on the threshold voltage of transistor DVST

th

� �
are modelled separately. Then,

these two models are combined to obtain a complex model of overall impact of
RTN on the threshold voltage of transistor. This model is described in more detail
in the following.

Number of Traps NTð Þ
It is shown that the number of traps in the transistor follows a Poisson probability
distribution [68]:

fTðNT ; kÞ ¼ kNT e�k

NT !
ð29Þ

where k is the average number of traps which is a strong function of transistor
dimensions and obtained from experimental measurements.

Single-Trap effect on threshold voltage DVST
th

� �
Single-trap effect on the threshold voltage DVST

th

� �
has a long tail distribution and

therefore it can be modelled by either an exponential distribution [69, 70] or a
log-normal distribution [68, 71]. According to [68], a log-normal distribution leads
to a better fit to the measured data:

fl DV
ST
th ;Vth0; rl

� � ¼ e
�ðlnDVST

th
�lnDVth0Þ2

2r2
l

rlDVST
th

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p ð30Þ

Vth0 ¼ el ð31Þ

where rl is the log-normal shape parameter and k is the mean of the distribution of
lnðDVST

th Þ.
Overall effect of RTN on threshold voltage DVth

In order to obtain the overall effect of RTN on threshold voltage DVthð Þ, the
statistics of NT and DVST

th have to be combined into one comprehensive statistical
model. For this purpose, it is assumed that the effects of individual traps on
threshold voltage are independent which means that a simple superposition can be
used to obtain the overall effects of all traps. Using superposition, the probability
distribution function (PDF) of a system with n traps can be expressed as

fl;nðDVth;Vth0; rl; nÞ ¼
Z1
�1

fl;nðDVth � u;Vth0; rl; n� 1Þ � flðu;Vth0; rlÞdu ð32Þ
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Then Eq. 29 can be used to obtain the contribution of the system with n traps
into the total RTN effect as

an ¼ PðNT ¼ nÞ ¼ kne�k

n!
ð33Þ

Equations 32 and 33 can be combined to obtain the PDF of overall RTN effect as

fcðDVth;Vth0; rl; kÞ ¼ a0d0 DVthð Þþ
X1
i¼1

aifl;nðDVth;Vth0; rl; iÞ ð34Þ

and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of DVth can be expressed as

FcðDVth;Vth0; rl; kÞ ¼
ZDVth

0

fcðx;Vth0; rl; kÞdx ð35Þ

Concerning RTN, it is worth to note the following issues:

• Physically based 3D TCAD combined with Monte Carlo statistical simulation
together with detailed experimental measures and circuit simulation is the pre-
sent method to better and accurately understand the mechanisms leading to
device degradation and the impact on circuit and gates degradations.

• RTN is highly correlated with local process variation, such as the random
dopant fluctuation (RDF), line edge roughness (LER), and metal-gate granu-
larity (MGG). Reference [72] shows that the impact on Vth fluctuation is mostly
due to RDF and MGG local variations.

• BTI degradation and impact on Vth was compared with RTN impact and it was
demonstrated a lack of correlation between these two effects [72].

• RTN has a serious impact on voltage sense amplifiers used for memory designs
as the random fluctuation of PMOS drain currents can lead to read errors of
stored data [73].

• FDSOI technology, alternatively used for very advanced geometries, shows less
local process random variation than bulk technologies, similar RTN-induced
variations of current amplitudes and threshold voltages were found [74]. This
suggests that in future process nodes operating at lower voltages, RTN will be a
major reliability issue.

3.5 Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB)

Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) is an important transistor reliability
concern where the quality of gate oxide is degraded over time in presence of high
electric fields and it can eventually lead to severe failure in the gate oxide of
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transistor and a huge leakage current. By technology downscaling, the gate oxide is
scaled down; however, the supply voltage does not scale with the same trend.
Therefore, the electric field over gate oxide increases and TDDB becomes more of a
concern [75].

Generally, there are two types of TDDB called soft breakdown (SBD) and hard
break down (HBD) based on the severity of the problem. In the presence of high
electric fields, the channel carriers are trapped inside the oxide dielectric. By
increasing the number of traps, they may form a resistive conduction path from gate
to channel. In the beginning, the device is still functional; however, this leads to
variations in the characteristics of transistors such as threshold voltage and current
which is called SBD. The increase in the number of traps will cause the conduction
path to become longer which eventually could lead to a catastrophic failure called
HBD. When HBD happens, the device is not functional any more since a huge
current is drawn from the gate to drain/source of the transistor. Figure 13 shows
different phases of oxide breakdown and its impact on leakage path current of
transistor [76].

The key reason of causing oxide degradation and eventually breakdown is trap
generation. There are different models to explain the trap generation causing TDDB
and a correct model is still debatable [9]. Three general models which is well
discussed in literature are (1) Anode Hole Injection (AHI) model known also as 1/E
model [77], (2) thermo-chemical model known also as E model [78] and (3) Anode
Hydrogen Release (AHR) model [79].
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Fig. 13 Time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TTDB) phases [76]
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3.5.1 SBD Model

As discussed before, due to SBD the leakage current of transistor increases which
might impact on the circuit characteristics such as delay and energy. By technology
scaling, the electric field over gate oxide increases which makes the SBD more
pronounced [75]. Therefore, it is crucial to model the impact of SBD on the circuit
characteristics. A very well-known model for SBD is voltage-dependent power-law
gate oxide degradation model [80]. In this model, SBD-induced leakage current
increase is modelled by a voltage-dependent current source or a voltage-dependent
resistance between the gate and drain/source (see Fig. 14). The voltage-dependent
resistance is obtained by the following equation [75]:

RBDðVÞ ¼ V ð1�pÞ=K ð36Þ

where p represents the level oxide degradation and K reflects size of breakdown
spot. These two parameters increase over time since the oxide degradation level
increases. Extracting the values of K and p is very complicated since the device
behaviour after SBD depends on many factors such as technology node, transistor
type, oxide area, etc.

3.5.2 HBD Model

Since after HBD the device is not functional any more, HBD normally modelled
with a statistical parameter called time-to-breakdown tBDð Þ. Generally, tBD is
modelled either with Weibull distribution [9] or log-normal distribution [81].
Here, we briefly explain the Weibull distribution model. The CDF of tBD can be
described by:

g

s

d

Ig=KVp

g

s

d

RBD=V(1-p)/K

(a) (b)Fig. 14 Power-law SBD
model a voltage-dependent
current source
b voltage-dependent
resistance model [80]
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FðtÞ ¼ 1� exp � t
g

� �b
" #

ð37Þ

where b is the shape factor of the distribution and g is the scale factor. Normally,
Eq. 37 is rewritten as follows:

ln �lnð1� FðtÞÞ½ � ¼ blnðtÞ � blnðgÞ ð38Þ

In which ln �lnð1� FðtÞÞ½ � can be depicted as a linear function of ln(t) with a
slope of b and a y-intercept equal to �blnðgÞ.

4 Voltage Droop

During workload execution several nodes switch between 0 and 1 and therefore
they draw current from power grids. Due to the current drawn from the power grids,
the actual supply voltage seen by individual gates inside the circuit decreases and it
could vary from time to time and from gate to gate. This phenomenon is called
voltage droop which is a strong function of the executed workload (see Fig. 15).
The voltage droop causes the delay and power dissipation to change and in an
extreme case, it may even lead to a functional failure.

The effect of voltage droop on the delay of a simple inverter in 45 nm tech-
nology node is shown in Fig. 16. As shown in this figure, a 10% voltage droop can
cause the gate delay to increase by more than 20%.

The voltage droop increases by technology scaling since the frequency as well as
power densities is increasing [82]. Moreover, by the technology scaling, the sen-
sitivity of the circuit performance to the voltage droop increases and noise margin
decreases since the threshold voltage of transistors does not scale down as fast as
supply voltage. As a result, the circuit tolerance to the voltage droop is decreasing
as the technology geometry scales down [82].

Fig. 15 The supply voltage
seen by the gates inside the
circuit
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4.1 Voltage Droop Metrics and Important Parameters

There are two important metrics for voltage droop as shown in Fig. 15:

• Average voltage droop: which corresponds to the average supply voltage seen
by the gates V avg

DDð Þ. This value correlates with the voltage droop-induced delay
degradation of the circuit. It is shown that the effect of voltage droop on timing
of a digital path is equal to applying Vavg

DD to the gates of the same path [82]. As a
result, this metric needs to be considered to set the timing margin of the design.

• Maximum voltage droop: which corresponds to the minimum supply voltage
seen by the gates Vmin

DD

� �
. This may cause a failure in the behaviour of the gates

or memory cells.

Moreover, there are two components contributing in the total amount of voltage
droop:

1. IR drop: which is proportional to the level of the current. R represents the
resistances of power mesh network, power pads and device package [82].

2. Ldi/dt: which is proportional to the change rate of the current. L represents the
inductances of the power mesh network, power pads and device packages [82].

It is shown that the contribution of Ldi=dt is less than that of IR drop [82].
Moreover, Ldi=dt only affects the maximum voltage droop and its effect on the
average voltage droop is negligible [82]. As a result, the contribution of Ldi=dt on
the voltage droop-induced timing degradation of the circuit is small and this
parameter can be neglected in the modelling.

4.2 Voltage Droop Model

In this thesis, the power grid is modelled as an R network distributed over the die as
shown in Fig. 17. Moreover, for DC analysis, the package model is reduced to a
per-connection parasitic resistance [83]. The relationship between voltage (V) and
current (I) drawn from each node in the power grid can be written as follows [84]:

Fig. 16 The delay deviation
of a simple inverter versus
different supply voltage
values in a 45 nm technology
node
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V ¼ G�1I ð39Þ

where G represents the conductance matrix of the power grid. As shown in Fig. 17,
current ðIÞ of a grid is calculated by adding the leakage and dynamic power of the
gates. The leakage current of each gate is obtained from leakage LUT according to
its load capacitance. The switching activity of each node together with parasitic
capacitance information obtained from floor-plan is used to estimate the dynamic
power of each gate inside the netlist according to the following equation:

powerdyn � SW � Cl � f � V2
DD ð40Þ

where SW;Cl; f , and VDD are the switching activity, load capacitance of the output
node, frequency, and the gate supply voltage, respectively.

There is a negative feedback between voltage droop and power consumption of
the circuit such that higher power consumption results in a higher voltage droop
which in turn reduces the power consumption. Neglecting this effect might result in
a considerable inaccuracy in the estimated voltage droop value.

5 Soft Error

Soft error is a result of the interaction of particles, such as neutron, alpha
radiation-induced particles or proton, with device material leading to a perturbation
in the device operation. The perturbation can manifest itself as a bit-flip in memory
cells or a transient fault in combinational parts of the circuit. This type of error is

Fig. 17 Equivalent R network model of power grid [83]
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called “soft” since the device is not permanently damaged and if a new data comes,
the device operates correctly again.

Soft error may affect the memory cells and the sequential elements of the circuit
by a bit-flip. If only one cell is affected by a single particle, the event is called Single
Event Upset (SEU). However, a single energetic particle strike can result in upsets
in multiple circuit nodes which is called Multiple Bit Upset (MBU). By the tech-
nology scaling, the dimensions become smaller and devices become closer and
hence the MBU rate is increasing [7].

Soft error may also affect the combinational logics. In this case, it manifests itself
as a transient pulse (a temporal change in the voltage value of the signal). If the
wrong value is stored in the sequential elements, the transient pulse leads to an
error. However, the wrong value does not necessarily reach to the sequential ele-
ment and it may be masked due to different masking phenomena. According to
[85], more than 90% of the faults are masked and they do not cause an error. In the
following, the most important types of masking are explained in more detail:

• Electrical masking: If the transient pulse propagates through successive gates,
it may be attenuated such that it cannot propagate more and it is not latched by
the sequential element. This phenomenon is called electrical masking and it is a
strong function of gates delay. The electrical masking is shown in Fig. 18.

• Logical masking: The transient pulse induced by radiation is logically masked
if it does not affect the output of the logic due to the functionality of the logical
gate. For example if a transient pulse occurs at one input of an AND gate and the
other input is logically “0” the output will remains unchanged to value of “0”.
This phenomenon is depicted in the Fig. 19a.

• Latching window masking: This type of masking occurs when the transient
pulse reaches to the sequential element outside of its latching window.
Figure 19b demonstrates the latching window masking.

Fig. 18 Electrical masking in logical gates
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5.1 Sources of Radiation

Radiation at ground level causing soft errors comes from different sources. In
general, there are two major types of radiation sources:

(1) Atmospheric radiations: When a primary cosmic ray (e.g. protons, electrons,
photons) enters the atmosphere, it interacts with the molecules of the air leading
to the generation of high-energy secondary particles (e.g. neutron, hadrons).
The neutron is one of the most important ground level radiation sources
affecting circuits, leading to the generation of soft errors. Neutrons are not
charged and as a result their interactions with materials do not directly create
electron–hole pairs. However, their interactions with material lead to the cre-
ation of secondary ionizing particles via “indirect ionization” mechanism. The
interaction of generated secondary particles and material in turn leads to the
generation of electron–hole pairs. Direct ionization from low-energy protons is
another source of soft errors which has become important for technologies
beyond 65 nm [87–89]. Proton has a positive electric charge and its mass is
slightly lower than neutron.
Muons are also another important part of the atmospheric radiation at ground
level. It is a particle similar to electron with a negative charge but with a much
greater mass [90]. The probability of muons interaction with material is very
small and the interaction happens only for low-energy muons. Like the other
charged particles, muons also cause a direct ionization in material. Pions are the
other source of atmospheric radiations at ground level. Although they strongly
interact with material, their flux density at ground level is very low. Figure 20a
shows the spectrum of atmospheric radiations at ground level [91].

(2) Terrestrial radiations: Alpha particles are the only terrestrial radiations which
cause soft errors in current technologies. An alpha particle consists of two
protons and two neutrons (identical to the helium nuclei). 238U; 235 U; 232 Th are
the main sources which emit alpha particles with an energy range of less than
10 meV (see Fig. 20b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 19 a Logical masking and b Latching window masking [86]
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5.2 Basic Physical Mechanism of Soft Error

In this section, we briefly describe the physical mechanism of soft error. As
mentioned before, there are different types of particles affecting the VLSI devices.
These particles can directly lead to ionization of materials if the particle is charged
(such as protons and alpha particle). In case of neutron, since the particle is neutral,
it cannot directly deposit charge on the material. However, the interaction of
neutron and material can lead to the generation of charged particles (secondary
particles) which in turn leads to the ionization of the material. In the following, the
physical mechanism of soft error caused by charged particles is described.

In general, the passage of a charged particle through the device material can be
explained in three different steps [91] which are shown in Fig. 21.

• Charge deposition: When a charged particle strikes the device, it transmits a
large amount of energy to the materials mainly due to inelastic interaction [91].
The deposited energy leads to a generation of electron–hole pairs along the
particle path (see Fig. 21a). The energy deposited in the material depends on the
particle energy and the material. Moreover, the energy needed to generate the
electron–hole pairs depends on the material band-gap. For example, the energy
required for generation each electron–hole pair in silicon material is about
3.6 eV. Putting all together, the number of generated electron–hole pairs
strongly depends on the particle energy and the material struck.

• Charge transport: when the electron–hole pairs are generated due the inter-
action of particle and material, the generated carriers are transported due to two
main mechanisms (see Fig. 21b, c):

(a) (b)

Fig. 20 a Neutron, proton, muons, and pions spectrum at sea level [91, 92], b alpha particle
spectrum assuming that the emission rate is equal to 0.001 a=h cm2 [93]
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1. Drift: If the generated carriers are in the regions with an electric filed (e.g.
channel), the carriers are transported due to the drift mechanism.

2. Diffusion: If the generated carriers are in the neutral regions, the carriers are
transported due to diffusion mechanism from the places with high density of
carriers towards the region with less density.

• Charge collection: The deposited charge can be collected by the sensitive
regions (reversely biased p–n junction due to their strong electric field) and
generates a transient current. The generated transient current can lead to a
bit-flip in case an SRAM cell or a latch or flip-flop is affected by radiation. In the
case of logical gates, the generated transient fault can be propagated through the
gates and if it is latched with sequential element, it leads to an error.

6 Summary

In summary, in this chapter, an overview of the most important reliability issues in
current technology nodes and their corresponding models are introduced. The focus
of the chapter was process variation, transistor aging and its mechanisms such as
BTI and HCI,voltage droop and soft error.
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Dependability Threats

Cristiana Bolchini, Maria K. Michael, Antonio Miele
and Stelios Neophytou

Abstract This chapter discusses dependability threads for modern integrated cir-
cuits that affect both their correct operation and performance. The text provides an
overview of fault/error models adopted in methodologies for dependability
assessment, analysis, and mitigation. Faults are categorized based on their appli-
cability in the various abstraction layers. Their applicability to modern design
trends such as FPGAs and NoCs is also presented. Furthermore, models for
emerging and future dependability issues are discussed in the same rationale. In
particular, special attention is given to those issues that typically arise during the
operational life of the devices, causing either transient, intermittent or permanent
failures, including aging and wear-out effects that directly affect their lifetime.

1 Introduction

The continuous technology advances have been triggering the evolution of inte-
grated circuits, allowing remarkable potential usages of electronics. As the tech-
nology moves towards feature sizes of a few nanometers, the competence of the
circuit to deliver the intended functionality is questioned. Different dependability
threads resulting from the stringent design constraints, modern design approaches,
as well as the increased susceptibility of such dense designs to environmental
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conditions affect both the robustness and efficiency of the circuits. These threads do
not only affect the manufacturability of the circuit but constitute an ongoing vul-
nerability factor throughout its lifetime.

This new situation requires attentive approaches which, in order to ensure reli-
ability, have to accurately assess and effectively mitigate the increasingly defecting
behavior of integrated circuits. Although traditionally these important goals where
achieved solely by considering processes like design verification, design for
testability, testing, and diagnosis, in modern and future highly dense circuits this
can be proven to be insufficient. In fact, there are credible indications that we are
moving towards a new era where circuits have to become capable of operating
correctly and with the expected performance in the presence of faults, whether these
are the result of design errors, process variations or environmentally induced
defects. Thus, the effective assessment and mitigation requirements are imposing
the development of a fault-tolerant ecosystem that will be capable of detecting
incorrect behavior and either use redundancy to nullify its effect or enable recon-
figuration mechanisms to bypass the defective components.

This chapter begins by presenting the fundamental concept of fault modeling and
its crucial role to the whole range of problems regarded in the assessment and
mitigation of dependability threads (Sect. 2). Specifically, Sect. 2.1 discusses the
different categories of faults defined by their nature, frequency of occurrence and
lifetime. In Sect. 2.2 the faults that cause permanent damage to the circuit’s
function are discussed, while in Sect. 2.3 the main types of non-permanent faults
are discussed together with their sources and corresponding mitigation techniques.
Fault models and their usage in contemporary design approaches such as field
programmable gate arrays and networks-on-chip are presented in Sect. 2.4.

Section 3 discusses aging and wear-out issues including modeling and reliability
estimation. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present the basic concepts for reliability charac-
terization explaining the corresponding failure mechanisms and performing analysis
of their distributions. In Sect. 3.3 this reliability model is extended to cover variable
working conditions, while a comprehensive system-level model considering
multi-component architectures is defined in Sect. 3.4.

Finally, in Sect. 4 relevant metrics are overviewed as the principal assessment
tool to support decision-making in the design of methodologies and techniques
targeting dependability problems.

2 Fault Models

The dependability of an electronic system can be impaired in several ways, typi-
cally referred to as failures, errors, defects, and faults. The common concept in all
these four definitions is the fact that they describe some type of unexpected and
unintended problem; however, each refers to a distinct level of the electronic
system [1].
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A failure is generally defined in terms of system-level operation and occurs
when the system does not perform its specified or expected service. Hence, a system
failure exists when the system fails to do what it should do. Failures can be caused
by errors.

An error occurs at the computational level. Hence, an error is a deviation from
correctness in computation which is ultimately captured by a wrong system output
or system state value. An erroneous system can potentially lead to a failure. Errors
can be caused by physical level defects as well as by various external factors, which
are modeled as faults.

A defect occurs at the physical level and denotes some type of imperfection or
flaw. It is the unintended deviation between the actual hardware and its intended
design. Defects can appear during fabrication caused by a variety of sources such as
process defects, material defects and package defects. Furthermore, defects can
appear during the lifetime of the electronic system caused mainly by device aging
and wear-out phenomena. A defective system can trigger the appearance of an
error.

A fault is a representation (at some design abstraction layer) of a physical
difference between the expected “correct” system and the system under consider-
ation. The physical difference can be caused by physical defects but also by external
factors, such as nuclear and electromagnetic radiation, temperature, vibration, etc.

It is important to understand that not all defects (nor external factors) can be
represented as faults and, hence, some of these do not manifest themselves as faults.
Furthermore, once a fault appears it does not necessarily lead to an error and,
similarly, not every error causes a system failure.

This section elaborates on fault characterization and fault models which have
been widely used to model the effects of physical silicon defects as well as certain
external factors. The classical taxonomy of permanent, transient, and intermittent
faults is considered and various fault models are discussed, taking into considera-
tion the different layers of design model abstraction (e.g., transistor, switch, logic,
RTL, microarchitectural and system level). Fault modeling in modern technologies
such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Networks-on-Chip (NoC) is
also presented. The section concludes with a discussion on recent approaches
considering fault models for cross-layer abstraction modeling, for the purpose of
cross-layer reliability evaluation and fault mitigation.

2.1 Fault Classification and Modeling

2.1.1 Fault Classification

A fault can be characterized based on various criteria, such as its nature, extent, and
duration. In terms of nature, faults are classified as logical or non-logical [2].
A logical fault represents the effect of a physical fault on the behavior of a modeled
system and exists when it causes a logic discrepancy at some point in the system.
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Non-logical faults include the remaining faults, such as power failures, clock signal
malfunction, etc. The great majority of defects cause logical faults and only few are
known to cause non-logical ones. Faults can also be classified as local or distributed
based on the extent of their effect. The most popular classification of faults relates to
their duration, which classifies faults as permanent and non-permanent according to
the way faults manifest themselves in time.

Permanent faults are those whose presence affects the functional behavior of the
system on a permanent basis. Permanent faults remain active until a mitigation
action is taken, which typically deactivates the fault through bypassing or masking.
The main source of permanent faults comes from physical defects in the hardware
causing irreversible physical changes, such as shorts and opens in a circuit, broken
interconnections, etc. Another source, not as frequent as that of physical defects, is
that of functional design errors which are caused by incorrect functional design
implementation. Up until recently, permanent faults created by these two sources
were expected to be identified during the validation/verification and manufacturing
test processes and, hence, the appearance of a permanent fault during the lifetime of
a system was considered a rear event. Unfortunately, due to the increased com-
plexity of ultra-large integration and the continued device scaling, current design
implementations are becoming less verifiable and fabrication technologies less
reliable, respectively. In order to maintain acceptable yield, products with some
permanent faults can be used in field, in contrast to practices of the past where such
products were discarded. Furthermore, the combination of increased process vari-
ability with new phenomena accelerates the aging of electronic devices (discussed
in detail in Sect. 3) and escalates the problem as they can lead to the creation of
permanent faults during the system’s lifetime. As a result, permanent faults are now
expected to exist and continue to increase during the lifetime of an electronic
system and their detection and mitigation have become extremely important in
ensuring the reliable operation of the system.

Non-permanent faults are temporary in nature in the sense that they are not
present at all times. These faults occur mainly in a random fashion and affect the
functional behavior of the system for finite, but often unknown, periods of time.
Non-permanent faults are further classified into transient and intermittent faults.
Nanocomputing devices are expected to experience increased error rates due to
transient and intermittent faults [3]. The main distinction between the two classes of
faults is their origin.

Transient faults are typically caused by environmental conditions, most often by
a-particles and cosmic rays, but also by temperature, humidity, pollution, pressure,
vibration, electromagnetic interference, power supply fluctuations, static electric
discharges, among others [4]. Their appearance is random, non-recurring, and not
expected to cause any type of permanent damage. The most frequent effect of a
transient fault is referred to as soft error. Different error models for soft errors are
discussed in detail in Sect. 2.3.

Intermittent faults are not environmentally related. Instead, they occur due to
unstable or marginal hardware caused by manufacturing residues which commonly
include process variation or in-progress aging/wear-out, combined with temperature
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and voltage fluctuations, among others [5, 6]. Results from recent studies suggest
that the dependability threats imposed by intermittent faults are significant and
increasing in nanocomputing technologies [5]. A main characteristic of intermittent
faults is that, for the duration that they appear, they tend to behave similarly to
permanent faults. This implies that similar fault models can be considered for both
cases, perhaps under different scenarios. In contrast to transient faults which cannot
be fixed by repair and require constant monitoring and mitigation, intermittent
faults can be eliminated by replacing the impaired hardware, similarly to what
happens when permanent faults exist. To distinguish intermittent faults from per-
manent and transient ones, three criteria can be used:

(i) Appearance of fault: Intermittent faults occur in burst with highly varied
duration each time they appear.

(ii) Location of fault: An intermittent fault occurs at the same location, when the
fault is activated.

(iii) Repeatability of fault: An intermittent fault is considered non-repeatable, it
appears only under particular situations.

2.1.2 Fault Modeling

The effect of a fault is represented by a model, which represents the change pro-
duced by the fault in the system’s behavior, referred to as fault model. In general,
fault modeling bridges the gap between the physical reality of defects and the
underlying mathematical abstraction model used to represent the system. A fault
model identifies the targets to be considered, allowing the application of analytical
tools to effectively analyze and measure the effects of faults. Fault modeling reduces
considerably the complexity of defect analysis, as many defects can be modeled by
the same logical faults. Also, several logical fault models are technology-
independent, which helps in eliminating the necessity for distinct technology-
dependent fault models.

In practice, modeling of faults relates closely to modeling a system. In the design
hierarchy, a system can be represented by different abstraction models based on the
layer of the hierarchy considered. The higher a model is in the design hierarchy, the
fewest implementation details it contains (e.g., behavioral and functional models),
hence, it imposes smaller complexity for representation and simulation purposes.
On the other hand, models towards the bottom of the design hierarchy (e.g., switch
and geometric models) include more accurate implementation details and correlate
stronger to the actual hardware in the expense of additional model complexity. Fault
modeling works in a similar philosophy. Fault models at the lower layers correlate
better to actual physical defects and, thus, are more accurate. However, due to the
high complexity of today’s systems, it is often necessary for practical reasons to
consider fault models at higher layers which are not as accurate.

Certain fault models do not fit in any of the design hierarchies. These consider
usually defect-oriented faults, which represent physical defects not appropriately
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captured by any other fault model and for this reason they are often referred to as
“realistic” fault models. Quiescent current faults IDDQð Þ which model leakage of
quiescent current in CMOS gates is such an example as well as some analog fault
models.

The next subsection discusses major fault models for permanent faults based on
the related abstraction layer of the model. As discussed above, intermittent faults
can be modeled as permanent ones; however, they required different scenarios for
detection. Section 2.3 deals mainly with transient faults caused by soft errors and
presents the various typically adopted error models.

2.2 Fault Models for Permanent Faults

Fault models for permanent faults have been developed for each layer of abstraction
such as behavioral, functional, structural, switch, and geometric. This subsection
presents the main fault models used at each layer. For a more extensive list and
detailed description of fault models the interested reader is referred to [4, 7, 8].

2.2.1 Behavioral Fault Models

Behavioral fault models consider the behavioral specification of the system, as
described by a high-level programming language, such as C/C++/SystemC, or a
hardware-description language, such as VHDL/Verilog. As a behavioral layer
description is often at the top of the design hierarchy of a system, the terms
behavioral and system are typically used interchangeably. However, it is important
to note that an electronic component/system can have a behavioral representation at
different abstraction layers, such as in the form of Boolean equations describing
gates (at the structural layer) or data flow descriptions for registers (at the RTL
layer). Regardless of the underlying abstraction layer, behavioral fault models are
derived based on the procedural descriptions where a fault relates to some type of
incorrect execution of the constructs of the descriptive language used. The precise
nature of the faults included in a behavioral fault model is determined by the
acceptable complexity of the model, and how well these faults correlate to more
accurate fault models described at lower layers of the abstraction hierarchy (e.g.,
structural fault models). An extensive discussion on behavioral fault models can be
found in [9–12], among many others.

The various behavioral fault models consider possible failure modes on the
constituent language constructs. Some of the most well-known behavioral fault
models used for design validation, fault simulation, and test vector generation are
derived based on the following failure modes:
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• Permanent variable values, representing the lower and upper extremes of the
corresponding data type of a variable. Such failures are captured by the be-
havioral stuck-at fault model;

• Failures in function calls where the same value is always returned by a function,
corresponding to the lower and upper extremes of the function range;

• Failures in various statements resulting in erroneous program control flow, such
as loops and branching statements. Examples include for, wait for, switch, case,
and if-then-else statements. These are often referred to as branch faults;

• Failures in variable/signal assignment statements captured by the behavioral
stuck-open fault model. In this case, the value of the target does not follow that
of the source expression in an assignment statement;

• Micro-operation failures refer to deviations of an operator, arithmetic or rela-
tional, from its intended functionality. In this case, the operator may be faulted
to any other operator in its class. The micro-operation fault model considers
perturbation among certain classes of operators;

• Assertion failures occur when assertion statements do not hold. Hence, an
assertion fault implies that the corresponding property is not “true” indicating a
possible problem.

The effectiveness of behavioral fault models can be evaluated based on software
test metrics, such as statement coverage and branch coverage. Moreover, to vali-
date the models it is necessary to investigate the correlation to actual defects in the
corresponding hardware realizations which is usually done by fault simulations at
lower layers of abstraction.

2.2.2 Functional Fault Models

The purpose of a fault model at the functional layer is to ensure that the functional
behavior of a given block/component or circuit/system is consistent with the
expected function of the design. Functional fault models are typically based on the
input/output relationship of higher level primitives which may incorporate a large
number of gates. Often, these fault models are ad hoc as they are derived from
specific functional blocks or microprocessor designs at RTL, as described below.
Similarly to behavioral fault models, the effectiveness of functional fault models
depends on their ability to provide high fault coverage when lower-level fault
models are considered. This is more of a challenge in models using large functional
blocks or microprocessor models. For the case of memory blocks, various
well-established functional fault models exists which have been demonstrated to
have strong correlation to actual permanent defects.

Functional Block Fault Models

This category includes specific models for small functional modules, which are
usually derived in an ad hoc manner. Due to their low complexity, these models are
easy to handle and typically provide high coverage. Popular modules with such
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corresponding functional fault models include multiplexers, single-bit full-adders,
decoders, etc [4, 10]. As an example, consider the following functional fault model
for an n-to-2n decoder, which was shown to cover all physical shorts and opens in
the switch-layer design (transistor-level implementation) [13]:

(i) Only an incorrect output line is activated;
(ii) Both a correct and an incorrect lines are activated;
(iii) No output line is activated.

Such models for different small functional modules are often the basis for cre-
ating functional fault models for larger functional blocks, including iterative logic
array (ILA) designs. ILAs are block-based designs, where a block (logic cell) is
replicated multiple times and interconnected appropriately. A very popular example
of an ILA design is the n-bit ripple-carry adder which consists of exactly n 1-bit full
adders. In this case, the single cell fault model considers each of the 1-bit full
adders as a cell and assumes that at any time only a single cell can be faulty. The
possible faults considered in a single cell can be those derived from the functional
block fault model of the constituent 1-bit full adder. Additional faults can be
considered in ILA-based fault models to account for possible faults in the inter-
connection logic between the cells.

This category also includes generalized fault models for functional blocks based
on the truth table of the block. The general functional fault model (GF) is mainly
practical for small functions as for an n input function it exhaustively considers all
2n possible faults [14]. The extension of the GF model to sequential circuits was
shown to represent specific types of pattern-sensitive faults in RAMS and faults in
simple bit-sliced microprocessors [15]. Several methods have been proposed to
reduce the complexity of the GF model and make it applicable to larger blocks, but
often at the expense of reduced coverage or restrictions on the implementation of
the function. One such example is the universal test set, used primarily for man-
ufacturing test purposes, which reduces significantly the number of tests needed to
check for any fault changing the truth table provided that the function is synthesized
using only the universal set of gates (AND, OR, NOT) [4].

Another interesting family of fault models is that of physically induced func-
tional fault models [16]. In this case, more “physical” faults (i.e., faults at lower
abstraction layers such as structural and switch) are strongly correlated to functional
faults. More precisely, given a full set of physical faults, a set of functional faults is
derived. Complete coverage of the functional faults also provides complete cov-
erage of the correlated lower-level faults. Different physical fault models can be
considered, including gate-level single stuck-at faults, bridging faults, and
switch-level faults. Similarly to physically induced fault models, certain gate-level
delay faults can be modeled using the single-input change and the multiple-input
change functional fault models [17]. These models are less complex; however they
do not provide completeness in fault coverage between the two considered models.
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Microprocessor Fault Models

As microprocessors are among the most complex circuits, their modeling at lower
abstraction layers (such as structural and below) can be prohibitive for fault rep-
resentation and various related tasks such as fault simulation. Hence, functional
modeling is typically utilized for microprocessors, most often at the register transfer
level (RTL). The seminal work in [18] proposed various fault models based on a set
of functions representing a microprocessor. These functions include register
decoding, data transfer, data manipulation, and instructions sequencing. For each of
the functions a corresponding fault models exists. Later work in [19] proposed a
refined fault model based on the specific microprocessor instruction set, known as
the instruction fault model. In this case, each instruction comprises of multiple
micro-instructions each of which is composed of a set of micro-orders. An
instruction fault in this combined microprocessor fault model is assumed to exist in
any of the following cases:

(i) When one or more micro-orders of an instruction do not execute;
(ii) When additional, non intended, micro-orders are executed with an

instruction;
(iii) When both (i) and (ii) occur for the same instruction.

In order to study the effect of hardware faults at the system level, the recent work
of [20] considers the microarchitecture-level stuck-at fault model, which models
logic stuck-at faults at the inputs and outputs of latch elements, and proposes two
new probabilistic functional models, the P-model and the PD-model. All three
models were used to estimate the effect of gate-level faults (both stuck-at and delay)
and were found to be inaccurate in capturing the system-level effects of gate-level
faults, demonstrating the difficulties and complexities in deriving meaningful fault
models for permanent hardware defects at the microarchitecture level. A possible
solution to this problem is mixed-mode fault models, such as the one considered in
[21], where both gate-level and RTL descriptions are used to model a micropro-
cessor leading to better accuracy in capturing challenging lower-level fault models
such as the gate-level path delay fault model at RLT.

Memory Fault Models

Functional fault models are widely used for memory components, allowing for
generalized methodologies independent to the specific underlying technology used
to implement the memory. As random-access memory (RAM) has been the pre-
dominant chip design for memory, the standard RAM functional model has been
considered [22], for both dynamic RAM (DRAM) and static RAM (SRAM)
designs. Moreover, this functional block-based model is easily transformed to other
categories of memory such as read-only memory (ROM) and various types of
programmable memory. A plethora of functional fault models exists based on this
model, considering faults in the constituent blocks as well as their interconnections.
Very often, the model can be further simplified by reducing the various blocks into
three main blocks: (i) the address decoder block, including the row and column
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decoder units and the address latch, (ii) the read/write logic block, including the
write driver, sense amplifier and necessary data register, and (iii) the memory cell
block consisting of the memory cell array. The address decoder and read/write
blocks have specific fault models, as described above in functional block fault
models. Below we concentrate on popular fault models for the memory cell block
of the RAM model, which are also used for other on-chip memory blocks such as
caches and microprocessor memory arrays.

The early work of [23] proposed fault models for single stuck-at faults, transition
faults and coupling faults. According to the reduced functional fault modeling
analysis of [24], these three types of faults, in addition to a special type of coupling
faults called pattern sensitive faults [25], are sufficient for memory cell blocks.
A brief discussion on each of these fault models is given below:

• Under the single stuck-at fault model (SSA), a memory cell may be perma-
nently stuck at the 0 or 1 logic value and, hence, the cell is always in the faulty
state and cannot be changed. The notation 8=0h i and 8=1h i is used to denote
that for all possible actions on the memory location the response is always 0 and
1, respectively;

• A transition fault (TF) at some memory cell exists when the memory cell
cannot make the transition from 1 to 0, leading to a down-transition fault
denoted as #=1h i, or the transition from 0 to 1, leading to an up-transition fault
denoted as "=0h i. Some transition faults can be reduced to stuck-at faults;

• A coupling fault (CF) exists between two memory cells i and j, when a tran-
sition in cell i (from 0 to 1 or vice-versa) results in an unintended transition in
cell j. This type of fault is known as a 2-coupling fault as it involves 2 cells. The
k-coupling fault model is an extension, and the inversion coupling fault
model and the idempotent coupling fault model are special cases of the
2-coupling fault model.

• The pattern sensitive fault model (PSF) is the most generalized version of the
k-coupling fault model, as in a PSF the contents of a memory cell i (or the
ability of the cell to change values) is affected by the contents or transitions of
all other cells. To restrict the complexity of this model the neighborhood PSF
model (NPSF) only considers a pre-defined neighborhood of cells close to the
base cell i which can affect i.

The above models remain relevant to recent and future memory technologies, as
long as a memory cell array is modeled as a functional block arranged in the typical
row-column format (including single-dimension arrays).

2.2.3 Structural Fault Models

Fault models at the structural abstraction layer are better correlated to actual defects,
caused by the manufacturing process or by aging of electronic components during
the normal life of a chip, as the gate-level description and the interconnections
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among the gates are known. The challenge of these models is their increased
complexity making their applicability difficult in complex circuits, such as micro-
processors, and large-scale systems such as current SoC systems, for fault simu-
lation and reliability evaluation purposes. In such cases, mixed-layer models can be
used where some parts of the system have a functional description and others are
represented by structural models.

The most popular structural fault models used to represent faults relating to the
functionality as well as the timing of structural descriptions are briefly presented
below. The reader is referred to [4, 7] for in-depth analysis of the various fault
models.

Stuck-At Fault Model

The assumption here is that a representation exists of interconnected Boolean gates
and other primitive components (such as latches and flip-flops). In the single
stuck-at fault model (SSF), any interconnection can exhibit two types of logical
faults, a stuck-at-1 (SA1) and a stuck-at-0 (SA0) fault. Under this model, only a
single fault can exist at one time. Stuck-at faults have been shown to have strong
correlations to multiple realistic defects, such as opens and shorts in different device
locations, and for this reason they are widely used to represent real defects at the
logical level. The SSF model has complexity linear, in terms of the number of faults
considered, to the size of the Boolean netlist which can be reduced by at least 50%
when the concepts of fault equivalence and fault dominance are applied [7].

Fault Models for Sequential Components

Components with memory elements, such as flip-flops and latches, must be
examined for some additional types of faults, on top of SSFs. The first group of
faults, know as initialization faults, can interfere with the initialization process of
flip-flops rendering the circuit incapable to initialize at a certain state or any state.
Initialization faults can be triggered by SA1 or SA0 faults, however, their effect is
different and they required special treatment. SSFs can also cause the occurrence of
star faults, which include oscillation faults created by oscillating signals due to
combinational feedback in the sequential logic, and race faults appearing in
asynchronous sequential logic models and causing the well know problem of race
conditions.

Delay Fault Models

Ensuring the temporal correctness of today’s circuits and systems has become a
major challenge due to the demand for increasingly complex designs and tighter
timing constrains, in order to achieve the highest possible speed. This challenge
exists both during the manufacturing process, in which case it is tackled by delay
fault testing and diagnosis, and, equally important, during the normal life time of
current and future technologies due to the appearance of aging and wear-out related
physical mechanisms which can increase/modify the delay of the electronic devices
(see Sect. 3).
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Delay faults increase the combinational delay beyond the determined clock
period, causing timing violations to appear. The most important delay fault models
at the structural layer are presented below [26, 27]. This is an appropriate layer for
modeling various types of delays, while maintaining reasonable complexity in the
fault models. This complexity depends of the types of faults as well as the
underlying delay model considered. More complex models offer higher accuracy in
modeling actual delay defects. If accuracy is of great importance, fault models at the
geometric layer are better suited but come with the cost of significantly increased
complexity.

• The transition delay fault model (TDF) considers two types of faults at the
output of each gate: the slow-to-rise fault and the slow-to-fall fault. The TDF
model is widely used by the industry for manufacturing delay testing, primarily
due to its low complexity. The basic underlying assumption in this model is that
a single gate delay becomes large enough to violate the system nominal delay
value independently from which path the delay propagates. For this reason, the
TDF is also referred to as the gross gate-delay fault model. When this
assumption does not hold, the TDF model often fails to identify nominal delay
violations caused by cumulative delays. Various models have been proposed to
tackle this problem while maintaining the linear complexity of the TDF model,
such as the one used in [28] which insists in propagating a transition fault via the
most critical path(s) passing through the gate under consideration.

• The path delay fault model (PDF) is a more comprehensive model than the
TDF model since it considers distributed propagation delays along one or
multiple combinational paths in a circuit [29]. In this manner, both lumped
(gross) gate-delays as well as small gate-delays can be captured adequately.
Therefore, the PDF model can consider the cumulative effect of all delay
variations of the gates and interconnections along one or more paths.
A combinational path is one that originates at a primary input or the output of a
clocked memory element and terminates at a primary output or the input of a
clocked memory element, through a connected chain of logic gates. A single
path delay fault appears if the propagation delay of a signal transition along a
combination path exceeds the clock period. Hence, for each such path, two
possible path delay faults are considered corresponding to the propagated rising
and falling transitions at the origin of the path. Clearly, the complexity of the
single PDF model is a major challenge as, in the worst case, it can be expo-
nential to the number of interconnections in the netlist. Various delay fault
models have been proposed in an attempt to alleviate this problem. The segment
delay fault model is one such example as it considers a limited number of path
segments, instead of all complete paths, making it more accurate than the TDF
model while reducing the complexity of the PDF model. The critical PDF
model which considers only complete critical paths, as determined by timing
analysis, is perhaps the best compromise between accuracy and complexity.
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2.2.4 Switch Fault Models

Fault models defined at the structural layer of abstraction, such as the SSF model,
can still fail to capture some particular real defects. In these cases, lower abstraction
representations must be considered. One such well-known situation involves certain
transistor faults in MOS technologies, in particular in CMOS technology, which can
be captured only if a switch layer model is considered. Two popular fault models
are used for transistor faults, representing transistor opens and shorts:

• The stuck-open fault model considers the case where a transistor has become
permanently non-conducting due to some defect between the source and the
drain of the transistor, behaving as an open device. The worst effect of a
stuck-open fault is the generation of a floating state at the output of the corre-
sponding logic gate. These faults do not occur frequently, only about 1% of the
CMOS faults are attributed to stuck-open faults, but once they appear their effect
can be significant as they can transform a combinational component into a
sequential one.

• A more frequent CMOS failure mechanism involves device shorts modeled as
stuck-on faults (also referred to as stuck-short faults). The stuck-on fault model
assumes that a transistor may be stuck permanently in the conducting phase due
to a closed path between its source and its drain. When such a fault is activated,
the state of the corresponding logic gate can vary, depending on the impedance
of the transistor and the switching threshold of other devices in the logic gate.

2.2.5 Geometric Fault Models

At this layer, knowledge of the exact layout of the design under consideration is
necessary in order to derive the possible defects that can occur. This includes device
geometries, line widths, line separation distances, etc. In practice, two types of
defects are considered, shorts and opens. The most well-known fault model at this
layer is the bridging fault model (BF), as it addresses defects resulting from the
continuous shrinking of geometries. Under this model, a bridging fault is a short
between two signals. The fault universe in the exhaustive version of the BF model
considers all possible pairs of signals. As this is not practical, as well as unrealistic,
the possible pairs of signals to be considered can be derived by close examination
of the layout. BF models also exist at higher abstractions layers such as the switch
and structural layers. Clearly, the more information is available regarding the
implementation the more accurate the model is. In this case, modeling BFs at the
geometric layer can also help in reducing the complexity of the model (number of
BFs considered), as the corresponding models at higher abstraction layers may
consider a higher number of BFs in order to account for the low accuracy in
modeling BFs.
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BFs are categorized into input BFs or non-input BFs based on the location of
their constituent signals. If two or more input signals of the same gate are shorted
then this is an input BF, otherwise the fault is a non-input BF. Furthermore, BFs are
classified as feedback BFs or non-feedback BFs. A feedback fault exists when the
appearance of the fault creates a new feedback path in the circuit, otherwise the
fault is non-feedback. Feedback faults are especially critical as they can cause
oscillations.

Given a BF, the logic value of the shorted net is modeled in one of the following
three ways:

(i) 1-dominant, created by an OR bridge (also known as wired-OR);
(ii) 0-dominant, created by an AND bridge (also known as wired-AND);
(iii) Indeterminate.

Case (iii) occurs mainly in CMOS technologies, where not all shorts can be
mapped to a wired-AND or a wired-OR fault. If available, current monitoring is
used for these cases; otherwise, both logic values are considered.

2.2.6 Multiple Fault Models

In contrast to the single fault models described above, multiple fault models con-
sider the simultaneous presence of a set of single faults of the same type. Unless
restricted, such fault models can exhibit an exponential number of faults making
their applicability impractical. Due to their high complexity as well as the relatively
small probability of occurrence, multiple fault models were not utilized frequently
in the past. However, the continuous and aggressive technology shrinking has led to
the increase of the probability of appearance of multiple faults, both at fabrication
time and in-field time. Therefore, for both phases it is becoming increasingly
necessary to consider multiple faults.

Multiple fault models are defined on different abstraction layers, similarly to the
single fault models. Some of the most important categories of multiple fault models
are presented below. For each case, the specific modeling abstraction layer is
identified.

Multiple Stuck-at Fault Model

This refers to the most well known structural fault model, the single stuck-at fault
model, when extended for multiple faults. A multiple stuck-at fault (MSF) is a
condition under which a set of single stuck-at faults (of any cardinality) occur at the
same time. Given this definition, it is clear that the number of multiple stuck-at
faults is exponential to the number of interconnections in the gate-level netlist. In
particular, there are 3n � 1 multiple faults in a model with n interconnections.
Given this complexity and the fact that tests for single stuck-at faults have been
shown to also detect multiple stuck-at faults, this model is not regularly used by the
manufacturing test industry. However, the model is still necessary for diagnosing
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certain multiple faults and for testing designs with logic redundancy with high
accuracy. Most importantly, the model becomes relevant when studying the relia-
bility of current and new technologies which can experience multiple permanent
faults during their normal lifetime.

Multiple Delay Fault Models

The structural layer path delay fault (PDF) model has been long considered as the
most accurate one among traditional delay fault models (such as the transition fault
model), due to its ability to detect both lumped as well as small distributed delay
defects. The PDF set consists of single as well as multiple faults. Multiple PDFs
(also referred to as functionally sensitized faults in the literature), model simulta-
neous excessive path delays among multiple paths and manifest only if all paths in
the multiple fault exhibit delays. The number of multiple PDFs is intractable, even
in the case of the primitive PDF model which is a refinement of the traditional
PDF model and limits significantly the number of multiple faults needed to be
considered [30, 31]. A more practical model is that of critical primitive PDFs
which limits the number of overall faults considerably by considering only critical
paths [32].

Multiple Memory Fault Models

Functional layer multiple memory fault models are nowadays employed as, due to
the high density of the memory cell array, multiple faults are appearing in higher
and increasing rates. Linked faults refer to multiple faults in which one fault
influences the behavior of other faults, whereas, unlinked faults do not exhibit such
behavior. Faults in both the multiple SSA and multiple TF models are unlinked.
For the case of multiple CFs, both types of behavior can appear. The case of linked
CFs is particularly challenging due to the effect of fault masking.

2.3 Transient and Intermittent Fault Models

Another important category of threads imposed during the lifetime of an integrated
circuit produce errors which are by nature not permanent that may or may not be
catastrophic for the device within they occur or for the entire system. This depends
both on the severity of the thread as well as the application used. For example
consider a computing system responsible for a space rocket launch.
A non-permanent error hitting the system a few minutes after the successful takeoff
can result in the rocket crash (e.g., because it had altered the procedure of leaving
the earth atmosphere) even though the error was not severe and had a short life.
Non-permanent errors are a subset of Single-Event Effects (SEEs) and are more
usually referred to as Soft Errors. They are mainly caused by alpha particles and
neutron (originated from cosmic rays) strikes on circuits.
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2.3.1 Origins of the Soft Errors

While soft errors were introduced as a digital systems reliability thread from their
early realization, before 1970s it was believed to be specific for space applications
where the radiation energy is high. Intel Corp. was the first to report soft errors due
to alpha particle strikes in dynamic RAM devices when their packaging acciden-
tally used water contaminated by a radioactive element [33, 34]. Many other such
cases have been reported ever since, enforcing semiconductor companies to
incorporate safeguards to keep radiation as low as possible in their manufacturing
process. Specifically, companies’ actions toward this direction are twofold: (i) high
purification of materials in order to minimize emission of particles from radioactive
material traced in packaging such as uranium and thorium and (ii) techniques to
minimize the probability an alpha particle reaches a device [35]. Modern packaging
material specifications enforce alpha particle emission rates to be below 2� 10�3a
counts per hour per cm2 [35].

Nevertheless, the soft error thread is valid during the component’s entire life-
time, even after delivered to the end user. This thread is not only due to the
packaging impurities. Cosmic radiation interacts with the earth’s atmosphere trig-
gering a cascading effect that results in particle flux which is visible by and may
affect the operation of integrated circuits in terrestrial systems [36–38]. Soft errors
can arise from process variations as well, yet they are considered as a less important
origin of faulty behavior.

Several studies have shown that cosmic radiation at ground level affects the
operation of random-access memories (RAMs) [39, 40]. Hence, mitigation tech-
niques such as error correction codes (ECC) and data interleaving have become a
necessity especially in systems that require high reliability [41, 42]. In addition,
shrinking technology has made combinational logic as a potential reliability victim.

Figure 1 illustrates the strike of a high-energy particle on a CMOS transistor in
order to demonstrate its effect in the containing device functionality. Once a
high-energy particle (in the range of 4–9 meV) strikes a semiconductor device, it
disturbs its crystalline structure, especially the reverse biased junctions. The particle
penetrates the device and creates a high carrier density track that consists of pairs of
electrons and holes. This disturbs the depletion region expanding it deeper into the
substrate. The diffusion creates current/voltage transients at the device which
recedes as a function of time. Yet this transient condition results to a temporary
change in the functionality of the device that may be observed as a change of a logic
value at the netlist level of abstraction, i.e., a soft error.

As the transistor density is increased and the voltage levels are decreased, the
energy of a particle becomes adequate to produce a fault that may lead to a failure
of the corresponding system [43, 44]. The minimum charge of a particle that can
cause a fault to a specific circuit device is known as critical charge Qcritð Þ [34]. This
charge must be computed for each device and technology process independently,
usually using simulation tools. Obviously, the higher this charge the smaller the
thread for the corresponding device. Qcrit is directly proportional to the operational
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voltage of the device as well as its capacitance. Moreover, a number of electrical
phenomena, such as power density and current density are increased, negatively
affecting the operation of the circuit. In many cases such changes in the operational
conditions of a component may transform a transient error into intermittent or, even
worse, into a permanent one.

Consequently, soft errors are treated as radiation effects and are primarily
characterized by the Soft Error Rate (SER), a metric that defines the mitigation
approach to be followed for each of type of it. A typical metric for SER is Failures
in Time (FIT) indicating a failure per billion operational hours. The FIT of a system
can be calculated as the sum of the FIT values of the individual components of the
system since the failures due to soft errors in different components are in principle
unrelated.

2.3.2 Types of Soft Errors

The nature of transient SEEs defines the type of these errors and can help in
predicting its expected behavior. Here, we provide a description for the most
important soft errors and their main characteristics.

Single-Event Upset

A Single-Event Upset (SEU) arises when a particle strikes a memory element
altering its state. Hence, they usually result in Single-Bit Upsets (SBUs) and they
are treated under this assumption. Such strikes occur inside a RAM structure or on a
flip-flop and their interaction with the combinational logic within certain time
interval may further propagate the fault and cause an error. Also, an SEU can be an
effect of an erroneous calculation within the combinational part of the circuit that is
propagated and stored in a latch or flip-flop (described below as Single-Event
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Fig. 1 A particle strike effect on a transistor
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Transient). SEUs are usually restrained by single error correction codes (ECC) to
cancel the effect of the upset as early as possible within the part of the circuit that
occurred. ECC incorporate additional data bits to indicate the bit upset location and,
consequently, correct it. Yet as the bit density is increased, the single-bit upset
assumption becomes unrealistic [45, 46]. Figure 2 from [45] illustrates this trend for
two different process technologies, i.e. 65 nm with supply voltage 1.1 V and 90 nm
with supply voltage 1.2 V. In the older process generation, where the feature size
and the supply voltage are larger, the vast majority of faults (>95%) affect only a
single memory bit. In the newer generation this percentage drops a lot (*45%)
rising the corresponding percentage for double, triple and quadruple error bits to
considerable levels.

Multi-Cell Upset and Multi-Bit Upset

As a result of technology shrinking, Qcrit decreases giving rise to emerging types of
upsets causing multiple disruptions where the SEU affects more than one memory
position, either adjacent cells/flip-flops or different bits within the same memory
word. In these cases, data correction requires more sophisticated and expensive
mitigation methods, even beyond ECC. While the correlation between SEUs and
SBUs is straightforward, a particle strike can affect more than one single bit in a
memory element, in close proximity. The affected bits usually follow a pattern
similar to those shown on the right part of Fig. 3. When the memory corruption
occurs in adjacent memory cells or flip-flops then the fault is known as Multi-Cell
Upset (MCU). If the corruption is on different bits of the same data word the fault is
known as Multi-Bit Upset (MBU). Distinguishing between MCUs and MBUs is
necessary in order to develop appropriate mitigation techniques for these two cases.
For example, in order to effectively reverse the effect of MBUs, bits from different

Fig. 2 Frequency distribution of number of faulty bits generated from a single-event upset for two
different process sizes [45]
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data words are interleaved to keep physically apart bits from the same word.
Appropriate software tools can be used to estimate how vulnerable memory cells
are to SEUs. The output of such a tool is shown in Fig. 3. The tool, called TFITTM

and developed by IROC Tech [47–49], evaluates the FIT of a given design under a
specific technology process considering the MCU fault model. In addition to
reporting FIT estimation for the number of cells affected per SEU (left part of
Fig. 3) it can provide detailed FIT for different MCU patterns, as shown on the right
part of Fig. 3.

Single-Event Transient

A voltage glitch in the circuit can be the reason of an undesired situation known as
Single-Error Transient (SET). SET changes the operation of a logic gate that pro-
duces erroneous values. When these errors are propagated in a latch or flip-flop an
SEU is triggered. It is expected that a large percentage of SETs are masked either
logically or electrically before they can cause a change in the state of a circuit and,
in turn, a system failure. In addition to that, in many cases the duration and/or the
amplitude of the glitch is not sufficient to cause an SET, yet these cases will become
minority as the technology scales further. Figure 4 illustrates the occurrence of an
SET in a logic circuit. The error occurs at the combinational logic, altering the
output F of the OR gate for a small time interval. This error is propagated to the
input of a memory element (D Flip-Flop) arriving at the same time as the clock, and
lasting long enough to change the state of the flip-flop which, in turn, affects the
execution of subsequent time frames. Although the result of an SET is similar to

Fig. 3 MCU vulnerability analysis as obtained from tool TFIT from IROC Tech [49]
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that of an SBU, their cause is not the same. Figure 4 also illustrates the occurrence
of an SBU which, as opposed to SET, directly strikes the memory element QB.
Thus, an SBU definitely results in an SEU, while SET may result in one or more
SBUs (when there exist more than one propagation paths to memory elements)
under certain conditions. Discrimination between SET and SBU is necessary for the
development of appropriate mitigation techniques. Mitigation techniques consider
redundant circuitry similar to those used for permanent faults. SET filtering tech-
niques have been also proposed, utilizing duplication or signal delaying to cancel
the specific characteristics of this event [50, 51].

Mitigation techniques consider redundant circuitry similar to those used for
permanent faults. SET filtering techniques have been also proposed, utilizing
duplication or signal delaying to cancel the specific characteristics of this event
[50, 51].

Single-Event Latchup

An SEE occurring on a semiconductor structure may convert it to a current rectifier
of bipolar nature. This fault is known as Single-Even Latchup (SEL) since it has
similar characteristics to electrical latchup. The particle strike (usually by neutrons
or protons) affects the parasitic structures of the PN junctions to trigger a situation
that can be understood as two coupled bipolar transistors forming a parasitic
thyristor (PNPN junction) [36, 38]. This situation may produce high currents which
in turn increase the power dissipation, and thus, the temperature of respective
component. When the temperature is increased beyond the thermal budget of the
component (or the system) it can lead to a failure and, in some cases, create a
permanent damage. Early detection mechanisms can identify such problematic
situations and initiate a power reset of the system to prevent the permanent damage.
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Fig. 4 Difference between single-event transient (SET) and single bit upset (SBU)
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SEL rates are expected to decrease as the supply voltage in modern technology
processes is reduced [52].

Single-Event Functional Interrupt

In the case where the event affects a critical signal of the circuit such as a clock or a
reset or a critical memory component such as a control register, this abnormal
behavior is known as Single-Event Functional Interrupt (SEFI) [39, 40]. SEFI can
lead to severe failures of a system although it is not by nature destructive and
usually attacks devices of high circuit complexity. While SEFIs were encountered
in RAMs, flash memories, FPGAs and high-end microprocessors, other types of
circuits may be affected as the designs tend to become more and more complex.
A recovery from a SEFI involves refreshing of the corrupted data, reloading the
altered configuration and, in some cases, power cycling of the system. Mitigation
techniques for SEFIs are usually at the system level and involve online identifi-
cation of configuration discrepancies coupled with maintenance of restore points in
the system to facilitate abnormal operation.

2.4 Fault Models for Modern Technologies

The generic fault modeling approaches described in Sect. 2 can be applied to model
defects arising in modern technologies, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) and Network-on-Chips (NOCs). However, due to their well-defined
characteristics the usage of the existing fault models has been adapted to the cor-
responding architectures. Accordingly, the proposed mitigation or protection
techniques are taking advantage of their structured design. In this section we discuss
the fault model usage and briefly comment how their variations have contributed in
coping with dependability threads.

2.4.1 Fault Models for Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)

FPGAs are the main representatives of reconfigurable integrated circuits. In the past
few years, FPGAs have received huge attention and, hence, seen important devel-
opment in terms of capacity and speed. With more than a million configurable logic
blocks, embedded specialized modules such as digital signal processing slices and
high-speed communication modules, on-chip memory (among many other features)
[53, 54], FPGAs have found a huge range of applications beyond ASICs proto-
typing. From industrial control to scientific instrumentation and from automotive to
consumers electronics, even critical applications such as avionics and medical
electronics have render FPGAs market presence significant. The latter combined
with their increased complexity have increased the dependability threads and,
consequently, made the development of advanced mitigation techniques a necessity.
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FPGA testing approaches can be separated in post-manufacturing and in-field.
Post-manufacturing testing has been widely accepted with the term application-
independent testing while in-field refers to post-configuration testing known as
application-dependent testing and is extended to Build-In-Self-Testing (BIST)
schemes to guarantee the dependability of the device throughout its lifetime [55]. In
both cases, the corresponding techniques separately examine the three basic com-
ponents of the FPGAs, i.e., the logic blocks, the memory cells and the intercon-
nection fabric. In general, FPGA testing considers models for permanent and
transient faults that are similar to those described in Sects. 2.2 and 2.3. Despite the
modeling match, fault lists for FPGAs are of different nature. Due to the pro-
gramming of the device, some faults may become redundant either because some
blocks/modules of the FPGAs are not used or because of the increased logic
redundancy induced by the versatile functionality of the FPGA’s cells. In the fol-
lowing paragraphs we discuss how fault models are affected by the specific char-
acteristics of the FPGA structure.

Application-Dependent Versus Application-Independent Dependability

Right after manufacturing it is necessary to perform thorough testing for all possible
faults under the considered models. Proposed techniques for this Application-
Independent testing (AIT) need to exercise many different programmings of the
device, known as configurations, in order to be able to test all parts of the FPGA (as
well as all part combinations) [56–61]. Under each different configuration, standard
testing procedures involving fault activation and propagation to observable points
are considered, yet the fault list is constructed only for the part of the device
employed. Hence, the main target here is to minimize the number of configurations
necessary to achieve the desired fault coverage. Note that the configuration of a
device is done in a serial fashion and, hence, is much more time consuming than the
application of a test. If the device fails for a test in one of the configurations
considered, it may still reach the market allowing only configurations for which the
applied tests have not detected any faults.

On the other hand, Application-Dependent (ADT) approaches consider only the
part of the device employed by the configuration of the intended application [55,
62–66]. The application designer should, therefore, in-field develop, together with
their design, the test stimuli to achieve the desired fault coverage. Thus, the fault list
considers only the faults enabled by the specific configuration. The test stimuli can
be either applied once (after configuration) or be embedded in the unused part of the
device in order to be activated on-demand by the end-user in an online or offline
mode.

On the other hand, Application-Dependent (ADT) approaches consider only the
part of the device employed by the configuration of the intended application [55, 62–
66]. The application designer should, therefore, in-field develop, together with their
design, the test stimuli to achieve the desired fault coverage. Thus, the fault list
considers only the faults enabled by the specific configuration. The test stimuli can be
either applied once (after configuration) or be embedded in the unused part of the
device in order to be activated on-demand by the end-user in an online or offlinemode.
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Fault Models Usage in FPGA Components

As with not programmable devices, FPGA dependability approaches have exten-
sively used the stuck-at fault model, the stuck-open/stuck-short model and the
bridging fault model for interconnections, usually in a pairwise fashion [57, 58, 62,
63, 65]. In many cases, more abstracted functional models have been used for
modules such as multiplexers and decoders as well as for modules that the actual
implementation is not available [62, 67]. In addition, delay fault models have been
used, mainly the Path Delay Fault model and the Transitions Fault model [66, 68,
69].

This paragraph indicates how these models have been used in the literature for
the three main components of the FPGA, namely logic blocks, memory cells, and
the interconnection fabric.

Faults for Logic Blocks

Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) are the main component implementing logic in
an FPGA. Oriented in a two-dimensional array they consist of one or more
Look-Up Tables (LUTs), multiplexers, flip-flops, and possibly some additional
functional units such as full adders. The stuck-at fault model is used for all com-
ponents’ interconnections within the block as well as for all components for which
the internal structure is available.

For some components that the actual implementation is not available during
testing, especially for ADT approaches, and, hence, abstracted functional models
are used accordingly. For example, in the case of a standard 2-to-4 decoder the
faults are considered as described in Sect. 2.2 under functional fault models.

Another model specifically used for the LUTs of CLBs is the cell fault model
[70]. A cell fault describes a mismatch between specific value combination of the
inputs and the expected outputs. LUTs configured as RAMs are tested considering
memory specific models such as data retention, coupling, and address decoder
faults over and above stuck-at and transition fault models [71]. Specifically for the
sequential elements, namely the flip-flops, latches, and registers of CLBs the
stuck-at and transition fault models are used [72]. The work in [62] combines all
these fault models to create a comprehensive fault list for generic FPGAs and this
combination is referred as hybrid fault model. The work in [63] proposes an
extension of the bridging fault model that considers a feedback path where an
output of an LUT dominates the one of its inputs creating unexpected behavior of
sequential nature.

The mitigation techniques for CLBs usually keep the CLBs under test config-
uration unchanged and appropriately modify the configuration of the interconnec-
tions between them as well as the configuration of the CLBs not used in order to
make the CLBs under test controllable and observable. The configurations are
loaded in an iterative manner until all faults considered are covered [57, 73–75].
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Faults for the Interconnection Fabric

The great majority of the transistors in an FPGA is used for the interconnection of
the CLBs. Due to the programmable nature of the device a huge number of possible
connections is available and appropriate routing logic is used. The two predominant
approaches use either programmable switch matrices or programmable multiplex-
ers. For the routing logic the stuck-at fault model is used, while for the switch
matrices the stuck-on/stuck-off variation of the transistor model is considered. For
the actual interconnections bridging faults are extensively used, usually in pairwise
combination, followed by stuck-open and stuck-short faults [58, 59, 61, 63, 64, 76].

The mitigation approaches keep the interconnection fabric configuration
unchanged and appropriately configures the CLBs to activate the desired connec-
tion structures in order to test them. For this purpose, a functional model has been
proposed to enforce the CLBs to an easy-to-control configuration. In [76] the
single-term function is introduced were each LUT is configured to implement either
a single minterm or a single maxterm function. Thus, the expected value of the LUT
is fixed for all combinations of inputs except one. This configuration of the CLB
can be used to activate specific faults in the interconnection fabric by bringing
specific value to a desired line driven by the CLB.

Faults for Memory Cells

Based on the process technology followed during manufacturing, FPGAs may
follow different configuration philosophies. The most commonly used processes are
the SRAM-based and the flash-based FPGAs. In the SRAM-based case the con-
figuration should be loaded from an external source, in contrast to the flash-based. If
this external source is a non-volatile memory then it has to be considered for
dependability threads as well.

In all cases of memory structures the standard memory fault models are used
including pattern sensitive and adjacent cell coupling, address decoding faults and
data retention. Moreover, non-permanent faults rate has been increased mainly due
to the existence of SEUs and affect the dependability of the device during its entire
lifetime [77–82]. Recently, a number of techniques have been proposed considering
multiple-bit upset faults as well [83–85].

Mitigation techniques rely on using sequences of systematic reads and writes to
the memory structure to detect undesired behavior. Such an example is the popular
approach of March tests [71] which has been extended to FPGAs to allow repair
action in a technique which is known as Scrubbing [86, 87]. Moreover, a number of
embedded techniques have been proposed that work in the fault tolerance direction
using techniques such as duplication and comparison or triple modular redundancy
[88–93] or following design approaches based on the considered architecture for
soft error resilience [94–99].
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2.4.2 Fault Models for Network on Chip

The continuous shrinking of the technology feature size allowed fitting billion of
transistors in a single chip, that gave rise to an efficient architecture featuring many
intellectual property cores (IPs) connected together on the same microchip. The
idea behind Chip Multi-Processor (CMP) architectures is to use the processing
power in a distributed manner to accommodate the given workload. The evolution
of CMPs has shown that the communication between the various IPs cannot con-
tinue to have the traditional form of a single communication bus as this creates two
problems: (i) needs global synchronization that delimits the potential performance
of the device and the diversity of the various processing units, and (ii) is not
scalable to a large number of IPs [100–102]. For these reasons the trend is to follow
the successful example of communication networks to create a communication
fabric between IPs known as Network On-Chip (NoCs). The NoC concept exam-
ines all the aspects of the IP interconnection including topology, component design,
architecture, communication protocols, routing and, naturally, its fault tolerance.

Dependability Concerns in NoCs

On the one hand, NoCs should provide the intended communication between the
IPs in a reliable manner and, on the other hand, this communication should be done
within stringent design constrains imposed by the area overhead, the performance
and the energy consumption. Hence, the successful techniques used in communi-
cation networks cannot be employed without being adjusted to the NoC environ-
ment. The most important sources of threads come from the small sizes of the
components and the small logic swings experienced in NoCs. These two factors
increase error rates due to the susceptibility of the NoC to electrical noise mainly as
a consequence of crosstalk, electromagnetic interference, thermal stressing, and
radiation-induced charges [100]. These are on-top of the post-manufacturing defect
sources such as process variation [103] and aging effects discussed in Sects. 2.2 and
3, respectively.

Fault Considerations for IPs cores in NoCs

While assessing the dependability of the IPs using traditional test generation
techniques, the NoC is used as the medium to deliver the input patterns to IPs,
usually referred to as the Test Access Medium (TAM). It is common practice that
the IP provider also provides input stimuli to the CMP designer to ensure sufficient
coverage for the major fault models such as stuck-at, bridging and transition faults
[104]. Naturally, dependability approaches are not as straight forward as in
monolithic circuits as the input stimuli should reach the IP from the CMP pins (or
the scan infrastructure if available). At the same time the IP under assessment
should be isolated so that it does not interact with other cores either inactive or
assessed in parallel. Hence, the IPs must be surrounded by a standardized logic
adapter known as test wrapper to direct the TAM’s stimuli to the actual inputs of
the IP and obtain the responses from its actual outputs. Many techniques have been
proposed to include built-in self test logic in IP cores or use neighboring cores (not
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in assessment mode) as input stimuli generator or output response analyzer
[105–109].

Fault Models for the NoCs Routing Logic

The main components of the interconnection fabric should be also assessed both
individual and in combination. Other than the communication links (communication
channels), the NoC consists of routers to carry out the transmission of the data
packets at each node, network interfaces that provide an access channel from the IP
to the NoC infrastructure, and, hence communication with other cores. Although
most of the proposed methodologies do not examine the assessment of the com-
munication links separately, the corresponding fault models are of different nature
and are, thus, discussed in the next section.

As far as the network interface is concern, the vast majority of related
methodologies consider that it is assessed implicitly together with the IP since all
input stimuli should pass through it to reach the IP. Usually the network interface is
placed within the wrapper circuit. Other techniques are considering them separately
or as part of the router assessment; yet they assume traditional design-for-testability
(DfT) infrastructure such as scan chains and consider both the stuck-at and tran-
sition delay fault models [110, 111]. The work of [112] proposed a functional fault
model to exercise all the functional modes of the network interface which serves as
the source and the destination for data used to assess the router.

For the router, each of its main components should be explicitly considered. The
crossbar switch, the arbiter, and the handshake logic as well as the interconnections
between them are usually assessed considering the stuck-at fault model, functional
models specific to each component, the stuck open/short model as well as delay
fault models [110, 113]. In addition, for the FIFO input buffers memory fault
models are also considered [114]. The related methodologies usually take advan-
tage of the canonical form of the network topology to check the routers in an
iterative or progressive manner using identical input stimuli [114]. The work of
[115] proposed a high level fault model called link fault model where a path
between two router ports is considered as faulty if it the outgoing data is not
identical to the incoming. Similarly, [116] proposes a fault model where the
incoming data is forwarded to an incorrect router channel resulting in either lost
packages or performance reduction.

Fault Models for NoCs Communication Links

The final component of the NoC infrastructure not considered in the previous
sections is the interconnections as such, i.e., the wires. Since many of the inter-
connections in a microchip are within few nanometers, the natural consequence is to
exhibit increased crosstalk levels. On the one hand, the traditional assessment issues
impose offline approaches both for post-manufacturing and built-in self test pur-
poses. On the other hand, the increased error rates due to the susceptibility of
deep-submicron technology to radiation-induced faults, place online approaches on
the top of dependability requirements.
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Several online approaches have been proposed adopting techniques from the
telecommunication discipline [117, 118]. Error Correction/Detection Codes
(ECDC) have been developed within the stringent design budget that provide
communication of high reliability using mainly information and time redundancy
and less often spatial redundancy [118, 119]. Information redundancy considers
techniques such as cyclic redundancy check, hamming encoding and parity checks
and is usually employed for error detection. The desired reliability is then achieved
by employing error correction either using advance information redundancy
approaches or using time redundancy, e.g., retransmitting incorrect packages.
According to the study carried out in [117], the latter combination imposes smaller
overhead in terms of area overhead and energy efficiency.

Fig. 5 Crosstalk faults modeled using the maximum aggressor fault model as presented in [120]
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Offline techniques usually rely on the DfT infrastructure and cover the entire
range of dependability assessment from design verification to BIST. These methods
consider the traditional fault models for permanent faults, mainly the stuck-at,
stuck-short/stuck-open, delay and in a large extend the bridging fault model. The
same models are considered for the evaluation of the online methods. Obviously,
bridging faults are more suitable for modeling the main source of defects in the
interconnection links, i.e., crosstalk, yet they cannot model delay faults which are
very usual in this context. For this reason the technique of [120] considers a model
for crosstalk faults known as the Maximum Aggressor Fault (MAF) model. In the
MAF model the logic value or transition in an interconnection can be affected by
neighbor interconnections (aggressors) by delaying or speeding a transition or
trigger voltage glitches. Figure 5 obtained from [120] illustrates the six possible
faults according to the MAF model. The work in [121] proposed a more generic
model for crosstalk where the value of an interconnection can be affected by a
neighbor one either by dominating it or by realizing an undesired logical operation
(AND–OR) between the two. The fault considers lines in the same neighborhood
both in the same or in different metal layers.

3 Aging and Lifetime Reliability

The definition of the aging and wear-out models represents a fundamental step
towards the estimation of the lifetime of a digital system and, eventually, to design
solutions in order to extend it, should it be not satisfactory with respect to the
system mission time. Both academia and industry have broadly investigated such
aging models proposing solutions acting at the different abstraction levels (e.g.,
[122–124]). Because design activities typically migrate to system level to dominate
the complexity of the working scenario, aging models have also been abstracted
from the device to the system level. Indeed when considering a modern multi-
processor system integrating a large number of cores, the estimation of the expected
lifetime of the system becomes a challenging activity that can be addressed only at
system level, especially when considering that the workload may change over time,
thus causing a varying stress and aging on the various components, also due to
subsequent processors’ failures that force a re-distribution of the workload for the
system to continue working.

In this section, we will present a state-of-the-art methodological framework for
the definition of aging models and the estimation of the lifetime reliability of a
complex digital system composed of many components, such as a multiprocessor
architecture. In particular, we will discuss how to compute the reliability RsysðtÞ of
the system, i.e., the probability of the system to be operational until time t, and,
consequently, to derive the related Mean Time To Failure (MTTF). The overall
organization of the framework is presented in Fig. 6; the flow is an adaptation of the
one in [122, 124] and integrates various features and details of the aging models
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Fig. 6 Reliability modeling and analysis framework
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defined in [125–127]. The starting point is the reliability characterization of the
single device by means of accelerated experimental campaigns (Sects. 3.1 and 3.2).
Industrial standards define how to empirically derive the failure rate related to each
failure mechanism in a given class of devices by means of accelerated experimental
sessions, and, subsequently, how to identify the statistical distribution that fits best
the sample data.

The device level characterization is generally performed in fixed working con-
ditions for sake of simplicity. Therefore, it will introduce a considerable error in the
evaluation of a real system used to work in varying working conditions. Thus, a
component-level model is defined to incorporate in the RðtÞ formula the possible
variations in the working conditions, and, in particular in the temperature, in a
single component (Sect. 3.3).

Finally, a system-level reliability model is defined on the basis of the previous
component-level models to take into account all the peculiarities of a
multi-component architecture (i.e., the variable workload and the possibility to
survive after the first sequences of failures). As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the analytical
formulation of such model becomes unmanageable. For this reason a Monte
Carlo-based simulation approach is generally adopted. The approach is based on the
definition of a survive lattice, composed of all the possible working configurations
the system may assume, depending on the sequence of occurred failures. Therefore,
each simulation will be performed by generating a random sequence of failures on
the basis of the component failure distribution. At each failure, the working con-
ditions of the various components will be adapted according to the new system
configuration. Then the simulation will proceed until the working configuration is
within the survive lattice. At the end, the mean time to failure of the overall system,
and the related reliability curve RsysðtÞ will be computed by aggregating the actual
lifetimes collected with a large number of independent simulations.

3.1 Device-Level Failure Mechanisms

The definition of failure mechanisms for physical devices has been accurately
addressed by the electronics industries during the past decades. In particular, their
main necessity has been to conduct testing of new technologies and fabricated
devices in order to predict failure behaviors during the nominal operational life of
the components in post-production phases. Therefore, JEDEC Solid State
Technology Division [128], an independent semiconductor engineering trade
organization and standardization body that involves some of the world’s largest
computer companies, defined a standard for the specification of models for each
specific physical failure mechanism in electronic components in order to perform
testing experiments at accelerated conditions capable of predicting the aging and
wear-out behavior of the devices at customer use conditions.
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The basic model defined in [123] for a single failure mechanism is based on the
Arrhenius equation. This mathematical expression is applicable to most thermal
acceleration for semiconductor device failure mechanisms, such as electromigra-
tion, time-dependent dielectric breakdown, or thermal cycling, and characterizes the
failure rate of the considered class of components or devices at specific working
conditions, and in particular considering a fixed temperature. The Arrhenius
equations is specified as follows:

k ¼ A0e
�Ea

kT ð1Þ

where k is the failure rate of the considered failure mechanism, A0 is an experi-
mentally estimated fitting constant, Ea is the activation energy (in eV, depending to
the specific failure mechanism), k is Boltzmann constant (equal to
8:62� 10�5 eV=K), and T is the steady-state (worst-case) operating temperature (in
Kelvin degrees). For simplicity, in the experimental data analysis, JEDEC publi-
cation considers an exponential distribution of the failures. Therefore, the Mean
Time To Failure (MTTF) of the considered class of devices can be computed as the
opposite of the failure rate:

MTTF ¼ 1
k
¼ A�1

0 e
Ea
kT ð2Þ

It is worth mentioning that the adoption of an exponential distribution for modeling
aging and wear-out mechanisms is clearly inaccurate since such model has a
constant failure rate over time. At the opposite, if we do not consider the infant
deaths that are mainly caused by production defects and are screened in
post-production testing, wear-out mechanisms typically present a very low failure
rate at the beginning of the component lifetime; then, k increases as the component
ages. Therefore, a more adherent model should consider more advanced probability
distributions, such as the Weibull or the lognormal, typically adopted instead of the
exponential one, and discussed later on.

In post-production testing activities, accelerated experiments are conducted in a
high temperature environment to empirically measure the failure rate and, conse-
quently, the mean time to failure of the considered class of devices in stress con-
ditions, called MTTFtest. A large set of devices are considered in these experimental
campaigns to have a reasonable statistical confidence of the empirical result. Then,
the following rewriting of Eq. 2 is used to calculate the thermal acceleration factor
AT for device MTTF distribution:

AT ¼ e
Ea
kð Þ� 1

Ttest
� 1

Top

� �
ð3Þ

where the new symbols Ttest and Top represent the temperature of the accelerated
experiment and the operational temperature in nominal conditions, respectively.
Finally, the mean time to failure in nominal conditions MTTFop can be estimated as:
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MTTFop ¼ AT �MTTFtest ð4Þ

The basic model represented in Eq. (2) has been specialized for each failure
mechanism, in particular, by specifying A0 and Ea parameters as a function of other
more detailed factors. The specific models for some of the most common failure
mechanisms will be discussed in details in the rest of the section. One of the most
important issues in all these models is the fact that the actual values of most of the
involved parameters and factors are not fixed but need to be experimentally char-
acterized by means of specific empirical campaigns. Another JEDEC publication
[123] accurately specified how to conduct such process.

3.1.1 Electromigration

Electromigration (EM) is a phenomenon which occurs in wires and vias as a result
of the momentum transfer from electrons to ions that construct the interconnect
lattice and leads to hard failures such as opens and shorts in metal lines. The Mean
Time To Failure due to EM is given by the Black’s model represented by the
following equation [123, 129]:

MTTFEM ¼ AEM

ðJ � JcritÞn e
EaEM
kT ð5Þ

where AEM is a constant determined by the physical characteristics of the metal
interconnect, J is the current density and Jcrit the threshold current density, EaEM is
the activation energy for EM, k is Boltzmann constant, n is a material-dependent
constant empirically determined, and T is the temperature.

The current density J for an interconnect can be modeled as follows:

J ¼ CVddfp
WH

ð6Þ

where C, W , and H are the capacitance, width, and thickness of the line, respec-
tively, while f is the clock frequency and Vdd the supply voltage. Therefore, it may
be noted how electromigration mechanism depends secondarily also on the current
flowing the interconnect.

3.1.2 Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

Time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) is an effect related to the deterio-
ration of the gate oxide layer. In particular, due to hot electrons, gate current causes
defects in the oxide, which eventually form a low-impedance path and cause the
transistor to permanently fail. This phenomenon is strongly affected by the tem-
perature and the electric field; it increases with the reduction of the gate oxide
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dielectric layer thickness and non-ideal supply voltage reduction. The MTTF
related to this effect is given by the following equation [130]:

MTTFTDDB ¼ ATDDB
1
V

� �ða�bTÞ
e
AþB=T þCT

kT ð7Þ

where ATDDB is a fitting constant, V is the supply voltage, a, b, A, B, and C are
empirical fitting parameters. It is worth mentioning that a slightly alternative model
is proposed in [123].

3.1.3 Stress Migration

Stress migration (SM) is very similar to electromigration and is a phenomenon
where the motion of metal atoms in the interconnects migrate because of
mechanical stress, induced by differing thermal expansion rates of the different
materials in the device and by the distortions in the crystal lattice of the semi-
conductor substrate. The model for computing the MTTF is based on
thermo-mechanical stresses and is expressed by the following equation [123, 130]:

MTTFSM ¼ ASM T0 � Tj jð�nÞe
EaSM
kT ð8Þ

where ASM is a fitting constant, T0 is the metal deposition temperature during
fabrication, T is the temperature of the metal layer at runtime, n is an empirically
derived constant, and EaSM is the activation energy for SM.

3.1.4 Thermal Cycling

Thermal cycling (TC) refers to a wear out effect caused by thermal stress due to
mismatched coefficients of thermal expansion for adjacent material layers. At
runtime, temperature variation produces an inelastic deformation, eventually lead-
ing to failure [131]. Rather than estimating the MTTF, usually the number of cycles
leading to the failure is computed, by using a modified Coffin–Mason equation
[132]:

NTC ¼ ATC dT � Tthð Þð�bÞe
EaTC
kTMax ð9Þ

where ATC is an empirically determined fitting constant, dT is the thermal cycle
amplitude, Tth is the temperature where the inelastic deformation begins, b is the
Coffin–Mason exponent constant, EaTC is the activation energy for TC, and TMax is
the maximum temperature during the cycle.
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3.1.5 Sum of Failure Rates

In the reliability analysis of a system, it is generally necessary to take into account
various failure mechanisms that have been demonstrated to be the most predomi-
nant for the considered family of devices or technology. Therefore, JEDEC [123]
proposes to adopt the Sum-Of-Failure-Rates (SOFR) approach to combine their
contributions and obtain a single failure MTTF in output.

The model is based on two main assumptions: (1) the first occurrence of a failure
due to any mechanism will cause the failure of the system, and (2) failure mech-
anisms are independent of one another. In such a scenario, the overall failure model
can be modeled as a series system. Therefore, as discussed in [130] when con-
sidering the adoption of the exponential distribution, the aggregated MTTF will be
computed as follows:

MTTFSOFR ¼ 1P
ki

ð10Þ

being ki the failure rates associated with the different failure mechanisms. On the
other hand, more complex failure distributions will require a more advanced
analysis that will be discussed in the following part of the chapter.

3.2 Failure Distributions

The empirically determined equations presented in the previous sections are used to
characterize the estimated mean lifetime of a class of single devices. Such equations
can be adopted when considering a system constituted by components all in the
same working conditions, that never change during their operational life. However,
this situation seldom occurs in complex system, such as multi-core ones, constituted
by several processing cores, working in different conditions, and usually under-
going dynamic changes in loads and therefore in temperature (and consequently
aging effects). In these scenarios is thus necessary to extend the model of the
components to consider varying working conditions (i.e., temperature) over time,
and to combine the contributions of the various components within the entire
system in order to model and analyse the overall system lifetime reliability value.
To this end, the first step is to introduce the means to perform an analysis of the
failure distribution over the time for a given component, being a functional unit, a
core, or any other module considered as an atomic entity. Then, in the subsequent
sections, we will extend the analysis to a single component subject to temperature
variations (Sect. 3.3), and, at the end, to the overall system constituted by several
components (Sect. 3.4).

A classically used time distribution for modeling semiconductor component
failures is depicted by the bathtub curve [133], shown in Fig. 7, that represents the
failure rates experienced by the class of components over the time. It is possible to
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identify three zones. The first zone shows the probability of a component to fail that
decreases over time, and these failures are usually due to production defects or
packaging problems that arise early in the device life, and it is called infant mor-
tality. The second zone represents the intrinsic or useful life of the component,
affected by random failures, mainly not affected by time, with a relatively constant
failure rate, that characterizes most of the life of the component. The final zone
models wear-out, where the failure rate increases with the age of the component
itself. Actually, in aging-related studies, infant mortalities are generally not con-
sidered. As a matter of fact, these failures are generally caused by defects intro-
duced during the manufacturing process; moreover, many of these component
defects can be removed by effective reliability screens.

In the past decades, the exponential distribution has been commonly adopted, to
represent the time distribution in component failures. More precisely, such distri-
bution models the reliability of a component at time t (generally expressed in hours)
working at a fixed temperature T as follows:

RðtÞ ¼ e�
t

aðTÞ ð11Þ

where aðTÞ is the scale parameter that is equal to the MTTF of the corresponding
failure mechanism modeled above at the fixed temperature T . Indeed, the expo-
nential distribution presents a constant failure rate, and therefore it is capable of
approximating the second phase of the curve which generally represents the service
lifetime. However, the aggressive trend in technology downscaling has caused an
acceleration in the aging and wear-out process, thus anticipating the device failures
[123, 124]. For this reason, also in the useful life phase, the failure rate is not
constant but at the opposite presents an increasing trend. For this reason, in the last
decade the most commonly adopted distributions to model the reliability of a device
are the Weibull and the lognormal ones, since their failure rate can be modulated in
particular to present an increasing failure rate [123, 124].

time

0

(t)

wear-outinfant
mortality

useful life

 < 1  = 1  > 1

Fig. 7 Bathtub curve
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The Weibull distribution models the reliability of a single component at a given
time t working in stationary conditions, and, in particular, at a fixed steady-state
temperature T as:

RðtÞ ¼ e
� t

aðTÞ

� �b

ð12Þ

where b is the Weibull slope parameter (considered to be independent of the
temperature), and aðTÞ the scale parameter. Moreover, according to the properties
of the Weibull distribution and considering the characterizations defined in
Sect. 3.1, the scale parameter can be specified for a given failure mechanism as
follows:

aðTÞ ¼ MTTFi

C 1þ 1
b

� � ð13Þ

being MTTFi the MTTF equation of the considered failure mechanism (as pre-
sented in Sect. 3.1) and C the statistical Gamma function. As an example, the slope
parameter can be expressed for the electromigration mechanism in terms of its
physical parameters as:

aðTÞ ¼ AEMðJ � JcritÞ�ne
EaEM
kT

C 1þ 1
b

� � ð14Þ

From this formula it is possible to clearly note the dependence of the reliability of a
component from its temperature.

One of the reasons motivating the adoption of the Weibull distribution is the fact
that it can represent the entire bathtub curve of a component, by composing three
different distributions (with different b values), while the other distributions can
only model a part of it (e.g., the exponential distribution fits the useful life, and the
lognormal one the wear-out). More precisely, the infant mortality phase of life is
characterized by b\1, the useful life by b ¼ 1 (corresponding to an exponential
distribution), while the wear-out phase has b[ 1.

Another commonly used statistical distribution to model wear-out related
mechanisms is the lognormal distribution, which represents the reliability of a
component working at a fixed temperature T at time t as follows:

RðtÞ ¼ 1
2
� 1
2
erf

lnðtÞ � lðTÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2r2

p
� �

ð15Þ

where lðTÞ is the scale parameter, r the shape parameter and erf the error function.
Moreover, similarly to the Weibull distribution, lðTÞ, can be computed for a
specific failure mechanism with MTTFi as:
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lðTÞ ¼ lnðMTTFiÞ � r2

2
ð16Þ

In order to select the most appropriate failure distribution, JEDEC proposes in
[134] a method based on specific acceleration experiments and a subsequent fitting
of the observed data by means of a regression technique with maximum likelihood.
Literature has noted that the lognormal distribution applies to EM failures [135],
while the Weibull one to the TBBD phenomenon [136].

3.3 Modeling Reliability of a Component in Variable
Working Conditions

The reported formulas for the estimation of the MTTF associated with a given
physical phenomena can be adopted in a working scenario characterized by a
steady-state operation mode, otherwise when temperature variations occur (for
instance due to changes in the workload) such models can lead to large errors. As a
simplification, a fixed, worst-case constant temperature is adopted to estimate
MTTF in the scenario of accelerated testing of a class of devices; however, this
introduces significant limitations, when considering an early-stage system-level
analysis of multi-core architectures constituted by many processors, not necessarily
all working at all times, and used in highly dynamic contexts. Therefore, reliability
computation of the single component is here extended to the case of arbitrary
temporal temperature variations; in that way, we provide the means to discuss the
case of a complex multi-core system in the next section.

As discussed in [122, 137], when the temperature of the component varies over
the time, to model its reliability at a given time instant t, it is necessary to consider
the current working conditions as well as the aging due to the sequence of previous
periods of activity, each one characterized by a different temperature. To such
purpose, it is possible to model the activity of the component in terms of tuples
ti; Tið Þ specifying that in the period between ti�1 and ti the device temperature is Ti
(steady-state temperatures are considered for sake of simplicity), such that a series
of tuples defines the overall temperature trace from the initial instant up to the
current one t1; T1ð Þ t2; T2ð Þ. . . ti; Tið Þ½ �, as shown in Fig. 8.

In this scenario, for t included in ½0; t1�, it is possible to use the Rðt; T1Þ formula
of the adopted failure distribution by specifying the temperature T1 to compute the
current reliability value r; in fact at the beginning of the initial step the component

t1 t2 t3 ti

T1 T2 T3 Ti time

0

Fig. 8 Model of a component in terms of temperature variations over time
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is new and therefore no previous aging status has to be taken into account. Let
assume that the system has been running at a temperature T1 from time 0 to time t1,
and a temperature change occurs, which becomes T2. For t[ t1, the Rðt; T2Þ for-
mula cannot be directly applied by specifying a different temperature T2 because
such formula would not be able to take into account the aging experienced in the
initial period. This situation can be clearly noted in the left plot in Fig. 9. In
particular, the two reliability curves related to the two different temperatures have
different shape parameters and therefore their slopes differ, causing a discontinuity
in the temporal failure probability distribution. To reconcile such a discontinuity, it
is necessary to right-shift the second curve to connect with the first one at time t1, as
shown in the right side of Fig. 9; in this way, the second curve will take into
account the aging accumulated during the first period.

From a mathematical point of view, such a right-shift is performed by manip-
ulating the actual time value to be passed to the Rðt; TÞ formula in the period ½t1; t2�
as follows: Rðt � t1 þ t̂1; T2Þ, where t̂1 is the time instant satisfying the condition
Rðt1; T1Þ ¼ Rð̂t1; T2Þ. To compute t̂1, the inverse of the reliability function Rðt; TÞ is
used, i.e., t̂1 ¼ R�1ðr1; T2Þ [137]. As an example, when adopting Weibull distri-
bution, R�1ðr; TÞ corresponds to:

R�1ðr; TÞ ¼ aðTÞ � ð� logðrÞÞ1=b ð17Þ

The discussed right-shift has to be performed at each temperature change on the
new curve to connect to the previous one. Moreover, as discussed in [124], by
manipulating the formulas within the equation Rðt � t1 þ t̂1; T2Þ and by applying it
on the overall temperature trace, it is possible to rewrite it in a simpler way as
follows:

Fig. 9 Reliability curve reconciliation considering temperature changes
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RðtÞ ¼ e
�

Pi

j¼1

sj
aðTjÞ

� �b

ð18Þ

where sj represents the duration of each period of time with constant temperature Tj
until time t, i.e., according to Fig. 8, sj ¼ tj � tj�1 and, therefore t ¼ Pi

j¼1 si).
Finally, the mean time to failure of the component can be computed as the integral
of the area below the reliability curve:

MTTF ¼
Z 1

0
RðtÞdt: ð19Þ

by using the RðtÞ formula obtained by means of the variable temperature profile in
Eq. 18. It is worth noting that it is possible to derive the corresponding formula for
the lognormal distribution with a similar approach.

3.3.1 Practical Considerations on Reliability Computation

In real situations, Eqs. (18) and (19) cannot be directly applied for the analysis of
the lifetime reliability of a class of components for the following reasons. First, the
model requires to know the overall temperature trace from 0 to 1, (that can be
approximated to the instant of time where the reliability formulas returns a value
very close to zero). Actually, the computation of such a temperature profile would
be unmanageable by performing real measures on the device due to the very long
experiment duration; to partially mitigate this problem, accelerated experiments
may be performed. Nevertheless, when using a simulation framework we may face
the same issue, even if, in this case, it is possible to use some strategies to accelerate
the simulation in cases where the temperature stays constant for a period. The
second issue with the considered model is more theoretical. Actually, the defined
model is stochastic; it defines the failure time of a component in a probabilistic way.
Therefore, we cannot use a single run to characterize the reliability of a class of
components. At the same time, during a single run, the component will fail with a
high probability before its reliability is approximately equal to 0.

Therefore, to solve these issues from a practical point of view, in various works
[122, 124–126] authors proposed to identify a characteristic temperature profile of a
reduced time period (considerably smaller than the overall lifetime) able to be
representative of the average behavior of the component for almost-stationary
conditions. In particular, when a characteristic temperature profile is collected by
means of real measures or simulations, it is possible to compute an average aging
rate aavg as:

aavg ¼
Pp

i¼0 siPp
i¼0

si
aiðTÞ

ð20Þ
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where si represents the duration of the p steps (each one having a steady-state
temperature on the component) within the simulated period having a duration equal
to

Pp
i¼0 si. Therefore, such aging rate can be used directly in the original formu-

lation of the reliability curve in Eq. 12 as shown below for the Weibull distribution:

RWeibullðtÞ ¼ e
�

Pp

i¼0

si
aðTiÞPp

i¼0
si

�t
� �b

ð21Þ

while for the lognormal one, lavg formula is similarly defined and replaced in
Eq. 15, as here shown:

RlognormalðtÞ ¼ 1
2
� 1
2
erf

lnðtÞþ ln

Pp

i¼0

si
elðTiÞPp

i¼0
si

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2r2

p

0
BB@

1
CCA ð22Þ

It is worth noting that, as discussed in [126] and empirically proved in [122], when
having a characterizing period with

Pp
i¼0 si � MTTF, the error introduced by the

approximation is really negligible.
It is worth noting that in many situations, a single characterizing temperature

profile may not be sufficient to describe the service life of a component. This
situation may occur when the components work in different use modes on the long
term period and therefore the approximated method presented above may be not
very accurate [122]. In such a situation, it is necessary to characterize each use
mode as discussed before. Then, if a typical distribution of the use modes is known
in the long term period, the reliability of the component can be computed by using
Eq. (18) using the various average aging rates in the different long term periods.
Otherwise, when the distribution of the used modes is unpredictable, as an alter-
native, the approach proposed in [125] supporting a probabilistic distribution of the
use modes can be adopted.

3.3.2 Reliability Computation for Thermal Cycling

The formulation proposed in the previous two sections for the analysis of the
reliability of a single component presenting a variable temperature profile is based
on an analysis of the steady-state levels in the temperature trace. Therefore, it can be
employed for all the fault mechanisms discussed in Sect. 3.1 but thermal cycling. In
fact, while the formers depend on the actual temperature of the component, the
latter depends not only on the maximum temperatures the component experiences
but also on the amplitude of temperature variations between contiguous local
minimum and maximum peaks, called thermal cycles.

Also when considering thermal cycling, the component may experience tem-
perature variations with different amplitudes in different instants of time. Therefore,
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similarly to the other failure models, the basic formula in Eq. (9) cannot be directly
applied since it assumes all cycles to be almost equal. Moreover, as for the previous
cases, for feasibility reasons the study to determine the reliability curve has to be
performed on one or a set of representative temperature profiles. In conclusion, the
proposed reliability model needs to be extended to identify and analyze the thermal
cycles.

A preprocessing phase need to be added to the model to identify the thermal
cycles in the representative temperature profile (or a set of traces) The first step of
the preprocessing phase is devoted to the extraction of the peak–valley trace from
the representative temperature trace. In this phase, only points representing a
temperature local minimum and maximum, called valleys and peaks respectively,
are maintained, and the new graph is obtained by connecting subsequent peak–
valley (and valley–peak) pairs.

Then, the second preprocessing step consists in the identification of the actual
thermal cycles. A thermal cycle occurs when the temperature of the components
varies from an initial value, representing a local minimum or maximum, to the
opposite extreme point, i.e. a local maximum or minimum, and then returns to the
starting point. The computation of thermal cycles is not trivial. A naive computation
of the cycles in peak–valley graph in Fig. 10 based on a sequential scan of the
graph would return V0-P0, V1-P1, and V0-P1. However, from a more careful
analysis, V1-P1 and V0-P1 overlaps. Therefore such a naive approach would lead
to a double-counting of cycles, and, therefore, to a considerable error in the sub-
sequent reliability computation. For this reason, as suggested in [124], a specify
approach, called rainflow counting algorithm [138], needs to be adapted to the
correct computation of cycles.

Then, as discussed in [124, 127], when considering a single representative
temperature profile composed on m cycles, it is possible to compute the number of
cycles to failure Ni caused by each thermal cycle i by means of the Coffin–Mason
equation (Eq. (9)) and to combine them to compute the approximated mean number
of cycles to failure by means of the Miner’s rule [139] as follows:
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NTC ¼ mPm
i¼0

1
Ni

ð23Þ

It is worth noting that the formula has been approximated to consider all cycles to
have the same duration; such assumption is reasonable because the overall duration
of the trace is considerably smaller than the overall lifetime of the component.

Thus, the MTTF related to the thermal cycling can be computed as follows:

MTTFTC ¼ NTC � Dttrace
m

ð24Þ

where Dttrace is the overall duration of the trace.
Given above equations, it is possible to use the reliability model defined in the

previous sections also for the thermal cycling failure mechanism. In particular,
when considering the Weibull distribution, it is possible to compute the scale
parameter a for the reliability curve RðtÞ by means of Eq. (13). Furthermore, it is
also possible to consider several representative temperature traces, by preprocessing
them independently and combining them according to the model defined in
Eq. (18). Finally, it is possible to use the lognormal distribution in a similar way.

3.4 Modeling Reliability of a Complex Multi-component
System

By referring to the above discussion, a model for the single component lifetime
reliability computation can be obtained, also considering varying working condi-
tions. We will now extend such a model to a system consisting of several n
components (e.g., processors). Different working configurations can be considered,
based on the fact that the entire workload is shared between the n processors, or that
only a subset of them are actually used, m\n, while the others are considered
spares to be used once a core fails. Nevertheless, given a workload (that may also
change over time) the system is able to perform its mission provided that k-out-of-n
processors are have not failed, namely k-out-of-n:G.

In some situations, the system may be composed of several components and to
guarantee the correct behavior of the system all of them have to be properly
working. This is the common case when we analyze a single processor from an
architectural point of view and we consider each functional unit to be a separate
component. In this case, components (units) are in a series configuration, and the
reliability of the entire system can be computed as follows:

RsysðtÞ ¼ R1ðtÞ � R2ðtÞ � . . . � RnðtÞ ¼
Yn
i¼1

RiðtÞ ð25Þ
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where RiðtÞ is the reliability curve of each component i. When a Weibull distri-
bution applies, the above formula can be re-written as:

RsysðtÞ ¼
Yn
i¼1

e
� t

aðTiÞ

� �bi

¼ e
�
Pn
i¼1

t
aðTiÞ

� �bi

ð26Þ

When considering an architecture consisting of several processors, such as a
multi-core one, the workload is typically shared on all processors, or on a subset of
them while the rest is used as a spare in case a failure occurs. In this scenario, the
entire processor is considered as a single “component”, and the system is functional
until one processor works properly (provided it can achieve the required perfor-
mance in executing the workload). As a result a parallel configuration is in place,
and the reliability of the entire system can be computed as:

RsysðtÞ ¼ 1� ð1� R1ðtÞÞ � . . . � ð1� RnðtÞÞ ¼ 1�
Yn
i¼1

ð1� RiðtÞÞ ð27Þ

In this case, when a Weibull distribution applies, the above formula can be
re-written as:

RsysðtÞ ¼ 1�
Yn
i¼1

1� e
� t

aðTiÞ

� �bi
0
@

1
A ð28Þ

In general, Formula (27), accounts for all possible situations that may occur in a
system constituted by n components (processors, or cores) when one after the other
all cores fail, but one. However, in such an equation, RðtÞ is more complex that the
basic formulation proposed in the previous sections because it is necessary to take
into account the fact that (1) any processor may fail with a given failure probability
density fiðtÞ in any instant of time, (2) the workload may be consequently redis-
tributed on the other processors after a failure, and (3) many different sequence of
failures may occur. For this reason, the reliability of the entire system can be
specified in an easier way by decomposing the various failure configurations by
means of the formula of the total probability:

RsysðtÞ ¼ Pno f ðtÞþP1 f ðtÞþ � � � þPk�1 f ðtÞ ð29Þ

where Pno f ðtÞ is the probability that no failure occurred and is computed as the
product of the reliability of all processors:

Pno f ðtÞ ¼
Yn
i¼1

RiðtÞ: ð30Þ
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Then, P1 f ðtÞ is the probability that at time t there is one failed component. Since n
is the number of components, there are n different cases with one component failed
at time t, and such an event may have occurred at any time instant t1 in ½0; tÞ.
Similarly, P2 f ðtÞ is the probability that at time t there are two failed components.
In this case, there are a number of permutations of having two of the n components
failed, with the events occurring at time instants t1 and t2. The computation pro-
gresses to take into account all possible situations until the number of healthy
components is not sufficient to achieve the overall desired system functionality
(performance, Quality of Service). Each one of these situations characterized by a
number of healthy components and a number of failed ones, together with the load
distribution on the healthy ones, represents a point in the so-called survival lattice
(Fig. 6).

To compute the mentioned probabilities associated with the events it is necessary
to refer to the components’ failure probability density function fiðtÞ of RiðtÞ of
processor i. More precisely, when considering P1 f ðtÞ, it can be computed as:

P1 f ðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Z t

0
fiðt1Þ �

Yn
j¼1;j6¼i

Rjðtjti1Þdt1 ð31Þ

where fiðtÞ is the probability density function of RiðtÞ, i.e., the probability that the
failure occurred on processor i at a specific time t1, and Rjðtjti1Þ is the conditioned
reliability function of processor j knowing that processor i failed at time t1.
Similarly, P2 f ðtÞ is computed as follows:

P2 f ðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1;j 6¼i

Z t

0

Z t1

0
fiðt1Þ � fjðt2jti1Þ �

Yn
m¼1;m 6¼i6¼j

Rmðtjti1; tj2Þdt1dt2 ð32Þ

by using probability density functions and the reliability function conditioned by
the previous sequence of failures, the first one occurred at t1, the second one at t2 >
t1. Finally, the general scenario considering the sequence of k � 1 failures is a
ðk � 1Þ-dimensional integral that can be written recursively on the basis of
Equations from (31) to (32).

It is worth noting that all contributions depend on the working conditions of the
component (the core), that is the workload being executed by the processor, that
reaches a certain temperature. Such working conditions may change during the
lifetime of the device because the workload is not constant over time, or because—
in a multi-core system—the load is re-distributed between the cores, either peri-
odically (according to an aging-aware strategy) or as a consequence of a core failure
when its load has to be migrated to the surviving units. Thus, the conditioned
reliability functions can be computed by using the formulas for load remapping, as
shown in [122].
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It is clear that the direct numerical evaluation of a k-out-of-n:G system becomes
impractical when the number of k increases, since it combines the complexity of
varying working conditions (discussed in Sect. 3.3) to the complexity of multiple
components. Indeed, in such situations the computation of RsysðtÞ requires the
solution of a summation of various multidimensional integrals. As a consequence,
some solutions adopt an approximation by considering the end of a multi-core
system lifetime the occurrence of the first failure (therefore seeing the system as a
series architecture). Indeed, this is a strong approximation for systems exhibiting a
redundant number of cores, suitable to run heavy workloads but also designed to
survive cores’ failures. Figure 11 highlights the difference between the computation
of the exact MTTF and the MTTF approximated to the first failure of a system
consisting of two cores only. Such a difference further increases as the number of
core does.

3.4.1 System Reliability Computation

In literature, it is possible to find various methods for the computation of MTTF in
the case of multi-component systems with uneven initial load distribution and
re-distribution after components’ failures. The most common ones exploit Markov
chains, cumulative trapezoidal numerical integration, or Monte Carlo simulations.

Markov chains are a widely used tool for reliability analysis [140], since they
usually allow to greatly simplify problems’ complexity. However, when coming to
the considered problem things become more complicated even for Markov chains;
varying fault probabilities and the need for keeping memory of the previous states
of the system, force the Markov chain model to drop the memory-less assumptions

Fig. 11 A remarkable difference in the lifetime estimation can be found even in very simple
architectures, as the one considered in this experiment: only two cores executing in parallel and
sharing a load. Being the area underlying the curves the MTTF of the system, the dark grey area
between the two curves represents the lifetime portion that is neglected by the FirstFailure
approach
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and adopt the continuous-state model or more complex models. Nonetheless,
Markov chains can be used only for exponential failure distributions. In fact, since
the other failure distributions (such as the Weibull one) have a memory of the past
events, they would require a mixed continuous discrete state space, thus leading to
an unfeasible numerical computation.

Then, the second approach, used in [126], is based on the approximation of the
formulas to be integrated by means of a set of trapezoids put side by side.
Unfortunately, this approach can be employed till two subsequent failures with
reasonable execution times.

Methods based on Monte Carlo simulations have proved to overcome these
limitations and allow for an efficient, yet accurate, computation of the system
lifetime. More precisely, alternative approaches (e.g., [122, 125, 141, 142]) have
been devised to cope with the complexity of a direct computation of the lifetime
reliability of a system with variable working conditions, and this is even more
necessary when considering complex architectures, where computation becomes
unfeasible when considering more than 4 subsequent failures. Such approaches are
based on simulation frameworks for i) the estimation of the aging rates of the
components of a complex systems given a certain workload distribution (to be
extracted from the thermal profiles of the components executing a specified load for
a window of time), and ii) the computation of the reliability curve RsysðtÞ of the
entire system given a randomly generated sequence of failures of the system
components. This approach is the one shown in the bottom part of Fig. 6 and
re-presented in more detail in Fig. 12.

Such solutions are based on the following input information: (i) the system’s
architecture (number of processors, number k working units for the system to be
functional), (ii) the workload, (iii) the failure mechanisms of interest, and (iv) the
representative operating configurations, modeled in the survival lattice. The
architecture and workload models are necessary to characterize from a thermal
point of view the system components; if they can be simulated the computation of
the working conditions can be performed online, by means of a simulation engine,
otherwise a repository such information can be accessed. The considered failure
mechanisms are selected among the ones discussed earlier. The last input is the
description of all possible working conditions of the architecture, corresponding to
different healthy/failed processors with different workload distributions. These
operating configurations are organized in a lattice structure whose size is bounded
by n� k failures, according to the designer’s specifications. Each lattice element is
annotated with a set of mappings, each one describing how the workload is dis-
tributed on the healthy processors, information necessary to evaluate the working
conditions and consequently extract the thermal profile for the aging computation.
When considering a system where changes in the workload distribution are only
triggered by a processor’s failure, a single mapping is associated with each element
in the lattice, while when considering a dynamic workload scenario, the time plan
of the various workloads is provided, by listing the set of considered mappings,
each one with its own duration.
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Within this class of frameworks, simulation engines are exploited to characterize
performance, energy consumption and the thermal profile, for all the input con-
figurations, with the aim to compute—as efficiently and accurately as possible—the
aging rate for each working condition. Such outcome is then used to evaluate the
lifetime reliability of the entire system. For this second activity, a Monte
Carlo-based simulation approach is typically adopted to generate a random
sequence of failures based on the appropriate failure distribution. Such sequence of
failures actually corresponds to a sequence of nodes of the survival lattice; and at
each failure the corresponding working conditions of each processor are taken into
account, and the system is simulated to compute temperature profiles and aging
rates, leading to the computation of the RðtÞ for that window of time, until the next
failure. When the number of fault-free processors does not allow the system to
achieve the required performance levels, or—if no requirements have been
expressed—when the last processor fails, the process comes to an end and the
overall system reliability curve RsysðtÞ and, based on that, the expected lifetime,
expressed in terms of MTTF, can be computed.

A single Monte Carlo test based on a random walk consists of a simulation of a
randomly-chosen sequence of processor failures’ events; the outcome is the time to
failure (TTF) of the overall system during that specific simulation. This process is

Fig. 12 Simulation framework for computing reliability of a multi-component systems
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iterated a number of times to obtain a significant confidence level in the compu-
tation of the lifetime reliability, because Monte Carlo simulations are a stochastic
approach. Finally, the overall RsysðtÞ is computed by aggregating the lifetimes
collected from the large set of independent simulations.

3.4.2 An Example of Reliability Computation of a Multi-Core System

In order to give an example of analysis that can be performed with the described
Monte Carlo-based method to estimate the reliability of a system composed of dif-
ferent cores, we show here a case study employing the reliability analysis tool defined
in [122, 143]. The adopted framework interfaces the Monte Carlo reliability-
estimation tool with a functional system-level simulator for workload distribution on
multi-core systems within the High Performance Computing (HPC) scenario.

We defined a variant of the problem instance discussed in [143]. In particular,
the considered architecture is a homogeneous multi-core system; two different
instances, having 3 � 3 and 4 � 4 cores respectively, have been taken into
account. Moreover, the system executes workloads modeled in terms of indepen-
dent jobs presenting various arrival time distributions (Periodic and Poisson ones)
and different system load intensities, dubbed as Heavy, equal to the 60% of the
system maximum load, and Light ones, equal to 30% (further details on the system
characterization can be found in [143]).

The goal of the case study is to evaluate the effect of different workload dis-
tribution policies on the overall system’s lifetime by considering the fact that the
system continues working after a sequence of failure until it is able to guarantee the
specified minimum Quality of Service (QoS) level. Three different policies have
been considered:

• uniformAging: assigns the next job on the idle core having maximum ai
value; in this way it balances the aging among the cores.

• basicSpare: uses the minimum subset of the available cores to guarantee
QoS while the others are tagged as spare. Then, among the active cores, the next
job is assigned to the first available idle core.

• uniformUsage: assigns the next job on the idle core having maximum
utilization; in this way it balances the utilization among the cores.

Figure 13 presents the output of the Monte Carlo framework. Each scenario
considering an architecture instance (3 � 3 or 4 � 4), a workload arrival time
distribution (Periodic or Poisson), a workload intensity (Light or Heavy) and
workload distribution policy is evaluated and the corresponding bar is added to the
chart. The bar is actually stacked and represents the duration of each period between
two subsequent MTT k F experienced by the architecture until the complete system
failure. As it can be noted, the generated graph allows analyzing the various con-
figurations in terms of maximum number of failures the system is able to tolerate
and in the efficiency of each considered workload distribution policy. For instance,
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in the 3 � 3 architecture, the system is able to guarantee the QoS till to 7 core
failures for light workloads and 3 core failures for heavy ones, respectively. In the
4 � 4 architecture, these values reach 10 and 4 core failures, respectively.
Moreover, we may notice that there is not a best policy; at the opposite in each
working scenario a different policy appears as the most promising (Fig. 13).

4 Metrics

Metrics allow us quantify the effects of a phenomenon or of a proposed solution in a
standardized form to assess a certain condition or to aid in decision making and/or
process improvement. In this context, we exploit metrics in order to evaluate the
dependability of a system (or parts of it) with respect to the possible threats.
Broadly speaking there are two types of reliability metrics as described below
[144]: (1) Constant Rate Reliability, and (2) Probability of Success Metrics.

The former are commonly referred to as “Mean Life” metrics, and represent a
good approximation of the flat region of the reliability bathtub curve. The latter
mainly express the probability that a system performs the required function, under
stated conditions for a selected period of time, typically exploited when systems do
not exhibit a constant failure rate. We here focus on the first class of metrics, to
support the analysis of the system to be carried out either at design time, or after
production, as well at different abstraction level, based on the adopted models.

Within this class of metrics, we have already mentioned and adopted Mean Time
To Failure (MTTF) and Reliability RðtÞð Þ in Sect. 3. Mean Time Between Failures
(MTBF) is another common metric, suitable for repairable systems, that can be put
back in a functional state after undergoing a failure. Another popular metric
referring to the failure rate is the Failures in Time (FITs), or failures per billion
hours of operation. As a common practice, a constant FIT is adopted, using the
relationship FITs ¼ 109

MTTF, suitable only for exponential failure distributions [145],
and therefore not appropriate for wear-out based failures, with probability

Fig. 13 Empirical analysis of different load distribution policies
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distributions that change over time. Finally, when considering soft errors, which
actually do not cause permanent effects in the system and therefore allow for the
system to be considered “repairable”, a metric referring to the rate of such events is
the Soft Error Rate (SER). These metrics are reported in Table 1. It is worth
mentioning that it is possible to apply them at different levels of abstraction, circuit,
component, (micro)architectural or system level, in association with the probability
function distribution for the fault model of interest. Likewise, metrics can be used
either on the nominal system as well as the hardened one, to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of fault detection and mitigation techniques and strategies, and this analysis
can be performed both ad design time, or on the prototype, either by means of
simulation or experimental campaigns.
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Application Scenarios

Hans Manhaeve and Viacheslav Izosimov

Abstract To illustrate themanufacturing threats addressed inChap. “Manufacturing
Threats” and the dependability threats elaborated in Chap. “Dependability Threats”,
this chapterwill address a number of application cases from different domains, such as
automotive, railroad and transportation, air and space and medical, where safety-
critical and reliable operations are key. It will address current practices deployed in
these different domains and highlights the risks involved when the effects of the
ever-scaling technologies and related design techniques on system reliability are not
properly taken into consideration. Finally, the chapter will discuss hardware security,
which is a common challenge in all the domains.

1 Dependability and Advancement of Hardware

Applications pose various requirements on hardware in terms of reliability and
performance. Often, these requirements are inter-related. It, for example, is believed
that advanced electronics are not reliable enough to be used in aerospace. Due to
long lifecycle requirements some installations in the energy domain can be stuck to
30–40-year-old electronics. The machine domain often utilizes hardware solutions
already available on the market, for example, from the surface transportation
domain, by picking up those that suit particular needs and are proven to be robust.
The surface transportation domain, due to a huge mass market (automotive in
particular) and great attractiveness for hardware manufacturers is able to impose
own strict dependability requirements. Often, automotive manufacturers utilize the
most successful solutions from the consumer electronics domain, making them
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hardened andmore robust. TheMedical and healthcare domain, on the other hand, is in
a very different position. Saving lives is a great driver toward hardware implementa-
tions. As an example: saving 99 lives out of 100 even if 1 life is missed due to hardware
dependability issueswill always pay off. It is not possible to wait a fewmore years until
the hardware becomes more mature and miss all the 100 lives at stake. Finally, con-
sumer electronics is an excellent lab where new hardware solutions emerge, where
performance is a key and the massmarket is enormous. Requirements on dependability
in consumer electronics are not as critical as in other domains, with automotive as an
example. Still consumers would often prefer to have features that function most of the
time. In some cases, hardwaremanufactures, especially those that are also present in the
transportation domain, introduce dependability solutions into their consumer elec-
tronics hardware. By that, they are able to test the dependability solutions that will be
eventually needed and increase customer satisfaction without taking toomuch of a risk.
From our point of view, consumer electronics is a great enabler of the technological
advances that will be eventually used by all the domains. For example, the 80186
processers that once upon a time emerged in consumer electronics, are still used in the
aerospace domain for designing control systems. Another emerging enabler of hard-
ware advancement is the surface transportation domain; in particular, automotive that is
in need of robust yet inexpensive hardware and ready to invest into development.
Hardware manufacturers should target fist of all these two markets in order to even
succeed in other domains. Figure 1 summarizes the placement of the applications
domains in a two-dimensional chart. The Y-axis scales dependability requirements and
the X-axis scales advancement in hardware.

We also would like to highlight an interesting new trend in hardware develop-
ment: the large number of Open Source Hardware solutions emerging on the market.
These solutions target a new emerging consumer electronics market in the Internet of
Things and support prototyping of Cyber-Physical Systems, with lots of start-ups
trying to propose new products. The Open Source Hardware allows to quickly

Fig. 1 Dependability and advancement of hardware in different application domains
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assemble a product for demonstration to prospective customers and producing small
prototype series. Although many of these board are of a purely consumer electronics
type, there are a few that already have dependability-related mechanisms, for
example, lockstep, memory protection, protected internal flashes, etc. We see this
new emerging market also as a very interesting target for hardware manufacturers
since it enables flexibility and a greater freedom of solutions. Eventually, these
start-ups and hobby projects will come out with novel products, potentially, game
changing, and the underlying hardware platforms will be winning on the market.

Another important aspect with respect to system deployment and reliability
assurance is the impact of the actual usage profile versus the intended usage profile
on the fitness and the lifetime of the product [1]. Some devices may significantly
deviate from the “average profile” and it is a great challenge for a hardware
manufacturer to ensure that even “corner” cases are appropriate taken care of. If
these corner cases are important for the overall business, special-purpose hardened
versions of devices may be manufactured, thus, tailoring customers’ needs best.

2 Military and Aerospace

Military and aerospace applications are among the ones with the most stringent
reliability requirements. Typically, the reliability estimates for these systems rely on
standards such as MIL-STD-217, MIL-STD-883, Telcordia, and others, which are
statistical measures that consider macro-level part types and general populations of
components on the boards or subsystems. A key problem is that the statistical
nature of this approach does not adequately address the harsh use environment that
is actually experienced by the electronic-based equipment, such as latent damage
from component value drift from age, radiation exposure, and temperature
extremes. To overcome this, recent applications have involved condition-based
monitoring of the individual Mil/Aero subsystems. This process consists of sensing,
data conditioning, and the application of state estimators to yield State-of-Health
(SoH) and Remaining Useful Life (RUL). Failure of electronic components serving
equipment for military and aerospace deployment may potentially have devastating
consequences for the mission. A particular issue, unique to these applications, is
availability and more important obsolescence of the components used to build the
system. Due to long system, board and component lifetime requirements and the
tremendous certification efforts required to qualify systems and ensure system
reliability and safety, it may even happen that components become obsolete even
during a design process (which can be of 20–30 years in some cases) or during the
operation of the system (which can be of 30–40 years in many cases). Addressing
obsolescence and implementing strategies for replacement of obsolete components
as part of the design cycle is hence necessary. Simply replacing components with
others or modifying the design to accommodate new components is mostly not
possible due to prohibiting re-certification effort involved when doing so. To
address such issues, a large number of initiatives are presently ongoing [2]; for
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example, the introduction of so called D-E-R (Die Extraction and Repackaging)
components helps to address such issues at minimum effort required [3–8]. This
involves extracting die from (new) packages that are not fit to the design, having
them repackaged in the desired package so that they are looking exactly like the
ones that are featured in the design, and having them retested and qualified. Another
solution to the problem is also reserving a large quantity of components and storing
them for a longer period of time. Vendors will also solicit such “Last Time Buy”
opportunities to their customers. Apart from the cost issues the storage of semi-
conductor components over longer periods of time, may, however, impact quality
of the raw material and deviate properties of the components. In general, in this
domain, verification, qualification, and device reliability are of ultimate importance.
This imposes process requirements on quality assurance in development and
manufacturing, even including packaging of the components. In particular use of
complex components, with multilayered and multi-stack structures, are particularly
challenging for qualification in these domains [9]. Even multi-core hardware is in
contrast to application in other domains still not yet fully adapted in the military and
aerospace fields. On the other hand, fault tolerance solutions in hardware such as
hardening are well developed and accepted within the defense and aerospace
domain. Good examples of microprocessors initially designed for aerospace
applications are the LEON family, with the LEON III and LEON IV as prime ones
[10, 11]. Self-repair solutions are common for satellites that have to deal with aging
of electronic components when extensively exposed to the impacts of harsh space
environment, including huge ambient temperature variations, impacts of a variety of
charged particles from deep space and the Sun bombarding the electronics with
particle rains and solar flares.

3 Surface Transportation Domain

This section focusses on the reliability and dependability aspects and requirements
for electronics targetted for use in surface transportation domain applications, from
automotive to marine and railroad, whereas in the case of military and avionics
applications redundancy plays a substantial role, in the transportation domain the
focus of the dependability work is often directed towards monitoring systems and
taking actions upon evidence of need [12, 13]. Health monitoring and health status
assessment, in general, is studied for different case studies, from drive-by-wire [14]
to sensor monitoring [15] and observation systems [16]. For example, experiments
have been conducted using wireless rotational and vibrational sensors to investigate
the reliability and health status of rolling material as well as the tracks they ride on
[17, 18]. For this purpose, rotational and vibrational sensors were attached to the
axels and wheels of the test vehicles. Analysis of the sensor data showed that such
approaches allow to monitor the health status of both the rolling material as well as
the tracks they ride on.
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In the transportation domain, it is often about choosing the right main function and
equipment, with the following instantiation of the observation tool [ISO 26262-3, EN
50126]. In case of failure, degraded mode or transitions into safe states will be acti-
vated. We will further study monitoring for marine systems, railroads, automotive
vehicle, and commercial trucks and buses. These applications similar to military and
avionics applications have specific qualification requirements. Qualification, however,
permits decomposition of functionality from more critical to less critical and a high
emphasis is placed on monitoring [ISO 26262-9]. One particular aspect, often
accounted for in certifications, is mass production. For some applications, such as
railroad and electrical vehicles, high voltages are used which require particular con-
siderations [19]. Lifetime expectancy can be in some cases as long as that required in
military and avionics, in particular, for trains and marine systems, typical lifetime
expectancies are 30–40 years. In automotive systems, passenger vehicles usually have
a shorter required life expectancy of 15 years, while commercial vehicles may have
requirements on lasting for up to 30 years. In the transportation domains, systems are
often produced continuously and are constantly upgraded, which is quite different
from military and avionics. Mass-market requirements, significant in particular for
passenger vehicles, have substantial implications on the calculation of reliability since
probabilities of failures are multiplied with the number of vehicles.

4 Energy Domain

This section addresses the reliability and dependability aspects and requirements for
applications in the energy domain. These applications are often characterized by
continuous evolutions, e.g., the system evolves over a longer period of time in
continuous modifications [20–24]. Many of the systems in the energy domain are in
constant need for maintenance and the reduction of the need for maintenance is
considered as exceptionally advantageous [25]. For example, electronics for deep
sub-sea applications in the oil and gas industry are subject to expensive yearly
maintenance checks and replacements. Being able to reduce maintenance actions
whilst being able to guarantee reliable system operation is of high interest, which
poses requirements on both reliability and packaging [26].

Without regular maintenance, systems will experience constant degradation of
performance with the potential of sudden breakdown. For example, solar panels can
be broken after years, with their efficiency degraded over time, thus requiring
replacements [27]. There is a wide dispersion in safety and reliability requirements
in the energy domain from the simple solar panels that are part of a household to the
control of nuclear power plants. Some of the applications in the energy domain are
exposed to the same requirements on hardening of electronic components as in the
military and avionics domain. For example, in case of nuclear power plants, safety
requirements are high, resulting in the need of multiple redundancies [28, 29].
Many of the applications in the energy domain require certifications and regularly
re-certifications of the installations. Extension of the lifetime and extensive
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maintenance procedures are common in these applications. One particular example
of deteriorating components is the one of batteries used for energy storage [30].
Their usage may lead to potential problems if the maintenance and reliability of the
constructions and the electronic components used are not thoroughly considered.
One well-known example of batteries leading to problems is the Dreamliner
example [31]. If care is taken, batteries can be made robust and reusable across
multiple domains. For example, they can be used in storing energy of electric bikes,
automotive vehicles, in houses, etc. Dealing with energy storages and other devices
in the energy domain often involves considering threats and risks. As an example,
roof solar panels are often a threat for firefighters. For large systems, such as power
grids, a great amount of threats and risks have to be accounted for, both in operating
these systems and as well as in considering consequences that are possible if these
systems break.

5 Medical and Healthcare

This section addresses the reliability and dependability aspects and requirements for
medical and healthcare related application. Distinction is made between electronics
for applications intrusive to the human body and for nonintrusive applications,
mostly for hospital care and used in diagnosis and patient treatment. In case of
implants, both safety and reliable operation are of high importance. Life lasting is a
requirement as well as that these devices have to survive during the whole target’s
lifetime. Pacemakers are becoming more and more common implants, with a
number of new devices coming up to the market, for example, neurostimulators
(attached into the brain to treat diseases such as epilepsy and brain tumor). Besides
the topic of health supporting devices, observation-type devices are also important
to consider. Non-reliable devices or malfunctioning of observation devices might
lead to wrong conclusions and resulting wrong actions, even if they do not affect the
human body directly. The consequences of their malfunction can also be harmful in
both short and longer runs. For example, common devices these days are those used
for facilitating shaping of the human body. Despite not being even classified as a
health application, they may have some issues with respect to their malfunctions,
such as, causing painful muscle contraction in case of electrical malfunction,
although not being harmful in general. Further, we consider monitoring devices and
intrusive devices in hospital treatment that have a number of dependability
requirements, both during operation—fail-operational and in case of diagnosis—
safety requirements on the operational range—for example, the X-ray machine
should not overshoot the radiation dose. Finally, Medical (Device) Cyber-Physical
Systems is a new direction toward interactive infrastructure-interconnected medical
systems [32]. Collaboration between medical devices is becoming more and more
common these days with many of the medical devices interconnected with each
other, and interacting with environments, doctors, nurses and patients. The
MD-CPSs have particular concerns similar to what of larger systems such as power
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grids, with respect to their maintenance and potential consequences of malfunction.
The Medical and Healthcare aspects will be discussed further in Chap. “Application
Specific Solutions”.

6 Machine Domain

The reliability and dependability aspects and requirements for electronics serving
the Machine domain is another application area of interest to bring up for an
application case. Machines are tools for workers, and not intended for use by the
general public. It is often assumed that workers have been receiving a proper
training for operation of these machines but reality may be different. Workers
working every day with a machine are exposed to potential failures in this machine
and resulting hazards, which increases dependability and, in particular, safety
requirements. Some machines are stationary with static installations, e.g., on fac-
tories, which can be seen sometimes similar to the energy domain systems. Some
machines are mobile, with operation in some cases even on public roads. In the
latter case, similarities can be found with transportation domain. Many of the
machines have certification and qualification requirements, in some cases very
harsh, in some cases less strict [33, 34]. A particular consideration should be given
to hand-held machines [35]. Their safety is a particular challenge since their
operation directly depends on the way the operator performs its task. Hence, safety
requirements and certifications on these machines can be harsh in many cases. In
the machine domain, different solutions in dependability from different domains, for
example, transportation or energy domain, while at the same time they are often
subjects to certification. Many machines involve cyber-physical properties having a
distributed nature of operation, are exposed to the environment and operate with the
human operators directly or indirectly involved [36–39].

7 Consumer Electronics

The last application domain for which reliability and dependability aspects and
requirements for electronics in this chapter are considered is the domain of the
consumer electronics. For consumer electronics, there is a growing awareness in
reliability, and safety, and that machines should permit some user operations while
they should not permit others. The technology-related aspect is of a great interest in
the consumer electronics since this domain is often in forefront of the technological
development and the playfield for the introduction of new technologies. In this
domain, awareness is growing against impacting functionality and availability of
electronic components [40]. We will consider an example from a large electronic
supplier that started recently investigations on this subject. Being on technology
forefront, devices are becoming smaller and smaller, more and more sensitive to
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handling issues, for example, when are put into packages, in general, becoming
more sensitive for physical stress, cracks, and alike [41–45]. Hence, it is becoming
important to design solutions for die cracking. For example, a physical defect may
“eat up” a wire over time and lead to failures that are not covered at time zero
investigations (when detection is usually possible) but later after being in operation
for some time. Reliability issues related to technology often show up early in this
domain, and manufacturers attempt to provide solutions to increase reliability not
because of safety issues in the application but to provide a sufficient level of
performance and maintain brand status. Sometimes, even some safety-critical
applications are considered in consumer electronics, with automotive passenger
vehicles as one example (belonging to the transportation domain at the same time).
Many of the other domains, discussed above, utilize findings and experiences of
dealing with the new technologies from the consumer domain. Automotive is one
example bordering to the transportation domain. Multimedia solutions coming into
the avionics may facilitate introducing of new technologies into this very conser-
vative field, as a result of customer demands on new functionality. This can be used
systematically, in fact, in many application fields, for early testing of even
domain-specific dependability solutions [46, 47]. These solutions can be introduced
into mass-market electronics for increase of the performance; by failing, nothing
would be harmed and at same time allowing gathering statistical information. We
consider consumer electronics as a playground for new dependability solutions, and
as early adopters of new technology that would then be introduced to other more
conservative domains.

8 Protection Against Counterfeiting and Different
Hardware Security Issues

Finally, in addition to discussion of dependability issues related to reliability and
safety, security aspects should not be underestimated. Security is becoming
increasingly important, in principle, in all domains. Security is also special due to the
fact that security attacks and methods tend to spread quickly between multiple
domains [48–54]. With all the electronic systems, in all the domains, becoming
extremely interconnected, the same security requirements should apply across
domains despite of the particular hardware solutions used. Even old hardware in the
energy domain or in an airplane must be able to withstand modern and sophisticated
security attacks. In this section, focus will be on particular types of attack vectors,
namely attacks initiated with or by the hardware. One example of such attacks is the
use of Hardware Trojans that can be embedded somewhere in the manufacturing
chain, and then activated when, for example, the hardware is placed into an airplane.

Counterfeiting is a serious problem impacting customers and producers in the
global economy. There are two separate issues: the economic impacts from pur-
chasing a counterfeit consumer retail product, and the health risks associated with a
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consumer purchasing and consuming a counterfeit pharmaceutical product. This
effort focuses on the consumer retail products only, as the detection methods for the
two problem spaces are very different [55–63].

Among the most serious and urgent issues for the defense and intelligence
communities are the presence in the supply chain of counterfeit electronic com-
ponents, some of which are used in mission-critical applications. Despite numerous
concepts and strategies to reliably detect these components that have been pursued,
a proven, practical and streamlined solution to the problem still remains elusive.

Product counterfeiting is a form of consumer fraud: a counterfeit product is sold,
pretending to be something that it is not. As a result, most product counterfeiting is
considered to be criminal in nature under typical trade conventions. The key tech-
nical challenge to be considered is how to differentiate a possibly visibly identical
counterfeit product from the authentic item. One of the key observables lending itself
to automated-machine detection is testing for use of inferior-grade materials.

In general, methodologies exclusively based on electrical characterization lack
the required throughput, while those mainly relying on visual screens typically fail
to provide the required level of certainty. Moreover, other technologies that have
involved embedding features within the component to prove its authenticity when
interrogated tend to reduce component performance.

Various research programs are running seeking for appropriate solutions to
address these issues and minimize the negative impact of counterfeiting [64–71].
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Manufacturing Solutions
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Abstract The continued scaling of CMOS transistors has been the enabler of
faster, cheaper, and denser ICs and electronics. However, as the scaling is slowly
coming to its end, many challenges emerge, including higher static power, high
manufacturing cost, and more important, reduced reliability. The latter is mainly
due to process or time-zero variation (i.e., process variations) or time-dependent
variations (either related to temporal/aging variations such as SILC, BTI, HCD, or
to environmental variations such as radiations). This chapter provides a broad
overview of the latest techniques that are being used to mitigate these reliability
challenges in the latest technology nodes. In the first part of this chapter, we present
some of the techniques that are being used to manage process variation, including
both static and dynamic techniques. These techniques span the entire range from
improved layout rules to dynamic voltage scaling all the way to techniques
implemented in application software. In the second part of this chapter, a review of
these aging effects is presented including SILC, BTI, HCD, and self-heating effects,
as well as the latest research on how they can be mitigated. In the final section, we
investigate radiation-induced upsets and how they impact the latest technology
nodes including FinFET and SOI technologies.
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1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, many of the challenges in the design of reliable nanoscale
devices have been described. Many of these challenges such as manufacturing
faults and transient faults have existed for many generations of CMOS, and a large
body of knowledge around design for test, redundancy, and hardening techniques
has developed. Today, advances in CMOS are less the result of scaling and
increasingly the result of innovation in terms of process, materials, and new types of
transistors. Combined with the fact that the dimensions of transistors are
approaching the atomic scale, variability is increasing and the total number of
transistors per die is often in the billions, new reliability challenges are emerging.

In this chapter, we address new approaches for addressing reliability threats,
with a focus on the process level. In the first section, we explore new approaches for
managing increased process variation. The following section discusses how tran-
sistor degradation due to gate oxide breakdown, BCI, HCI, and self-heating effects
can be mitigated at the process level. Next is a section that discusses the trends in
radiation sensitivity in the most recent CMOS nodes including how this impacts the
design of radiation-hardened cells. The total power drawn by large integrated cir-
cuits can be very significant; thus IR drop is a real problem. The final section in the
chapter discusses this challenge and how voltage droop can be managed.

The focus of this chapter is how the reliability challenges in advanced CMOS
devices can be managed, primarily at the materials, process, and technology
level. Subsequent chapters will investigate higher level approaches, at the micro-
architectural and architectural level.

2 Mitigation of Process Variation

Process variation affects the speed and power consumption of circuits. Some cir-
cuits may fail to meet the intended speed, if process variation is not taken into
account during design. This results in a low yield. Conventionally, guard bands are
built into the design to account for process variation. With the ongoing shrinking of
CMOS technology, the effects of process variation become more and more pro-
nounced. Because of this, a guard-banded design leads to an increased penalty in
terms of area and power consumption.

An often performed technique to remedy the effects of process variation is speed
binning. With speed binning, chips are tested extensively after production in order to
find their maximum clock speed and classify them. The faster chips are then sold at
higher prices, while the slower ones at lower prices. Therefore, the extensive testing
pays off. These days, however, processors have shifted from single core tomulti-core.
Therefore, an increase in clock speed has become less interesting and instead more
cores are preferred. Because of this, speed binning is becoming less profitable.
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The drawbacks with guard-banded design in terms of power and area, and the
decrease in effectiveness of speed binning have led to the development of tech-
niques to mitigate process variation. Thanks to these techniques, high yield is
guaranteed without adding excessive guard bands.

2.1 Classification

Figure 1 shows a high-level classification of process variation mitigation schemes.
As it can be seen, the schemes can be divided into static and dynamic ones. Static
schemes are used during the design or the manufacturing of the chip; they can even
be tuned once before deploying the chip in the application. However, these schemes
cannot be tuned at runtime and during the lifetime of the chip, which is the case for
dynamic schemes. Such schemes are based on monitoring the circuit’s behavior at
runtime and taking action when necessary, in order to prevent errors in the circuit.

2.2 Static Schemes

Figure 2 shows the classification of the most common static process variation
mitigation schemes. As it can be seen, schemes can be applied either during the
process phase or during the design phase; they are discussed next.

2.3 Process Schemes

The process schemes include all techniques applied during fabrication to minimize
process variation; these may be related to the used materials or to techniques to
increase the resolution of structures printed on silicon, called Resolution
Enhancement Techniques (RETs).

Material: The used materials for the production of semiconductor devices are
constantly evaluated and improved, especially for emerging devices and new
materials. A good example of a newly introduced material that helped mitigating
process variation is high-j dielectrics in the 45 nm technology [1]. The high-j

Fig. 1 Process variation
mitigation classification
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dielectrics are used to replace the conventional silicon dioxide (SiO2) that was used
for the gate oxide material. The thickness of the gate oxide used to steadily decrease
as transistors decreased in size, until leakage currents became a concern, and the
scaling slowed down. With the introduction of high-j dielectrics for the gate oxide,
the gate leakage is reduced, making further gate oxide scaling possible. This scaling
has a positive effect on random variations due to Random Dopant Fluctuation
(RDF), because matching of transistors improves when gate oxide thickness
decreases [2].

Resolution Enhancement Techniques: The current lithographic process for
making chips utilizes ultraviolet light with a wavelength of 193 nm. As the
dimensions of current nanometre-scale technology are only a fraction of this
wavelength, it becomes difficult to produce the requested patterns. This happens
due to diffraction effects, which defocus the patterns printed on silicon. The
diffraction effects have resulted in the introduction of several Resolution
Enhancement Techniques (RETs), which counteract the diffraction effects and, thus,
increase the resolution of the lithography step. Thanks to the increased resolution,
the process variation is reduced as well.

A common RET is to use phase-shift masks [3]. Phase-shift masks alter the
phase of the light passing through certain areas of the mask, which in turn changes
the way the light is diffracted and, therefore, the defocusing effect is reduced.

Another RET is Optical-Proximity Correction (OPC) [4–6]. OPC pre-distorts the
mask data in order to compensate for image errors due to diffraction effects. The
pre-distortion is done by moving edges or adding extra polygons to the patterns on
the mask. This results in a better printability.

Finally, double patterning is also a technique to increase the resolution of printed
patterns [7]. With double patterning, dense patterns with a high pitch are split over
two masks. The two masks then contain lower pitch structures. The dense patterns
are then printed with two exposure steps. In each of the steps one of the two masks
is used. The combination of the two masks then results in a higher pitch printed on
silicon. This pitch is hard, if not impossible, to achieve with a single patterning
process.

Fig. 2 Static process variation mitigation schemes classification
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2.4 Design Schemes

During the design of a chip, various methods, such as regular layout styles, gate
sizing, and Statistical Static Timing Analysis (SSTA), can be applied to mitigate
process variation. These techniques are discussed below.

Regular Layout: Regular layout styles aim at simplifying the patterns that need
to be printed on silicon. This is achieved by adding more regularity and symmetry
to the design. Regular layout techniques reduce variability that occurs due to
lithography distortion.

Regularity is added to the layout, for instance, by only allowing a fixed device
orientation and routing direction per layer. Ultra-regular and semi-regular layouts,
of which example circuits are shown in Fig. 3, were proposed in [8]. The
ultra-regular layouts use a single-device orientation, constant poly pitch, and the
direction of the routing is fixed. With the semi-regular layout, the width and spacing
for the geometries are held as constant as possible with minor deviations allowed.

A higher regularity than the ultra-regular layouts can be achieved by using only a
single or limited set of highly optimized basic building blocks and repeating these
blocks, as it is the case for Via-Configurable Transistor Array (VCTA) cell pro-
posed in [9]. The VCTA cell maximizes regularity for both devices and intercon-
nects. The VCTA cell consists of n NMOS gates and n PMOS gates. To maximize
regularity, all transistors have the same width and channel length. On top of the
VCTA cell, a fixed and regular interconnect grid of parallel metal lines is placed.
The functionality of the cell can be configured by connecting the transistors in the
cell in a certain way. This is done by making connections between the metal lines
and transistors using vias. With this, the via placement and inter-cell interconnec-
tions are the only source of irregularity in the layout of the design.

One of the advantages of regular layouts is the yield improvement due to the
reduction of process variability. Another advantage is the acceleration of the
time-to-market due to the lower number of basic cells and layout patterns that need
to be optimized. A disadvantage of regular layouts is an increase in the area with the
associated delay and power consumption. Furthermore, some regular layouts have a

Fig. 3 4 Ultra-regular layouts and semi-regular
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fixed transistor width, which may make it difficult to meet delay specifications on
all paths, and will also increase power consumption.

Statistical Static Timing Analysis (SSTA): Traditionally, designers use corner
analysis to ensure that the design will meet its timing specification under all cases of
process variation. In corner analysis, all electrical parameters are considered to be
within certain bounds. The design is valid if the circuit meets the performance
constraints for all corners. For corner analysis Static Timing Analysis (STA) is used
often. With STA, a circuit’s timing is analyzed by adding the worst-case propa-
gation times for the gates of a path. This analysis is only necessary if the process
variations are of a systematic nature. However, in nanometre-scale technologies
random variations are more dominant. This means it is unlikely that all gates in a
path will show worst-case propagation times. Therefore, STA leads to an overly
pessimistic design.

As an alternative to STA, statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) has been
proposed [10]. In SSTA, the worst-case propagation times of gates are replaced by
probability density functions (PDFs). These PDFs are then propagated through the
logic network, to determine the final PDF of the propagation delay of the circuit.
With the final distribution, direct insight can be obtained on the yield of the design.
Therefore, high yield can be achieved without adding excessive margins.

Obviously, SSTA leads to lower die area and reduced power consumption.
However, it increases the design time, due to the higher complexity of SSTA as
compared to STA.

Gate Sizing: With gate sizing, an attempt is done to find optimal drive strength
of gates in the circuit in order to obtain a trade-off between delay, power con-
sumption, and area. The drive strength is set by changing the size of the transistors
in the gate, which enable the design optimisation under certain constraints. For
instance, the design can be optimized for area and power consumption at a mini-
mum target speed. Different optimization algorithms have been published in liter-
ature [8–10].

Recent gate sizing techniques have started to take into account process variation
as well [11, 12]. These techniques are referred to as variation aware gate sizing.
They model process, voltage, and temperature variations using statistical methods.
With these techniques power and area can be optimized at higher yield.

Gate sizing offers advantages such as reduced die area and lower power con-
sumption. However, it complicates the design process.

2.5 Dynamic Schemes

Dynamic mitigation schemes monitor the circuit’s behavior online (in field) and
when necessary actions are taken to prevent timing errors. Figure 4 shows the
classification of the most common dynamic mitigation schemes. Note that dynamic
schemes can be applied at the hardware or at the software level; both approaches are
discussed below.
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2.6 Hardware-Based Schemes

As can be seen in Fig. 4, hardware techniques to mitigate process variation include
voltage scaling, body biasing, adaptive clocking, and error detection and correction.

Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS): this is a technique where the supply voltage is
scaled down in order to limit the dynamic power consumption. Most modern
processors dynamically change the clock frequency based on throughput require-
ments in order to save energy. This tuning of the clock frequency can happen in
conjunction with voltage scaling, as a lower frequency requires a lower voltage in
order to still meet the timing. Thanks to this scaling of the supply voltage, even
more power is saved compared to only lowering the clock speed.

Conventional DVS techniques require enough supply voltage margin to cover
process variations, which results in wasted energy. Therefore, variation aware DVS
is proposed. With this technique on-chip monitors are added to the circuit to pro-
vide feedback on the process variation in the circuit. Based on this feedback, the
supply voltage can be adjusted to the near minimum level needed to run without
errors. Early papers are based on critical path replication and monitoring this
replica. For instance, in [13] the critical path of the system is replicated with a ring
oscillator. Based on the measured frequency of the ring oscillator, it is determined if
the supply voltage can be lowered or should be increased. Due to the growing
on-die process variation in nanometre-scale technologies, using a single reference
structure is no longer feasible, because in this case extra margin is necessary.
Furthermore, it is becoming more and more difficult to select a unique critical path
across all conditions. A technique to emulate the actual critical path under different
process and parasitic conditions was described in [14]. Thanks to the close tracking
of the actual critical path, the supply voltage can be scaled down further. An in situ
delay monitoring technique was proposed in [15]. For this, pre-error flip-flops are
used; they are capable of detecting late data transitions. The power supply is then
scaled based on the rate of errors.

An advantage of DVS is a reduction in power consumption as the supply voltage
is closer to its minimum value. A disadvantage of DVS is that it is mainly suitable
for global variations, because it is difficult to find a unique critical path. To better

Fig. 4 Dynamic process variation mitigation schemes classification
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account for local variations, more reference circuits for performance monitoring are
needed on the die. To account even better for local variations, the circuit should be
split up into multiple sub-circuits with separate supply voltages, so each sub-circuit
is supplied with its minimum operation voltage. This results in even higher area
overhead.

Body Biasing: it is a technique that allows to change the threshold voltage of a
transistor. With body biasing the transistor’s body effect is utilized; it refers to the
dependence of the threshold voltage on the voltage difference between the source
and body of the transistor. Normally, the NMOS transistor’s body is connected to
ground and for a PMOS transistor’s body to VDD. By applying different voltages at
the body terminals, it is possible to control the threshold voltage of the transistors.
In order to do this, the body terminals of the transistors need to be connected to
separate power networks instead of VDD and ground. Through these power net-
works the body biasing voltages are then controlled.

When the threshold voltage is lowered with body biasing, it is called forward
biasing. In this case the transistors will switch faster, making the circuit faster. This
happens at the penalty of increased power consumption due to higher leakage. It is
also possible to increase the threshold voltage; this is referred to as backward
biasing. This makes the circuit less leaky, which leads to a lower power con-
sumption at the cost of a slower circuit.

Body biasing can be used to mitigate process variation. On slow circuits forward
biasing is performed in order to make them faster. On fast circuits, which suffer
from higher leakage, backward biasing is performed. The required body biasing
voltages can be applied with the use of on-chip sources, such as power regulators.
Just like with DVS, on-chip monitors are added to the die that measure a test
structure to determine the process variation. In [16, 17] a ring oscillator is used to
measure the process variation in a circuit. Based on the ring-oscillator measure-
ments the power regulators generate appropriate biasing voltages to mitigate the
effects of process variation. Note that if only one test structure is measured, only
global, systematic variations can be mitigated and still a margin is necessary to
account for within-die variations. Accounting for within-die variations requires
special attention; e.g., in [17], the authors proposed to divide the circuit into
multiple sub-circuits with separate body bias networks. By monitoring ring oscil-
lators close to the sub-circuits, each sub-circuit can then be supplied with unique
biasing voltage. This way the within-die variation is compensated to a certain
extent, which improves the frequency and the leakage of the circuit even more.

An advantage of body biasing is a reduction in power consumption, as the
leakage of chips from the fast corner is reduced. Just like with DVS, a disadvantage
of body biasing is that it is mainly suitable to compensate global variations. To
better account for local variations, more test structures on the die are needed and the
circuit needs to be split up into sub-circuits that each has their own body bias
network. This results in a higher area overhead.

Clock Stretching: under process variation, some circuits may fail to meet timing.
Often, critical paths that exceed the maximum delay are responsible for this; critical
paths have the least amount of timing margin and, therefore, are the first to fail. As a
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solution for this, clock stretching has been proposed. The idea is to stretch the clock
when a critical path is activated. This gives the path more time to finish propagation
and, therefore, timing errors are avoided. The concept of clock stretching is illus-
trated in Fig. 5. As can be seen, in cycle 2 the computation time, which indicates
the highest propagation time of activated paths in the circuits, exceeds the normal
clock period. Therefore, the clock is stretched to two cycles in order to avoid timing
errors.

One of the challenges with clock stretching is predicting when a critical path is
activated. One way to realize this is to use a pre-decoder as proposed in [18]; the
pre-decoder has as input, the input vector to the logic. Based on this input vector,
the pre-decoder predicts critical path activation in the circuit. When a critical path is
activated, a signal is asserted to stretch the clock. An example of an adder with a
pre-decoder to enable clock stretching is shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the
pre-decoder relies on some adder’s inputs to insert the clock stretching when
needed.

One of the challenges with using a pre-decoder to predict critical path activation
is the area overhead and the additional wiring, especially for big circuits. This will
most likely make the pre-decoder relatively big. An alternative to the pre-decoder is
the CRISTA design [19]; CRISTA isolates the critical paths and makes their
activation predictable. This is achieved by partitioning and synthesizing the circuit
into several separate logic blocks. These blocks contain each a primary input,
indicating if the block is active or idle. The design is synthesized in such a way that
only some of these blocks contain critical paths. With the use of the active/idle
signal, it is then easy to predict if critical paths are sensitized. Figure 7 shows an
example path delay distribution for a design with CRISTA. The targeted delay of
one cycle is indicated. It can be seen that a set of paths exceeds this delay. CRISTA
makes the activation of these paths is predictable. When one of these paths is
activated, clock stretching is performed, so there is enough time for the circuit to
finish propagation. It can also be seen that the other set of paths has a lot of slack,
which provides resilience against process variation.

Fig. 5 Illustration of clock
stretching

Fig. 6 Adder circuit with
pre-decoder for clock
stretching
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A disadvantage of clock stretching is the speed degradation of the circuit. This
happens due to the fact that sometimes the clock period is longer. Another disad-
vantage is that the area overhead to enable prediction of the activation of critical
path can become high and, therefore, not all circuits are suitable for such as scheme.

In situ error Detection and Correction: with in situ error detection, timing
errors are detected. This is done by checking for late transitions at data inputs of
flip-flops. Typically, flip-flops are augmented with a latch or a second delayed clock
input in order to check for late transitions. Usually, these techniques are applied in
pipeline circuits. One of the earliest works on in situ error detection is Razor [20],
for which an example of a pipeline stage is shown in Fig. 8a. As can be seen, each
flip-flop is augmented with a shadow latch, which is controlled by a delayed clock.
A timing diagram to illustrate how Razor works is shown in Fig. 8b. In the first
clock cycle, logic stage L1 meets the normal timing. In the second cycle, however,
logic stage L1 exceeds the intended delay. Therefore, the data (instr 2) is not
captured by the main flip-flop at clock cycle 3. The shadow latch does capture this
data, since it operates with a delayed clock. Because the data stored in the main
flip-flop and the shadow latch differ, the error signal is raised and the preceding
pipeline stages are stalled. After this, the valid data is restored in the fourth cycle.
Therefore, the error is corrected with a penalty of one clock cycle delay.

Razor corrects timing errors in the circuit at the penalty of one clock cycle delay.
There are also techniques that mask the timing error, e.g., by delaying the arrival of
the correct data to the next pipeline stage. Authors in [21] proposed the TIMBER
flip-flop; a flip-flop that has a delayed clock input to resample data input for any
timing errors. In case of a timing error, the output of the flip-flop is updated with the
correct value, which is then propagated to the next stage of the pipeline. In this case,
time is borrowed from the succeeding pipeline stage.

In situ error detection can be used to mitigate process variation. Timing errors
that occur due to critical paths affected by process variation can be detected and
corrected. Hence, fault-free operation of the circuit can be achieved without adding
a lot of margins to the design.

Fig. 7 Path delay distribution required for CRISTA
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An advantage of in situ error detection is its capability to compensate local
variation, besides global variation. This is due to the fact that all flip-flops or only
flip-flops ending at critical paths are augmented with in situ error detection. Because
of this, timing errors on critical paths that occur due to local variation are detected.
A disadvantage of in situ error detection is a possible decrease in throughput, due to
the correction. Another disadvantage is a high area overhead due to the fact that
most flip-flops need to be augmented with error detection and also the control logic
that is needed to handle the errors.

2.7 Software-Based Schemes

In addition to mitigating process variation at the hardware level, it is also possible to
mitigate process variation at the software level. As technology scales further, relia-
bility becomes a more challenging design factor. This is due to, for example,
increased aging effects and increased vulnerability to soft errors. Software methods
are being developed to detect errors in order to be able to guarantee dependable
computing. A technique that can be employed is redundant execution [22], where
critical portions of the software are run redundantly onmultiple cores. The outputs are
then compared to see if any errors are introduced. Another method is Re-execution

Fig. 8 Pipeline augmented with Razor
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and Recovery [23], which provides resilience by re-executing portions of the appli-
cation that have been detected as being corrupted. These software techniques can also
be applied to mitigate process variation, besides mitigating aging and soft errors.

3 Mitigation of Transistor Aging

As device dimensions are downscaled in the relentless effort to keep with Moore’s
law, maintaining gate control and suppression of short-channel effects requires the
introduction of new FET architectures. The semiconductor industry has already
moved to FinFET or Fully Depleted Silicon-On-Insulator devices. These are
expected to be superseded by nanowire devices with the gate fully wrapped around
the channel. At the same time, high-mobility substrate materials, such as Ge, SiGe,
and IIIV compounds, are being investigated to accelerate device operation.

As smaller devices, more complex device architectures, and new materials are
being introduced, the reliability margins continue to shrink. In many cases, the
reliability margin assuming continuous operation at elevated temperature (Fig. 9a)
may be no longer sufficient [24]. Below, the main degradation processes affecting
FET devices are first discussed (Sects. 3.1–3.4), along with their overall trends with
technology scaling. The root cause of gate oxide degradation—generation and
charging of interface and bulk gate oxide traps—is common to all the main
degradation mechanisms. The technological means of reducing both interface and
bulk traps are therefore discussed in Sects. 3.5 and 3.6.

Since devices in realistic digital circuits typically operate with a series of high
and low signals, while the supply voltage VDD changes as, e.g., the “turbo” and the
“sleep” modes are enabled, assuming more realistic workloads will result in a more
realistic prediction of the mean degradation (Fig. 9b), thus regaining some of the
projected reliability margin. In addition to that, correct understanding of the effect
of a degraded device on the surrounding circuit will allow to better mitigate
aging-related issues already during the design phase. Examples of this are given
throughout the text.

On the other hand, only a handful of defects will be present in the gate oxide of
each deeply scaled device. This will cause an increase of the so-called
time-dependent, or dynamic, device-to-device variability. The same workload
will result in a device-to-device distribution of degradations (Fig. 9c). The
time-dependent variability is discussed in Sect. 4.

3.1 Stress-Induced Leakage Current and Gate Oxide
Breakdown

Generation of conducting defects in the bulk of the gate dielectric during device
operation leads to an increase in gate current (leakage). This phenomenon is
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therefore termed Stress-Induced Leakage Current (SILC). SILC can potentially
partially eliminate gate current leakage reduction gained by the introduction of
high-j gate dielectrics [25]. At sufficiently high density the newly generated defects
will form a percolation path between the gate and the body of the FET device,
resulting in so-called Soft Breakdown (SBD). The current through a formed SBD
path is typically a strongly superlinear function of gate bias and of the order
of *lA at 1 V.

The breakdown path can further progressively wear out and when a sufficient
local current is reached, a runaway defect generation at the breakdown spot will
lead to a so-called Hard Breakdown (HBD). HBD current–voltage characteristic is
near-ohmic, with typical values of 1–10 kX.

All of the above processes, often called Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown
(TDDB), are accelerated by gate voltage, current, and temperature [26]. The con-
tinuing voltage and power reduction is therefore generally beneficial for increasing
and thus postponing time to soft breakdown tSBD. Oxide downscaling also affects
PFET tSBD more than NFET, because the gate current in PFETs is due to direct
tunneling, while in NFETs it is due to Fowler–Nordheim tunneling—a leakage
mechanism less sensitive to thickness variations [27]. The employment of gate
metals with more midgap work functions (see also Sect. 3.2) is also beneficial in
this sense [27].
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Fig. 9 Approaches to device degradation projections. a “Conventional” projection: mean
degradation is estimated from the “worst-case” constant (i.e., DC) stress at maximum VDD

(workload w1) applied for the entire duration of application lifetime. bMore realistic workloads wn

(with different voltages, frequencies, duty cycles, temperatures, etc.) result in better end-of-lifetime
mean degradation prediction. c In reality, a distribution of device-to-device degradation needs to
be considered
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In gate stacks with high-j dielectrics, “Alternating Current” (AC) TDDB is
frequency dependent, with low frequencies apparently decreasing tSBD [28, 29].
This appears to be related to bulk high-j traps, in particular their charging and
discharging during the AC stress [30].

The post-SBD progressive wear-out is controlled by the voltage across the
breakdown path and the current running through it. The SBD wear-out progress will
be therefore slowed down if the stress bias is supplied from a non-ideal “soft”
voltage source capable of providing only limited current, such as the preceding
transistor stage [31].

If SBD does occur in a FET, the FET drain current characteristic will be typi-
cally little affected (Fig. 10). This is because of the limited current of the SBD spot
[32]. FET width or the number of fins can be also upsized during design to com-
pensate for the breakdown current. Sufficiently wide devices can then compensate
even for HBD [33].

Gate oxide defect generation proceeds in parallel at different locations of all
stressed FET gates and multiple SBD formation at different parts of the circuit [35]
or even a combination of SBDs and HBDs is possible [36]. With proper device
sizing, multiple SBD breakdowns will only affect power consumption. The statis-
tics of time-to-nth breakdown has been developed [35, 37] allowing to reclaim
some reliability margin.

3.2 Bias Temperature Instability

Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) is caused by charging of pre-existing and
generated defects in the bulk and at the interfaces of the gate dielectric [38]. It is
accelerated by gate oxide electric field and temperature. The issue in pFET devices,
so-called Negative BTI (NBTI), was exacerbated by the introduction of nitrogen
into SiO2 gate dielectric [39, 40]. The complementary mechanism in nFET devices,
Positive BTI (PBTI), became a significant issue with the introduction of high-j gate
dielectrics. As the semiconductor industry moves to FinFET and FDSOI devices,
channel doping can be reduced due to better channel control, resulting in the
reduction of depletion charge. As a consequence, the gate work function can be
adjusted toward Si midgap and the gate oxide field can be reduced at given VDD and
threshold voltage Vth with respect to planar devices [27]. Further reduction in
depletion charge will come from reducing the fin width below the depletion width
[41]. For future technology nodes, the electric field in the oxide is expected to
increase, as the oxide thickness is reduced faster than VDD to help maintain channel
control. One exception is the so-called junctionless FETs [42], which operate in
partial depletion or in accumulation [43]. Such devices have high flat-band voltage,
resulting in low field and hence low degradation during operation [44].

AC BTI results in significantly lower degradation than the equivalent fully on
“DC” BTI stress. This is because of so-called relaxation of BTI, due to discharging
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of defects. At very low frequencies (<100 Hz), the relaxation also naturally
explains frequency dependence of AC BTI [45–47]. At intermediate and high
frequencies (*GHz), there is presently disagreement in the literature [48–50]. Part
of the confusion seems to arise from experimental issues at high frequencies. When
high-frequency signal integrity issues are correctly considered, NBTI is decreasing
at high frequencies due to multistate nature of the involved traps [51], while PBTI is
frequency independent [52].
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Fig. 10 a An SRAM cell with wide FETs can compensate even a hard breakdown. SRAM
transfer characteristics after hard FET NR drain-side BD are well reproduced by a simulation
assuming RGD = 3.2 kX. Two stable points can still be discerned in the butterfly plot.
b Narrow-FET SRAM characteristics after soft source-side BD in FET NR are well reproduced
by simulation assuming a nonlinear, weakly conducting path. The cell’s characteristics are not
strongly affected after SBD [34]
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3.3 Hot Carrier Degradation

When a FET is biased in inversion and a bias is also applied at the drain, the
channel carriers arriving at the drain will not be in equilibrium with the semicon-
ductor lattice. The “hot” carriers at the high energy tail of the energy distribution
will be then responsible for (localized) generation of interface states (through
hydrogen depassivation) and charging of the bulk states in the dielectric, either
directly, or through the carriers of opposite polarity generated simultaneously
through impact ionization. This set of processes is termed Hot Carrier Degradation
(HCD). Note that BTI degradation due to “cold” carriers can still take place at the
source side. Finally, heat will be generated as energy from the hot carriers is
transferred into the semiconductor lattice, resulting in the so-called Self-Heating
Effect (SHE) and accelerating some of the degradation above degradation mecha-
nisms. The symptoms include drain current, transconductivity and subthreshold
degradation, and threshold voltage shift.

Generally, the lateral electric field in the channel, particularly at the drain, will have
a strong impact on the energy distribution function and hence on the above degra-
dation processes. Therefore, even though the supply voltages VDD and hence the
maximum drain voltages are gradually decreasing, this degradation mechanism
becomes more pronounced as the gate length is reduced [53]. The gate oxide electric
field also increases as the gate oxide is scaled down. Hot carrier degradation is pre-
sently flagged as most critical reliability concern in the upcoming technology nodes.

Junction optimization to lower the electric field at the drain is therefore generally
mandatory to alleviate the impact of hot carrier degradation [54, 55]. The decreased
oxide electric field in junctionless FETs can decrease HDC effects [56].

The fin width in FinFET devices is a critical parameter. Both reduction and
acceleration of HCD with the fin width have been reported [27, 57–60]. The dis-
parate results are likely due to the complex dependence of the involved mecha-
nisms. As the fin width changes, so does the threshold voltage and the electric field
profile in the fin [59], junction profiles, and the amount of heat retained in the fin
due to SHE [27]. This will result in the energy distribution function varying
strongly with the fin width [59]. Furthermore, the fraction of hot carriers impinging
on the gate oxide will change with changing fin width as well [27].

HCD is a cumulative process and AC HCD does not seem not frequency
dependent [52].

3.4 Self-heating Effect

When the FET device is operating at VD = VDD, considerable power ID * VDD is
dissipated in the device. In planar devices, the excess heat is primarily dispersed
into the silicon substrate (bulk Si thermal conductivity *148 W K−1 m−1). The
remnant heat raises the device body temperature above that of the chip. This is
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called the Self-Heating Effect (SHE). Although not strictly a degradation mecha-
nism of its own, SHE can accelerate other degradation processes in the FET.

As device geometry changes from planar to multi-gate, the relative thermal
contact of the device with the silicon substrate decreases. Heat has to escape into the
gate through the gate oxide (bulk SiO2 thermal conductivity *1.40 W K−1 m−1)
and the source and drain contacts. This phenomenon is further amplified if
Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) technology is used (Fig. 11) [57].

New high-mobility materials presently under consideration may have lower
thermal conductivity than Si (Ge bulk thermal conductivity 58 W K−1 m−1, GaAs
bulk thermal conductivity 58 W K−1 m−1). Thermal conductivity also decreases at
elevated temperatures and with dopant concentration (the latter is fortunately
reduced in modern devices). In deeply scaled devices, the impact of material
interfaces is amplified as they will scatter the heat-carrying phonons, resulting in
severely reduced thermal conductance values (fractions of the bulk values) [61].

Temperature generally accelerates single-carrier interface state depassivation and
bulk charging; it, however, also reduces the mean-free path of the hot carriers, thus
lowering their average energy. However, the tail of the energy distribution can
expand with temperature, accelerating one type of interface bond depassivation
mechanisms [62]. Also the BTI degradation taking place at the source will be
accelerated. Separation of the concomitant degradation mechanisms for proper
lifetime projection is therefore a considerable challenge.

SHE can be generally alleviated by improving the heat escape paths. In FinFET
devices, SHE can be reduced by sufficient spacing of the fins [63, 64]. Reduction of
buried oxide in SOI devices is also highly beneficial [65]. Finally, assuming the
actual workload already during will result in better estimate of the dissipated heat,
actual temperature, defect generation and charging rates, and hence better lifetime
estimation.
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3.5 Root Cause 1: Interface Traps

Dangling silicon bonds at the Si/SiO2 interface act as energy states within the Si
band gap. In standard CMOS process flow, these bonds are passivated with
hydrogen during chip fabrication. When the chip and the devices are biased during
use in the field, especially during negative gate bias, electrically active defect states
are again generated at the Si/SiO2 interface by stripping (depassivating) the bonds
of hydrogen by interaction with channel holes [66]. Interface state generation is also
a crucial component of HCD, especially in conventional devices with SiO2 gate
oxide [55]. The bond dissociation mechanism during HCD is relatively complex,
and can be triggered by a single, sufficiently energetic carrier, or through multiple
vibrational excitations (MVE) of the bond by multiple, lower energy carriers [67].

In standard planar devices the Si surface has (100) orientation. In FinFET
devices the Si fin sidewalls have (110) orientation with a higher density of Si
dangling bonds. Their depassivation can therefore contribute more to NBTI [68].
The contribution of side-wall interface states is also reduced when fins are rotated
45° around the vertical axis [58, 69], as the side-wall orientation of these devices
changes from (110) back to lower density (100).

Since the Scanning Tunneling Microscopy experiments on passivated Si sur-
faces [70, 71], it has been established that passivation of the Si/SiO2 interface by
deuterium will result in stronger bonds less susceptible to desorption by hot elec-
trons [72]. In general, passivating these bonds with other elements with higher
atomic mass, such as fluorine, has been reported in the literature to reduce the
interface defect state generation [73, 74]. Higher atomic mass is presumed to
change the vibrational frequencies associated with the dangling bond and better
coupling with phonon modes in the Si substrate and thus faster “cooling” of
vibrations [75].

Deuterium passivation has been shown to be beneficial for reducing interface
state generation due to HCD [76] and NBTI [77], although in the latter case
interface state generation may not be the main component in high-j based
dielectrics (see next section). Fluorine passivation has been reported beneficial for
HCD [78] and NBTI [79, 80], although the effect seems to be strongly dependent on
the F amount and processing conditions. (Low-voltage) SILC is also suppressed by
F implantation resulting in lower gate current, although it does not influence defect
generation efficiency [26].

3.6 Root Cause 2: Oxide Bulk Traps

Charge trapping into pre-existing defects appears to be the main contributor to both
NBTI [81] and PBTI. Ubiquitous hydrogen has been reported as the main source of
hole traps in SiO2 [82, 83]. It is thought to be for both multistate switching traps and
as a precursor for permanent hole trapping [81].
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The contribution of bulk defect increases as advanced materials, such as high-j
gate dielectrics (responsible for rise of PBTI due to electron trapping) and Ge and
IIIV substrates are introduced [84]. A significant progress in understanding the
reduction of both PBTI and NBTI has been achieved with the “energy-alignment”
model (Fig. 12) [85, 86]. In HfO2 high-j gate dielectrics, PBTI can be reduced by
incorporating rare-earth elements or even nitrogen, which redistribute charge
around oxygen vacancies and shift the electron trap energies toward the HfO2

conduction band, thus misaligning them with the channel electrons (Fig. 12a) [85,
87–89]. In contrast, equivalent “defect level shifting mechanism” has not been
known for NBTI (Recent work claims adjustment of hole traps by dopants [40]).
However, the introduction of Ge, a high-carrier-mobility semiconductor, results in
shifting the inversion channel hole energy level upward (Fig. 12b). This again
results in misaligning the channel holes with the defects in the dielectric, resulting
in sizable reduction in SiGe pFET NBTI degradation. Recently, shifting the trap
levels in the high-j layer has been also achieved by engineering a dipole at the
interface with the SiO2 interfacial layer [90]. Figure 13 illustrates that misaligning
defect levels (Scenario 2) is significantly more efficient at low (operating) gate
overdrives (Vov = Vdd − Vth) than reducing defect density “en bloc” (Scenario 1),
which also takes place as the gate oxide thickness is reduced.

“Passivating” the oxygen vacancies by optimizing nitrogen incorporation is also
shown to reduce SILC and TDDB [91] and HCD [92]. Reduction of bulk high-j
defects by higher PDA temperature as well as Zr incorporation and high-j/metal
gate interface roughness also reduce SILC [26]. Furthermore, discharging high-j
traps during stressing, e.g., with bipolar AC stress, appears to lead to SILC
reduction [28, 30].

Si SiO2 HfO2MG Si SiO2HfO2 MG

With SiGe

Si SiO2 MGHfO2 Si SiGe SiO2 MGHfO2

With GdReference Reference
(a) PBTI (b) NBTI

Fig. 12 A schematic illustrating the reduction of charge trapping by decoupling defect and
channel energy levels a in nFETs (PBTI), by introducing “doping” elements into the high-j
dielectric layer, and b in pFETs (NBTI), by introducing low-bandgap Ge into the substrate
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3.7 Mitigation of RTN and Time-Dependent Variability

In Sect. 3 we have discussed the origins of several aging mechanisms and possible
remedies to lower their average or mean impact on the device. As device dimen-
sions are aggressively reduced, all aging mechanisms become distributed. This
time-dependent variability is discussed in this section.

The gate oxide thickness was the first dimension of deeply scaled FETs to reach
nm length scale. The formation of the percolation path during TDDB is a stochastic
process and the time-to-first SBD is described by the Weibull distribution with the
mean tSBDh i and scale parameter b, also known as the Weibull “slope”. The vari-
ance of the distribution is reciprocal with b (smaller b results in a large distribution
variance) [93].

One of the signatures of the conducting path formation process is that the
variance of time-to-SBD distribution strongly increases as the physical oxide
thickness is scaled down [93]. This is because fewer defects are needed to bridge
physically thinner oxide. The introduction of high-j dielectrics, with its increased
gate oxide physical thickness, does not automatically yield reduced variance—the
Weibull shape factor b is low for laminate dielectrics with, e.g., HfO2 and ZrO2.
This could mean that either the SBD formation is controlled by the very thin SiO2

interfacial layer or by extrinsic defects in the high-j layer [94]. The latter case
underlines the requirement of mastering fabrication of high-j layers with low defect
density and free from other imperfections, such as sharp fin edges (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 13 a Charge trapping is suppressed by reducing the dielectric defect density (i), or by
carrier/defect energy decoupling (ii), with respect to the reference case (ref). b Calculated DVth

assuming a 10� defect density reduction by process improvement (i), or the same defect density of
states with mean shifted by 0.5eV (ii). The latter case clearly reduces BTI significantly more at low
operating Vov [84]
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In deeply scaled devices with typical gate areas around 1–2 � 103 nm2, only
1–10 defects will be present in the gate oxide of each fin. Even at constant bias on
the FET terminals, charging and discharging of individual defects will take place
and result in discreet intermittent changes of the FET drain current. Such
“steady-state” stochastic variations are called Random Telegraph Signal (RTS) or
Random Telegraph Noise (RTN) [96]. Under certain conditions, RTN can be
observed in the gate current as well [97].

If the gate is biased toward Vdd, the defects will become preferentially charged,
contributing to BTI. The collective contribution of the charged defects to the total
threshold voltage shift DVth can be acceptably described by the so-called
“Defect-Centric” or “Exponential-Poisson” (EP) distribution [98, 99] (Fig. 15a).
The variance of the distribution is

r2DVth
¼ 2g DVthh i; ð1Þ

Fig. 14 Electric field distribution at the fin top corner a without and b with corner rounding.
c Corner rounding improves (increases) the Weibull slope b [95]
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where η is the average threshold voltage shift per single trapped electron or hole and
DVthh i is the mean threshold voltage shift. The means of reducing the latter have
been discussed in the previous section.

The technologically important parameter η scales with oxide thickness tox,
doping NA, and gate area AG as

g� tox
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

NA
p
LW

: ð2Þ

As can be seen from Eqs. 1 and 2, reducing η results in reduced RTN and BTI
variability. From the form of Eq. 2 it is also apparent that flash memory type
devices, with their minimum device sizes and large tox suffer the largest impact
from individual charged defects. As in the case of as-fabricated variability, the
“time-dependent” variability in logic circuit-critical devices can be reduced by
increasing their gate area or fin count (Fig. 15b). Fortuitously, in logic devices η is
also reduced as tox is reduced with device size to maintain control over channel, and
reduced doping in the low-doped channels of FinFET and FDSOI. However, other
sources of variability, such as interface states, may take over as the main sources of
channel variability, resulting in η increase [102]. Since η represents the electrostatic
impact of the charged traps, traps spatially deeper in the gate oxide will contribute
less [103]. Since only spatially deeper gate traps are accessible in FETs with SiGe
substrate, this material shows superior NBTI robustness [104].

In deeply scaled devices, HCD will also induce device-to-device variability
[105], described by the EP distribution (cf. RTN and BTI var) [106]. Additional
variability may arise after HCD due to enhanced generation of interface states. Due
to the contribution of different defect types the total distribution will be multimodal
(Fig. 16) [100, 106]. The high-r tail of the full distribution is controlled by defects
at the substrate (high η, cf. Figure 16 inset).
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4 Mitigation of Radiation Effects

4.1 Introduction and Trends in Radiation Effects

Radiation effects continue to be a concern both in terrestrial and aerospace appli-
cations. The term “radiation effects” refers to a broad set of effects that occur when
ionizing particles interact with silicon devices. The effects are highly dependent on
the types and energies of the particles and thus on the radiative environment (e.g.,
terrestrial vs. space). In most cases, the device is not permanently damaged and thus
these effects are often referred to as “soft errors”. Some radiation effects such as
gate rupture (SEGR) in power MOSFETs are destructive and thus not soft.
However, in this section, the terms “radiation effects” and “soft errors” will be used
interchangeably.

In terrestrial applications, the main sources of radiation that are relevant are fast
neutrons, alpha particles produced from the decay of traces of unstable isotopes in
the packaging materials and, for processes that contain B10 isotope of Boron, then
thermal neutrons may also be a concern. In many applications, the latest process
technologies (10 and 14 nm FinFETs) are being quickly adopted for cost, power,
and density reasons. This shift is driven by the FinFET’s reduced leakage current,
fewer short-channel effects, and increased drain saturation current, but, as will be
seen in the following sections, this new technology is also significantly less sen-
sitive to soft errors. Indeed, many recent process technologies are immune to alpha
particles and have a neutron sensitivity that is an order of magnitude lower than
their planar counterparts. In this way, advances in process technology represent
perhaps the most significant process level mitigation of radiation effects in terres-
trial applications.

In space applications, due to longer qualification cycles, older bulk technologies
are still used extensively. Here, the foremost requirement is to avoid single-event
latchup (SEL). Also, in addition to the issue of single-event upsets (SEUs), space
applications are also concerned about the effect that the total ionizing dose (TID),
which occurs over the course of the mission. TID results in a permanent shift in
transistor parameters. Although the latest FinFET and FDSOI technologies are
generally not yet qualified for space applications, their benefits in terms of reduced
SEE sensitivity make them attractive; however, more studies are required to assess
whether they are sufficiently robust against TID effects.

Currently, the move away from bulk planar transistors is perhaps the most
effective mitigation against soft errors. In [107] the authors presented a concise
overview of the SER benefits of different technologies including FDSOI and pro-
vide test data for nodes up to 65 nm. In Fig. 17, reproduced from [107], the relative
SER benefit of multiple technologies is compared. In the following two sections,
our goal is to present the latest results in SER analysis and measurement of soft
errors in the FinFET and FDSOI technologies, respectively.

Another trend in terrestrial applications is that circuits in advanced technologies
are being increasingly used in safety critical applications such as automotive and
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industrial automation. It is currently estimated that over half of the end points in the
Internet of Things (IoT) will be safety critical, thus a careful understanding of the
impact of radiation effects is required in order to assess their impact on reliability
and safety goals. Despite the SER benefits achieved at the process technology level,
there is still a need for circuit-level techniques. It is a common practice to protect
memories using error correcting codes (ECC) so the real challenge remains the
protection of flip-flops and to a lesser extent combinatorial logic. In a subsequent
section we present recent results in the design and test of hardened flip-flops for
both traditional bulk technologies as well as FinFET and FDSOI technologies.

4.2 Impact of FinFETs on SER

The key characteristic of FinFET devices is that there is a “fin” which wraps around
the conducting channel between the source and drain as shown in Fig. 18. The fact
that the gate structure wraps around the channel reduces the leakage current and
reduces short-channel effects.

Process Option Relative SER
Bulk General Purpose 100

Bulk Low Power 90
Triple/Deep N-Well 60-75
Body tied PD SOI <1

Floating body PD SOI 15-20
Double Gate 2

Addition of MIM caps
(eDRAM process)

0 (alpha)
<1-10 (neutron)

Fig. 17 SER overview of
multiple technologies up to
65 nm (reproduced from
[107])

Fig. 18 Overview of FinFET
device
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Several studies have shown that the critical charge for FinFET devices is either
similar [108] or slightly lower [109] than similar bulk devices. It has also been
shown that the doping profiles of bulk and FinFET devices are relatively similar
[109]. The differences in SER sensitivity are explained by the differences in charge
collection because of the thin drain region and narrow connection to the substrate.
The initial charge collection, which is dominated by drift, is not so different
between planar and FinFET devices. However, in the FinFET, there is very little
charge collection due to diffusion from the substrate [108].

One of the first studies of FinFET devices was by Intel [110]. Note that Intel
refers to their FinFET devices as tri-gate devices. In this study, they report that the
neutron SER of 22-nm tri-gate 6T SRAM cells is 3.5� lower than a planar 32 nm
cell. The improvement in neutron SER of 22-nm tri-gate flip-flops was less, in the
range of 1.5� to 4�. However, the tri-gate devices are shown to be 10� to
300� less sensitive to alpha SER. This study showed that MCU rates and the extent
of MCUs are not significantly lower than in bulk devices.

In [111], Intel reports new test results for their 14-nm tri-gate devices which have
taller and narrower fins and thus reduced charge collection. In this study, the
neutron SER of the 14 nm devices is shown to be about one-eighth that of the
22 nm devices while the alpha SER was reduced by about 4�. In the accelerated
testing, the extent of the MCUs in the 14 nm technology was similar to the 22 nm
technology. Interestingly, during real-time testing, the 14 nm devices showed
several MCU events with very large extent (5 and even 14 bits), which was above
the expectations from the accelerated testing and modeling.

In [112] Samsung reports the SER sensitivity of SRAM cells implemented in
their 14 nm FinFET process and they report a 5–10� reduction in sensitivity for
fast neutrons and alpha particles, as compared to 28 nm planar devices.
Interestingly, they report a much smaller change in the sensitivity to thermal
neutrons. In this study, single-fin and two-fin devices are studied and the latter are
slightly more sensitive which was also confirmed by TFIT simulation [113].

In [114] the authors present a heavy-ion study of flip-flops implemented in
28 nm bulk planar, 20 nm bulk planar, and 16 nm bulk FinFET processes operating
at 900 mV. In general, the 20 nm devices have a cross section about 50% lower
than the 28 nm bulk devices. For lower LETs, the FinFET devices showed a cross
section that is well over an order of magnitude lower than the planar devices. Above
a LET of 20 meV cm2/mg, there was very little difference in the sensitivity between
the different devices. The drain region of the FinFET is much smaller and lower
LET particles must strike directly in this region to cause an effect. At higher LETs,
however, there is still significant charge collection in the substrate, thus the smaller
difference in sensitivity. In space applications, low LET particles are dominant;
however, the fact that at high LET there is less difference in sensitivity may reduce
the SEE benefit of FinFETs in space applications.

The authors of [114] also performed TCAD simulations, building 3-D models
using data from the PDK as well as predictive technology libraries. In these simu-
lations, the ion track was simulated as a cylinder with the charge carriers following a
Gaussian distribution. One of the key findings of this work was that the radius of the
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ion track plays a very important role in determining the sensitivity of FinFET
devices. As the radius was swept from 5 to 50 nm, the impact on the SER of bulk
devices was small; however, the diameter of the ion track radius played an important
role for the FinFET devices. The simulation results highlight the difficulty in
accurately simulating the effect of low LET ion strikes in FinFET devices.

In [115] the authors perform an in-depth study of SBU and MCUs for planar and
16 nm FinFET SRAMs. The test results show that between 20 nm planar and 16 nm
FinFETs, there is an order of magnitude reduction in SBUs caused by alpha, thermal
and fast neutrons. Furthermore, there is also an order ofmagnitude drop in the absolute
rate of MCUs. In this work, it is also shown by TCAD simulations that MCUs in
FinFETs are primarily due to charge sharing and that the increased doping levels that
are used in FinFETs tend to reduce charge collection and lower the rate of MCUs.

The above works have primarily studied single-event effects on FinFET devices.
In [116], the authors present a detailed study of the TID effect on FinFETs, par-
ticularly, the dependence on the number of fins, although the study is done for an
older 90 nm technology. TID generally causes positive traps in the oxides and at the
silicon to oxide boundaries. In this study, the authors find that the impact of TID on
leakage current is greatest for single-fin devices. The single-fin devices show the
largest increase in leakage current and the largest shift of Vt, compared to two- and
40-fin devices.

To summarize, it is clear that FinFET devices show a very significant reduction
in SER compared to planar devices. The contribution of alpha SER is much lower
than for planar devices. It also interesting to note that Intel also reports significant
improvements in other reliability metrics such as TDDB, BTI, HCI, and SILC
[117].

4.3 Impact of FDSOI on SER

An excellent overview of the SER benefits of FDSOI technology is presented in
[107]. SOI has long been known to provide strong protection against radiation
effects; however, it has generally been significantly more expensive than bulk
technologies and used only in specialized applications. Recently, ST
Microelectronic’s 28 nm FDSOI technology, which is described in detail in [118],
has brought this technology more into the mainstream. In this technology, because
of the thin box, these devices have an ultra-thin body. The field between the source
and drain is confined between the gate oxide and the box, making the transistor
behavior closer to ideal. In terms of radiation effects, the sensitive volume is iso-
lated from the substrate, making the sensitive area extremely small.

In [119] it is reported that the alpha particle SER sensitivity of ST’s 28 nm
FDSOI technology is approximately 1 FIT/Mbit, which is about two orders of
magnitude lower than similar 28 nm bulk technologies, although at lower voltages
(0.8 V), the alpha SER does increase (4�…8�) [120]. It is reported [120] that this
technology has a raw neutron SER of approximately 10 FIT/Mbit, which is about
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20� lower than comparable bulk technologies. The technology also has a low
sensitivity to thermal neutrons (2 FIT/Mbit) [121]. A further benefit is that the
technology is immune to SEL [120], even at high temperature, which is to be
expected, as the parasitic thyristor structure does not exist. Taken together, these
characteristics make this technology attractive for applications which require a low
sensitivity to radiation effects. Investigations are underway to potentially qualify the
technology for space applications; however, this requires a better understanding of
the TID effects and also an investigation to better understand the SEE benefits in
harsh radiative environments.

4.4 SOI FinFETs

IBM is developing processes to build advanced FinFET transistors in an SOI
process. In [122], detailed simulation results of the sensitivity of these devices are
presented, and as might be expected, they show extremely low radiation sensitivity.
In this paper, it is predicted that the PDSOI FinFET SRAM cells will be two orders
of magnitude-less sensitivity than planar PDSOI cells, which already have a very
low sensitivity. The critical charge of these cells is expected to be approximately
4 fC, nearly an order of magnitude higher than the 22 nm planar devices.

Although SOI FinFET devices have extremely low SEE sensitivity, preliminary
studies [123] show that they are sensitive to TID. The study in [123] analyzed the
effect of TID on 14 nm SOI FinFETs, 14 nm bulk FinFETs, and 22 nm UTBB
FETs with two different box thicknesses. Interestingly, the impact of TID was quite
different across these devices. It was found that for the SOI FinFETs, a Vt shift of
14 mV was observed after 100 krad and these transistors were most sensitive to
TID in the off state. For the bulk FinFETs, there was very little shift in Vt; however,
the off-state current increased dramatically. The UTBB FETs showed a significant
Vt shift with dose, with a sensitivity greater than the bulk FinFETs.

At this point, it is clear that both FDSOI and FinFET devices bring huge benefits
in terms of SEE sensitivity. The TID analysis of these technologies in small
geometries is still underway, but it does appear that they are quite sensitive which
may be an obstacle for their adoption for space applications. For terrestrial appli-
cations, however, they provide a massive benefit due to their extremely low rate of
soft errors.

4.5 Hardened Cells

For many terrestrial applications, such as networking or general-purpose comput-
ing, the large soft-error benefit provided by advanced process technologies is such
that it may not be necessary to use hardened flip-flops in order to obtain reliability
targets. On RAMs, the use of ECC remains a good practice as ECC has a relatively
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low cost and can correct errors from any source, whether it be radiation effects,
RTN, aging, or other faults. Furthermore, in today’s SoCs, RAMs represent the
majority of the die area, and thus this simple technique can provide a high overall
level of protection.

For high-reliability applications, such as automotive, even when advanced
process technologies with low soft-error sensitivity are adopted, there is still a need
for hardened flip-flops to protect the most functionally critical state in the logic.
This is partly due to the fact that the number of flip-flops per chip increases with
scaling and it is typical to have SoCs with tens of millions of flip-flops. This is also
the result of new safety standards, such as ISO26262, which require a systematic
analysis of the effects of faults.

The most widely used techniques for hardening flip-flops include DICE [124],
LEAP [125], increased nodal capacitance, Quatro [126, 127], reinforcing charge
collection (RCC) [128], device stacking [129, 130], guard gates [131], variants on
DICE [132], or TMR designs.

The classic DICE flip-flop is illustrated in Fig. 19 and, as is well known, pro-
vides immunity against upsets to a single node. In older technologies, the DICE
design could provide a reduction up to 1000� in SER sensitivity. However, recent
studies have shown [133] that even at 28 nm the benefit of the DICE is limited. In
advanced technologies, a single particle can deposit charge on multiple nodes and,
due to this charge sharing, in order to achieve the benefit of DICE, the layout must
be carefully optimized using techniques such as LEAP [125]. With careful layout, it
is still possible to design hardened flip-flops that can achieve two orders of mag-
nitude in soft-error sensitivity; however, the benefits are less for high LET particles.

Particles that strike the device at normal incidence are much less likely to deposit
charge on multiple nodes, whereas particles that strike at an angle often upset
multiple nodes. When evaluating the sensitivity of hardened flip-flops, especially
for space applications, it is important to analyze the effect of angular strikes on the
design. In Fig. 20, the simulated effect of a heavy-ion strike is shown at normal
incidence and at a tilt of 60°. The colors represent the sensitive cross section, and as
can be clearly seen, the design is significantly more vulnerable to angular strikes.

Fig. 19 Schematic of DICE
flip-flop
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A recent test chip in a 32 nm FDSOI technology was implemented by the
authors of [129]. The chip consisted of six different flip-flop designs. Two of the
designs (NAND and transmission gate—TG) were unhardened. Two other designs
were based on the DICE technique, one of which implemented guard gates [131].
Finally, an alternate implementation of the unhardened flip-flops was implemented
using stacked transistors The layouts of the six designs are reproduced from [129]
in Fig. 21. The large area overhead for hardened flip-flops is clearly visible
(Fig. 22).

(a) Normal Incidence
(b) Tilt=60°

Fig. 20 Simulated heavy-ion strike on DICE FF using TFIT [113]

Fig. 21 Layout of six flip-flops in 32 nm FDSOI (reproduced from [129])
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The test results showed that the DICE designs were not completely immune to
alpha particles, although their sensitivity was reduced by over two orders of
magnitude. When tested under heavy ions, the DICE designs showed increasing
sensitivity with angular strikes, as was observed in simulation results shown earlier
(for a different technology). Overall, in this study, the stacked transistor design
performed better than the DICE designs, especially for particles arriving at a high
tilt.

Of course, all hardened flip-flops induce penalties in area, power, and timing. In
[134], the authors present a broad study of 30 different industrial flip-flops,
including 11 hardened designs, implemented in a 28 nm bulk process. In this study,
it is reported that the average area overhead is 3.8�, the average power overhead is
2.5� and the average timing (CLK ! Q) is 1.2�. Given the high cost of hardened
flip-flops, it is important to carefully select the most functionally critical flip-flops in
the design, which requires analysis techniques [135].

At this point, the reader will appreciate that there are a large number of tech-
niques available for designing flip-flops with reduced SER. It is beyond of the scope
of this book to provide a comprehensive review of all techniques; however, the
reader can find more information in the referenced works. The “best” cell design for
a given application depends on many factors including the acceptable area and
power penalties, the radiative environment, and the required level of protection.
Simulation and testing are essential when designing and validating
radiation-hardened flip-flops.

In an unprotected logic design (excluding RAMs), the largest overall contribu-
tion to soft errors comes from flip-flops. Using hardened cells, the contribution of
flip-flops to the overall error rate can be managed. Careful selection of which
flip-flops to harden can keep the area penalties reasonable. Although the focus is
often on the actual storage cell, as shown in [136], the design of the clock tree plays
an important role in reducing the rate of upsets in flip-flops. Also, after flip-flops

Fig. 22 Heavy ion test results of six 32 nm FDSOI flip-flops (reproduced from [129])
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have been protected, the relative contribution of combinatorial logic gates increases
and designers must pay attention to SETs.

5 Mitigation of Voltage Droop

Traditionally, the voltage droop phenomenon has been an important reliability
factor in the power delivery subsystem of chips and has been mitigated by off-chip
schemes and on the board itself. However, with the technology scaling to nanoscale
dimensions and the increase in transistor density per die along with the increase of
chip frequency, the off-chip techniques have become not enough alone; and
advanced mitigation techniques have also emerged inside the chip. This section
covers the main techniques to either avoid or mitigate voltage droop in modern
electronic chips.

5.1 Classification

Mitigation schemes for voltage droop in modern integrated circuits can be classified
into two categories:

• Off-Chip techniques: These methods aim at improving the supply voltage net-
work impedance and reducing the voltage variation on the board power delivery
subsystem. They are generally utilized to avoid low and medium frequency
voltage droops.

• On-Chip techniques: These are techniques applied inside the chip to reduce the
supply voltage droops within the die and mitigate their effects. They have
obtained significant importance due to the increase in different variation sources
and complexity in modern chips. Note that on-chip methods are generally
applied to avoid high-frequency voltage droops.

Figure 23 outlines the main off-chip (on the board) and on-chip (inside the die
itself) voltage droop mitigation techniques. Next, these schemes are discussed and
the focus will be on the on-chip voltage droop compensation approaches, as they
are more efficient in terms of power and performance inside the modern chips.

5.2 Off-Chip Techniques

The most important factor in terms of voltage droop for a chip on the board is the
voltage on its pads. If there were no current flow in the power delivery network
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interconnects, the voltage would appear constant on the chip pads. Figure 24
exhibits an example of the microprocessor power delivery subsystem and the
specific components in relation with the processor power delivery [137].

Any improvement in the components of power delivery on the board can lead to
reduction of voltage droops. For instance, enhanced voltage regulator modules can
better mitigate the low-frequency voltage droops [137]. In this sense, the off-chip
techniques which can be utilized to reduce the voltage droops are discussed next.

Fig. 23 Overview of existing voltage droop mitigation techniques

Fig. 24 Microprocessor
power delivery subsystem
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Decoupling Capacitors: Adding decoupling capacitors (d-caps in Fig. 24) can
reduce the power supply impedance and make the load less sensitive to existing
inductance in the power pads. The off-chip decoupling capacitors are very efficient
in avoiding the on-board voltage droops at mid-range frequencies. Moreover, the
effectiveness of decoupling capacitors at high frequency is greatly increased when
the inductance in the power delivery path is minimized [138].

Voltage Guardbanding: This approach can be classified into two methods. In
the first one, also called static voltage margining, a voltage higher than the nominal
one is set on the board by the voltage regulator module. However, in the second
technique, the voltage on the board is increased by the regulator during the periods
in which the processor has a low activity, so that the potential sudden voltage
droops can decrease. Note that the voltage regulators typically have slow response
frequencies and cannot compensate high-frequency Vdd droops [139]. The on-board
voltage guardbanding methods impose additional power loss specifically during the
chip low loads.

Better IC Packaging: As the quality of the chip packaging improves, the par-
asitic effects in the chip interconnects become less, which reduces the voltage
droops. Moreover, the vias are placed close together to minimize the inductance
effect [139]. These improvements significantly reduce the potential occurrence of
the voltage droops.

5.3 On-Chip Techniques

The concern of the on-chip power supply droops has increased with the shrink of
the CMOS feature size and increase of the frequency. This has led to novel on-chip
techniques to mitigate its effect, which are classified into layout-, circuit-, and
architecture-based solutions described in the following sections.

Layout-Based Solutions: Without a careful layout planning, the design may
suffer from power supply noise and potential supply voltage droops [140]. By
considering the power supply planning during the early design stage inside the chip
the circuit block locations and shapes can be flexibly changed to minimize the
droop phenomenon. For instance, noticing the distance of the power pads from the
potential high switching activity nodes in the chip and keeping these pads close to
each other can help in avoiding the voltage droops. Therefore, having the power
lines as close as possible to the chip blocks by utilizing multiple supply voltages
and ground pins in the floor plan of the chip can help in reducing the dynamic
variations inside the chip. Figure 25 shows an example of an advanced power
supply distribution inside the chip utilizing the IBM floor-planning standard (C4). It
depicts that how the power and signal pads can be distributed to reduce the potential
voltage droops.
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5.4 Circuit-Based Solutions

With the technology scale reaching the nanoscale design era, circuit-based tech-
niques have obtained significant importance; they are the ones which can signifi-
cantly reduce the impacts of the voltage droop at high frequencies. Note that the
circuit-based techniques can be categorized into two groups:

• Static (pre-silicon) techniques: Static circuit-based solutions are generally
designed for the chip’s worst-case operational conditions; therefore, they might
be pessimistic and not efficient in terms of performance or energy consumption.
Moreover, they require proper modeling of the power delivery network, which
might be quite complex in modern chips.

• Dynamic (post-silicon) techniques: Dynamic circuit-based voltage droop miti-
gation techniques consider the chip’s runtime operational conditions to apply the
appropriate mitigation margin (reducing the frequency or increasing the supply
voltage) respectively. They can adapt themselves to the on-chip supply voltage
variations and compensate its effect for a robust operation.
In the following, first the static techniques including on-chip decoupling
capacitors and frequency or voltage guardbanding are described. Thereafter, the
dynamic approach of adaptive clocking is discussed.

On-Chip Decoupling Capacitors: According to modern scaling trends, on-chip
decoupling capacitors must be added inside the die to suppress the droops and
reduce the noise in it [141]. They function based on providing charge to circuits
upon a sudden current demand [142]. Figure 26 shows an on-die distributed grid
model of the parasitics inside the chip, including the decoupling capacitors [137,

Fig. 25 Chip floor-planning showing power distribution patterns from IBM
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138]; Cspc represents the decoupling capacitance located between the functional
units and Cblk represents the intrinsic parasitic capacitance of the functional units.

Although the on-chip decoupling capacitors can balance the abrupt changes in
power delivery of chip blocks, their implementation results in more cost in terms of
area and leakage when the chip size reduces. Moreover, these on-chip decoupling
capacitors have some imperfections, which can lead to additional voltage reso-
nances [143].

Frequency (FCLK)/Supply Voltage (Vdd) Guardbanding: To ensure reliable
operation of the microprocessors in the existence of voltage droops, conventionally
the design is built with guardbands in the operating clock frequency (FCLK) or
supply voltage (Vdd) [144]. This inflexible approach can limit the exploitation of the
high-performance mode of the microprocessor by setting its operational frequency
to the worst-case of supply voltage variation [145]. Furthermore, the inability to
reduce the Vdd during favorable operating conditions decreases the energy effi-
ciency of the chip. Note that these marginal FCLK or Vdd guardbanding in modern
microprocessors can lead to even higher guardbands than previous designs,
therefore, making it necessary to design dynamic approaches, which can signifi-
cantly reduce the guardbands.

Adaptive Clocking: This dynamic technique is the most important circuit-based
approach to mitigate the voltage droops in modern microprocessors and has been
utilized in various industrial products such as in AMD, Intel, and ARM micro-
processors [146–148]. It is based on adjusting the clock period in relation with
voltage variations, so that the clock runs at a lower frequency until the supply
voltage returns to the nominal value [149]. The adaptive clocking technique can be
categorized into two major classes:

Fig. 26 On-die distributed grid model containing additional in-die decoupling capacitors
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• Traditional on-die monitor-based schemes: This technique relies on sensors to
detect the droop and then adapts the frequency accordingly to mitigate the
droop.

• Modern adaptive clock distribution-based schemes: This approach utilizes an
in situ monitoring approach to reduce the delay between the droop detection and
the frequency adaptation.

Both techniques are discussed in more detail in the following.
Traditional on-die monitors: The conventional dynamic approach is based on

utilizing on-die sensors inside the chip, to measure specific parameters such as
voltage or current or temperature [140, 141]. Then, these monitors are interfaced
with adaptive control circuits to react to existing variations, by adjusting the
operating parameters such as the FCLK or Vdd. For instance, the frequency of the
chip will be adapted with the droop in such a way that no processing error occurs.
Figure 27 shows an example framework for this approach, where the droops inside
the circuit blocks are detected by a detector, which will then stimulate the adap-
tation circuits to mitigate the impact of the voltage droop.

The conventional on-die sensors and adaptive circuits need sufficient time in
order to respond to parameter variations. However, in the presence of
high-frequency Vdd droops the on-chip sensors and feedback-based adaptive circuits
are not able to respond to fast variations. Therefore, still some FCLK or Vdd

guardbanding is necessary to guarantee a reliable chip operation, imposing per-
formance and energy overheads.

Modern adaptive clock distribution: The second adaptive approach to mitigate
the impact of supply voltage droops (high-frequency Vdd droops) is based on an
all-digital dynamically adaptive clock distribution [137]. This technique prolongs
the clock-data delay compensation in critical paths during a Vdd droop, by
exploiting a tunable-length delay prior to the global clock distribution. The adaptive
clock distribution design contains three major circuit blocks: 1-On-die Dynamic
Variation Monitor (DVM), 2-Tunable-Length Delay (TLD), and 3-Clock gating
circuit. Figure 28 shows a block diagram example of Intel test chip, fabricated
utilizing this technique and including the corresponding monitoring and adapting
blocks [137].

The impact of dynamic parameter variations on critical path timing margin is
measured by the DVMs. Once a voltage droop is detected by DVM, the TLD,
which is located between the clock generator and the global clock distribution,
proactively gates the clock for the duration of the Vdd droop. TLD extends the delay

Fig. 27 Feedback loop in
sensor-based Vdd droop
mitigation technique
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and changes the delay sensitivity to the Vdd in the clock distribution; therefore, it
mitigates the impact of the Vdd droop. An alternative to the clock gating is to reduce
the FCLK in half with a clock divider circuit.

In comparison with other existing techniques, utilizing an adaptive clock dis-
tribution has significant advantages in terms of performance and energy efficiency
by reducing the guardbands for potential Vdd droops. However, the main disad-
vantage of this approach is its need for a post-silicon calibration [145].

5.5 Architectural-Based Solutions

The architectural methods to mitigate the voltage droop in processors are generally
known as resilient error detection and recovery approaches. They function based on
two main concepts. The first is based on reducing the activity of the processor to
avoid the droops, by throttling the instruction issues. Furthermore, the second
approach allows the droops to occur inside the chip and then the processor has a
built-in mechanism to recover its state and to correct the error [142].

As an example, [143] utilizes a resilient microarchitecture which can detect the
induced timing violation by the dynamic variations. Then, it isolates the error from
the corrupting architecture state and corrects the error through instruction replay.
The error correction can occur during multiple cycles to prevent timing errors
corrupting the architectural state of the processor.

Fig. 28 Block diagram of the dynamically adaptive clock distribution technique
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The key advantage of the resilient error detection and recovery approaches is
their ability to mitigate the guardbands for both fast and slow changing variations.
Nevertheless, the main disadvantages are the design complexity overhead and the
need for post-silicon calibration.

5.6 Summary

This section has covered the main techniques to either avoid or mitigate the supply
voltage droops in modern microprocessors. The off-chip techniques have been
traditionally used to reduce the supply voltage noise and deliver a clean voltage to
the chip pads. However, with an increase of chip design complexity, frequency and
number of transistors per die and the use of on-chip mitigating techniques have
become inevitable. Among the on-chip approaches, adaptive clocking is the most
significant and efficient method to mitigate the effects of voltage droops inside the
chip and has been utilized in many modern microprocessors.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have provided an overview of how some of the major challenges
to IC reliability can be mitigated. In advanced processes, variability is becoming a
key challenge and the chapter opened with a discussion of techniques to manage the
impact of static and dynamic variability.

The problem of variability is compounded by aging effects and the evolution of
transistor parameters over the lifetime of the device. The second section of the
chapter discussed the challenges of transistor aging in-depth, including how effects
such as BTI, HCI, RTN, and self-heating can be managed at the process level.

Advanced technologies such as FinFETs and FDSOI have a reduced sensitivity
to radiation effects; however, they remain a real concern. These were discussed
including how technology scaling is impacting the design of radiation-hardened
cells. Finally, the chapter wraps up with a discussion of how the high power
required for large SoCs can induce significant static and dynamic voltage drops,
causing errors when the voltage at the transistors falls too low. Advanced tech-
niques to manage both on- and off-chip voltage drop were discussed.

Taken together, it is clear that new process technologies are posing significant
reliability challenges. This chapter has focussed on mitigation techniques at the
process level and subsequent chapters will discuss mitigation techniques at higher
levels in the design flow.
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Dependability Solutions

Salvatore Pontarelli, Juan A. Maestro and Pedro Reviriego

Abstract This chapter presents an overview of existing dependability solutions for
multicore processing systems. In the first section, the existing techniques to protect
processor cores both at the hardware and software level are discussed. Then the
protection of the different memories that are present in a multicore is reviewed in
the second section. Finally, the protection of the interconnections is covered in the
last section.

1 Solutions for Processor Cores

As all electronic systems, processors are vulnerable to most kind of errors. The
inherent complexity of processors (combinational and sequential logic, state
machines, register files, buses, etc.) makes them even more sensitive, producing a
wider range of consequences. While in most digital circuits reliability presents a
binary output (given a set of inputs, the outputs do or do not match the correct
behavior), the scenarios associated to a processor are more varied. The outcome of
an error happening in a processor architecture can be classified as follows [1]:

• Masked error: The error does not propagate, and both the output and the pro-
cessor context end with correct values.

• Unaffected Output: The output of the execution is correct, but at least one of the
registers in the processor context is different than expected. This hidden error
usually manifests in future executions.
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• Affected Output: The execution ends properly, but the value of the output differs
from the expected result.

• Crash: There is an unexpected termination of the execution, because of an
invalid operation, illegal memory access, etc.

• Hang: The execution does not end because it is trapped in an infinite loop or
similar problems with the control flow.

Even in the ideal case in which the error seems to have been masked (correct output
and correct processor context), the error may have corrupted the system memory,
making the problem harder to detect, and leading to a situation called silent data
corruption. This may happen, e.g., when an error affects a register whose value is
stored in the memory. Later, the error in the register may be masked (e.g., being
overwritten with a correct value), thus leading to an apparent correct output and
processor context. However, the wrong value has been able to exit the processor
and corrupt the memory system, possibly affecting other processes in the
architecture.

This complexity associated to processors makes error detection and correction
hard, usually leading to large area and/or performance overheads. In order to
analyze the different solutions, these can be classified in three groups [2]:

• Solutions at the architectural level. These usually consist of adding modular
redundancy (e.g., several cores executing the same processes simultaneously)
and then relying on compare and rollback operations.

• Solutions at the micro-architectural level. A single copy of the architecture is
used, but this has been modified at the register transfer level to make it more
reliable (e.g., adding redundancy to the instruction pipe or protecting the register
file).

• Solutions at the software level. In this case, the architecture is not modified, and
error correction and detection takes place by examining the execution of the
software programs.

1.1 Architectural Solutions

Architectural solutions rely on modular redundancy to correct and detect errors. No
improvements are usually included at the register transfer level since redundancy
happens at a top level. Due to this reason, hardware overhead tends to be large.
Solutions in this category consist in both techniques to initially detect errors, and
techniques to recover from the detected errors.
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1.1.1 Detection

Most of the detections techniques rely on some kind of redundancy. In this way, if
there are several core replicas working at the same time, any discrepancy among
them can be considered as an error. This is the most straightforward solution, but it
is also the most costly. To mitigate this, another option is to have a single core and
add the minimal hardware to find out when an error is present in that core.

Talking about redundancy, the standard approach has been to use Triple
Modular Redundancy (TMR). This is a common practice that may be feasible in the
most sensitive parts of the register transfer level. However, using TMR in a massive
way, usually leads to unfeasible cost and complexity. At a modular level, TMR
would imply having three identical cores, running simultaneously (see Fig. 1).
Then, a voter would compare the outcome of the three execution threads in order to
find discrepancies. This leads to two questions: What does it mean that several
cores run “simultaneously”? What do we have to consider the “outcome” of the
execution?

First, simultaneous execution means “lockstep” operation. Lockstep implies that
all the processors execute the same thread at the same time, and they keep an
identical state in each cycle. This operation mode can be difficult to achieve,
especially if all the processors are located in the same board. In this situation, the
access to shared resources may produce structural hazards, which most of the times
lead to a desynchronization of the cores. In this situation, processors are usually
forced to periodically synchronize, thus incurring in performance degradation.

Second, the outcome should at least comprise all the values calculated by the
program and the whole processor context. In the same way, the processor context
should include all the registers in the architecture, both data registers and control
ones (state flags, stack pointer, etc.). If the different processors run in lockstep
mode, this information would be enough to detect errors, providing that all outputs
and contexts are compared in each clock cycle. However, many times this infor-
mation cannot be compared in each cycle, due to performance issues and because
not all the internal registers may be easily accessible from outside the processor. In
these situations, an error in the processor may reach the memory system, producing
what is called silent data corruption. Examining the processor context a posteriori

Core 1

Core 2

Core 3

Voter OutputInput

Fig. 1 Modular TMR
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may not detect the error, since this may have been masked (e.g., by overwriting it
with a correct value) after it has propagated to memory. In order to detect this kind
of errors, the whole user memory space accessible by the program should also be
checked. This increases the complexity of the process, and sometimes it may be
unfeasible due to delay reasons.

As mentioned before, TMR is a straightforward mechanism to detect and correct
errors, but most of the times it leads to unfeasible area overheads. To mitigate this,
Dual Modular Redundancy (DMR) is sometimes the preferred option. In DMR, two
identical cores are used, instead of three, thus reducing the area overhead. The
previous considerations mentioned for TMR about lockstep operation and minimal
information checking also applies. However, although the detection process is
similar in TMR and DMR, correction is not trivial in the latter case.

There are alternatives to avoid the costly overhead presented by TMR and DMR.
Instead of using multiple processor replicas, redundancy can be achieved by

running two identical threads in a single core. This technique is called Redundant
Multithreading (RMT) [3, 4]. An example of this approach can be found in [5]. The
proposal consists of creating a three-layer structure to support the system. The
lower layer contains the standard architecture (processor, memory, and I/O).
The upper layer is software based, and it is formed by two exact partitions that
execute identical copies of the software application and a third partition that con-
tains a checker whose mission is to compare the outputs of the other two. In the
middle, there is another layer that is called the hypervisor layer. This layer provides
services to support both the lower and upper layers. Respect to the lower one
(standard architecture), it provides operating system services, as scheduling,
resource management, etc., working in supervisor mode. Respect to the upper one
(software), the hypervisor guarantees that the three partitions are mutually exclu-
sive, with independent address spaces. The two program partitions send their
outputs to the checker, using an interface provided by the hypervisor. If the checker
determines that both coincide, the output is transferred to the lower layer.
Otherwise, a signal error is flagged.

1.1.2 Correction

Once an error has been detected, it must be handled by the system. It is unclear at
which level the error should be corrected, since that highly depends on the appli-
cation itself. For example, when an error happens in a non-critical application,
leading to an unexpected termination of the execution, the architecture level could
ignore such an error. Then, the error handling process could be transferred to the
Operating System, which would determine what to do in each situation. It could try
to recover the error by itself (e.g., rescheduling the erroneous process for a second
execution), or even passing the error to the user, who would determine how to
proceed. However, most of the times this solution would not be feasible for a
critical application, e.g., due to delay constraints or loss of unrecoverable data. In
those situations, errors should be corrected at the architecture level [6], in the most
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transparent and fastest possible way. In the following, the latter approach (error
handled within the architecture) will be the object of study.

From the previously explained detection techniques, TMR would present the
most straightforward recovery mechanism. Since there are three exact replicas
running an identical process, only a majority voter would be needed to trigger
correction. While all the replicas produce identical outcomes (and, as explained
before, the quantity of information would vary among cases), the system is sup-
posed to be error-free. Once a discrepancy is detected, processors would vote
through the majority voter. If only isolated errors are considered, then two of the
outputs will be identical and the third one is different. The latter would be con-
sidered as the erroneous one, while the former would contain the right output and
processor context. In this situation, the easiest way to correct the error would be to
replace the wrong context of the processor that has failed with a copy of the correct
context in the other cores. If the three processors are identical, saving and restoring
the context in a different processor should be a simple task. In this way, the three
processors can be put in lockstep again in a fast and transparent way.

Things are not so simple when less than three replicas are present in the system.
If DMR is used, error detection is still simple, but there is no straightforward
mechanism to determine which of the two incoherent contexts is the correct one and
which is the wrong one. The simplest solution in this case would be to halt both
processors, reset them, and start a brand new execution of the process.
Unfortunately, this usually brings a performance degradation that is not acceptable
in most cases. A better solution would be to “remember” intermediate states of the
execution, so that the processors could return to one of them when an error is
detected. This would also produce certain performance degradation, but that can be
modulated by choosing the temporal distance of those intermediate states. This
technique is called checkpointing, and it is a very used concept in architecture
recovery mechanisms.

Checkpointing implies saving the whole processor context at regular intervals.
Whenever an error is detected, the context associated to the most recent checkpoint
can be restored, thus avoiding to start the execution from the beginning. The
restoration of a previous stored context is called rollback. One important decision is
to determine the checkpoint interval, i.e., the number of cycles between two con-
secutive checkpoints. If the interval is small, it may pose two much performance
overhead, since context saving would consume too much time. On the other hand, if
the interval is large, the processor will have to go back further when the context is
restored, thus producing a performance degradation too.

Although this is an interesting approach to handle errors in the processor,
checkpoints may also be corrupted by errors (see Fig. 2), making this technique
inefficient under some circumstances. Let us define the error window as the amount
of time that goes between the moment an error happens in the processor until it is
detected. Even in the optimistic case in which the context of the different processors
can be compared each clock cycle, there may be a lapse of time between error
occurrence and detection. For example, an error that affects an instruction being
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fetched from memory may not manifest until several cycles later, when the
instruction is in the last stages of the execution pipeline.

The relation between the checkpoint interval and the error window gives the
probability of checkpoint corruption, in the following way. If an error happens in
the processor and the next checkpoint save occurs in the subsequent error window,
the stored context will be corrupted, since it contains the effect of the mentioned
error. Then when the error window ends and the error is detected, the system would
try to restore the last checkpoint context, but this would also contain that error, what
would make the system fail again. This, if not properly handled, could induce the
processor into an infinite loop.

A possibility to mitigate this effect is to keep the last two checkpoint contexts in
the systems (see Fig. 3). In this way, when the processor detects an error and makes
a rollback, if the error still persists that would mean that the last checkpoint was
corrupted. Then the previous one would be restored in an attempt to take the
processor to a valid state. This solution, of course, has a larger overhead than saving
only the last checkpoint. Even with this, it is not guaranteed that the problem would
disappear, since a given error window could potentially span more than two
checkpoints intervals.

Checkpoints

Checkpoint
Interval Error Detec�on

Error 
window

Rollback

Saved (corrupted)

Fig. 2 Checkpoint corruption

Checkpoints

Checkpoint
Interval Error Detection

Error 
window

Rollback 1

Saved (corrupted)Saved (OK)

Rollback 2

Fig. 3 Double checkpoint
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From the previous discussion, it is clear that determining the correct checkpoint
interval is important to get the maximum reliability while keeping overheads low.
Traditionally, fixed checkpoint intervals have been the common choice. This has
proved to be the best option when failures arrive following a Poisson distribution
[7]. However, recent studies suggest that a Weibull distribution would be a better
option. In this case, it has been proved that dynamically scheduling checkpoints
produces more benefits compared to the fixed checkpointing strategy [8]. This
approach was implemented in ACR, an automatic checkpoint-restart system [9].
This system is resilient to both silent data corruption and crashes, and it is designed
to automatically adjust the checkpoint interval depending on information from the
environment. Also, depending on how this is done, different reliability levels can be
achieved (strong, medium, and weak).

There are other approaches to error recovery that explore other techniques dif-
ferent than the standard TMR or DMR solutions. For example, the concept of
shadow replication, that is indeed based on dual redundancy, but oriented to an
energy-aware vision [10]. In this approach, each process has a so-called “shadow”
process that runs in a different processor. Same thing as in the standard DMR, but in
this case, this shadow process is executed at a slower speed. In this way, the power
consumption of this process, and therefore of the system, is significantly decreased.
In most of the cases, the original process will finish its execution without problems.
When this happens, the associated shadow process is automatically terminated, thus
reducing the overall energy consumption of the system. But in those cases in which
the main process fails, the shadow process is promoted to main process, and con-
tinues the execution at a larger speed. Depending on the criticality of the task, several
shadow processes may be linked to the main one establishing a hierarchy that would
be recovered if consecutive errors affect the system. In this way, a customized
approach can be followed in each case, tailoring reliability to the desired level.

Another interesting approach was presented in [11]. In this technique, two
processors execute the same program, but in a different way. Therefore, this could
be considered as a particular kind of diverse modular redundancy. The approach is
based on DCE, a dual core execution system [12]. In this architecture, the front
processor executes programs in a fast and speculative ways. After that, the process
goes to the back processor that repeats the execution, using the information passed
by the front processor, in a more detailed and un-speculative way. The architecture
is designed in such a way to ensure rapid recovery from mis-speculations. However,
discrepancies produced by error occurrences can be handled in the same way as the
mentioned mis-speculations, thus achieving both fault tolerance and performance
improvement with the same strategy.

1.2 Micro-Architectural Solutions: Processor Hardening

When we speak about micro-architectural solutions, we mean techniques that
modify the register transfer level of the architecture, in order to provide error
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detection and correction capabilities that are not available in standard versions. To
achieve this, two kinds of approaches may be followed. The first one is to add
redundancy, for example TMR, but this time at a register transfer level instead of at
a top level. Massive triplication is not usually an option, since the cost and com-
plexity would be unfeasible. Therefore, only the most sensitive parts are selected for
this triplication. Identification of these parts is not straightforward most of the times.
This would require many experiments, usually utilizing a fault injector emulator,
and several benchmarks and data loads to get precise results.

The second approach is to implement ad hoc solutions that change the archi-
tecture of the processor. This kind of approach is not as usual as the ones based on
redundancy. Basically, the reason for this is that ad hoc protection techniques at the
register transfer level are not as evident as adding some redundant cores or saving
the context from one of them to the others. This kind of improvements implies
understanding the architecture in detail, proposing modifications that can alter the
basic behavior of the system. The thin trade-offs that usually exist in modern
architectures make that any small change that is applied to a particular module may
have negative side effects on the overall performance and area of the system.

There are several things that can be done in a processor in order to improve its
fault tolerance. For example, one possibility is to protect data integrity while they
are moved or stored within the architecture. Data standing in the register file or the
cache memory are sensitive to errors, with a failure probability proportional to how
long they are going to stay in those structures. Applying standard or modified Error
Correction Codes (ECCs) to them is a common approach, as will be specified later
in the chapter. Again, the overheads introduced by this approach may have a large
impact on performance and area. Another possibility would be to set extra hardware
to check certain functional units and operations and raise a flag in the case unex-
pected results are obtained. This is especially appropriate when processors run
applications with some kind of algorithmic properties, as in this case there is a
previous knowledge of how the behavior of the architecture should be. Deeper
changes could imply modifying the number of stages and/or structure of the
instruction pipe. In this way, longer pipes modified to carry out redundant and
check operations can add reliability to the system, detecting situations that could
have corrupted the instruction flow. Of course, this kind of decisions may have a
large impact on the performance of the architecture, increasing data, and control
hazards. Even the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) can be modified to make it
more fault tolerant. For example, when designing the microinstruction codification,
micro-operations that are naturally more fault tolerant could be chosen. In this way,
the traditional trade-off between performance and area made at the design time is
now complicated with a new variable, the fault tolerance of the system. In the
following, some of the techniques that handle micro-architectural reliability solu-
tions will be presented. In order to make these techniques coherent, they are usually
designed to handle not only processors but also the surrounding storing elements
(e.g., cache memories). In this way, although these storing elements will be
explained in depth in the next section, some details of particular architectures will
be provided in the following for illustrative purposes.
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Maybe, the most paradigmatic case of ad hoc protection in a processor is LEON
[13]. This is a 32-bit processor, based on the SPARC-V8 RISC architecture,
originally designed by the European Space Agency and Gaisler Research. Several
releases of this processor exist, being LEON4 the most recent one. Among all these
releases, LEON3FT is the one that has reported a higher fault tolerance. The
architecture in this processor is an example of massive triplication at the register
transfer level, since all flip-flops in the design are implemented with TMR. Apart
from this, error detection and correction codes are exhaustively used in the archi-
tecture. Register file error correction is implemented, being able to handle up to 4
errors per 32-bit word. In the same way, the cache memory error correction is also
available, with a limit of 4 errors per tag or 32-bit word. The error handling process
is completely transparent, being all the operations performed internally to the
architecture. These reliability mechanisms have been proved efficient against
bit-flip errors. However, the system is still vulnerable to errors that produce
latch-ups.

There are other cases of processors that have been designed with the principle of
increasing fault tolerance. One example of this would be the HERMES processor
[14]. In this processor, different approaches are combined inside the architecture in
order to get a good reliability level. For example, the register file is protected with
DMR, being both copies interleaved and using a parity bit. Also, there is a special
port that facilitates background scrubbing operations. The speculative pipeline state
is also protected using DMR. Both copies are compared at the end of each
instruction, and only those with a positive match commit to architectural state. The
rest of the registers outside the register file and the speculative pipeline are pro-
tected using TMR. The main memory is fully protected using error detection and
correction codes. This allows a detection-only policy in the cache, since once an
error is detected, the entry can be invalidated and recovered from main memory,
assuming a write-through strategy. Finally, special instructions have been added to
the architecture in order to facilitate repair operations.

Not all the approaches imply adding massive redundancy to the elements of a
processor in order to increase reliability. Another possibility that requires minimal
hardware overhead, and therefore improving the overall area and power con-
sumption of the architecture, is called dynamic verification. This approach uses
dedicated hardware to check, at runtime, the integrity of the so-called system
invariants. These invariants have a known value when the processor is free of
errors, and therefore they may be used to detect the occurrence of a failure. An
example of this strategy may be found in DIVA [15]. In this architecture, the
processor is complemented with the addition of a checker unit. This unit checks the
computation of the main processor, and only those cases with a correct result are
finally committed. The checker design is based on two check pipelines. The first
pipeline verifies that the functional units that are producing calculations are working
correctly. To do so, operations performed in the main processor are repeated in the
checker just after the execution stage. In the case both results are different, an
exception is triggered. A second pipeline verifies that the communication from the
register file and memory with the main processor is correct, in order to check that
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the operands needed by the instructions have the right value. Again, any found
discrepancy is signaled with an exception. Finally, in order to detect situations in
which the main processor hangs or is trapped in an infinite loop, the checker
operates a timer. The timer is set with the longest expected execution time for an
instruction. If this time is exceeded, the checker assumes there is a problem with the
control flow and launches an exception. In all the cases, it is assumed that the
checker is implemented with a rad-hard technology, and therefore it is always free
of errors. Whenever a failure is signaled, the checker takes control and corrects the
problem. The concept in DIVA was extended in [16], considering that the checker
itself could suffer errors. Therefore, when an error is detected, the recovery
mechanism implies flushing the instruction pipe and resuming the execution at the
instruction that produced the failure.

Another processor that follows the dynamic verification approach is Argus [17].
The idea behind this approach is that all von Neumann processors perform just four
types of operations: choose the correct instruction to execute, perform the operation
required by each instruction, forward results to the next instructions and interact
with memory. In this way, the idea is that by checking these four groups of
operations, a large number of errors can be detected by the architecture. To
determine if the order of the instructions is correct, the system keeps a static control
flow graph, which is dynamically recomputed in runtime. Any difference between
the static and dynamic graph is considered an error. The same principle is used to
determine if the correct results are forwarded to the next instructions. A static
data-flow graph is kept and compared with the same structure dynamically
recomputed. When both are different, the system determines that an error has
occurred. Also, functional units are checked to verify that the operations determined
by the executed instructions are correct. In some cases, this implies having a
duplicate copy of the functional unit. In other cases, algorithmic properties of the
operations are used to determine when an error has happened. Finally, in order to
manage memory, the system checks if memory address calculations are correct and
verify that the resulting addresses are properly aligned. Data integrity in the
memory hierarchy is achieved with parity bits.

Not all the micro-architectural solutions are based on adding redundancy or
special hardware to perform integrity checks. Another alternative is to organize
information in such a way that the probability of suffering an error is decreased. For
example, in [18], it is determined that the mentioned error probability is propor-
tional to the time that instructions unnecessarily wait in unprotected structures. In
this way, the strategy consists in minimizing the wait time in such structures, e.g.,
the instruction queue. When an instruction is in execution and it produces a data
cache miss, the wait time of all subsequent instructions is considerably increased, as
well as the probability that they can suffer an error. To mitigate this, those waiting
instructions in the queue are invalidated and re-fetched later. In this way, they spend
minimum waiting time and the probability of suffering an error decreases. Of
course, this has a direct effect on delay and therefore the trade-off between per-
formance and reliability should be explored. If the time saved by avoiding errors
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(and the associated recovery time) is larger than the delay overhead induced by
invalidating and re-fetching instructions, then the strategy is reasonable.

1.3 Software Solutions

Reliability based on software techniques does not rely on adding hardware
redundancy or implementing additional modules that can detect and correct errors.
In this case, fault tolerance is achieved by modifying the software code running on
the processor, so that possible errors can be detected at that level. In general, the
cost overhead to implement these techniques is usually very low. However, this
most of the times comes at a decrement of the system performance, since the
processor has to execute longer programs, with more instructions than in the
original code.

Many of the fault-tolerant software techniques are based on the so-called tem-
poral redundancy. In this case, redundancy is not achieved by having several cores
that execute the same program simultaneously, but by having a single core that
executes the same program several times, in a sequential way. The program needs
to be executed at least twice in order to detect errors. A discrepancy between both
executions would imply that something has gone wrong. In order to correct the
error, the program needs to be executed at least three times, majority voting the
different executions if they produce incoherent results.

One of the best known fault tolerance software solutions is called SWIFT [19].
In this technique, software programs are modified by the compiler, which adds
redundant instructions to achieve fault tolerance. Instructions are duplicated,
although not identically, in order to avoid interferences between the two set of
instructions. In this way, different registers are used by the compiler in the two sets,
and separate memory spaces are kept for the load and store operations. Then, at
certain points (fundamentally when a store operation saves a value in memory),
both control flows are synchronized, comparing both results. If these results
coincide, the system assumes that no error has happened. On the other hand, if both
results are different, then, an error is signaled. Apart from the overhead introduced
with the replication of instructions, this mechanism is not immune to errors. For
example, if an error affects the operation code of an instruction, and for this reason
that instruction changes into a store operation, the technique will not have control of
the situation. This is due to the fact that the error has happened after the compiler
finished its work, and therefore it would not be aware of the “new” store instruction.

There are several improvements that can be performed to extend the concepts in
SWIFT, for example those in [20]. Three strategies are presented in this paper that
complement the basic ideas in software reliability. The first strategy is called
SWIFT-R, designed to allow recovery from errors. This principle behind this is
straightforward, since it consists in adding two sets of redundant instructions
instead of one. This can be seen as the software equivalent to TMR, rather than the
DMR approach that the standard SWIFT would represent. This, many times,
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would introduce a too large overhead that would make the technique unfeasible. In
order to keep the overhead smaller, another fault-tolerant technique, TRUMP, can
be used. This technique only needs a set of redundant instructions, as SWIFT, but
both the original and the redundant copies are not identical. The redundant copy is
encoded based on AN-codes, that allow to determine which of the two copies is the
one that has suffered the error in the case of discrepancy. AN-codes are a class of
arithmetic codes, in which all the operands are multiplied by a constant value A. If
this value is appropriately chosen, any single bit-flip on the operand would produce
another value that is not AN-coded, thus determining that an error has happened.
Therefore, the technique would work as follows. If both the original and redundant
copies are different, an error in the system is signaled. If the redundant copy is still
AN-coded, then the error has happened in the original copy. Otherwise, the error
has happened in the redundant copy. This can be seen as a kind of diverse dual
redundancy, since the intrinsic properties of each copy may indicate where the error
has happened. The TRUMP technique has some limitations. First, multiplying all
values by a constant makes that the actual range of values that can be stored in the
registers smaller. Second, the AN-code transformation is not compatible with
several arithmetic operations, thus posing a problem when data need to be pro-
cessed in the functional units. Finally, there is another technique to increase soft-
ware reliability, called MASK. In this technique, a semantic analysis is performed
in the code, in order to identify those registers that contain narrow values, i.e., those
whose most significant bits are always zero. These may occur for example in loop
counters or in offset values associated to address calculations. When these values
are identified, the compiler adds instructions before they are used in the code, to
set all the upper bits to zero. In this way, if a bit-flip has affected one of those upper
bits, it would be eliminated by forcing (masking) them back to zero.

Data integrity is not the only problem that affects software execution. Preserving
the correct control flow is also important, since errors in the program counter
usually produce undesirable effects. In [21], a method to check the correctness of
the control flow is presented. The method is based on the generation of signatures,
as a way of keeping track of the execution of the program. This is divided into basic
blocks, and a signature is calculated for each of these blocks. This signature is
stored in the code itself. In runtime, the actual execution is compared with the
stored signatures. Any discrepancy between them is treated as an error in the control
flow. This is a pure software method, since the comparison is achieved through
some extra instructions that are added to the code. In this way, no extra hardware is
needed to perform any of these operations.

Apart from the previously explained technique, there have been several subse-
quent alternatives that explore the possibilities of detecting control flow errors, as a
way to improve reliability from the point of view of software. Some of these
techniques can be found in [22–24]. Although these techniques are based on the
same principles and rely on the manipulation of control flow graphs, all of them
introduce a performance overhead due to the addition of the extra instructions
needed to monitor execution. The addition of these instructions would be worth it if
the incurred overhead is smaller than the error recovery time avoided by the
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technique. This idea is explored in [25], where the concept of method efficiency is
introduced. This magnitude is defined as directly proportional to the number of
errors detected by the technique, and inversely proportional to the performance
overhead. In this way, different software-based techniques can be evaluated, finding
out which ones offer better results for a given architecture and software program.

The techniques presented in this section have been designed to detect and correct
soft errors, in which the effect produced by the event is temporary. Of course, these
techniques can also handle permanent errors, but this is not their main purpose. For
this kind of errors, there are other specific techniques that work more in the field of
testability. Several of these techniques can be classified as SBST (software-based
self-testing) [26, 27], an approach that has become accepted for microprocessor
testing. The concept behind SBST techniques is to use the standard hardware
resources in a microprocessor to run specific test programs, instead of having to add
costly test-specific resources. With this approach, processors can be tested after
production, in order to check for defects, but the same test programs can be run
periodically, in production, to verify the state of the system. This approach allows
nonintrusive operation (no extra hardware is needed), that can be run at the pro-
cessor actual speed and can be applied in production, throughout the processor
lifetime.

2 Solutions for Memories

Multicore processors rely on a hierarchy of memories to store data and instructions.
Those include the register file, several levels of on-chip caches and the external
memory. Each of those have different sizes and speeds being the ones closer to the
cores faster but smaller. The use of a hierarchy also means that at a given time, there
may be more than one copy of data or instructions at different levels. This is the
case when a value is placed on a cache while the original value is also kept in the
main memory.

The protection of memories has been widely studied in the literature and there
are solutions to deal with manufacturing defects or permanent failures and with soft
errors. In the first case, additional rows or columns are added to the memory array
and they are used instead of failing elements when a defect is detected. This can be
done at the production stage or in the field by executing self-test and self-repair
mechanisms [28]. To protect against soft errors, ECCs are commonly used [29].
ECCs can also be used to protect against manufacturing defects but since those
errors can be located and are permanent, replacing the failing memory cells with
redundant ones is more effective. In this section, the focus is on the protection
against soft errors that can occur at any time during the execution of a multicore
processor using ECCs.

The ECCs used to protect memories are in most cases linear block codes [30]
where the size of the block is selected to protect a memory word or a cache line.
Convolutional codes are better suited for communications and there are only a few
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studies on their use to protect memories [31]. A block code takes a data block and
computes a number of parity check bits that are stored with the data. This is done by
an encoder circuit. Then when the data is read, the parity check bits are used to
detect and correct errors. This is done by a decoder circuit. The use of an ECC
introduces overheads as an encoder and decoder are needed and also additional
memory bits need to be stored on the memory. The importance of those overheads
depends on the memory being protected. For example, in a memory that needs to
operate at very high speed the delay added by the encoder and the decoder may be
the limiting factor while in other applications the memory size can be a constraint.

The complexity of the ECC depends also on the number of error patterns that
have to be detected or corrected. In the simplest case where only single bit errors
have to be detected, a parity check is enough while for the correction of multiple bit
errors, advanced codes are needed. In memories, traditionally most errors have
affected single bits and therefore Single Error Correction (SEC) codes are widely
used [32]. However, as technology scales errors are more likely to affect several bits
[33]. As those bits are physically close, the combination of a SEC code with
interleaving can correct the errors. The problem is that interleaving makes the
memory design more complex and requires an overhead. An alternative is to use
ECCs that can correct adjacent errors [34, 35]. Another type of multiple errors is
those caused by the accumulation of two different soft errors. Those are relevant in
harsh environments where errors are frequent, like in space applications [36].

In the case of multicores, as there are different memories each with specific
features the protection of each of them needs to be studied separately. At the same
time, the interactions among the memories and their role in the multicore system
need to be taken into account to achieve an optimal protection. In the rest of this
section, the protection of each of the memories present in a multicore system is
discussed outlining their specific requirements and the ECCs that can be used to
protect them.

2.1 Register Files

In a multicore, registers are used on each core to store data and addresses that are
used during the execution. The number of registers in a register file is small and
they typically have the size of the processor architecture which in most modern
multicores is 32 or 64 bits. The access to the register has to be fast and parallel as an
instruction may operate on several registers at the same time. The speed require-
ment has traditionally limited the protection of register files to the use of a single
parity check bit or a SEC code [37, 38]. Even the delay of single ECCs is in many
cases too costly and several optimizations of SEC codes have been recently pro-
posed to reduce the decoding delay [39, 40].The main issue with those codes is that
in most cases they require additional parity check bits compared to a traditional
SEC code. The replication of the register file is another option, but it requires
triplication to implement error correction [41]. This large overhead can only be
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tolerated for applications where reliability is the critical requirement and area and
power are not limited.

Other protection techniques for register files exploit the presence of narrow
values in the register to detect and correct errors on narrow values using replication
[42] or more sophisticated coding schemes [43]. These techniques can be useful to
improve the reliability of register files but cannot provide a comprehensive solution
as values that use the entire register are not protected. Alternative schemes have
proposed the use of a shared error correction block that is used to protect only a
subset of the registers focusing on those that are more critical based on their use
[44, 45]. This selective protection scheme can be optimized if the compiler is aware
of the register vulnerability and tries to maximize reliability [46]. However, as in
the case of narrow values, only a fraction of the errors can be corrected.

As a summary to deal with single bit errors, for register files, at the hardware
level the best solutions are to use a single parity check for error detection or a low
delay SEC code for error correction.

In the case of multiple bit errors, the options to protect register files are limited as
the use of more complex ECCs would impact speed. Some of the solutions pre-
sented make use of some form of replication where the replicas are placed in a
different location so that they are not affected by the same particle hit [47]. Another
option is to use interleaving that can also be problematic as it complicates the
design of the register file. Finally, the parity bit or the SEC codes can also be
replicated such that, for example, a per byte parity is used and the bits in each byte
are physically apart. This can be seen as an interleaving at the ECC level that would
also improve the speed as the encoders and decoders are faster for small block sizes.
The main drawback of this approach is that the number of parity check bits required
is also replicated, thus requiring a larger memory overhead.

As a summary, there are few options to deal with multiple bit errors on register
files and most of them rely on some kind of replication or interleaving.

2.2 Caches

The next level in the memory hierarchy after the register file is the caches. These
memories store copies of positions on the main memory that are currently in use
[37]. In a multicore processor, there are typically several levels of cache that again
have different size and speed. Level one (L1) caches are faster and smaller and are
typically divided into two separate memories, one for data and another for
instructions. L1 caches are included in every core and used exclusively by each
core. Level two (L2) caches are larger but slower and are commonly shared by all
cores and data and instructions are placed on a single memory. In some designs,
there may be more than two levels of caches but in the following, the discussion
assumes a multicore processor that has only two levels of cache.

There are several features that make caches different from a standard memory
and that have implications for soft error protection. The first one is that by design
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cache stores copies of positions are stored in the main memory. Therefore, in many
cases, there is a duplicated value in the main memory that can be used for error
correction. The only exception is when a value stored in the cache has been
modified and the copy stored in the memory has not been updated. Obviously, this
is only possible when the cache stores data can be modified, but is not possible
when the cache stores instructions. A direct consequence of this observation is that
to protect L1 instruction caches, one option is to use an error detection code and
once an error is detected it can be recovered by fetching the affected positions from
the main memory. The same observation applies to data caches but only if
write-through is used to manage writes to the cache. When data is written to the
memory only when it is evicted from the cache, then the scheme can only be used
for cache lines that have not been modified.

The second feature that makes a cache different from a standard memory is that
several positions on the main memory map to the same position on the cache.
Therefore, in addition to the value, a Tag that identifies the position in the main
memory is needed on each entry. On a read access that Tag is compared to the
upper bits of the address and only on a match the entry is used; otherwise, the cache
has not the position requested and an access to main memory is needed. Since the
Tags are stored in the cache, they can also suffer soft errors. A soft error on a Tag
can create two types of effects: a false positive and a false negative. The first one
occurs when an error changes the Tag and then an access is done to a position that
matches the erroneous Tag. In this case, an incorrect value is used creating a
situation that can lead to a system failure or to silent data corruption. On the other
hand, a false negative occurs when after the error on the Tag, there is an access to
the position that had the original Tag value. In this case, there will be no match and
therefore the position will be fetched from the main memory. This can only create
an error when the cache entry affected by the error on the Tag was modified.

A third feature that is specific to caches is that they commonly implement some
type of associativity. That is, the cache has several ways and those are accessed all
in parallel and the Tags are compared with the address to identify the way on which
the value is stored. This implies that several ECC decoders are needed on the Tag
memories to perform cache accesses.

A fourth feature is that caches also store control bits that mark, for example, the
validity of a cache line, whether it has been modified and information on the use of
the entry. From a soft error protection perspective, some of those bits have to be
protected (valid and dirty bits) while other may not be so critical like, for example,
the ones that track the use of the line.

Finally, a difference between caches and memories is that cache lines are typi-
cally wider as each line stores several positions on the main memories. For
example, 512 bit lines are common in modern processors. This has also implica-
tions as the redundancy needed for an ECC depends on the block size and the same
applies to the encoder and decoder complexity.

There are several options to protect caches, both for the data part and for the tag
and control information. In all cases, speed is an important requirement as is the
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memory size since caches need to be fast and its size is an important fraction of the
processor area.

Focusing on the cache entries themselves, in the case of instruction caches as
discussed before, on an error, the data can be recovered from the main memory.
Therefore, an error detection code is enough and a single parity check bit can be
used to detect single bit errors. In the case of multiple bit errors, a SEC code can
detect double bit errors and a Single Error Correction Double Error Detection
(SEC-DED) can detect triple bit errors. This means that for most practical scenarios
a parity check or a SEC/SEC-DED code will be sufficient. The same analysis
applies to the data caches when a write-through policy is used [48]. However, in
many cases using write-through requires significant overheads in terms of power
and memory bandwidth.

When a write-back policy is used in a data cache, errors have to be corrected on
dirty lines to avoid data corruption. This can be done for single bit errors using a
SEC-DED code or more advanced codes that can correct multiple bit errors [49].
Other schemes based on replication of the data have also been proposed [50] but
they either require a large area overhead or provide only partial protection. If
correction is done on every access, then low delay codes such as Orthogonal Latin
Squares codes can be used [51]. Those codes require a larger number of parity
check bits than other multibit ECCs but the error correction procedure is much
simpler. This has motivated their use in caches [52]. An interesting option is to split
the error protection on two parts, error detection and error correction. When that is
done, the error correction part of the ECC can be placed outside the cache as
proposed in [53] to minimize the cost. In any case, the scheme significantly reduces
the overheads required for the read accesses that are error-free as a full decoding is
not needed. The split between the error detection and error correction parts of the
ECC can also be optimized and more complex codes such as Bose–Chaudhuri–
Hocquenghem (BCH) codes can be used [54].

For the protection of the Tags, similar considerations as those discussed for the
values apply. In the case of instruction caches, detecting the errors to avoid false
positives that can lead to the execution of erroneous instructions is enough. The
same applies data caches that use a write-through policy. For data caches that use
write-back, errors need to be corrected when the cache line is dirty. In this case, a
SEC or SEC-DED code can be used to correct single bit errors. Several works have
noted that in many cases, nearby entries on the cache have the same Tag. This
inherent redundancy can be used to implement error correction by using another
copy of the Tag when an error is detected [55]. Replication can also be introduced
in the implementation to improve reliability [56].

As noted before, a difference of Tags is that they are accessed in parallel to check
for a match in all the ways of the cache. This means that in a direct implementation,
a decoder is needed for each way. To reduce this overhead, an alternate is to encode
the Tag value of the access using the ECC and then do a comparison with the
encoded Tags that are stored in the cache. This scheme is known as FastTag [57].
When the Tags are protected with a parity bit, an exact match comparison can be
used to avoid false positives as illustrated in Fig. 4. However, when a SEC code is
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used, distance-one comparators are needed as illustrated in Fig. 5. In both cases, the
scheme can be useful to reduce the latency and area required to implement error
detection or correction on the Tags.

Finally, for the protection of the control flags such as the valid bit or dirty bit there
are also several options. They can be protected with the same ECC that protects the
Tag that as discussed before depends on the type of cache. In some cases, it may be
of interest to provide additional protection for these flag. For example, if a SEC-DED
code is used, it can be of interest to be able to implement double error correction for
the flags only so that when a double error occurs, we can determine if the cache line
was valid or dirty. When the line is invalid, the error can be ignored and when it is
clean the error can be recovered by fetching the copy stored in main memory.
Therefore, in both cases, the error is effectively corrected. The protection of the flags
bits can be done by extending existing SEC-DED codes as proposed in [58].

2.3 Main Memory

The last level of the memory hierarchy in a multicore processor is the main memory
that is external to the processor and typically composed of several memory devices.

Fig. 4 FastTag implementation using a parity bit (from Ref. [57])
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The main memory is large but slow as off-chip accesses are orders of magnitude
slower than on-chip accesses. The dominant technology for external memory is
DRAM that enables large capacity with a reasonable cost. The memories used
support in most cases a burst mode where the access to a number of consecutive
positions is much faster than accesses to unrelated positions. This mode fits well
with the use of large cache lines that comprise several memory words. To maximize
the bandwidth of the memory interface, advanced methods such as the different
generations of Double Data Rate (DDR) are commonly used. This means that the
memory devices need to incorporate complex control logic that is also susceptible
to soft errors.

The errors on the DRAMs have been studied in the field during their operation in
servers [59, 60] as they are an important issue for large data center and high
performance computing facilities. They have also been evaluated in several
accelerated radiation tests [61]. In both cases, the results show that in addition to
soft errors affecting the memory cells, there are Single Event Functional Interrupts
(SEFIs). Those occur, for example, when a soft error affects the memory controller
and it stops working properly. A SEFI can affect an entire memory device or only
part of it, but in all cases, the data coming from that device can be erroneous.
Therefore, the protection for DRAMs in a multicore processing system should be
able to cope with the failure of one of the memory devices. To this end, several
solutions have been proposed over the years based on the use of several interleaved

Fig. 5 FastTag implementation using a SEC code (from Ref. [30])
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codes, Reed Solomon Codes or modified SEC-DED codes [62–64]. All those
solutions support the failure of one of the devices and are commonly referred to as
“Chipkill” solutions [62].

Recent works, have proposed several alternatives to improve the protection of the
external memory. Some of them focus on the construction of ECC schemes that
provide flexibility to place parts of the parity check bits on different locations [65,
66]. For example, the bits needed to perform error detection can be placed with the
data while the rest of the parity check bits can be placed elsewhere as they only need
to be accessed in case of error. As errors are rare, this enables the use of stronger
ECCs with little overheads for read operations. The main limitation of this type of
schemes is that all the bits need to be accessed for write operations. Another related
idea is to use the flexibility provided by having the parity check bits in a different
location to implement a not uniform error protection depending, for example, on the
criticality of the data. All these schemes combine the use of ECCs with aspects of the
memory organization on a computer system. In many cases, this has implications on
performance, for example, by penalizing write operations in the case of using dif-
ferent locations for the parity check bits used for detection and correction. The focus
of this section is on the ECCs that can be used for each memory in a computing
system, rather than on the interactions of the memory with the rest of the computing
system and its organization. Readers interested in exploring this topic further can
find detailed information in the references provided in [65, 66].

Other area of research is how to exploit the mapping of the device bits to
optimize and refine the error correction scheme [67]. In all cases, the main
restriction is the memory architecture that fixes the width of the memory interface
and the number of memory bits that are available in addition to the data bits. Those
are commonly eight bits for every sixty four data bits. The use of different locations,
enable the use of entire words or lines for error correction giving more flexibility at
the cost of performance degradation.

Finally, the emergence of 3D DRAM memories will have implications for the
protection techniques. First, the errors will most likely be different, and second the
memory organization and structure may also change [68]. In fact, the use of 3D
memories may have implications for other parts of the processing system such as
the caches [69]. This will open new research areas in which reliability and fault
tolerance will play an important role.

3 Solutions for Interconnections

Several aspects make important to develop ad hoc solutions for increasing
dependability of interconnections in multicore architectures.

The first aspect is the part of the multicore chip dedicated to this specific
resource. The design of a multicore processing system poses several challenges in
the definition of the on-chip interconnection architecture needed for transfer of data
between the cores and the shared memories (e.g., the shared L2 cache) and for
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direct inter-core communication. With the current technology nodes, the design of
the interconnection fabric cannot be carried out independently, but a joint co-design
of cores, memories and interconnection mechanisms is needed. This is due to the
high design constraints (power, area, latency, and bandwidth) required for on-chip
interconnects and also for the effect that the interconnection design has on the rest
of the system [70]. Therefore, the interconnections became a critical design element
and their requirements in terms of are and power cannot be neglected. As stated in
[70], even in a conservative scenario, the power cost of the interconnections can be
estimated as equivalent to one core of an eight cores chip, and the area cost as
equivalent to three cores.

The second aspect to take into account is the energy consumption required by
the global wires and the request of low-voltage signaling for on-chip communi-
cation [71]. While low swing signaling can provide one order of magnitude power
savings, also reduce the noise margin and greatly increase the probability of error
occurrence in the data transmission.

Finally, another aspect to take into consideration is the type of faults that can
affect the interconnections. While permanent faults will be mostly due to electro-
migration mechanism affecting the wires composing the interconnections, the
transient faults are mostly due to electrical noise and to cross-talk effects.

The methods to increase the dependability of the multicore interconnections
depends on the specific interconnection topology, and are usually based on modi-
fying existing methods developed for other scenarios (e.g., from the radio trans-
mission) or ad hoc methods to face specific problems (e.g., the cross-talk induced
errors). In the rest of this section, we will describe the most common intercon-
nection topologies and the most used dependability methodology.

3.1 Interconnection Topologies

Different topologies have been proposed to connect together multicore architectures
[71]. Some of these topologies are based on shared bus communication infras-
tructures, often connecting together private memories (e.g., L1 private caches are
connected to a shared L2 cache). When bus-based topologies are used, error codes
are the most viable solution. In particular, a naive solution is to use the same ECC
used in memory, also for data movement. Despite the simplicity of this approach,
the achievable performance can be not optimal, due to several factors. The different
width of data bus and memory array can require different code rate, while the
different type of errors that can occur during storage and transmission can be faced
efficiently by different type of codes. As an example, interleaving is widely used in
memories to prevent multiple adjacent bit upset, but when a codeword is fetch from
the memory, it is no more protected against this type of errors.

With the increased number of cores, the Network-on-chip (NoC) approach
became a viable solution for interconnection topologies to provide flexibility,
scalability and high performance [72]. Figure 6 shows the typical NoC
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interconnection, with the cores connected using the routing blocks that manage the
data exchange among the cores.

The uses of a NoC based interconnection allow using more error tolerant
techniques, since error can be handled at link level or at network level [73, 74].
A very similar approach is used also when NoC topology are implied.

The data integrity of on-chip interconnection can be enhanced working at layout
level, for example using suitable space rules, shielding, etc., or at electrical level,
using signal repeaters, low noise buffers, etc. Unfortunately, these solutions are
strictly technology dependent and are very sensitive to the technology shrink.
Therefore, a more general approach that can be widely applied to the problem of
interconnection data integrity is needed; the approach that more is based on
information redundancy. The additional information is used to detect data errors,
and, depending on the specific method used, to recover the corrected data. Recovery
can be achieved using retransmission, as in Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) or
using ECCs for Forward Error Control (FEC). Other methods use hybrid ARQ/FEC
schemes. The above-mentioned schemes are mainly designed to handle transient
faults, even if the use of ECCs can also tolerate permanent faults if the error
activated by the permanent fault does not exceed the error correction capability of
the code. Techniques to tolerate permanent faults require the use of redundant
interconnection resources. These techniques have been widely studied in the case of
NoC interconnection. In particular, since NoC architectures inherently provide
multiple paths from the source to the destination cores, it is possible to develop
fault-tolerant routing algorithm to handle permanent faults in the interconnection
structure of NoC based multicores.

3.2 Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)

ARQ is based on the retransmission of erroneous data. This method provides
very good performance for low error rate, as stated in [73]. As anticipated,

Fig. 6 Typical NoC
interconnection structure
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the information redundancy is used to detect errors in the received data. The
receiver send to the sender a request to retransmit data is an error is detected. It is
worth to notice that, even if low-voltage signaling is used to send data to the
received, the return path is usually exploit full voltage swing, to avoid
complexity/issues related to the data integrity of the ACK signals [73].

Three main implementation of ARQ methods for on-chip interconnection have
been proposed [75]: stop-and-wait, go-back-N, and selective-repeat.

The simplest but less performing method is stop-and-wait, in which after
sending a data, the sender waits for the acknowledgement (ACK) from the receiver.
This method has a very low throughput and is not well suited for high-speed
communications. In the go-back-N method the sender store up to N data samples
and send it to the receiver. The window size N directly related to the signal rounds
trip to permit the continuous streaming of data, superseding the limitation of the
stop-and-wait ARQ. When the received detect an error, it request to the sender to
transmit again the last N data. Despite the increased complexity with respect to the
previous method, the throughput gain make this method appealing for on-chip
communication. Finally, selective-repeat add to the previous method the property
of selecting which only the erroneous received data among the N data in the
transmission window is resend.

3.3 Forward Error Control (FEC)

FEC uses information redundancy to correct errors in the received data, avoiding
the retransmission cost. The drawback of this method is the additional resources
needed to transfer the redundant information from the sender to the receiver.
Moreover, the data transmission blocks require ECCs encoders and decoders. These
elements are a further element of overhead.

On the other hand, FEC schemes provide a fixed throughput, a simpler com-
munication protocol and better performances with respect to ARQ when the error
rate increases. Among the different types of ECC, few of them have the right
characteristics for realizing on-chip FEC communication. In this section, we will
focus on single error-correcting (SEC) codes based on Hamming codes, Orthogonal
Latin Squares codes and Crosstalk Avoidance Codes (CAC). This last code is
particularly suitable to avoid the problems related to the interconnection capacitive
coupling.

3.3.1 Hamming Codes

Hamming codes among the most used error codes. The code takes as input a k bits
dataword and provide n� kð Þ ¼ log2ðkÞ½ � check bits to form a n bits codeword. The
encoded and decoder are based on a combinatorial network of XOR gates and can
be easily implemented with a limited amount of resources. The decoder is able to
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correct any single bit error. This code is effective against single bit errors and the
limited number of additional wires required to transport the additional check bits
make this code very appealing for on-chip interconnection FEC schemes.

3.3.2 Orthogonal Latin Squares Codes

In [76] Orthogonal Latin Square Code (OLSC) has been proposed to provide
protection against multiple bit errors for on-chip interconnections. Since OLSC are
one-step-decodable majority code, it can be decoded with a very high speed.
Moreover, the modularity of the check matrix allows easily adapting the error
correction capability of the code depending on the expected error rate and on the
available hardware resources. The number of check bits for an OLS code with a
dataword of k bits is n� kð Þ ¼ 2t

ffiffiffi

k
p

, where n is the codeword length and t is the
number of correctable errors. The information redundancy required by the OLS
code with t = 1 is higher than the one of the Hamming code, and similarly, the OLS
code with t > 1 has higher redundancy than other multibit ECCs, such as BCH
codes. However, the complexity and the cost of encoding/decoding BCH codes
prevent their use in on-chip interconnection FEC. Moreover, the use of OLS code
with t > 1 can be attractive with respect to the SEC Hamming code, since the
interconnection can operate at lower voltage level. Thus, even if the number of
wires increase with respect to the Hamming code, the energy spent in transferring
the singe bit is much less, providing a significant overall energy saving.

3.3.3 Crosstalk Avoidance Codes

The maximum frequency of on-chip data transmission is related to the worst case
switching capacitance of the metal wires. In case of adjacent wires, this worst case
occurs when a wire switches in one direction and the two adjacent wires switch in
the opposite direction. This capacitance can be estimated as Cwc = (1 + 4k) CL,
where CL is the load capacitance and k is a parameter that take into account the
influence of the adjacent wires.

The idea behind the CAC is to reduce this capacitance using information
redundancy to avoid the occurrence of the worst case.

A first attempt to exploit this idea is given in [77], where Hamming codes and
Dual Rail (DR) codes are compared with respect to their ability to reduce the
crosstalk effect. DR codes, also known as Duplicate and parity (DAP) codes, are
SEC codes composed by two copies of the data bits and by a parity check bit
formed by the xor of all the data bits. The corrected word can be retrieved selecting
which of the two copies of the data word present the right parity. The paper also
discusses the use of intelligent spacing, in which the distance between adjacent
wires carrying identical values differs from the distance of adjacent wires carrying
different values. The delay reduction achievable by intelligent spaced DR codes is
more than 30% with respect to the standard Hamming code.
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The authors of [78] argues that since any linear ECC for minimization of
crosstalk effects requires two times the number of data bits, it is possible to design
joint crosstalk avoidance and multiple ECCs (CAC/MEC) duplicating a SEC
codeword. Going into details, it is possible to duplicate a SEC-DED Hamming or
Hsiao codes to provide triple error correction. The rationale of the CAC/MEC
decoder is similar to the DR decoder. It selects between the two copies the
SEC-DED codeword the one that have 0 errors or only 1 error and, if needed,
perform the SEC correction on this codeword.

Finally, we mention the method proposed in [79], where first a nonlinear ECC
code is used to minimize the crosstalk effect, and after this code is embedded in a
linear ECC code such as the standard Hamming code.

3.4 Hybrid ARQ/FEC

An hybrid method to protect data transmission can be designed combining the ARQ
and the FEC methods. The ides of the hybrid ARQ/FEC (HARQ) data protection
scheme is to transmit the data using an ECC able to correct up to n errors and to
detect up to n + m errors. If the number of errors that affect the transmitted
codeword is less or equal to n, the method act as the FEC scheme. If up to
n + m errors occur to the codeword, the system will ask to retransmit the codeword.
This method can provide higher reliability than error control with FEC alone and
higher throughput than error control with ARQ alone.

Among the different types of hybrid ARQ/FEC we mention the subdivision in
type-I HARQ and type-II HARQ. Type-I HARQ requires the transmission of the
whole codeword, and the codeword is retransmitted if the number of detected errors
exceeded the maximum number of correctable errors [75]. Instead, in the type-II
HARQ method, if the number of detected errors exceeded n, the system send
additional check bits in order to increase the code correction capability. The type-II
HARQ therefore require sending less data with respect to type-I in the retrans-
mission phase. type-II HARQ methods are based on Hamming codes [80] or on
extended Hamming product codes [81].

3.5 Fault-Tolerant NoC Interconnection

NoC architectures transmit data among the different processing elements using
specific hardware blocks called routers. Each routers has a local port connected with
his processing element and several ports connected with other routers. The trans-
mission of data from a processing element to another one occurs traversing several
routers. If one of the routers is faulty, or if one of the link connecting two routers is
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faulty, the data must be transmitted avoiding the faulty resource. This mechanism
provides a graceful degradation behavior of the network, which can works even in
presence of permanent faults, both with degraded performance (e.g., in terms of
throughput or latency). When the faulty elements break the network in two or more
disjoint networks, the system goes in an unrecoverable faulty state. A fault-tolerant
NoC interconnection structure should be able to define a transmission path between
any two processing elements, if this path exists. There are two mechanisms to
achieve fault tolerance in NoC interconnections [82]. The first is based on the use of
redundant packets, the second on the use of redundant routes. Redundant packets
mechanisms reply the incoming packets and transmit on multiple links, increasing
the probability that a copy of the packet will arrive to the final destination.
Redundant routing algorithms exploit information on the network status (link/router
failures) to decide the output port of the incoming packets. We remark that, using a
suitable error detection code, the first method is also useful to tolerate transient
faults. In fact, a router can discard a corrupted copy of a transmitted packet, relying
on the fact that other copies of the same packet have been transmitted. Instead, the
redundant route based methods must implement a specific method to face the
occurrence of transient faults. For example, in [83] a hybrid FEC/ARQ scheme is
used for transient fault, while a hierarchical routing table based scheme is proposed
to handle permanent faults.

3.5.1 Fault Tolerance Using Redundant Packets

Fault-tolerant algorithms based on redundant packets reply each packet transmitted
by a sender to increase the likelihood of reaching the destination. The simplest
mechanism is to broadcast each packet received by a router to all the other output
ports of the router [84]. This approach guarantees that the packet is transmitted
among all the possible paths from the source to the destination. Unfortunately, the
transmission overhead of this method can become very huge when the network size
grows. In fact, if the broadcasting is applied to all the incoming packets, the number
of replicas grows exponentially, and this method can suffer for network congestion
effects. To mitigate this effect, several methods have been proposed. Some of them
copy the incoming packets with probability p, thus limiting the number of replica
traveling in the network [85]. This probability can be weighed by the distance from
the current router to the destination, to drive the wave of packets toward the
destination [86]. All the method proposed in literature focuses on limiting
the number of copies to transmit in the network. The power consumption and the
throughput overhead of these methods are in fact directly proportional to the
number of number of packet copies. However, this overhead is always present in
the network, also when he operate in a fault free condition. Instead, the methods
based on redundant routes only degrade the network performances when a fault is
actually present.
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3.5.2 Fault Detection

The use of redundant routes to tolerate faults requires the identification of the faulty
NoC resources (the routing blocks or the link interconnections) and rerouting the
packets to avoid the use of these resources. The first step is, therefore, the detection
of faults occurring in the NoC infrastructure. Two methods have been proposed to
detect faults occurring in these elements: (1) exploiting the information gathered
using the method to tolerate transient faults and (2) applying built-in self-test
procedures to identify the faulty resources.

The first method can use the methods previously described (ARQ, FEC, HARQ)
to detect the occurrence of permanent faults. When a packet is not received, or is
corrupted, the error can be due to a transient or to a permanent fault. When the same
resource experiences a too high number of errors, it can be detected as faulty.
Example of this approach can be found in [83], where a detailed fault diagnosis
process is described. The main drawback of this technique is the fault diagnosis
granularity. For example, if an end-to-end ARQ communication method is used, the
fault detection procedure can only identify a faulty path, without getting direct
information on which element of the fault is broken. Suitable algorithms to increase
the fault location capabilities must be developed to identify the faulty resource.

The other method for fault detection in the NoC infrastructure is based on the use
of an on-line testing procedure. This test procedure are based on the classical
Built-in Self-Test (BIST) method, that requires a test pattern generator (TPG) and
output response analyzer (ORA) to stimulate the element under test and to analyze
the response to detect a faulty behavior. In [87] this approach has been used in
conjunction with redundant wires to provide non-interrupted on-line testing. The
testing routine sequentially selects the wires to test, rerouting the data that should be
delivered by these lines to spare wires. Due to the large number of elements to test,
it is important to reduce the time to test (applying the test vectors in parallel, or
reducing the number of test patterns) and the resource needed to perform the test
(e.g., sharing the TPG or the ORA blocks). The authors of [88] propose to
exploiting the structure of the NoC to achieve test parallelism. The test patterns are
organized as test packets and delivered to the element under test exploiting the
NOC infrastructure. In this way, it is possible share the TPG/ORA blocks and the
Test Access Mechanism (TAM) ports for delivering test data to the components
under test.

The two described methods can be used in conjunction, as proposed, for
example, in [83, 87]. The detection of repeated transient error triggers an on-line
testing procedure that precisely identify the faulty resource.

3.5.3 Fault-Tolerant Routing Algorithms

There is a large variety of fault-tolerant routing algorithms, which differs for several
aspects. Following the differentiation proposed in [89], where a comprehensive
survey of fault tolerance for NoC is presented, we divide the algorithms depending
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on the locality degree of the fault information. The routing algorithms that exploit
global information can easily provide the shortest path to the packets even in
presence of faults, and can avoid deadlocks. It is important to notice that
fault-tolerant routing algorithms should guarantee deadlock—free routing also in
presence of faults. Routing algorithms based on global information use some sort of
routing table inside each router that can be reprogrammed when a fault is detected.
Examples of algorithms based on global information are [90], where the mini-
mization of the routing table size is faced, and [91], where a region-based routing
algorithm is proposed. The main drawback of the algorithms that use global
information is the hardware and software complexity.

In contrast, algorithms based on local fault information of the switch itself and
its immediate neighborhood are easier to implement, but must explicitly manage the
problems related to deadlock. These routing algorithms modify the path trans-
porting the packets using the neighbors of a faulty router. Techniques to avoid
deadlock can be based on routing restrictions (in [92] packets are routed around the
fault location along the contour in which two turns are prohibited), or using
additional packet header information (see, e.g., [93]).

Other methods for fault-tolerant routing algorithms exploit the use of virtual
channels [94–96]. Virtual channels can be created on the top of the network
infrastructure by sharing the same physical channels using packet based multi-
plexing. Originally proposed for off-chip networks [97], virtual channels can divide
circular traffic into different channels to avoid deadlocks. It must be noticed virtual
channels can be created only adding suitable queues, multiplexing and control logic
to the routers. This requires a considerable amount of logic resource and conse-
quently increases the power budget.

Finally, inherently fault-tolerant routers can be designed, that use internal
redundant resources (FIFOs, crossbar, etc.) to tolerate faults. Examples of these
hardened routers are presented in [98, 99]. These redundant resources can be used
also in conjunction with suitable routing algorithms, as proposed in [100].

4 Summary

This chapter has discussed existing solutions to detect and correct errors in the
different parts of a multicore system.

About processors, several techniques have been covered from the architectural,
micro-architectural and software points of view. Architectural solutions mostly rely
on redundancy, using several cores to run the same process and compare the outputs
through a voter. Recovery mechanisms are complemented with the use of standard
techniques, as checkpointing. On the other hand, micro-architectural approaches
tend to apply more heterogeneous solutions to the different parts of the processor.
For example, critical areas may be protected using massive triplication, while other
less critical parts can be periodically checked for errors (e.g., checking for system
invariants). Finally, software approaches are, many times, based on redundancy too.
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But since this redundancy is applied to the software program and not the hardware
itself, the area overhead is reduced at the expense of performance degradation.

In the case of memories, most of the solutions are based on the use of ECCs or
replication. However, each memory has different features and requirements. For
example, speed is critical in a register file and therefore the decoding complexity
that can be tolerated is limited, while for a DRAM speed is much lower and more
complex decoders can be used. This means specific solutions are used at each level
in the memory hierarchy. In addition, the interaction between levels is also
important. For example in the case of caches, where the use of the copy stored in
main memory can in many cases be useful to recover from errors.

Different techniques to handle the interconnection part have also been provided,
with a special emphasis on NoC. In this way, some detection and correction
solutions for this kind of technology have been presented, including ARQ and FEC.

Finally, this chapter only aims at presenting an overview of the existing solu-
tions. The reader can find more information in the references to dig deeper into any
particular aspect of the different alternatives to protect a multicore system.
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Application-Specific Solutions

Viacheslav Izosimov, Antonis Paschalis, Pedro Reviriego
and Hans Manhaeve

Abstract This chapter discusses surface transportation applications, space appli-
cations, and medical applications in detail. It extends the discussion from Chap. 3
where we considered a broader variety of application domains and their relation to
dependability. The choice of these applications is due to expertise of the authors
and positioning of these applications in the overall dependability palette as ones of
the most challenging yet different from each other.

1 Automotive and Transport Applications

1.1 Introduction

In this section, we introduce automotive and transport systems, in passenger cars,
buses, commercial vehicles, and transport applications such as railroad systems.
Automotive is possibly one of the most challenging application domains for elec-
tronic systems in transportation with tough cost constraints due to mass-market
manufacturing, tough competition between players and a great level of innovations
with new technologies coming onto the market with introduction of self-driving and
electric vehicles. Hence, a lot of emphasis in this section will be on automotive
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vehicles. At the same time, we will look into related transportation applications
wherever appropriate.

1.2 Domain-Specific Manufacturability-
and Reliability-Related Challenges

In today’s transportation systems, thousands of microelectronic chips are used for
power train, safety, comfort, and infotainment applications and the embedded
software content is measured by hundreds of megabytes. On top, the trend toward
electric mobility poses further challenges in today’s architectures for transportation
systems. And while today’s robustness level of classical cars has been accom-
plished over 125 years, at least the same level has to be accomplished within
10–15 years for hybrid and fully electric vehicles. In effect, the complexity of any
electronics in a vehicle directly drives the robustness requirements. Doubling the
electronics content simply calls for cutting failure rates of electronic components in
half, to maintain the overall quality level. Furthermore, when newer semiconductor
technologies were developed in the past they would go through a 5-year maturing
period in the consumer sector before being introduced to automotive electronics. In
more recent times, however, the increasing demand for higher performance devices,
developed under much tighter cost pressures, means that there is now a shortening
of the maturing time to just one year. In Fig. 1, we present a generalized example of
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Fig. 1 A Generalized E/E Architecture of Autonomy-Ready Commercial Vehicle (not linked to
any particular vehicle manufacturer)
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a modern E/E (Electrical/Electronic) architecture of an autonomy-ready commercial
vehicle. On the left-hand side, the infotainment cluster is shown and, on the
right-hand side, we outline the autonomy add-on with autonomous driver
(AD) ECU310 and its perception functionality. ECU310 has direct access to the
main vehicle driving functionality (ECU300-309), perception modules on the truck
(ECU800-805) and on the trailer (ECU900-902). Via gateway ECU300, it accesses
body builders (ECU400-402), trailer control (ECU700-702) and other units
(ECU200-205). Via gateway ECU200, it connects to infotainment (ECU100-109),
telematics (ECU500 and ECU600) and off-board diagnostics.

The number of units and configurations in the architecture can be changed to
fulfill particular application needs, from very simple configurations with only few
computation units for short-range lorries to the most complex long haulers. The E/E
architecture can be instantiated to variety of vehicles and configured accordingly.
The architecture in Fig. 1, for example, can be instantiated to a whole spectrum of
commercial vehicles and buses, both autonomous and non-autonomous, from 2 to 6
axles, with hybrid and traditional drivetrains. This approach provides advantages
for mass-market yet enabling variability and flexibility requested by customers.
However, at the same time, it creates a great number of challenges in dependability,
safety and security. For example, complete verification of all software interactions
in each vehicle variant may not be even possible. Threat analysis of security vul-
nerabilities is becoming a troublesome and time-consuming task.

Thus, with the introduction of advanced driver assistance systems such as
X-by-wire applications, (semi-)autonomous driving and platooning, fault tolerance
is gaining a momentum in automotive industry, which considers complex algo-
rithms, e.g. for environment sensing, situation perception and reasoning in a
closed-loop control systems. It is no longer sufficient or can be even dangerous to
just switch off a system component. Loosing of, for example, steering at high
speeds will lead to an uncontrollable vehicle, which can be crashed with severe
injuries before the driver can stop the vehicle with braking. A certain level of
functionality must remain until the vehicle can be fully and safely stopped.
Similarly, a certain driving functionality must be present in the trains and trams,
where the functionality of brake system must be present until the full
stop. However, in case of trains, a full stop is no longer a safe state and a certain
level of functionality must remain even a bit further, to move the train out of a
tunnel or from a bridge at a low speed.

1.3 Current Practice

1.3.1 Architecture-Driven Dependability Approaches

One of the emerging trends in transportation industry is to merge several applica-
tions with different criticalities into less number of electronic control units (ECUs).
This can be often implemented on a multi-core chip, where each core handles
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applications with the same level of criticality. On this chip, isolation between
different criticality applications must be provided even if executed on different
cores, with respect to the logical area, communication buses, memory and I/Os.
Moreover, cores must have individual power supplies such that a failed core can be
safety switched off and the applications can be safely moved to a backup core. Fault
tolerant actions on one core must be transparent, e.g. must not affect executions on
the other cores nor timing of other executions.

The current state of the art, however, is that ECUs are still “one core.” Although
the dual-core hardware is often used, the redundancy is usually used for error
detection purposes, for example, for Lockstep [1]. The separation between different
criticality applications is usually logical (e.g., in software), where a “safe switched
context” [2] is responsible for switching between the applications. No hardware
support for this functionality is usually provided. Moreover, no fault tolerance
action is activated for a failed application process; instead a reboot is triggered by
an external watchdog. The reason for this implementation is simplicity. It has been
known that fault tolerance introduces complexity and unnecessary complexity is a
source of issues and can lead to delays in development. In addition, it is often
possible to reboot the ECU within the given “fault tolerance” interval (time until a
fault effect becomes safety-critical) and restore its functionality. As the sources of
faults are not known, reboot is the safest way to overcome them.

However, these solutions become increasingly limited with the amount of
applications growing. Moreover, it could be possible to switch off or “reboot” some
of the applications but not all. Reboot is not a good solution in case of multiple
faults. The fault may simply re-appear after the reboot and the new reboot would be
needed. Thus, the system may never finish rebooting or it will exceed the “fault
tolerance” interval crashing the vehicle. The risk of multiple faults increases with
the increased levels of integration in semiconductors, low power, aging effects,
variability, increased frequency, and often hazardous environments with tough
temperature profiles, emissions and vibrations. Hence, other approaches for fault
tolerance than reboot are necessary. However, it is essential to overcome “com-
plexity” of more fine-tuned fault tolerance solutions such as reexecution and roll-
back recovery [3] and introduction of truly multi-core platforms with clear isolation
between applications possible.

In Fig. 2, we present example of a redundant (diversified) steering system that is
enabled with electrical power train combined with the traditional steering (the
ASIL D refers to the highest criticality level). This type of diversification is nec-
essary for highly critical applications such as self-driving. For example, the electric
ASIL D All-Wheel-Drive (AWD) with the torque vectoring (TV) functionality can
be used for a second “channel” of steering because it enables efficient changing of
the direction of the vehicle and is de facto independent from the traditional steering
(unless a common control channel is used) [4].

It is also becoming more demanding to enable fail-operational behavior of the
electronic units versus traditional fail stop. (We will further elaborate on the
requirements for future applications in Sect. 1.4). In case the fail operation behavior
should be enabled, a possible solution in automotive is illustrated in Fig. 3. Note
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that we provide this visualization for illustrative purpose (to show the current
state-of-praxis in automotive for frontier applications such as self-driving vehicles).
The implementation details are changed and/or omitted compared to the actual
system and, as always, different applications may require different solutions and
each system should be analyzed in the given application context. (For example, a
common misunderstanding in automotive is that the watchdog-based solutions are
always good, which is not true and may, in fact, even be dangerous.)

Let us now explain some of the technical terms considered in this example. The
goal is to construct an ASIL D fail-operational platform, which means that the
reliability target is about 10 FIT (10−8 failures per hour) for dangerous failures.

First of all, automotive industry (to a large degree) uses standardized platforms
called AUTOSAR (with the version 4.2 presently the newest one for commercial
use) [5]. The AUTOSAR is a (large) set of requirements targeting inter-operability
and reuse of automotive software and hardware, with particular focus on software-
based solutions. From version 4.0 (also considering version 3.2), AUTOSAR is
aligned with the ISO 26262 automotive functional safety standard [6] (e.g. safety
analysis is conducted on AUTOSAR modules and adjustments such as Safety
Watchdog, Safe Switching Context and End-to-end protection introduced [2]). In
Fig. 3, we consider, in particular, End-to-end protection for ensuring “safe” com-
munications between the modules. Each module in itself should implement at least
Safety Watchdog (implemented in software) connected to the External Hardware
Watchdog (on a dedicated pin). In Fig. 3, the main functionality is redundant,
namely MCU1 and MCU2 run in parallel. Failure of any MCU will trigger external
watchdog followed by reset of that MCU. The other MCU will continue to operate.

Fig. 2 Fail-operational steering (ready for automated driving)
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Note that these two redundant MCUs implement so-called decomposition (ac-
cording to ISO 26262 terminology [6], see Part 9). The original ASIL D operational
requirements (of the highest criticality) are decomposed into ASIL B requirements
(of lower criticality). ASIL D software is often considered very costly and, hence,
lowering of the requirements to ASIL B even despite of the redundancy is a more
attractive design option. Note also that software partitioning is considered in
software to facilitate protection between software processes on the operating system
level (a technique that separate processes from each other, not allowing direct
communication, and monitoring behavior of the processes). Software partitioning
can be implemented with virtualization, hypervisor techniques (bare metal and
native) [7] or, recently proposed, container techniques. The latter one is known for
its lightweight character and finds more and more applications. The most interesting
implementation of containers is Docker [8], originating from the Linux community.

To facilitate soft error detection, each MCU implements presently common (and
relatively low cost) lock-step functionality (two cores run in parallel with time shift
and continuously checking each other) and Executable Assertions (or observations
points) in software connected to the AUTOSAR Safety Watchdog. Assertions are
necessary for functioning of the Safety Watchdog (that itself can only collect
information from the observation points) and, at the same time, one of the most
efficient software-based error detection techniques. It is also possible to “re-use”
assertions from the development phase, used for debugging purposes, and rein-
troduce them into the actual production code [9]. As of it is now, each fault either
from assertion (through the Safety Watchdog) or from the Lockstep (connected
directly to the External Watchdog) will trigger restart of MCU. Restart is costly and
may be inefficient especially in case of multiple faults (albeit is still the most
common practice in automotive). Hence, in this case, the suggestion is to use the

Fig. 3 Fail-operational ECU (ready for automated driving)
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next simplest fault tolerance solution after restart—re-execution [3]. Re-execution is
depicted in Fig. 4. In the example, that contains 4 processes run on two nodes,
process P3 is reexecuted after fault. Note the re-execution overhead between two
process executions, which is needed to restore processor’s state after the failed
process. In this case, the restart is not necessary still the solution is rather simple.
Moreover, re-execution is supported in many operating systems and fault tolerance
scheduling code for re-execution is rather simple. In case of re-execution, each
process has to also contain error detection (e.g., executable assertions) which
overhead we have included into the process execution time in Fig. 4.

Another alternative to re-execution is active replication [3], which is used for the
Logical Watchdog in Fig. 3. In case of active replication (implemented in soft-
ware), replicas of processes are always executed and that process that is not faulty is
allowed to send outputs, while the faulty one will silently terminate. This is possible
due to error detection mechanisms. In case of the Logical Watchdog unit, error
detection (self-checking) is implemented in hardware with the technique called
hardening [10]. Hardware-based error detection techniques are efficient in terms of
execution time but require extra hardware, often specialized. Since the Logical
Watchdog has to be implemented to the (highest) ASIL D level and since the
software of the watchdog is rather simple, hardening can be motivated in this case.

Finally, the power watchdog is necessary in automotive due to significant
implications of the power quality on the electronics and often variable quality of
power supply. Hence, it is often necessary to have more than one power source. For
example, 24 V power source can be complemented with 48 V power source or
600 V power source (supplied after DC/DC or AC/DC power conversions). The
power watchdog does not have to have software at all but is required to be self-fault
tolerant (with hardware-based fault tolerance for error correction).

The last two points to consider in the design of fail operational electronic control
unit (ECU) are memory protection and I/O (integrity) checks, that are necessary to
ensure proper quality of data stored in the memory and absence of
insufficient/incorrect/(or even malicious) input data. A number of techniques (in
combination) are often used for memory protection, with memory management
units (MMUs), error detection and error correction codes (ECC), redundant
memory controllers, and alike [11]. Periodic integrity checks (against sleeping
faults, also called dormant or latent) are often demanded for memories. The
integrity checks of I/O involve out-of-norm assertions (including electrical level),
signal monitoring, and authentication and authorization checks. Although security
is not considered extensively in this book, it is becoming an emerging topic, in
particular, for automotive as the number of vehicles hacked were reported. The
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Fig. 4 Re-execution example
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problem will become even more apparent for highly automated vehicles. Examples
of methods to deal with this type of errors can be found in [12].

1.3.2 Technology-Driven Dependability Approaches

The state of the art in semiconductor qualification in the automotive industry, also
including commercial vehicles and buses, is based on the AEC-Q100/AEC-Q200
standard [13], which has been defined by the major automotive players. It defines
the minimum stress test-driven qualification requirements. After fulfilling these
requirements in the standard, the device can be expected to give a certain level of
quality/reliability in the application. However, the robustness validation working
group has shown already in 2006–2007 that this process describes only the minimal
stress test-driven qualification requirements and does not apply to describe the
triggering of complex failure mechanisms in today’s semiconductors [14]. The
working group has proposed a mission profile-driven robustness validation process
to solve that problem. A mission profile defines the condition of use for the
semiconductor component in the intended application. Robustness validation is a
knowledge-based approach that uses stress tests that are defined to address specific
failure mechanisms using suitable test vehicles and stress conditions on the physical
device [14]. Many automotive manufacturers have also internal standards, which
exceed the basic standards. Moreover, ISO 26262 in part 8 “Supporting Processes”
[6] provides additional guidelines on hardware components qualification, where
such aspects as context and statistical information can be used to further enhance
qualification of the hardware components. Further, in the upcoming update of ISO
26262, Part 11 introduces guidelines on using semiconductor technology. Another
part of ISO 26262, part 5 on hardware development [6], includes a lot of important
guidelines on development of hardware components. In particular, it includes target
fault rates and categorization of fault types for meeting safety requirements, which
should be used for assessment of whether reliability requirements on hardware
components have been met.

In order to handle the strongly reduced maturing time in future, this robustness
validation process has to be closely integrated within semiconductor design flow in
order to optimize the chip for its final application by covering the entire supply
chain. OEMs have usually a clear idea on how electronics is applied. For example,
power switches used to fire an airbag may be switched only a very small number of
times. Power switches in a bridge to automatically shift gear—especially if used in
pulse-width modulation—may be switched millions of times. Many more pieces of
information, e.g., temperature, voltage, and current profiles, may be of interest. All
this information has to be collected in a systematic way, thus creating a stan-
dardized mission profile [15].

With commercial vehicles and buses, a number of additional international and
national regulations would apply due to an increased level of severity, for example,
for brakes and emergency brakes. Furthermore, the upcoming update of ISO 26262
will apply for trucks and buses. When talking about transportation, we should not
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forget important requirements for railroad vehicles and their hardware components.
Railroad vehicles are considered as SIL 4 (multiple casualties possible) and another
set of standards would apply, namely CENELIC EN 50126/128/129 [16–18]. Stress
conditions and individual installations shall be considered in railroad and approved
through the respective certification bodies. For example, in Germany, each train
must undergo separate certification process and must have a dedicated set of safety
documentation.

Designing for robustness in the transportation context means to translate system
hazards (e.g., potential dangerous situations) into the electronics requirements and
then into constraints, which can be maintained and checked throughout compre-
hensive and precise verification and validation process for microelectronic products.
This process has to work for analog and digital constraints. In this way, the
requirements compliance and the related robustness have to be “built-in” in the
design instead of post qualification of hardware components. Both lifetime
requirements and environmental conditions must be considered in the design.

Lifetime requirements can include the following:

– Expected operating lifetime of the device in power-on hours
– Actual number of weekly operating hours
– Device operating voltage and electric field
– Number of mini-cycles and sleep cycles
– Early-life/cumulative End-of-Life failure rate.

The following environmental conditions are often of interest:

– Number of environmental and power cycles experienced per day
– Ambient relative humidity and temperature range of the environment
– Electromagnetic and Electrostatic Fields
– Vibrations and mechanical stress
– Voltage/Glitch overload
– Other relevant environmental conditions (e.g., close proximity to cooling

channels, interaction with liquids, chemical substances, etc.).

Note also that these conditions and lifetime requirements are enhanced with
introduction of highly automated vehicles where, in particular, environment per-
ception system is considered as the most critical bottleneck. It means that such
environmental conditions as sunlight intensity, rainy/snowy weather, external (with
respect to vehicle) electromagnetic fields play role. Even mechanical conditions of
the windshield and physical (dis)-placement of sensors become safety-critical.

1.4 Future of the Domain

In transportation systems, robustness has been always included as an essential
design attribute. However, with the increased complexity of systems, increased
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requirements on reliability of hardware components and tightened requirements to
safety and quality, considering of fault tolerance in system design is encouraging
and, in some applications, such as autonomous driving is demanding. The number
of challenges should be resolved before the fine-tuned fault tolerance can be applied
in practice in the transportation domain in addition to all the effort for increasing of
system dependability with the mission profile-driven approach:

1. Systematic reliability modeling of applications, platforms and fault tolerance
actions for different operational profiles and environments, with the software
tool support.

2. “Proven” fault tolerance architectural patterns and “standardized” components
for multi-core systems. This can be achieved through standardization effort in
the AUTOSAR community of automotive industry and the respective efforts in
railroad.

3. Low-cost mass-produced multi-core platforms suitable for mixed criticality
systems. For example, the recent development of Infineon’s AURIX platform is
an interesting example.

4. Software tool support for enabling and verification of fine-tuned fault tolerant
solutions. For example, it can be included as part of the AUTOSAR configu-
ration tools and the tools provided by hardware suppliers with the fault tolerant
hardware components.

5. Software tool support for evaluation of whether isolation between applications
with different criticalities has been achieved and for indication of which steps
must be performed to provide the isolation. This can be included into system
modeling and verification and validation tools.

6. A classic fault tolerance meets with algorithms and safety-critical sensors in the
environment perception block of self-driving vehicles, which is, by far, the most
challenging problem that is faced by automotive industry today, with barely any
solution available. Still, in many current “autonomous” vehicles, such as Tesla
models and Mercedes E-class, the full responsibility is placed on the driver. In
many recent accidents with Tesla vehicles, for example, the driver is often the
one to blame who over-trusted the system. Knowledge in advanced mathematics
and the dependability knowledge should meet to enable future dependable
self-driving vehicles, trustworthy enough to be driven by general public. The
DriveMe project with 100 autonomous Volvo Cars vehicles driving around
Goteborg city in Sweden [in 2017–2018] is, hence, an interesting case to
observe. There a car will take a greater responsibility.

7. Relation towards connectivity is yet another challenging problem. It is not
possible to set dependability requirements on “air” and external actors such as
computing clouds, while the decisions, not least safety-critical, have to be often
based on this external information. Moreover, security issues further complicate
the picture with malicious actors increasingly interested in assets of the vehicles
alone or as the whole fleet. The problem is an increasing concern for Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) and, at present, research there is still very limited
and ad hoc solutions dominate practical implementations.
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2 Space Applications

2.1 Introduction

Space is another challenging application domain for electronic systems, to some
degree even more challenging than automotive, not least due to tougher environ-
ment. Circuits that operate in space are subject to extreme environmental conditions
in terms of temperature and radiation. They also suffer mechanical stress during
launching. Component replacement or maintenance operations are difficult or
impossible. This means that space-grade devices require special care during their
design, manufacturing, and qualification processes. One of the key challenges is
how to mitigate the effects of radiation on electronic circuits [19].

Radiation sources are multiple: some take their origin in the Sun (e.g. solar
flares, coronal mass ejection and solar wind) and others come from outside the solar
system (galactic cosmic rays). Electromagnetic radiation (through the entire spec-
trum, from radio waves to X-rays and gamma rays), as well as, ionizing radiation of
accelerating particles (mostly protons and electrons, but also heavy ions) are
emitted from the Sun. Galactic cosmic rays are high-energy charged particles
coming from outside the solar system and generally from within the Milky Way
galaxy. They are composed of about 89% of protons, 10% of Helium nuclei, the
remaining 1% being fully ionized nuclei of heavier elements and electrons. Besides,
there are two regions of the earth magnetosphere, the Van Allen Belts, where
high-energy particles, mainly protons and electrons, are trapped by the Earth’s
magnetic field. Mostly high-energy protons can create neutrons, secondary protons,
muons and neutrinos by spallation reaction on atmospheric nuclei. Neutrons cannot
cause errors in semiconductor devices through direct ionization, as it is the case
with protons and heavy ions, but they can generate errors through nuclear reactions
with silicon resulting in recoils which may deposit enough charge in a small volume
to trigger an error event. The importance of each radiation type and source depends
on the orbit of the space mission and for all cases radiation is much larger than the
one considered for terrestrial applications.

The radiation effects in semiconductor devices can be classified as: (a) total
ionizing dose (TID); (b) displacement damage (DD), and (c) single event effects
(SEEs).

Total ionizing dose (TID) degradation due to buildup of charge in insulating
layers, and it has a cumulative effect on electronics, resulting in a gradual loss of
performance and eventual failure. Displacement damage (DD) effect which results
from damage to the crystalline structure of semiconductors due to particles losing
energy, not by way of ionization, but by elastic/inelastic collisions with nuclei in the
target material (non-ionizing dose effect). Single event effects (SEEs) arise from the
interaction of single particles (e.g., protons, neutrons or heavy ions) with the
semiconductor causing either destructive permanent effects or transient effects in
memories and registers. The destructive permanent effects include single event
latch-ups (SEL) in CMOS circuits, single event snapbacks (SESB) in NMOS
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devices, single event gate/dielectric ruptures (SEGR/SEDR) and single event
burnouts (SEB) in power transistors. The transient effects includes single event
upsets (SEU) that produces bit-flips leading to change of stored information,
multiple-cell upsets (MCU) in memories and registers including single word mul-
tiple adjacent bit upsets (MBU), single event functional interrupt (SEFI) in control
circuitry and single event transient (SET) in linear circuits, i.e., a current transient
interpreted as a false signal [19, 20].

Dependability [21] is a major issue in space applications for the following
reasons:

(a) The space environment is harsh for space electronics with respect to radiation
and the amount and types of radiation present in most space missions are much
larger than those experienced in terrestrial applications.

(b) The cost of a failure in a space mission can be catastrophic with respect to
safety [22] leading to loss of life, life threatening or permanently disabling
injury or occupational illness, loss of an interfacing manned flight system,
severe detrimental environmental effects, loss of launch site facilities, and loss
of system causing major disruptions to scientific or commercial plans.

(c) The nature of space applications makes maintenance hard and in many cases
impossible and thus dependability is critical to ensure system reliability,
availability and maintainability for the duration of the mission.

Mitigation of radiation effects is not only mandatory for space applications, but it
is becoming mandatory for an increasing number of application domains, including
networking, servers, avionics, medical, and automotive electronics due to drastic
semiconductor device shrinking, very low operating voltages, increasing com-
plexities, and high clock frequencies at ground level. The most radiation chal-
lenging space mission is the 10-year NASA mission to the Europa moon of Jupiter,
where semiconductor devices able to withstand 2.9 Mrad TID are required. This
level is more than twice that required for U.S. defense systems to be operated
through nuclear explosions, and 7 times greater than any previous NASA mission.

The main computing systems used in space applications are known as Payload
Data Processing Units (PDPUs) and are used as an interface between the spacecraft
and several payload instruments, providing control of payload systems, processing
of telecommands and processing of acquired science data. The space environment
presents special challenges to the PDPU system designer. The major among these
are:

(a) Power efficiency since electrical power is a scarce and expensive commodity
for orbiters and deep-space probes.

(b) Minimum size and weight since increased size and weight increase launch costs
and require more fuel for on-orbit maneuvering.

(c) Adequate reliability at moderate unit costs.
(d) Adaptability to meet new or changing mission requirements.
(e) Mission-specific radiation tolerance.
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Control, monitoring, and telecommand processing tasks require low data rates,
thus can be efficiently implemented in software by a general purpose processor. The
huge amounts of data generated from today’s and future high resolution and
high-speed imagers and image spectrometers in combination with the limited
downlink bandwidth requires high-performance on-board processing to handle high
data rates and volumes that can be achieved only by dedicated hardware [23].

The required on-board processing of space mission payload data is a challenging
task for spacecraft data processing units, since data rates and data volumes pro-
duced by payloads continue to increase, while the available downlink bandwidth to
ground stations is comparatively stable. The established space-qualified PDPUs are
now outdated as much higher performance is already needed.

The new space-qualified requirements of PDPUs for future space missions, as
described in the dedicated ESA round table synthesis report [24], can be summa-
rized as:

(1) High processing speed (from 10–100 MIPS/MFLOPS for science and robotic
exploration missions (e.g., EUCLID, PLATO) to 10,000 MIPS/MFLOPS for
earth-observation missions).

(2) Low power consumption (few Watts per 1000 MIPS/MFLOPS).
(3) Radiation hardness (100–1000 Krad TID).
(4) Extremely high reliability, protected memories (error detection and correction

mechanism) and other key-functional modules.
(5) High-quality software development.
(6) Support of space standard interfaces.

The rest of this section presents first the current solutions used to ensure that
processing systems in space applications are reliable and then it discusses the
research efforts that are leading to the next generation of processing systems for
space.

2.2 Current Solutions

Significant efforts have been made during the past years to cope with the undesired
effects induced by radiation. As result, a wide scope of techniques has been adopted
to mitigate these effects at the different abstraction levels of the microelectronics
development flow: manufacturing process level, layout level, architecture and
design level, system and software level [25].

At process level are applied techniques concerning the manufacturing processes,
also known as radiation hardening by process (RHBP). These techniques mitigate
TID and SEE, and generally concern modifications of doping profiles in devices
and substrates, optimization of deposition processes for insulators and use of
specific materials (e.g., epitaxial layers, buried layers, silicon on insulator, silicon
on sapphire, triple well technology, dry thermal oxidation, implantation of Al, Si, P,
Fl, and As elements into oxides).
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At layout level are applied techniques aiming at optimizing transistor’s layout
and placement and inserting protection elements in order to reduce mainly TID and
SEL phenomena (e.g., enclosed layout transistor, contacts, and guard rings).
Radiation-hardened libraries for ASIC design have been developed based on
commercial CMOS technologies, like the IMEC design against radiation effects
(DARE) library at 180 nm, the CERN library at 240 nm, the BAE library at
150 nm, the Ramon libraries at 180 and 130 nm, the Aeroflex libraries at 600, 250,
130, and 90 nm, the ATMEL MH1RT at 350 nm and ATC18RHA at 180 nm, the
ATK at 350 nm, and ST Microelectronics at 65 nm.

At architecture and design level are applied techniques specific to the circuit’s
nature (digital, analog or mixed signal) and/or to the circuit’s family
(application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) or embedded memories). The majority of them belong to main approaches
such as redundancy (hardware or temporal) or error detection and correction
(EDAC). In ASICs, hardware redundancy is based on replicating sensitive
resources and voting the outputs to detect discrepancies (duplex architectures for
SEU detection and triple modular redundancy (TMR) for SEU correction), while
temporal redundancy is based on sampling data at different instants and eliminates
SET in combinational logic. Radiation-hardened ASIC processors (mainly RISC)
and computers have been developed by several manufacturers for several NASA
and ESA missions (e.g., the dual-core LEON3-FT SPARC V8 Processor chip
(GR712RC) from Aeroflex Gaisler).

Embedded memory cells become radiation hardened by applying cell layout
optimization imposing area and power overheads (extra resistors and capacitances to
increase bit-flip threshold, increase of transistor size, and increase of the number of
transistors of the cell based on two fundamental concepts: redundant storage of the
information and feedback paths in order to restore the correct data). Representative
hardened cells are: IBM and NASA-Whitaker with 16 transistors, NASA-Liu with
14 transistors, and HIT and DICE with 12 transistors. Apart from this, EDAC
schemes are widely used for memory protection and are based on information
redundancy, i.e., the stored information has some extra parity bits that form an error
detection and correction code (such as parity and SEC-DED codes). EDAC schemes
are combined with scrambling (the logic structure differs from the physical structure)
in order to mitigate not detectable single word multiple adjacent bit upsets (MBU).

FPGAs are composed of two “layers”: an operative layer containing the user
logic and memory and a configuration layer determining the functionality of the
user logic. The nature of the configuration layer depends on the type of FPGA: The
antifuse FPGAs are one-time programming (OTP) and the configuration layer is
immune to bit-flips provoked by radiation. The SRAM-based or flash-based FPGAs
consist of memory cells that offer the advantage to be reconfigurable making
possible “on-line” configuration of the FPGAs. According to the memory cell
technology, it can be more or less sensitive to radiation. Indeed, bit-flips occurring
in the configuration memory may have an impact on the application behavior in
case that the perturbed bit is used. In such a case, FPGA memory reconfiguration is
required to recover the nominal configuration. In FPGAs are applied techniques like
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local and global triple modular redundancy (TMR) with specific voter insertion,
embedded user memory (BRAM) and configuration memory error detection and
correction encoding schemes, reliability-oriented place and route algorithm (RoRA)
to optimize the place and route process in the design flow, temporal redundancy and
full or partial configuration memory scrubbing for SRAM-based FPGAs (periodi-
cally reload of the bit stream without operation disrupting). Radiation-tolerant or
hardened FPGAs are provided by XILINX, Microsemi (Atmel), Aeroflex and
Atmel. XILINX provides the TMRTool that automatically builds TMR into Xilinx
space-grade FPGA designs, providing complete SEU and SET immunity, as well
as, SEU controllers with a built-in readback CRC facility that detect whether an
SEU has occurred in the configuration cells. Apart from this, for FPGA imple-
mentations of processor-based embedded space systems, self-test and diagnosis
routines can be executed complementary to configuration memory scrubbing in
order to ensure the normal operation during system start-up, periodically, or in case
of error detection. Such routines are available for processor cores, co-processors,
floating-point units, embedded memories, peripherals, etc.

At the system level are applied redundant-based fault-tolerant architectures
depending on the cost and the available mass and power budget. The most common
such architectures are: (a) duplex architecture (1 hot system and 1 cold system
(spare), or 2 hot systems operating in parallel) for standard availability, (b) triplex
architecture for high availability, (c) triplex architecture with spare(s), and
(d) quadruplex architecture for Byzantine fault tolerance. Besides, error detecting
and/or correcting codes are applied like parity codes for serial communication,
cyclic redundancy check code for detecting burst errors in digital networks and
storage devices, SEC-DED codes for memories, and Reed-Solomon codes as
NASA standard. Dedicated low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have been
recently adopted by the committee for space data systems (CCSDS) recommended
standard for telemetry and telecommand synchronization and channel coding.
CCSDS has issued two classes of quasi-cyclic (QC) LDPC codes for telemetry
applications: one for near-earth (C2) and another for deep-space communications
(AR4JA), as well as, a set of short block length LDPC codes intended for
telecommand applications. Apart from these, watchdog timers are used to recover
the system from single event functional interrupts. All special circuits design
techniques that can be applied at layout level, at architectural and design level, or at
system level are referred as radiation hardening by design (RHBD).

In addition, latching current limiters (LCL) provide active overload protection of
power lines in satellites. These devices are placed at the power input of any sub-
system. They provide overload protections without generating dangerous voltage
transients. In space applications sensitive to single event latch-up (SEL), they are
mandatory in order to detect the leakage current increase and to rapidly recover it
by switching off the power supply before devices get permanently damaged.

In case that hardware redundancy is limited or not affordable at all, software/time
redundancy can be a viable solution to deal with nondestructive SEEs. The general
idea is to execute the parts of the application software several times on the same
processing unit before comparing the results. The key points of this methodology
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are a limited hardware overhead, but a significant performance overhead. Software
redundancy can be achieved at instruction level, task level, and application level
(where a hypervisor implements two virtual machines, each of them executes the
program in its own address space, acquiring its set of data, processing it, and
producing its set of results).

Finally, exposure to radiation environment of semiconductor devices can be
reduced by shielding the circuit’s package and/or the entire system. The vast
majority of solar energetic particles are stopped by modest depths of shielding.
However, Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), composed of highly charged and highly
energetic particles, are much more challenging. Hydrogenous materials, such as
polyethylene, have been shown to be more effective shields against GCR-like
irradiation than aluminum.

2.3 Future Computing Systems for Space Applications

For years, ASICs, which can be made sufficiently radiation tolerant for space
applications by using RHBD, were the only solution available to system designers for
high-performance space applications. However, as the name ASIC implies, this
approach has the drawback of long development time, high fabrication, and
non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs, as well as, low adaptability. Today’s SRAM-
based FGPAs technology offers qualification for space applications, dynamic partial
reconfiguration for in-flight adaptability, high density, and powerful hardwired
blocks for enhanced DSP performance. Such FPGA technology offers unique
advantages over both one-time programmable (OTP) FPGAs and ASICs and can be
considered as an excellent platform for implementation of on-board PDPU functions,
including high-performance image and data processing. Of course, due to the
inherent SEE susceptibility of SRAM FPGAs, SEE mitigation techniques, such as
TMR and configuration memory scrubbing must be employed for reliable operation.

A reconfigurable PDPU based on SRAM-based reconfigurable FPGAs offers
many system-level advantages due to its ability to support planned, mode-
dependent functional alterations, as well as, unplanned updates [26]. Operationally,
the major system advantage is that it allows upgrades after launch, greatly
enhancing mission profile and extending valuable system life time. These upgrades
may be due to changing operational requirements, improved image and data pro-
cessing algorithms, or in response to in-flight calibration or SEE mitigation.
Reconfigurable PDPUs in space applications based on radiation-tolerant reconfig-
urable SRAM-based FPGAs have been already successfully demonstrated in the
Venus Express Monitoring Camera (VMC) and the Framing Camera on NASA’s
DAWN mission and are considered for next ESA missions.

A dynamically reconfigurable payload data processing unit (DR-PDPU) can
exploit, for space applications, the partial and dynamic reconfigurability of today’s
state-of-the-art SRAM-based FPGA technology. It is important to distinguish
between rad-tolerant and radiation-hardened SRAM-based FPGAs. Rad-tolerant
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FPGAs (such as Virtex 4QV) are rather sensitive to SEUs, while the radiation-
hardened FPGAs (such as Virtex 5QV) are a lot more robust. In-flight dynamic
adaptability enables multiple independent modes to be time multiplexed on the same
processing resource (a space-qualified FPGA), allowing the hardware to be sized for
the maximum operational load, rather than for the aggregate of every function, with
attendant savings in mass, power, and design complexity. Furthermore, it allows
run-time tailoring of the data processing algorithms (e.g., by switching between
lossy and lossless compression algorithms), where the other parts of the dynamically
reconfigurable FPGA remain operative. Therefore, in-flight dynamic adaptability
using DR-PDPUs is a cutting-edge space technology, beyond the state of the art, and
it is going to be demonstrated in space in the near future (e.g., polarimetric and
helioseismic imager (PHI) instrument for ESA Solar orbiter mission [27]). Currently,
two technology demonstrators are developed through the ESA’s basic technology
research programme (TRP). The first demonstrator [28] consists of at least two
FPGAs: one dynamically, partially reconfigurable rad-tolerant FPGA (e.g., XILINX
Virtex-4QV) for implementing the dedicated hardware on-board processing and one
separate TMR by a flash reprogrammable FPGA (e.g., a Microsemi/Actel ProASIC3
FPGA) for implementing the system controller and the required space standard
interfaces (see Fig. 5). In the actual mission, an Antifuse-based Microsemi RTAX
device will replace ProASIC3. The second demonstrator [29] consists of the
SpaceWire RTC AT7913E, one or more partially reconfigurable FPGAs (PR
FPGAs), and a communication FPGA (COM FPGA), which is used to interconnect
the SpaceWire RTC and the PR FPGAs. Both demonstrators have a configuration
controller which is responsible for dynamic partial reconfiguration and configuration
memory scrubbing of the reconfigurable FPGA.
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Fig. 5 First Demonstrator [28]
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Although the state-of-the-art space-grade FPGAs have been proved well suitable
to PDPU implementation, their use is restricted by Export Administration
Regulations (EAR) from the U.S. Department of State. Hence, in order to address
the identified needs, ESA is conducting additional R&D activities through three
parallel main development routes which are not restricted by EAR [23]:

1. Hardening of COTS processors against radiation effects by dedicated hardware
and software. This route offers comparatively short development time and
moderate development cost. The recurrent cost is relatively high due to the extra
(partially rad-hard) hardware and software needed for error mitigation. The
achievable performances in areas such as low mass and power, reliability, and
total dose tolerance are lower than those achievable with dedicated space-
qualified chips that may be developed in routes 2 and 3.

2. Hardening of a proven COTS processor architecture by using a space-qualified
ASIC platform and transparent design modifications. This route requires a high
initial investment in IP licensing, chip level hardening and manufacturing/
qualification process. Once the chip becomes available, it allows the develop-
ment of reliable high-performance low mass data processing systems at low
recurrent cost.

3. Development of a multi-core DSP/massively parallel IP-based processor. It
includes a combination of powerful processor cores, network on chip
(NoC) technologies, and on-chip memory elements can lead to processor
architectures that are scalable, dependable, and high performance. This approach
is expected to require a relatively high initial investment similar to (but lower
than) option 2. Recurrent cost of systems based on a massively parallel pro-
cessor chip is expected to be low.

Based on these development routes, the current development activities of ESA in
nanoscale technology with respect to high performance, dependable multi-core
next-generation payload processors are summarized as follows:

1. High-Performance COTS-Based Computer that follows development route 1
and is performed by Astrium France. The high-performance development will
be based on COTS DSP chips, with radiation mitigation techniques imple-
mented in a combination of hardware and software. Due to the modular design,
the processing modules in use may be based on COTS DSP, general purpose
processor (GPP), or FPGA technology according to user needs.

2. High Processing Power Digital Signal Processor That follows development
route 1 and is performed by Astrium UK. Low mass and very low power
consumption are among the driving design requirements, as they are derived
from studies of future missions (Euclid, Plato, etc.).

3. European Digital Signal Processor Tradeoff and Definition Study that follows
development route 2 and is performed by Astrium UK. It aims at the identifi-
cation of the most promising DSP IP (among Analog Devices ADSP-21469,
ATMEL Diopsis 940HF and Texas Instruments TMS320C6727B) for a possible
migration step to a space-qualified ASIC platform. The migration of radiation
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effects includes removal of IP parts that are not required for space, application of
TMR, and EDAC techniques and addition of space standard interfaces like
SpaceWire. A key requirement is to maximize the transparency of modifications
to the software development environment (SDE) in order to avoid incompati-
bilities between commercial chips (which would be used in early hardware and
software development phases) and the space-qualified version.

4. Massively Parallel Processor Breadboarding (MPPB) that follows development
route 3 and is performed by Recore Systems BV NL. It aims at the development
of a NoC-based system that combines two DSP cores (Xentium) with a LEON2
controller. It includes a set of space standard interfaces and features such as
SpW including RMAP protocol support, CCSDS timers, ADC/DAC interfaces,
and both on-chip and off-chip memories. The system has been developed on a
XILINX Virtex-5 FPGA platform.

5. High-Performance Data Processor (HPDP) prototyping and performance
assessment that follows development route 3 and is performed by Astrium
Germany and ISD Greece. The HPDP core consists of a dynamically recon-
figurable array processor on a radiation-tolerant ASIC technology (like
ATC18RHA from ATMEL) providing high throughput data I/O paths, resulting
in a processor having high performance and low power consumption. The
potential of the HPDP lies in the processing capability of high data volumes in
the signal processing domain, especially where flexibility and in-orbit pro-
grammability or reconfiguration is required. The development of HPDP has high
strategic and technological importance for Astrium as it deals with the devel-
opment of on-board programmable payloads for telecommunication and
earth-observation applications characterized by their ability to sustain a high
data throughput combined with a high performance level and the flexibility to
adapt to emerging standards and improvements.

To conclude, we emphasize that in the commercial world, multi-core processors
are becoming dominant, and it is expected that space will follow this trend the next
years. As an example we refer the ESA next-generation microprocessor (NGMP)
which is a fault tolerant multiprocessor system-on-a-chip (SoC), based on four
LEON4 cores. Downsized configurations of the design are currently provided by
Aeroflex Gaisler, as FPGA prototypes and development boards. Further develop-
ment phases will cover the manufacturing and validation of prototypes in space
ASIC technology and manufacturing and qualification of flight parts. The micro-
processor chip development is also complemented by activities in the SW field.

3 Fault Tolerance for Medical Devices

In this section, we consider life-saving devices and highly reliable/low-power
systems supporting wearable sensors. This is a very challenging domain from
dependability point of view, yet very different from transportation and space.
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Life-saving devices such as, for example, implanted pacemakers and defibril-
lators, heartbeat monitors, and glucose-level monitors require high levels of relia-
bility. In this context, the workgroup activities will focus on the assessment of fault
mechanisms affecting life-saving devices, test methods, and on related fault tolerant
design techniques.

Power consumption is a very critical factor for portable medical devices,
including wearable health sensors. In particular the need for energy saving in digital
systems is pervasive, and the interaction with reliable design will increase in the
next years. The workgroup activities will focus on the interaction between relia-
bility and low power requirements and will try to extend the achieved results to
more general application scenarios.

3.1 Manufacturability- and Reliability-Related Challenges

Medical devices have ultrahigh reliability requirements as a device failing in the
field can be life threatening. From an integrated device perspective a wide variety of
functional, structural and current-based tests are deployed in combination with
lifetime and burn-in tests.

Products themselves are subject to a variety of regulations and requirements as
illustrated below. Figure 6 lists as an example of requirements and regulations
affecting a pacemaker.

3.2 Current Practices

Current practices in the design, development, and realization involving a combi-
nation of design for test (DFT), design for reliability (DFR), fault tolerant device

Fig. 6 Medical Aid (Pacemaker) product requirements
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techniques in combination with stringent IC test schemes involving a wide variety
of functional, structural, and current-based tests are deployed in combination with
lifetime and burn-in tests. From a current-test perspective this implies the use of
advanced IDDQ and ISSQ test schemes, dynamic and transient (IDDT) test
methods and power consumption verification and validation involving power-down
observations and techniques such as the energy consumption ratio (ECR) test
method. Failing devices are subject to extensive failure analysis to determine the
root cause for failure and screen for process or design weaknesses.

Once deployed in the field, the DFR and fault tolerant design additions are used
to track the health of a device and send out warning signals. As an example of a
mitigation approach for implantable devices: If during field operation a faulty
behavior of the system is recognized, there is little the device can do but to reset and
go into an assumed safe state and send a signal to the doctor. The doctor calls the
patient in and examines. In most cases so far, when the device alerts the doctor, it
has been the result of the patient having had an episode which the device feels the
doctor should know about or there is a low battery alert. In the first case, it is the
patient needing attention. In the second, nothing can be done but have the patient
subject to surgery either to replace batteries or in the worst case to replace the
implant.

When developing implantable devices, much attention is paid to properties such
as fault tolerance, protection against external influences such as for example elec-
tromagnetic interferences and achieving a long lifetime, preferably with minimal or
no maintenance actions. Software aspects came into the picture triggered by the
Therac-25 incident: “A radiation therapy device malfunctions and delivers lethal
radiation doses at several medical facilities. Based upon a previous design, the
Therac-25 was an “improved” therapy system that could deliver two different kinds
of radiation: either a low-power electron beam (beta particles) or X-rays. The
Therac-25’s X-rays were generated by smashing high-power electrons into a metal
target positioned between the electron gun and the patient. A second “improve-
ment” was the replacement of the older Therac-20’s electromechanical safety
interlocks with software control, a decision made because software was perceived
to be more reliable.

What engineers didn’t know was that both the 20 and the 25 were built upon an
operating system that had been kludged together by a programmer with no formal
training. Because of a subtle bug called a “race condition”, a quick-fingered typist
could accidentally configure the Therac-25 so the electron beam would fire in high-
power mode but with the metal X-ray target out of position. At least five patients
die; others are seriously injured.”

The general safety practice for the development of medical systems is presented
in the IEC 62304 safety standard for medical software. A number of European
regulations cover both medical equipment and implantable devices (starting with
the basic directive 93/43/EEC and ending with the more recent directives for
implantable devices 2007/47/EC and 2013/C 22/01).

Fault tolerance in medical applications can be traced back to the early 80s, where
the focus was on designing of completely fault tolerant software and hardware for
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medical systems. For example, McAllister and Nagle [30] have published an article
“Toward a fault-tolerant processor for medical applications” arguing for medical
systems with embedded fault tolerance support in both software and hardware. An
interesting and still valid summary of faults in medical devices can be found in the
survey made by Wallace and Kuhn [31]: “Lessons from 342 medical device fail-
ures.” In the recent years, the research focus has shifted to verifiable fault tolerance
techniques and trade-offs between fault tolerance and other constraints, for exam-
ple, power. In the article “The System-Level Simplex Architecture for Improved
Real-Time Embedded System Safety” Bak et al. [32] describe a study on a pace-
maker application with fault tolerance. Also Maheshwari et al. [33] in their paper on
“Trading off transient fault tolerance and power consumption in deep submicron
(DSM) VLSI circuits” use a pacemaker as a safety-critical application in their study
of trade-offs.

One of the most recent advances in fault tolerance of medical devices cover
microfluidic biochips and the ways to overcome different types of faults with mixers
and leakages is described the paper by Chakrabarty and Su [34]: “Design of fault-
tolerant and dynamically-reconfigurable microfluidic biochips.” With the increased
inter-connectivity of medical devices, a detection and identification of faults in the
distributed medical environment becomes a critical issue as addressed by Xiong
et al. [35] in “Comparative analysis of quality of service and memory usage for
adaptive failure detectors in healthcare systems.” Fault tolerant processors and
hardware issues in medical devices have recently gained attention again. For
example, Seepers et al. [36] in “Architecture-level fault-tolerance for biomedical
implants” discuss a novel RISC architecture for fault tolerance in hardware of
medical devices, taking into account power consumption and silicon area.

Patel et al. [37], in their review paper “A review of wearable sensors and systems
with application in rehabilitation” summarize recent developments in the field of
wearable sensors and systems that are relevant to the field of rehabilitation. The
growing body of work focuses on the application of wearable technology to
monitor older adults and subjects with chronic conditions in the home and com-
munity settings justifies the emphasis of this review paper on summarizing clinical
applications of wearable technology currently undergoing assessment rather than
describing the development of new wearable sensors and systems. A short
description of key enabling technologies (i.e., sensor technology, communication
technology, and data analysis techniques) that have allowed researchers to imple-
ment wearable systems is followed by a detailed description of major areas of
application of wearable technology. Applications described in this review paper
include those that focus on health and wellness, safety, home rehabilitation,
assessment of treatment efficacy, and early detection of disorders. The integration of
wearable and ambient sensors is discussed in the context of achieving home
monitoring of older adults and subjects with chronic conditions. Future work
required to advance the field toward clinical deployment of wearable sensors and
systems is discussed.
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3.3 Future Perspectives

In the coming nanoscale era, chips are becoming less reliable, while manufacturing
reliable chips is becoming increasingly more difficult and costly. Prominent causes
for this are the shrinking device features, the growing rapidly number of compo-
nents on a given area of silicon, as well as the increasing complexity of current and
future chips. It is expected that a significant number of devices will be defective
already at manufacture time and many more will degrade and fail within their
expected life time. Furthermore, process variations as well as the increasing number
of soft errors introduce additional sources of errors for future chips.

The ITRS targets a constant defect rate (1395 defects/m2) in order to keep the
chip yield constant. Such a target is expected to substantially increase the chip
manufacturing cost of future semiconductor technologies. Alternatively, chips need
to be designed to tolerate an increasing number of defects in order to maintain a
high yield. Apart from defects at manufacture time, aging effects are becoming
more severe leading to more permanent and intermittent faults during the lifetime of
a chip. Transistors degrade faster; while the degradation rate is further accelerated
by the heavy testing processes (e.g. burn-in). Aging is expected to shorten SoC
lifetime and to be a significant source of errors in technologies beyond 16-nm.
Process variations cause devices to operate differently than expected; such varia-
tions are random dopant fluctuations, heat flux, as well as lithography problems due
to the shrinking geometries. Currently, on-chip clock frequency and total power
consumption present variations up to 30 and 50%, respectively, across different
parts of a single chip; it is projected that variations will only become more severe in
the future and worst case, deterministic design will be insufficient and unable to
deliver reliable systems. Finally, as transistor count increases, the number of soft
errors on a chip (i.e. transient faults) grows exponentially. For example, by the
16-nm generation, the failure rate will be almost 100-fold higher that at 180-nm;
current fault tolerance techniques such as simple check-pointing will, then, incur
prohibitively high energy and performance costs.

DeSyRe

As feature size continues to shrink and chips become less reliable, the cost for
delivering reliable chips is expected to grow for future technology nodes. The price
in system power and energy consumption, in performance degradation, and in extra
resources, is getting higher in order to perform redundant computations in time or in
space. However, it is a well-known fact that power consumption is becoming a
severe problem, while performance no longer scales very well (mostly due to
power-density limitations). To address some of these aspects, as an example, the
EU-funded DeSyRe project (FP7 STREP—www.desyre.eu) aimed at reliable sys-
tems containing and tolerating unreliable components rather than targeting totally
fault-free systems. The project’s goal was to describe a new, more efficient design
framework for SoCs which provides reliability at lower power and performance
cost.
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Although the above technology trends make the design of future SoCs harder,
one of them can be turned to our advantage. As shown in Fig. 7, the increasing
power-density limits the gate density. In a few years, significant parts of a chip will
be forced to remain powered-down in order to keep within the available power
budget. The DeSyRe project proposed to exploit the aforementioned unused
resources to offer flexibility and configurability on a chip. Until now, reconfigurable
hardware had a significant resource overhead; this limitation no longer exists as
on-chip resources are becoming “cheaper”. A dynamically reconfigurable
hardware-substrate can provide an excellent solution for defect tolerance; it can be
used to adapt to faults on demand, isolate and correct defects, as well as to provide
spare resources to substitute defective blocks.

In the DeSyRe project, the intention was to use such a reconfigurable substrate
and combine it with system-level techniques to provide adaptive and on-demand
reliable systems. The cutting- edge medical systems have been prototyped on the
envisioned DeSyRe SoC architecture: (i) a high-performance, portable system for
real-time olivocerebellar (i.e., brain) simulations; and (ii) a low-power, wearable
(and, long-term, implantable) artificial-pancreas system for automatic blood-
glucose regulation in diabetics.

Next-generation implantable neurostimulators devices

Medical treatment of brain disorders and diseases with electric stimulation has
progressed from crude electroshocks given to patients in the insanity institutes to
using very low-voltage or low-amplitude electric pulses through well-positioned
electrodes in the brain. Such treatments have an impressive effect on a broad range
of diseases: Tinnitus and auditory hallucinations, Tourette’s syndrome, obsessive
compulsive syndrome, epilepsy, Alzheimer, Parkinson, and migraine, to name a
few. The first applications appeared in the market and currently an impressive
number of patients are “wearing” so-called neurostimulators in their brains.
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However, despite their well-appreciated contribution to the health of the patients,
these devices are still very primitive and uncomfortable, and not meeting the current
state of technologies. For example, they need big batteries for coping with their
energy requirements, which have to be implanted somewhere else in the body, with
cables leading through the neck to the actual electrodes implanted in the brain
(Fig. 8). The cables tend to break sooner or later, or adhere to the patient’s tissue,
causing pain and discomfort. Further, the current implant pulse generators can only
vary wave amplitude, duration, and frequency, which is hardly better than the
parameters of an electric blinking light. In reality, electricity has a lot more
parameters to tune, such as wave form and wave pattern, which have been shown to
influence the effects on the brain in a different way. Last but not least, the currently
available neurostimulators offer no feedback options. The reactions of a patient’s
brain to an electric pulse can only be measured implicitly, i.e., through reactions of
the patient or the alpha waves emitted by the brain. So, in practice, it is the doctor
who adapts and optimizes the parameters, not the device, which is of little use to
free-roaming patients.

With the above limitations in mind, the time for a new, intelligent neurostim-
ulator, equipped with a small, low-power, wirelessly accessible controller and the
relevant feedback sensors, which automatically responds to the patient’s reactions is
needed. The device must be fed by a compact long-life battery implanted in the
brain without cables, rechargeable from outside the body, or (in the long run) even
by the body itself. The neurostimulator control unit needs to be versatile in its
stimulation patterns to deal with the particular patient idiosyncrasies and with the
habituation of the brain to the neurostimulator. Such requirements, of course,
introduce additional device complications; more electrodes with wider
output-current swing, more intensive on-board processing, versatile functionality,

Fig. 8 Example of state of the art neurostimulator. Implant is located in the chest cavity (right);
stimulating electrode is located deep in the brain (left) (Courtesy Braininnovations.nl)
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more unpredictable battery life and, thus, high needs for dynamic power manage-
ment, etc. are needed. Multiple electrodes will allow for clinical testing of various
hypotheses such as “reconditioning neurostimulation”, which involves manipulat-
ing the neurocircuitry of addiction to, e.g. cure alcoholics. Preliminary prototypes
of such a neurostimulator are currently being built and clinically assessed under the
SINS theme (Small Implantable Neurostimulators) of the BrainInnovations
Consortium (www.braininnovations.nl), a cross-disciplinary research consortium
comprising engineers and medical doctors, among other specialties.

Human++

It is anticipated that nanoelectronics and microsystems technology will increase the
functionality of lifestyle and healthcare devices to gradually match the needs of
society. The technology will enable people to carry their personal body-area net-
work (BAN) that provides medical, lifestyle, assisted living, sports, or entertain-
ment functions for the user, without visible interference with their active lives.
Prevention rather than detection and cure will be the future paradigm.

The successful realization of this vision requires innovative solutions to remove
the critical technological obstacles of size and power. The overall size should be
compatible with the required form factor. This requires new integration and
packaging technologies. The energy autonomy of current battery-powered devices
is limited and must be extended. Intelligence should be added locally so that each
sensor is capable of storing, processing and transferring data continuously or on a
need/event-triggered basis. The energy consumption of all building blocks needs to
be drastically reduced to allow energy autonomy.

The technology parts of IMEC’s HUMAN++ program (http://www.imec.be/
ScientificReport/SR2011/1414066.html) addressed the key technology building
blocks required to enable this vision. The power challenge impacts on the complete
system design of the node ranging from the sensor (addressing Ultralow-power
sensors) and its front-end (addressing High resolution low bandwidth
analog-to-digital converter (ADC)) to the signal processing (addressing
Ultralow-power digital signal processing (ULP-DSP)), the wireless communication
(addressing Ultralow-power radio) and the power generation and storage (ad-
dressing Micro power generation and storage). The second challenge relates to
appropriate biological and physiological sensing where aside from achieving
overall low power, new sensing mechanisms are needed as well as suitable algo-
rithms for information extraction. The BAN technology-integration program aims at
materializing these ingredients into prototypes and deploying these prototypes in
real-life environments. The aim is achieving reliable, noninvasive and long-term
monitoring of physiological and biological signals on-the-move.

Three application fields are enabled by the BAN research and they concern the
health patch, the wearable electroencephalography (EEG) and emotion monitoring.
The health patch aims at developing a wearable, multi-modal, and reliable patch for
ambulatory health monitoring applications. With its industrial partnership, IMEC
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created an ecosystem with actors across the value chain, from chip manufacturers,
material and skin adhesive companies, system integrators, telecommunication
companies, and medical devices.

The wearable EEG aims at taking EEG monitoring technologies out of the lab or
hospital environment, while maintaining a signal quality that is comparable to lab
equipment. It addresses the challenges associated with using EEG in the home
environment, and eventually in ambulatory conditions. IMEC’s ecosystem involves
clinical partners for the definition of the requirements, and the evaluation of the
prototypes. The emotion monitor R&D concerns the use of BAN for monitoring
emotions and stress, and targets the deployment of these technologies out-of-the
lab, in daily-life situations. Innovation is needed at the system, algorithm and
application level.
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Variation-Mitigation for Reliable,
Dependable and Energy-Efficient
Future System Design

Shidhartha Das

Abstract Integrated circuits in modern SoCs and microprocessors are typically
operated with sufficient timing margins to mitigate the impact of rising process,
voltage and temperature (PVT) variations at advanced process nodes. The widening
margins required for ensuring robust computation inevitably leads to conservative
designs with unacceptable energy-efficiency overheads. Reconciling the conflicting
objectives imposed by variation-mitigation and energy-efficient computing will
require fundamental departures from conventional circuit and system-design prac-
tices. We begin by reviewing how energy-efficiency constrains computing across
the entire spectrum, from ultra-low-power sensor node systems to high-performance
supercomputing systems delivering peta-flop order performance. We discuss how
rising variations adversely impact energy-efficient system design in the traditional
method of designing for the worst case. We classify various sources of variation
and discuss the traditional approaches for variation-mitigation and their limitations.
The latter half of the chapter deals with several promising techniques for
variation-mitigation. We discuss in situ ageing monitors, error-resilient techniques
and adaptive-clocking techniques that aim at improving system-efficiency by
actively reducing design guardbands. In particular, we focus on error-resilient
techniques that exploit tolerance to timing errors to automatically compensate for
variations and dynamically tune a system to its most efficient operating point. We
present the Razor approach as a pioneering example of such a technique. We
present silicon measurement results from multiple industrial and academic
demonstration systems that employ Razor dynamic voltage and frequency man-
agement. Finally, we conclude the chapter with few pointers on alternative tech-
niques for variability-mitigation.
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1 Introduction

IT is a well-known observation that traditional feature-size scaling is increasingly
running into fundamental physical limits. Technology innovations such as FinFETs
and 3D stacking continue to deliver increased transistor densities. However, rising
PVT variations combined with limited supply-voltage scaling significantly under-
mine automatic energy-efficiency gains traditionally obtained through process
scaling. This has created a design paradox often referred to as “Dark Silicon” [1]:
more gates can now fit on a die, but cannot actually be used due to strict power
limits. Indeed, energy-efficiency is a first-class design constraint across the entire
spectrum of computing.

Figure 1 presents a conceptual representation of the computing spectrum and
highlights the importance of energy-efficiency in current-generation computing
systems. Efficiency constraints are intuitively simpler to visualize for ultra-low-
power computing systems at the lowest end of the power-performance spectrum.
Such systems typically find usage in applications such as continuous health and
infrastructure monitoring where form-factor constraints restrict the capacity of the
battery used to power such systems. Operating under heavily energy-constrained
environments often requires resorting to energy-harvesting techniques to make up
for the energy shortfall. Mobile computers such as smartphones and laptop com-
puters are also energy-constrained systems since they operate under a fixed power
budget and typically have to provide several hours of compute-time for every
charge cycle. Such systems also operate under strict thermal constraints, which limit
the maximum power dissipation of such systems. At the very high-end of the
spectrum are enterprise server systems and supercomputing systems that are
wall-powered. Such systems are essentially power-constrained system since the

Fig. 1 Conceptual representation of the power-performance spectrum of computing—highlights
the importance of energy-efficiency as a first-class design constraint
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peak power consumption on these devices limits their Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO). Thus, computing is essentially either power- or energy-constrained across
the entire spectrum.

Moore’s law-based dimensional scaling traditionally provided the necessary
efficiency demand. However, sustained process scaling is now no longer economi-
cally feasible due to fundamental physical barriers. A direct consequence of smaller
geometries and higher integration levels is that the manufacturing process is poorly
controlled, leading to large variations in transistor performance. Susceptibility to
single-event upsets and ageing-induced reliability issues that are increasingly pro-
nounced at smaller geometries further exacerbate transistor variability. This makes
systems susceptible to timing-failures due to gradual slow-down in transistor
switching speeds, eventually leading to permanent functional failure.

The traditional approach of robust and reliable computing in the presence of
variation relies upon operation at higher supply voltage and/or lower operating
frequency. Addition of generous guardbands incurs significant power and perfor-
mance overheads. Furthermore, operation at higher supply voltages leads to
accelerated ageing, thereby impacting long-term system reliability.

Recently, error-resilient techniques have been proposed that mitigate the power,
performance and reliability impact of excessive design margining. In lieu of mar-
gins, such techniques rely upon error-detection and correction techniques to reduce
or eliminate voltage guardbands, leading to energy-efficient operation. Razor [2–5]
is a specific example of such a technique where error-detecting circuitry at
critical-path endpoints flag timing violations. Error-correction is achieved either
through correct data substitution or through instruction-replay from a check-pointed
state. In situ error-detection circuits and microarchitectural recovery mechanisms
eliminate these margins and scale the supply voltage to the Point of First Failure
(PoFF) and below. Error-detection and recovery enables Razor systems to survive
both fast-moving and transient events, and adapt to the slow-changing prevailing
conditions, allowing excess margins to be reclaimed. The reclaimed margins can be
traded-off for per-device improvements in energy-efficiency or parametric yield
improvement for a batch of devices.

Razor-enabled dynamic adaptation has demonstrated substantial improvements
in performance and energy-efficiency in microprocessor pipelines. In [4], we
demonstrate 52% energy savings at 1 GHz operation for a Razor-based ARM ISA
processor. Related work in [5] shows 32% throughput improvements at iso-voltage
and 17% voltage reduction at iso-frequency operation.

In this chapter, we review how variation-mitigation can be an effective tool for
energy-efficient computing. In the following section, we classify the various sources
of on-chip variation into their time rate of change and according to their spatial
reach. In Sect. 3, we examine tracking circuits as a technique for compensating
slow-changing variations. Section 4 examines various flavours of error-resilient
computing. Section 5 discusses adaptive-clocking techniques. Finally, we end the
chapter in Sect. 6 where we provide concluding remarks.
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2 Classification of Variations

Figure 2 classifies the various sources of variations according to their spatial reach
and temporal rate-of-change. Based on their spatial reach, variations can be global
or local in extent. Global variations affect all transistors on die such as inter-die
process variations and ambient temperature fluctuations. In contrast, local variations
affect transistors that are in the immediate vicinity of one another. Examples of local
variations are intra-die process variations, local resistive (IR) drops in the
power-grid and localized temperature hot spots.

Based on their rate-of-change with time, variations can be classified as being
static or dynamic. Static variations are essentially fixed after fabrication such as
process variations, or manifest extremely slowly over processor lifetime such as
ageing effects. Dynamic variations affect processor performance at runtime.
Slow-changing variations such as temperature hot spots and board-parasitic induced
regulator ripple have kilohertz time constants. Fast-changing variations such as
inductive undershoots in the supply voltage can develop over a few processor
cycles. The rate and the duration of these Ldi/dt droops is a function of package
inductance and the on-chip decoupling capacitance. Coupling noise and
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) jitter are examples of local and extremely fast dynamic
variations with duration less than a clock-cycle.

In general, slow-changing and global effects such as process variations and
ageing effects are relatively easier to predict and compensate for. For instance,
binning is a well-known technique to compensate for inter-die process variations. In
contrast, fast-changing and local-effects do not provide sufficient temporal and
spatial context necessary for compensation. As such, guardbanding is the only way
to compensate for such effects. Example for such high-frequency and localized
events are capacitive coupling effects and clock tree jitter.

Fig. 2 Sources of variations—taxonomy
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In the subsequent sections, we provide an analysis of several variation-
mitigation techniques including tracking circuits, error-resilient computation and
adaptive-clocking techniques.

3 Tracking Circuits for Variation-Mitigation

Traditional adaptive techniques [6–13] based on canary or tracking circuits can
compensate for certain manifestations of PVT variations that are global and slow
changing. These circuits are used to tune the processor voltage and frequency
taking advantage of available slack. Tuning is limited to the point where delay
measurements through the tracking circuits predict imminent processor failure.

These circuits are limited by measurement uncertainty, the degree to which
current and future events correlate and the latency of adaptation. Substantial
margining for fast-moving or localized events, such as Ldi/dt, local IR-drop,
capacitive coupling, or PLL jitter must also be present to prevent potential
critical-path failures. These types of events are often transient, and while the
pathological case of all occurring simultaneously is extremely unlikely in a real
system, it is impossible to rule this out. Tracking circuits also incur significant
calibration overhead on the tester to ensure critical-path coverage over a wide range
of voltage and temperature conditions. The delay impact of local variations and
fast-moving transients worsens at advanced process nodes due to aggressive min-
imum feature lengths and high levels of integration. This undermines the efficacy of
tracking circuits.

Synthesized and automatically placed-and-routed designs present even greater
challenges. Figure 3 highlights critical-paths on a Cortex-A9 core converging on a
single critical-path endpoint. There are in excess of 100 paths within 70 ps of the
critical-path at 90 nm technology. These paths cover 377 unique instances and 118
unique cell-masters, thereby making the problem of creating tracking paths extre-
mely difficult.

Fig. 3 Critical-paths on the ARM Cortex-A9 illustrating the complexity of creating suitable
tracking circuits for synthesized and placed-and-routed designs
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4 Error-Resilient for Variation-Mitigation—Razor

In contrast with the traditional adaptive techniques, the Razor approach [2–5]
exploits the observation that the pathological combination of worst-case variation
conditions occur extremely rarely in practice. Therefore, in Razor, requisite margins
are added to the operating point dynamically according to the workload, prevailing
environmental and silicon conditions.

In Razor, we exploit the dynamic nature of variations to speculatively operate a
processor without statically added timing guardbands. Speculative operation
requires efficient circuitry for reliable detection of and subsequent recovery from
timing violations. A combination of error-detecting circuits and microarchitectural
recovery mechanisms create a system that is robust in the face of timing errors, and
can be tuned to an efficient operating point by dynamically eliminating unused
guardbands.

The operational principle of Razor is illustrated in Fig. 4 and shows the quali-
tative relationship between the supply voltage, energy consumption and pipeline
throughput of a Razor-enabled processor [3]. The PoFF of the processor (Vff) and
the minimum allowable voltage of traditional DVS techniques (Vmargin) are also
labelled in the figure. Vmargin is much higher than Vff under typical conditions, since
safety margins need to be included to accommodate for worst-case operating
conditions. Razor relies on in situ error-detection and correction capability to
operate at Vff, rather than at Vmargin. The total energy of the processor (Etot) is the
sum of the energy required to perform standard processor operations (Eproc) and the
energy consumed in recovery from timing errors (Erecovery). Of course, imple-
menting Razor incurs power overhead such that the nominal processor energy
(Enom) without Razor technology is slightly less than Eproc. This overhead is

Fig. 4 Razor operational principle
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attributed to the use of delay-error tolerant flip-flops on the critical-paths and the
additional recovery logic required for Razor. However, since the extra circuitry is
deployed only for those flip-flops that have critical-paths terminating in them, the
power overhead due to Razor is fairly minimal. Razor-based systems in [3–5, 14]
report power overheads that range between 2–8%.

As the supply voltage is scaled, the processor energy (Eproc) reduces quadrati-
cally with voltage. However, as voltage is scaled below the first failure point (Vff), a
significant number of paths fail to meet timing. Hence, the error rate and the
recovery energy (Erecovery) increase exponentially. The processor throughput also
reduces due to the increasing error rate because the processor now requires more
cycles to complete the instructions. The total processor energy (Etot) shows an
optimal point where the rate of change of Erecovery and Eproc offset each other. Thus,
in the context of Razor, a timing error is not a catastrophic failure but a trade-off
between the quadratic energy savings due to voltage scaling versus the overhead of
recovery due to errors.

The concept of error-detection and correction has traditionally been widely
employed in communications and signal-processing applications. In such applica-
tions, it is well known to trade-off transmitter power for heavyweight
error-correction at the receiver end. In Razor, the concept of error-detection and
correction are applied to general-purpose computing.

The RazorI approach relies upon temporal redundancy for timing-error detec-
tion. Robustness to Single-Event Upset failures through temporal redundancy has
been shown to be particularly effective in a technique first pioneered in [15]. In the
RazorI scheme (shown in Fig. 5), every rising-edge triggered critical-path flip-flop
is augmented with a so-called shadow latch that samples at the falling edge of the
clock. An error signal is flagged when the early speculative sample differs from the
correct sample at the shadow latch. In the event of a timing error, a pipeline
“restore” signal overwrites the potentially incorrect data in the main flip-flop with
correct data from the shadow latch, thereby restoring correct state with a single
cycle penalty.

Fig. 5 RazorI flip-flop—conceptual design
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The scheme relies upon a pipeline recovery mechanism based on the
counter-flow microarchitecture design and requires specialized circuitry for
metastability detection and recovery. Process-variability and margining require-
ments on the metastability detector complicate its deployment in high-performance
microprocessors.

The RazorII approach eliminates the need for such a detector by splitting
error-detection and correction between circuits and microarchitecture domains.
Error-detection occurs exclusively in the RazorII flip-flop and recovery relies upon
a conventional check-pointing and replay mechanism that is typically used in most
high-performance microprocessors in order to support speculation mechanisms.
The schematic for the RazorII flip-flop using a transition-detector is shown in
Fig. 6.

Error-detection in the RazorII approach uses a transition detector to generate a
pulse out of a transition on the data input. This pulse is then captured within an
error-detection window to flag a timing error. The RazorII approach was integrated
within an ARM processor implementing a subset of the ARM instruction set
architecture. The pipeline design is shown in Fig. 7. Every critical-path endpoint is
protected using Razor flip-flops (RFF). The error signal of individual flip-flops is
combined together to create the pipeline error signal. The pipeline error signal
engages a replay mechanism that restores correct state within the pipeline (Fig. 7).

A Razor dynamic voltage controller compensates for variations by monitoring
error rates within the system and adjusting the supply voltage accordingly. The

Fig. 6 Transition-detector circuit schematic
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voltage controller automatically tunes the system to operate at the PoFF of the
system. The Razor voltage controller response for a code with three distinct phases
is shown in Fig. 8 where a 30% energy saving is obtained on a per-die basis by
automatically eliminating margins through error-detection and correction.

The Razor approach incurs verification and validation challenges due to the
complexities of embedding fine-grained error-detection and recovery within the
processing pipeline. On the other hand, data-processing systems such as DSP
accelerators are particularly suitable towards error-detection and correction since a
data-path dominated pipeline with simplified control typically characterizes them.

In the following, we illustrate how Razor concepts are equally applicable
towards DSP accelerators.

Fig. 7 Pipeline design of an error-resilient microarchitecture

Fig. 8 Response of the razor
DVS controller—supply
voltage is modulated
depending upon the code
being executed in the
processor. The controller
seeks the point of first failure
for each code phase
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5 Error-Resilient DSP Accelerators

Modern mobile and multimedia System-on-Chip (SoC) designs are rapidly evolv-
ing into complex, heterogeneous systems. In addition to high-performance appli-
cation processors, such SoCs rely upon dedicated accelerators to deliver
high-performance under stringent power budgets. Unlike microprocessors, DSP
accelerators are data-path-dominated with relatively simplified control-plane logic.
Such applications are often dominated by tight loops processing large amounts of
streaming data, so it is natural to implement these loops as hardware Loop
Accelerators (LA). Hardware LAs favourably trade-off surplus transistors to deliver
order-of-magnitude higher efficiency compared to the software-only solution in
programmable processors, although at the expense of limited or no flexibility.

In [16], we describe the first application of Razor to hardware loop accelerators
(RZLA). In contrast with microprocessors, LAs are a class of coprocessors that
accelerate a particular function and as such do not need to maintain an internal
architectural state. Instead, queues are used in a dataflow-like manner to transfer
transient data between functional units. This makes the LAs extremely amenable for
implementing Razor recovery, as simply extending existing queues provide the
necessary storage for the speculative state in flight, until it is validated using Razor.

Das et al. [16] shows the baseline microarchitecture of the RZLA (Fig. 9).
The RZLA is a hardware realization of a modulo scheduled loop. Modulo
scheduling is a software pipelining technique that achieves high parallelism by
overlapping successive iterations of a loop. The RZLA microarchitecture exploits
this parallelism obtained using modulo scheduling through the use of multiple
functional units (FUs), each dedicated to a specific operation in the loop. The FUs
are labelled ADD (adder), MULT (multiplier), BR (branch unit) and MEM
(memory access unit). Unlike microprocessors, the RZLA does not require explicit
support for mechanisms such as exception handling. Therefore, state is primarily
maintained in Shift-Register Files (SRF) to be consumed when required and then
immediately discarded. Wires from the SRF back to the FU inputs allow data
transfer from producer to consumer Fig. 9.

The RZLA is architected such that exact recovery is achieved in the event of a
timing error. However, most DSP algorithms allow inexactness in the final com-
putational output as long as the algorithmic performance metrics are met. These
metrics could be stop-band attenuation in a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtre or
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) in an image compression algorithm. We take
advantage of this in wherein we rely upon an approximate error-correction
(AEC) algorithm in conjunction with controlled time-borrowing to achieve 37%
energy saving in a FIR pipeline [17, 21].

Figure 10 shows the pipeline diagram of 16-tap Razor FIR filter. This design
utilizes RFFs at critical-path endpoints to monitor for timing errors. Similar to the
RazorII design, the RFF uses a pulsed-latch architecture that is transparent in the
high-phase of the clock. Error-detection is postponed to the negative clock-phase.
This allows late-arriving transitions to opportunistically time-borrow from the
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succeeding clock-cycle. Automatic time-borrowing achieves two critical objectives:
(1) it leads to a high-performance design enabling 1 GHz operation and (2) it
enables on-the-fly error-correction in the event of a timing error.

Thus, error recovery in our scheme is exact in the event of rare timing errors.
However, if the error-rate pattern is bursty, it leads to multiple cycles of successive

Fig. 9 a Architecture of the loop-accelerator implementing the inner kernel of sobel
edge-detection algorithm. b Extension of shift-register files to incorporate error-correction by
keeping c Error-control state machine

Fig. 10 FIR pipeline implementing a combination of exact and approximate error-correction.
Each stage of the FIR pipeline has critical-paths that are protected using pulsed-latch-based razor
flip-flops that correct timing errors on the fly. Approximate error-correction is deployed when
successive cycles of timing-borrowing is detected
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time-borrowing that can potentially exhaust available timing margin. In order to
limit the error-magnitude induced due to excessive time-borrowing, we implement
an approximate error-recovery scheme that augments exact recovery through
time-borrowing. In this scheme, we track successive cycles of time-borrowing.
When two cycles of time-borrowing is detected, the AEC block is engaged that
replaces the final computational output with a spline-interpolated estimation.

The AEC algorithm uses four neighbouring correct samples (two backward and
two forward samples) to generate an estimate of the erroneous sample.
Consequently, the algorithmic performance of AEC is impacted as the number of
available correct samples reduces. However, the performance with AEC is still
significantly better than no error-correction at all.

6 Adaptive Clocking for Supply-Voltage Variations

Typically, error-resilient techniques are robust against all sources of variations.
However, they add significant computational resources to implement detection and
correction. Several architectural, algorithmic and circuit techniques have to be
undertaken in order to limit the resulting overheads of error-correction. Alternative
techniques have been pursued to address the overheads and computational com-
plexity of error-resilient techniques. Tracking circuits, ageing monitors and
process-binning are examples of such techniques that are comparatively simple in
design and implementation. However, these techniques are ineffectual against
fast-changing variations such as supply-voltage fluctuations.

Supply-voltage variations are one of the strongest determinants of guardbands in
design due to strong correlation of transistor propagation delay with supply voltage.
Adaptive-clocking techniques have been developed to particularly address the effect
of supply-voltage variations. The key idea in adaptive clocking is to stretch the
system-clock frequency in response to supply-voltage variations. Thus, the system
clock slows down during periods of supply-voltage droops and increases again
when the supply-voltage rises again.

Before we discuss adaptive-clocking techniques, it is important to understand the
frequency- and time-domain behaviour of on-chip power-supply networks.

6.1 Power-Delivery Network Basics

Figure 11 [21] shows a simplistic representation of the power-delivery network
(PDN) composed of a die-package-PCB system [18]. The switching transistors on
the die are lumped together and modelled as a current source, IDIE. Explicit on-die
decoupling capacitors and non-switching transistors act as local charge reservoirs
that are modelled by a capacitor, CDIE. The power-line traces on the package and
board are represented using R-L networks. Discrete decoupling capacitors
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(henceforth, referred to as decaps) on the package (CPKG) and the bulk capacitors
on the PCB (CBULK) are modelled by capacitors in series with their effective series
resistance (ESR) and inductance (ESL).

DVDIEðtÞ ffi 2ImaxRþ Imax

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2LPKG
CDIE

r

� e� R
2LPKG

t sinðxr � hÞ ð1Þ

Equation 1 shows the analytical solution for the voltage droop seen at the die
supply rails for such a simplified model of the PDN. The voltage droop can be
decomposed into a DC IR-drop term and an AC Ldi/dt term. The resistive com-
ponent of the droop is addressed by increasing the metallization resources in the
PDN. The inductive component is a complex trade-off between the package and the
die and far exceeds the resistive droop magnitude in modern computing systems.

Figure 12 shows the PDN input impedance (as seen from the die) as a function
of frequency for the simplified PDN in Fig. 1. The impedance spectrum shows three
distinct impedance peaks due to each capacitor resonating with its counterpart
inductor. The highest impedance peak, referred to as the first-order resonance, also
occurs at the highest frequency (*100 MHz) and is due to the resonance between
the die capacitance and the package inductance. The second- and third-order res-
onances are due to downstream capacitor networks, and occur at relatively lower
frequencies (*1 MHz and *10 kHz for the 2nd and 3rd-order resonances,
respectively) Fig. 12.

Microarchitectural events such as pipeline interlocks cause current-step excita-
tions that exercise the three prominent system resonance frequencies in the PDN
(Fig. 12). The maximum magnitude of the voltage droop is caused due to the
first-order resonance, which as such dominates the total timing margin.

6.2 Adaptive-Clocking Approaches

Adaptive-clocking techniques slow-down the system clock to mitigate the effect of
the first-order supply droop. There are two major categories of adaptive supply
techniques. The so-called “analogue” approach provides a continuous modulation

Fig. 11 Simplified representation of a power-supply network
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of the system clock in response to supply-voltage droops. “Digital” techniques, on
the other hand, provide thresholded clock-adaptation, i.e. the supply voltage is
compared against a certain threshold and modulation is undertaken only when the
supply-voltage droops below the threshold.

Kurd et al. describe the analogue approach in [19] wherein power-supply noise
is directly mixed into the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) of a PLL. The
low-bandwidth of the PLL filtres out the high-frequency modulation of the VCO
frequency, thereby mitigating concerns against loop stability.

Grenat et al. [20] present a “digital” modulation technique wherein the supply
voltage is compared against a programmable threshold. A threshold-crossing ini-
tiates a clock-modulation scheme wherein cycle stretching is achieved by choosing
successive phases out of the output of a Delay-Locked Loop.

Thus, adaptive clocking enables elimination of a subset of guardbands due to
high-frequency supply-voltage fluctuations. Nominal operation of the system
occurs at a higher frequency and the system slows down only when a
droop-condition is encountered. Adaptive clocking is limited by the response
latency that is limited by the clock tree depth and timing delay incurred in detection
and initiated response in the event of a voltage droop [22]. Ensuring robustness
when operating under reduced guardbands is a key challenge for adaptive technique
approaches.

7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we reviewed various technological challenges for variation-tolerant
computing. We reviewed three classes of techniques, namely tracking circuits,
error-resilient computing and adaptive clocking. In particular, we focused on a par-
ticular flavour of error-resilient technique called Razor that enables energy-efficient

Fig. 12 Frequency- and time-domain response of a Power-Delivery Network (PDN) to a
step-current excitation. The PDN response shows the presence of multiple resonance frequencies
in the frequency-domain. The time-domain response also shows the same frequencies. In
particular, the first-order resonance shows the highest supply-voltage droop at the highest
frequency [21].
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operation by actively allowing timing errors to occur. We reviewed various approa-
ches applied to university and industrial processors that demonstrate reliable
energy-efficient operation using Razor-based dynamic adaptation. We showed mea-
surement results where Razor error-correction enables robust operation in the pres-
ence of radiation-induced SER failures. Variation-tolerance remains a key design
challenge, particularly as process technology scales to sub-10 nm critical dimensions.
None of the techniques described in the chapter are perfect silver bullets due to the
trade-offs between complexity, efficiency and engineering applicability that are
involved. Hence, there is an urgent requirement for continued research investment in
this area, both in academia and in industry. As process technology reaches funda-
mental physical limits, such techniques will prove to be an effective recourse to
reliable computation in presence of failure-prone transistors.
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Design for Test and Test Equipment
Roadmap

Davide Appello

Abstract This chapter discusses the expected evolution of testability and test
equipment capabilities and performances for ICs manufactured on VLSI tech-
nologies. A review of the evolution of failures modes across the technology plat-
form is used to evaluate impacts on the requirements for testability and test
equipment (ATE). These same elements are also evaluated toward the quality and
reliability requirements offered by different market segments. Finally, considera-
tions on costs and economical sustainability on the effect of requirements are
reported to the readers.

1 Introduction

If in the early years of VLSI, the testing of ICs were essentially solved through
functional test, the 90’s and 00’s years saw the structural test approach through scan
and ATPG or BIST as the dominant test paradigm. New technology nodes are
offering several different reasons to force changing, or at least upgrading that
paradigm.

The scaling of technologies occurred in the last decades determined an increase of
complexity which put significant challenges to the development of adequate EDA
solutions capable to develop effective and efficient testing. Yield management tools
and diagnostics played a big role in allowing understanding and then improving
yield. A new key factor is the progressive gap which new technologies are putting in
the effective adherence of fault models to the actual defects present in IC.
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This creates major challenges to the DfT and in general to the test technologies.

• ATPG based on fault models like stuck-at, transition and bridging is now giving
reduced confidence to be exhaustive.

• Devices are operating at always lower voltages and high leakages and con-
sumption are complicating the modeling of the device behavior, because of

– Increased sensitivity to variations,
– Exasperate operating conditions (very high temperature, severe mission

profiles),
– Exasperate quality and reliability requirements for products targeted to

medical, automotive and avionics domains, for example.

The concerned chapter will offer some perspective and analysis on how these
challenges can be faced and hopefully resolved.

New synergies between DfT, test equipment, and test methods shall be proposed
to highlight cause-effects relations. Special attention shall also be given to the
sustainability of the costs of the proposed solution.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: the first section will give ana-
lytical details through examples of the effects of parametric variations. The fol-
lowing section will instead focus on the adherence of currently utilized fault models
with respect to actual defects. Immediately after, we will bring to the attention on
the fault activation limitations offered by traditional design for test practices, such
as scan. In the same section the consequences on test time are discussed. The fourth
section is focused on the testing hardware, reporting the state of the art and indi-
cating the key obstacles in place respect the new needs. The final and fifth section
will discuss of the new frontiers opened by the presented scenario. In this part of the
chapter, some considerations will be taken to both guess possible solutions to
satisfy new test paradigm as well highlighting the new challenges put on the
testability methods.

2 Parametric Variations

The goal of this section is giving the reader information regarding the effects on the
testing process put by parametric variations (PV) [1, 2]. PV’s typical and most
undesired effect is to make device behavior less homogeneous respect a set given
electrical stimuli. For example, a test paradigm in place since decades supposed the
existence of a deterministic relation between a set of functional vectors given in
input to a circuit and the responses of the same. Another paradigm which gained
progressive consensus since the 90s was the systematic adoption of structural test
methods to provide test coverage at manufacturing test. The performances and
quality offered by ATPG tools, beside relatively simplicity of use, facilitated the
usage structural test as the main instrument to achieve desired test coverage, leaving
behind functional test methods.
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These conditions progressively became less valid by accessing newer and
smaller technologies. As a matter of fact, it is nowadays no more realistic pre-
tending that a set of test vectors is able extending its applicability to any parts
manufactured across the entire process window. This situation is emphasized in the
case other dimensions like voltage and temperature are considered. With the
increase of complexity, the activation conditions of structural test progressively
diverged respect those achievable in functional mode. The activation of nonfunc-
tional paths and the higher switch mode activities are the main contributors to the
enlargement of the gap together with the increased leakage present with finer
technologies (see also discussion in chapter “Application Scenarios”).

Several mitigation methods have been tried to reduce the effects of PV. In some
cases, the objective is to reduce the gap with functional mode. Low-power ATPG
aims achieving this result, by reducing the switching activity. In this case, the main
effect is the inflation of vector count and hence, test time.

Other methods are making use of adaptive test methods. The main goal is to
structure test in two separate phases:

• The first phase applies test whose goal is to appreciate the relative performance
of the device under test (e.g., its positioning in the process window)

• The second phase applies vectors which are parametrized on the results of first
phase

The first phase makes sometime use of specific vectors sets signed-off in dif-
ferent conditions. In other cases [3] process monitors are deployed in relevant
device location to appreciate relative performances.

In addition, other methods known as RBB/FBB (Revers or forward body bias)
aims controlling relative threshold acting on biasing of device body.

3 Fault Modeling

The industry is using fault models since at least three decades. A fault models aims
modeling a defect in the hardware is such a way that a simulator can identify
locations in the circuit model compatible with the occurrence of faults of the
identified type. In a second phase, a set of stimuli can be generated with various
techniques to activate those faults and propagate their effects to suitable observation
points. Stuck-at faults have been widely utilized since those times and progressively
increasing coverage targets toward and above 99%. This metric remains a typical
achievement milestone in designs nowadays. However, the understanding is that its
achievement ensures that the design is well controllable but not that there is the
ability of observing effects of defects whose behavior is not relatively close to an
actual connection between a wire and the supply or ground rail. Most important is
that there is no metric respect non DC failures type. Starting from this considera-
tion, additional fault models have been considered. Some of these aimed targeting
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specific defects mechanisms like bridges, but unfortunately falling into similar
limiting aspects for less-than-stuck behavior. IDDq had some success and merit in
modeling the analog behavior of defects also. Unfortunately, the increase of
sub-threshold leakages of small lithography technologies made its utilization
impractical if not ineffective.

Transition delay faults (TDF) have been introduced since almost two decades to
offer broadside coverage of transition delays. The achievement of very high cov-
erage figures is not straightforward. Moreover, ATPG algorithms tends to stop
generating patterns as soon as a transition on a net is activated independently if to
do the most critical path was not used. This limits its effectiveness with respect to
the ability to effectively appreciating the actual performances of a circuit in pres-
ence of defectivity and/or variations. Their effectiveness may probably be limited to
the detection of stuck-open faults [4] To go beyond this limitation, some algorithm
evolution is actually linking the path criticality information extracted from design
with the ATPG. In this way, the ATPG keeps generating vectors until a transition is
generated using the most critical path. By doing this, inflation to the overall pattern
count is usually visible, impacting the test application time along with the test data
volume required. Other approaches to improve modeling of faults included bridge
faults and cell-aware defects. In the first case, analysis of critical layout configu-
ration with respect to target defect is performed to drop concerned nets into a fault
dictionary for the testing [5]. In cell-aware approach, libraries of cells shall be
analyzed to identify critical layout configuration for opens resistive bridges [6]. In
analog design, specific considerations shall be taken as in [7].

4 Faults Activation and Impact on Test Time

Scan-based testing efficiency in reaching high coverage has some drawbacks, which
progressively become more evident with the shrinking of technologies. The rela-
tively high switching activity compared with functional mode produces consump-
tion and voltage droop conditions which may determine fails. This effect is
emphasized by the progressive reduction of operative voltage window respect the
available process window. The presence of localized if not global voltage drop due
to consumption may drive the device working in marginal conditions, eventually
creating failures during testing. Below chart shows an example of a characterization
exercise performed on a representative sample set. From top to right, results dis-
tributions from the same sequences applied to material taken from different corners
in the available process window are reported. From left to right, the first column
report results at −45 °C, the central column at 25 °C the last column on the right
shows results of tests performed at 150 °C.

The reader can easily observe how it is hardly identifiable a unique set of
condition which accommodates for any material, eventually for a specific tem-
perature (Fig. 1).
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Possible activities to mitigate these effects essentially regard test adaptation. In
combination of adaptive test method, infrastructure-IPs can be utilized [3] to assess
in deterministic way SoC performances and accordingly to that set most adequate
test conditions and test limits.

5 Test Hardware

The reduced margins of device operations and consequent need of increased test
accuracy exasperate the focus on test hardware to maximize performances. There
are at least three categories of limiting factors in delivering test performances to the
device. The first category is related to the interconnecting hardware like probe cards
and sockets. In both cases, they represent a variation with respect to the impedance
conditions that the IC will see in the actual application board where the device is
soldered. These variations are mostly due to contact resistance and capacity of
pins/needles. The determined impedance network puts limitation to the achievable
performances. Series resistance added to the supply line modifies the actual voltage
delivered to the die. For high-speed interfaces, limiting the analysis to testing of
packaged devices, the effects of socket and test board is usually to severely limit the
achievement of targeted performances.

Fig. 1 The plot reports chraterization results of corner lots, measured in various voltage and
temperature conditions
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On top of intrinsic performances offered by above described tools, the reader
shall know that package level test usually suffers of other negatively influencing
factors. These are due to accidental variations due to debris particles of materials
which may aggravate the impedance performances. The same effect is determined
by other environmental conditions of testing at high temperature and especially
during the test at low temperature (typically −45 °C and below).

Another perspective that shall be considered concerns test time. In the previous
section, it have been highlighted a convergent effect of multiple factors (variations,
noise due to test activation) determining exponential increase of test time (from few
seconds to several minutes). The most conventional paradigm for package test
foresees the utilization of automatic test equipment (ATE) and IC handlers. For
high complexity and high lead/ball count packages, the most utilized handlers adopt
a principle called “pick and place”. Increasing test parallelism (also said multi-site
test) is widely recognized as an effective approach to reduce unitary cost of test.
Unfortunately, the handling technology is showing an asymptotic behavior also
captured from ITRS roadmap [8]. As consequence, in case no countermeasures will
be taken, an increase in the cost of testing will likely be observed. In the next
section, we will try drawing some conclusions regarding possible solutions to the
problems described especially in Sect. 3 and within this section.

6 Challenges and Opportunities

From the previous section, it emerged the concurrence of three main factors sug-
gesting for new test methods.

1. Reduced consistency between fault models and actual defects
2. The environmental conditions offered by traditional ATE/Handler/tooling makes

difficult achieving targeted device performances
3. Test time increase.

Starting from the third factor, it appears evident the requirement of significantly
increase test parallelism much beyond the capabilities indicated by the ITRS
roadmap [8].

This is requiring a shift of handling technologies toward test board loading made
off-line respect test. This approach is widely utilized in other manufacturing sys-
tems such as for the burn-in and also for system-level test [9].

To face the first factor, trends in the industry are suggesting combining structural
test with more functional activation. This represent an inversion of trend respect the
past 20 years, but underline how the need of exploring operative corners (voltage
and temperatures) which can hardly be reached with structural tests because of very
likely yield overkill situation. One challenge will be to define suitable metric for
this approach to effectively correlate coverage with quality achievements.

The second of the points reported is and remains an intrinsic problem related to
the testing of packaged devices. Contacting technology will never equal the
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contacting impedance of a device soldered to its application footprint. Indeed,
another trend in the industry shows that testing at module-level might become a
suitable approach to face the problem. Figure 2 summarizes the motivations, the
challenges and the opportunities for the next generation testing.

As a summary, the above considerations lead to some hypothesis on the future
needs and challenges.

ATPG and other structural test. The industry will continue to rely on structural
test as main method to screen manufacturing defects since they provide analyti-
cal coverage metrics and independence from device functionality on analytical
metrics. However, methods to reduce power during test w/o impacting test duration
are highly desirable.

Functional test. Test methods in this area are necessary to close the coverage gap
opened by limited applicability of structural test across the entire window (process,
voltage, temperature) [10]. Development of metrics is highly desirable.

Stress test methods. The paradigm used by burn-into screen early-life failures
methods shall be reviewed, in light of condition put by new technologies (finfet,
SiGe) and by high power demanded by SoC processors.

Packages. The exponential increased complexity of packages (adoption of
bumps/pillars and flip-chip) will put noticeable challenges on the qualification
process for critical mission profile products like on the screening of assembly-
related defects.

Fig. 2 Challenges and opportunities chart
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Resilience Proportionality—A Paradigm
for Efficient and Reliable System Design

Vilas Sridharan and Sudhanva Gurumurthi

Abstract Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability (RAS) are key considerations
in hardware design, be it for mobile devices or high-end servers. However, pro-
visioning RAS is often at odds with meeting performance and energy targets and
increases the overall cost of design of the chip. As a result of this tension, chip
design companies have to make difficult decisions about how much RAS they can
incorporate into each product in their portfolio and even what customers and market
segments they can realistically target. On the other hand, highly scaled silicon
technology nodes are susceptible to a variety of reliability problems and emerging
technologies such as die-stacking and non-volatile memory, while critical for
meeting the demands of future computing needs, have significant reliability chal-
lenges of their own. RAS features can actually serve to reduce the deployment costs
of these technologies (e.g., by increasing effective yield). Determining the tradeoff
between design cost, deployment cost, and the RAS needs of a market is the critical
issue to address when evaluating RAS features. In this article, we shed light on this
struggle between driving greater efficiency, lowering costs, and meeting the RAS
demands of various market segments from an industry perspective. We argue that
ending this struggle requires having sufficient flexibility in the design to adapt to the
needs of a wide range of applications and hardware configurations. We call such an
approach “resilience proportionality” and believe that this approach should guide
future architectural reliability research. Finally, we discuss how resilience propor-
tionality can be achieved and certain challenges that need to be addressed.
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1 Introduction

The microprocessor industry has been at the forefront of driving growth in the
computing power of modern systems, from smartphones and tablets to servers used
in warehouse-scale computers such as cloud and high-performance computing
(HPC) systems [1]. The diverse needs of these computing platforms and applica-
tions have driven innovations and diversity in the processing elements themselves,
from CPUs that span a large range of power operating points and instruction set
architectures (ISAs), graphics processing units (GPUs), accelerated processing units
(APUs) that integrate CPU and GPU technology on a single chip, and emerging
memory technologies such as die-stacking and non-volatile memory (NVM). While
higher performance and lower energy usage play a major role in driving product
roadmaps and indeed tend to be the characteristics that are most obvious to the
end-user of any computing system, the practical viability of the system also
depends on whether it can perform computations correctly and continue doing so
over the expected life of the part.

Any computing system, be it a handheld device or a server for a
high-performance computing (HPC) system, has a specific reliability requirement
[2]. This requirement is typically quantified using a metric called Failures In Time,
or FIT. One FIT equals one failure every one billion hours of operation. While the
FIT metric appears to define failures over an extremely long timescale, one has to
also consider the context in which the part is used. For example, a data center or
supercomputer may have tens of thousands of processors operating simultaneously.
In this case, the failure rate of the system is the product of the FIT rate of each part
and the number of such parts in the system. Therefore, the FIT rate of any one
component has to be sufficiently low to satisfy the system-level reliability
requirement.

A device with a low FIT target is required to be more reliable than a device with
a high FIT target. In general, client systems such as phones, tablets, and laptops
tend to have less stringent reliability requirements (i.e., higher FIT rate targets) than
server, high-performance computing, or embedded (e.g., automotive) systems [3].
However, there may be specific applications even in the client space that may have
more demanding FIT targets.

In order to meet a given FIT target, a device must be designed to be resilient to
the reliability problems that occur. Silicon semiconductors are susceptible to a
variety of reliability problems, including transient and permanent faults. Transient
faults are random bit flips that do not damage the circuit but can corrupt data that is
computed or state stored in memory [4]. Errors due to transient faults can be
corrected by over-writing the bit(s) with the correct value. Permanent faults, on the
other hand, cause an incorrect value to be returned repeatedly and will usually
require disabling or replacing the failing component [5].

Memory structures, such as caches and main memory, are especially vulnerable
to transient and permanent faults. The prevalence of these faults in production
systems has been documented in recent publications [6]. Because memory
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structures occupy a large fraction of the die area in most chips, protection needs to
be added to ensure that these faults do not silently corrupt computation and memory
state. Second, emerging technologies, such as die-stacked memory and NVM,
which are being actively used by industry for meeting the demands of future
computing needs, have significant reliability challenges of their own [7]. For
example, many NVM technologies suffer from limited endurance, whereby repe-
ated writes to the memory cells can eventually cause permanent faults in those cells.

There are a variety of industry-standard techniques used to implement reliability
in processors and in memory systems. These techniques span the various stages of
the design of the part and may involve additional steps by a system integrator or
even the end-user. Process nodes may be optimized to make the transistors resilient
against faults and circuit-level guard-banding techniques can be used to set oper-
ating margins that reduce the likelihood of certain types of failures over the intended
lifetime of the part [8]. Radiation hardening is another circuit-level technique that
improves resiliency by designing storage elements to be substantially less vulner-
able to transient faults [9]. At the microarchitecture-level, parity and
error-correcting codes (ECCs) can be used to detect and correct errors [10]. Higher
level redundancy techniques such as full processor duplication and lock-stepping
may be employed for achieving even higher levels of reliability at the system-level
[11]. Finally, system-level error detection and recovery techniques may further
enhance resiliency [12].

As may be evident from this description, reliability comes at a cost. The question
for chip vendors is how much cost is worthwhile. The next sections delve into this
issue.

2 Providing Reliability: A Market View

From a product perspective, not meeting a reliability requirement can mean lost
opportunity in terms of capturing a certain market or customer, loss of customer
satisfaction, or worse, a faulty or unsafe product that may lead to product recalls!
For example, around the year 2000, Sun Microsystems’ flagship enterprise server
line suffered from unpredictable crashes due to insufficient protection in the caches
and a major telecommunications customer stated it would switch from Sun to a
competitor for its next batch of servers [13]. Another less obvious consequence of
insufficient reliability is that high rates of service calls due to reliability problems in
the field may cost a company hundreds of person-years (and potentially millions of
dollars) to diagnose and debug. For example, a processor can experience a
super-linear increase in failure rate with only a small increase in structure size [14].
If this type of phenomenon were first observed in the field, it could take months to
diagnose and root-cause.

Due to these potential consequences of insufficient reliability, companies need to
weigh the performance, power, and die area costs of providing RAS against the
opportunities for growth and profitability in those markets that require the protection.
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3 The Dilemma of Providing Reliability

From the point of view of a chip designer, reliability has an opportunity cost:
adding reliability features to a product may take away the opportunity to optimize
some other aspect of the design. For example, techniques such as parity and ECC
consume die area that might have otherwise been used to boost performance,
energy efficiency, or add other functionality to a design. Many reliability mecha-
nisms also entail performance and power overheads that add to the overall design
cost [15].

By and large, this cost can be quantified as a dollar cost to the gross margin of a
company (sales revenue minus cost of goods sold), either due to increased die area
and thus cost per device or lower selling price due to reduced performance or
increased power. The overall cost to a company of providing reliability is the gross
margin cost per chip times the number of chips shipped. This means that reliability
can be most expensive in high-volume markets, even if the gross margin per chip is
modest. Many high-volume markets (e.g., phones and tablets) also have low reli-
ability requirements, meaning that the number of errors that need to be handled
(e.g., detected, corrected, or avoided) is small. Therefore, adding cost to the chip in
order to meet these requirements is extremely inefficient even though some relia-
bility hardware is often required. Compare this to high-end markets (e.g., HPC),
where volumes are low and reliability requirements are high, so many errors must
be avoided, making reliability efficient.

This tradeoff is quantitatively illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 1. The figure
shows the cost of ECC-based protection per unit die area across a range of market
segments. The data in this graph is based on typical die counts, node and system
FIT targets for each market segment, and representative volume shipments for each
market. The solid line also assumes a single design that serves all markets. As
mentioned previously, node FIT rates are lower than system FIT rates and the node
counts for server systems can be large. However, overall volume shipments for
client parts tend to be significantly higher than those for servers. Therefore, addi-
tional area in a client part has a larger impact to a company’s gross margin (and
therefore its bottom line) than additional area in a server part, as demonstrated by
the solid line in Fig. 1.

As the graph shows, the efficiency of using a certain amount of die area for
reliability is lower for the higher-volume markets (e.g., phones or tablets) than those
with lower volumes (e.g., servers). Therefore, cost considerations pose greater
hurdles to implementing reliability on client and other high volume parts. If vol-
umes remain unchanged, lowering the cost of reliability requires reducing the cost
of reliability per unit area, or increasing the FIT target and therefore reducing the
reliability of each device. Doing the latter puts in jeopardy the ability to create a
viable and competitive product for the target market segment, so finding ways to
lower the cost of meeting a given level reliability is the preferred option.

One way to reduce margin costs for a given market is to design different devices
for different markets, but this is often impractical due to up-front non-recurring
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expense (NRE) cost to design the chip. As a result, even the largest CPU vendors
can only afford to produce one or two CPU designs per generation, and each design
is required to scale across many market segments. A scenario where two different
CPU designs are used to address client and server markets is shown by the dashed
line in Fig. 1. As the figure shows, the CPU design is still inefficient on the low end,
despite a reduction in cost of an order of magnitude.

An ideal scenario is to implement RAS such that the cost-per-error is low and is
consistent across the spectrum of markets. That is, RAS can be implemented with
low overheads for any product and with low design cost regardless of the
requirements of the target market segments. This ideal scenario is shown by the
dotted line in Fig. 1, which shows a cost reduction of three orders of magnitude at
the low end. As the figure shows, the techniques used can actually be less efficient
at the high end, but it is still a net win if overall gross margin cost is minimized. In
some senses, the dotted line in Fig. 1 can be viewed as one of the few primary goals
of RAS research: to “bend the cost curve” and become more efficient, especially in
markets at the low-end of the reliability range.

4 Making Informed RAS Decisions to Reduce Costs

The workloads running on the systems can impact their overall error rate and is
quantified using a metric known as the architecture vulnerability factor (AVF),
which is expressed as a percentage [16]. A low AVF means a low likelihood that a

Fig. 1 The cost of RAS. This graph shows the total gross margin cost of providing protection
across a range of market segments, from mobile systems to high-end HPC, in three different
scenarios. The key point is that providing reliability is efficient at the high end, where targets are
stringent and system fault rates are high, but volumes are low, and very inefficient at the low end,
where targets are looser, system fault rates are lower, and volumes are high. A key goal of RAS
research is to be more efficient at the low end, which reduces the overall cost of providing
reliability
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fault will impact the externally visible state of the system (i.e., result in an error)
whereas a high AVF means a higher error rate. The datapoints in Fig. 1 assume a
fixed AVF of 40%, but we swept the AVF values from 10% up to 80% with similar
results. Note that AVF can have an order-of-magnitude impact on the cost-per-error
between the lowest and highest values in the AVF range.

AVF analysis can facilitate prioritizing which hardware blocks within the chip
need to be protected and what type of protection to incorporate (e.g., detection-only
versus detection+correction) to minimize the die area impact, but there are still costs
associated with the design cycles for implementing RAS. Furthermore, since these
markets may be served by chips whose microarchitectures or even architectures
differ (e.g., CPUs versus GPUs), the RAS features have to be designed and cus-
tomized for each such product, adding to the design costs. Therefore, while AVF
analysis is a valuable addition to the RAS architect’s toolbox, there is scope for
further reduction in the overall cost of implementing reliability.

5 Going One Step Further—Resilience Proportionality

Barroso and Hölzle pointed out that in order to improve the energy-efficiency of
computing systems, it is desirable for the energy utilized by the system to vary in
proportion to the work done (i.e., computational load) on the system [17]. That is,
in any given moment of time, a system that does no work should consume no
energy, a system that under heavy load can utilize the maximum amount of energy
to perform the work, and in between those extremes, the energy usage should be
proportional to the load, preferably consuming the least amount of energy at each
operating point. Barroso and Hölzle coined the term energy proportionality to refer
to this property. Energy proportionality has been a major driver for many changes,
from the design of individual components of a server to the design and management
of entire warehouse scale computers [12].

The notion of proportionality is a valuable guiding principle for reliability as
well. That is, one should be able to provide a high degree of resilience when strong
reliability guarantees are required and it should be possible to “dial down” the
resilience in proportion to the reliability needs, going all the way down to no
protection at all when no reliability guarantees are required. We call this property
resilience proportionality. Varying the strength of the protection based on relia-
bility needs can allow for more optimal performance and energy behavior. Indeed,
resilience proportionality can help achieve energy proportionality.

Realizing resilience proportionality and truly achieving reliability cost savings
will require research and development into several areas. First, being able to vary
the strength of the protection mechanism will require the development of RAS
mechanisms that are flexible and provide a sufficient number of reliability operating
points (similar to CPU power states). Such flexible RAS mechanisms can be
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implemented through hardware, software, or a combination of the two. For any
hardware mechanism, care needs to be taken to ensure the die area used by the
feature and the design, implementation, and verification complexity do not out-
weigh the benefits of flexibility. A software-based approach can alleviate the die
area and hardware complexity costs, but will entail software design and verification
costs and will need to provide guarantees in terms of the detection/correction
coverage.

Second, the advent of heterogeneous hardware such as GPUs and other accel-
erators in the SoC and the computing platform pose a challenge. One would need to
develop flexible RAS mechanisms for each component and the set of mechanisms
have to be compatible with each other so that one could compose any arbitrary
heterogeneous system. Achieving such designs cost-effectively will require inno-
vations in architecture, runtimes, and EDA tools. Software-based approaches could
address some of these challenges, if the flexible RAS mechanism can be incorpo-
rated transparently into the compilation path of accelerator programming languages
such as OpenCL or those of accelerator architectures such as the Heterogeneous
Systems Architecture (HSA) [18, 19]. An example of ongoing research in this area
is the compiler-managed redundant multi-threading for GPUs developed at AMD.
The prototype compiler takes an OpenCL kernel as input and automatically
transforms the kernel to into one that performs redundant execution within a
well-defined protection domain. A performance and power evaluation of this
compiler on an AMD Radeon™ GPU is given in the paper by Wadden et al. [20].

Third, metrics, tools, and APIs are required to ascertain what reliability operating
point the system should be running at in a given point in time and communicating
that information to the flexible RAS mechanism(s) in the system [21]. High-level
vulnerability analysis techniques and fault-injection techniques can be useful in the
design of such high-level resilience analysis tools [16, 22–24].

As the previous bullets make clear, significant research challenges must be
solved in order to realize true resilience proportionality in a system. However, we
believe that researchers should use resilience proportionality as a guide for future
research to enable breakthrough reliability advances in future generations of
microprocessors.

6 Conclusions

This chapter provided a glimpse into the factors and costs involved in providing
reliability from the viewpoint of the microprocessor industry. Reliability is an
important consideration in the design of processors, especially those targeted at
servers and warehouse scale computers. This article makes the case of resilience
proportionality as a means to providing reliability in a cost-effective manner and
identified areas of research to achieve this goal.
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Roadmap for On-Board Processing
and Data Handling Systems in Space

Gianluca Furano and Alessandra Menicucci

Abstract The domain of space avionic systems is changing extremely rapidly,
compared to other technical domains in space-faring industry, under the pressure of
an intense competition, the continuous emergence of new markets and players, the
need for cost reduction, as well as an increased obsolescence rate of components
and processes. This rapidly changing landscape is as well opening a large amount of
opportunities for the space avionic systems: the new high-performance processors
architectures and silicon processes, which offer the possibility to integrate different
functions until now implemented on several boards either in a single chip (SoC), or
in application-specific standard products (ASSP) or in new large FPGAs are
allowing multi-fold gains in performances and miniaturization for electronic sys-
tems. Another example are digital sensor buses, already heavily used in automotive
and embedded applications and now also introduced in space systems to tackle
mass, power reduction, increase of accuracy and increase of testability. Reliability
and availability constraints remain the main driving requirements for established
space hardware manufacturers. Most of the connected world infrastructure, as well
as critical services in commercial and governmental domains are still highly
dependent from space assets, and avionics-related failures may account for a large
part of the system’s downtime. In this context, the emergence of space systems
based on only Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) (like Cubesats) is not necessarily
helping, since in order to cut costs the rigorous test and quality assurance processes
applied to bigger satellite are waived underestimating how unforgiving space
environment can be for electronics.
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1 Technology State of the Art and Challenges in Europe

Data Handling Systems and On-board Computers encompass a vast range of func-
tional blocks including On-Board computers, Telecommand and TelemetryModules,
Data Storage and Mass memories, Remote Terminal Units, Communication proto-
cols and Buses.With some different denominations and arrangements, these elements
are common to all space projects and are subject to a demanding set of evolving
requirements from different class of missions (like Science, Exploration, Earth
Observation and Telecommunications) and intrinsically linked to software technol-
ogy, including validation techniques.

In addition to the steady evolution of the “classical” requirements, requiring an
increasing processing power, reduced mass, volume and power budgets, new
driving requirements are identified during the definition phase of the next genera-
tion programmes. Such requirements are not only related to the implementation of
functional services linked to on-board communication standards but also to archi-
tectural and development paradigms for the system and application software.

A new commonality exhibited by Telecom and Earth Observation missions is
the need to produce multiple satellites or platforms in a restricted time scale and this
implies the application of industrial procedures that are increasingly implemented in
space programmes (e.g. constellations). Science missions require enhanced mod-
ularity and multi-instruments support whereas Earth Observation missions need
very high data throughput links and increased on-board storage memory capacity.
Furthermore, Earth Observation missions share with Telecom projects architectures
that implement security solutions to protect and secure the Payload (P/L) data and
the Spacecraft (S/C) control and monitoring functions.

Since space is a highly regulated market, with many interactions with govern-
ment and export licenses, underpinning the above is the need to provide
European-based solutions at competitive costs and this aspect is being used to drive
the research and development approach. In particular, emphasis is being placed on
the development of standard building blocks which may be used across multiple
missions and for defence systems (for which specifics may exist). Such an approach
requires a clear strategy in terms of agreed avionic architectures, functional ele-
ments and the standardization of interfaces and protocols. Cooperation is also
required with software disciplines to ensure that hardware elements can be inte-
grated with a minimum of effort to be reinforced through coordination with the
software roadmap.

The Data systems and On-Board Computers technologies, with particular focus
at European landscape, are reviewed in this article on the basis of the present status,
current developments and future mission requirements. The technologies for the
current and future missions are mapped, key technology development areas are
identified and a broader vision of the long-term technology trends is developed.

Space industry and Agencies have been recognizing already for quite some time
the need to raise the level of standardization in the spacecraft avionics systems in
order to increase efficiency and reduce development cost and schedule. This also
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includes the aspect of increasing competition in global space business, which is a
challenge that European space companies are facing at all stages of involvement in
the international markets. A number of initiatives towards this vision have been
initiated by the European industry and European Space Agency’ (ESA) R&D
programmes. The most successful one is the Space Avionics Open Interface
Architecture (SAVOIR) initiative that sees the participation of ESA and several
European companies and national agencies.

Nevertheless, lack of new programmes, delayed funding for others, as well as a
general lack of capability from programme managers and their political stake-
holders to accept and foster innovation has created a demand in space circles to
extend the life (both as in-space lifetime and as commercial product useful life) of
avionic platforms and look for ways to reduce funding in less critical systems by
pursuing more commercial parts and manufacturing processes. Budget constraints
put in place over the last few years are finally affecting the basic electronics R&D
and thus all new designs for satellites and other spacecraft at the component level.
The long life cycles of space products typically lag behind terrestrial systems by
about three to ten years mainly due to the rigorous qualification requirements for
electronics in the high radiation environments of space. The uncertainty about what
will be funded in the long run is also making it difficult for suppliers to plan future
development strategies.

While some programmes such as deep space missions (like future ESA’s Jovian
platform JUICE) and manned spacecraft platforms will still require the best class of
radiation hardening of their electronic components, there is an increased demand to
apply solutions requiring less protection in less critical applications. This puts
pressure on designers and the dwindling number of rad-hard EEE part suppliers to
meet these cost reduction demands while maintaining the reliability of their parts
for space missions. Conflicting with these demands are requirements to guarantee a
longer operational lifetime for the satellite. An example of rad-hard budget con-
straints for satellites is the request of increased life span out of existing designs
because funding for R&D for new programmes is delayed or reduced. In the past,
Telecom platforms were typically required to last for 15 years, but now programme
managers want to extend them as long as 18 years, with long phases of Electrical
Orbit Raising that increase component’s dose up to 25%. The pressure is then on
the component, units and system suppliers to guarantee technology can reach those
expectations, particularly for systems looking for an extension of legacy designs.

A communications satellite being sent up for 18 years still needs full
space-qualified parts, but for shorter life platforms, even NASA is looking to do
more with less. NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has been flying 30 Krad
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) boards in satellite experimental platforms for
years, while NASA NEPP, as a follow-on to an internal NASA EEE parts workshop
held in 2013, is hosting several open workshops entitled “EEE Parts for Small
Missions”. Small Missions are loosely defined as those under 500 kg, but the
emphasis here is on under 100 kg. This is precisely the market sector that is now
booming thanks to the announced telecom “Mega-constellations” [1] from OneWeb
and others. The key here is tailoring EEE parts approaches based on mission risk
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and expectations. This includes “traditional” (science) and “non-traditional”
(demonstration) missions with CubeSat/Nanosat/Microsat electronics as prime
research area (but still far from any useful operational target).

A specific case of rapid (for space electronic standards) introduction of ‘new’
components in space avionics is use of FLASH memories [2]. NAND flash is
currently the most suitable solution for nonvolatile storage in embedded applica-
tions and it is gaining access to in safety-critical applications, thanks to their high
storage density, low power, low cost, and high data throughput. However, NAND
flash research and literature in the safety-critical environment is not as established
as in the commercial applications. As a matter of fact, for the specific case of space
applications, NAND flash is struggling to keep pace with those advances for
multiple reasons.

2 On-Board Computers and Data Systems Architectures
and Their Generic Specifications

Since many years space industry and Agencies have recognized the increasing need
to raise the level of standardization in spacecraft avionics systems in order to
increase efficiency, reduce development cost and schedule, and operate in more
optimized development and verification environment. The objective of reuse,
whereby standardized building blocks may be developed once and used across
multiple missions is also high on the agenda. Such an approach requires the
rationalization of architectures such that recurring elements may be identified and
functionally specified along with the interfaces and protocols for interconnection.

To provide a reference for all the avionic standardization efforts, ESA SAVOIR
initiative [3] has defined a generic functional architecture for an On-Board
Computer (OBC) and Platform Data System that is here below shown where all the
functional blocks of a Platform Data System are shown together with the typical
redundancy philosophy.

The mission domains considered by the SAVOIR standardization initiative are
as follows:

• Science and Earth Observation missions,
• Telecom missions and
• Commercial Earth Observation missions.

A generic functional specification for the OBC has been produced and reviewed
in a public consultation in spring 2015. Generic specifications for RTU and Solid
State Mass Memories are under preparation. A real system may include more
functionality than what is covered in the SAVOIR generic OBC functional speci-
fication (e.g. some OBCs may for instance combine the platform and payload data
storage in which case the functional block “Payload Data Storage” of Fig. 1 (right
side—centre) is included in the OBC). Alternatively, for mission scenarios different
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from the ones considered by SAVOIR (that are Earth Observation, Science and
Telecommunications) not all the building blocks or functions depicted in Fig. 1 are
necessary or, if present, a different redundancy scheme with respect to the one
shown can be adopted.

The following spacecraft platform functions are presented in Fig. 1:

• Telecommand reception, decoding and distribution.
• Security function that protects the spacecraft from receiving unauthorized

commands and that provides optional decryption and encryption of data sent on
the TM/TC link.

• Telemetry Transfer Frame generation and coding.
• Essential TM function, collecting essential data and generating data packets for

the TM Encoder.
• Essential TC function, distributing pulse commands to control vital spacecraft

functions.
• Parallel I/O to support the acquisition of discrete essential spacecraft data.
• On-Board Time management, providing a time counter and generating syn-

chronization events.
• Platform Data Storage function for storage of data needed for the spacecraft

operation.
• Safeguard Memory function for storage of vital spacecraft data that is needed by

the processing function.
• Reconfiguration function that maintains the operation of the processing function

even in case of errors.
• Processing capability to store and execute Execution Platform and Application

software.
• Communication, separated into Mission Data and Cmd & Ctrl communication

systems, allowing the processing function to communicate with platform sen-
sors and actuators and with the spacecraft payload.

• Data Concentrator function for handling the monitoring of spacecraft sensors
(usually implemented in one or more RTU/RIU).

• Sensor and Actuator Interfaces for interfacing the physical sensors and
actuators.

• Payload data routing function for routing monitoring and control communica-
tion to and from payload units.

• Payload Data Storage function, for storage of payload TM data during periods of
no ground station contact. Optional function.

Figure 1 also shows the redundancy concept for all the functions. To avoid
single-point failures of the system all functions are required to be internally
redundant. Redundancy can then be operated in three different ways as follows:

Cold redundancy

In cold redundancy, there is one Active part of a function that is operating and its
redundant part which is not operating. This means that the redundant part can be
powered or unpowered, the latter case being also physical cold redundancy. An
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example is the Telemetry function where there is only one TM Encoder that gen-
erates data to the RF system, but where the other TM Encoder does nothing but may
be powered or unpowered depending on the selected physical implementation.

Warm redundancy

In warm redundancy, there is one Active part of a function that is operating and its
redundant part which is operating but with reduced functionality, possibly as a
back-up that is ready to take over in case the Active part fails. An example can be a
back-up mass memory data storage that is used to store a copy of critical TM data
but as long as the Active mass memory data storage operates correctly, data is never
downloaded from the back-up memory.

Hot redundancy

In hot redundancy, there are two or more simultaneously active parts that operate in
parallel and that can even produce parallel outputs. An example is the TC Decoders
which operate in parallel on the received data. If they both have the same VC ID,
they could actually also output data in parallel.

Warm-standby redundant systems are characterized by the fact that the spare
module is active in parallel with the main module, and in the ideal case, receives
and processes all data of the connected peripherals. Built-in test and automated
self-monitoring mechanisms enable self-governing fault detection. This results in
autonomous switch-over if the active master fails, via, for example, an external
trigger or watchdog mechanism. The switch-over time (and thus the relative MTBI)
compared to a similar cold-standby system is significantly reduced in this process.

For some applications (human space vehicles or landers), architectures based on
triple or even quad redundancy with majority voting are proposed and imple-
mented. Fast inter-communication buses and voting circuitry are usually used to
cope with the required reduced latency of such architectures especially in critical
phases as landing or docking. For these applications, the term high-available
computer is used instead of high reliable computer to indicate that in certain phases
of the mission outages of any duration in time (e.g. reconfiguration from main to
redundant stream) are not accepted. To be underlined that these types of applica-
tions are currently excluded from the SAVOIR perimeter; the possibility to include
them in future revision of the specification are under discussion.

3 A Historical Perspective on Space Microprocessors

The most remarkable example of long-term R&D process for complex EEE parts in
Europe is the development of radiation hardened by design SPARC processors for
space.

In late 1990, the European Space Agency started the ERC32 project to set the
pace for the development of higher performance processors for ESA and European
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avionics. At the time the 32-bit Microprocessor and Computer Development pro-
gramme started the availability of ESA-supported processors was limited to 16-bit
processors.

ERC32 was a major success for European manufacturers (French electronic
company TEMIC, later absorbed by ATMEL), with more than 15,000 flight units
sold and is still the main workhorse processor in many space missions (one for all
the European Ariane-5 launcher), but by mid 1990s it was clear that a successor
project was necessary to keep the innovation pace of avionic systems, thus in 1997
ESA started the development of the LEON.1 The choice of open instruction set
architecture (ISA) was immediately seen as first-level requirement for this devel-
opment (both to avoid availability issues and to allow customization), but suitability
for use in space was also a major consideration.

For its processors since LEON ESA has chosen to use SPARC Version 8.2

SPARC had several recognizable advantages as follows:

• At the time of this choice, it was perhaps the only fully open ISA with sig-
nificant backing.

• It was a reasonably simple ISA (RISC), friendly to lower effort implementation.
• Workstations existed using SPARC v8 compatible processors, so cross com-

piling could be avoided (at that time virtualization/real time emulation were still
not possible).

• Development tools for SPARC were reasonably mature, and a gcc compiler was
existing and well maintained, although all the tools were presumably more
oriented towards server/workstation workloads.

However, SPARC also had some disadvantages, whose relative weight was very
difficult to evaluate back in 1997 as follows:

• By 1997 (with the introduction of the Pentium II) the future of SPARC in
workstations would have begun to be under question (making the cross com-
piling issue somewhat questionable).

• SPARC was not being broadly adopted as an open ISA, so there was not a
significant commodity effect (this was probably not a major consideration for
LEON, but influences the availability of software tools. The openness of
SPARC also has limited advantage in terms of patents).

• As a classic RISC SPARC had somewhat poor code density (code size used to
be a significant factor for space-based computers, since it is linked to memory
size).

• SPARC was not being broadly adopted for use in embedded systems. (This
would have influenced the availability of development tools suitable for such
systems).

1Nicknamed after Luc Besson’s famous killer.
21991/1992 based on the copyright notice in The SPARC Architecture Manual: Version 8, the base
ISA was released in 1987.
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• SPARC’s register windows would have increased minimum core size, slightly
increased hardware design complexity and involved more complex development
for tightly constrained real time operation.

• SPARC included less useful features like tagged arithmetic. (This was probably
not significant since a subset of the architecture could be used).

• SPARC’s instruction format was somewhat less regular than other RISCs. (This
is a rather trivial objection; the size/power difference between instruction
decoders for an Alpha-like ISA and SPARC would be less than 1%.)

With somewhat guaranteed use by the ESA of whatever architecture was chosen
and the special requirements for space-based systems, it might seem that a custom,
fully space-optimized ISA might have been practical at the time.

But clearly, a custom, open ISA would have significant disadvantages as
follows:

• The lack of existing development tools would have added cost and linked
compiler development to hardware development. This at the time was consid-
ered the strongest argument against a custom ISA. The switch towards a higher
ladder of coding abstraction (with rapid introduction of C language coding) had
already shown a trend towards the increasing of software complexity, schedule
risks and associated development costs. Non-open tools for SPARC develop-
ment would have represented some risk to LEON, but this could rightly have
been considered a minor issue.

• The lack of same-ISA workstations would have added complexity and cost to
initial development.

• Even excluding the cost of producing software development tools, developing a
new ISA has significant cost and risk and getting consensus without
design-by-committee effects is challenging and second system dangers may
have been significant.

• Any increase in (early) cost and risks may have disproportionately increased the
probability of project failure. On the other hand, a custom ISA could have been
more fit for the purpose and might have been able to generate more external
adoption in aerospace both of the ISA and of chips developed for the ESA
which would have increased the quality of software, increased the testing of
implementations and reduced hardware costs.

Clearly, if you choose a custom ISA, you have to create everything yourself,
starting from the entire chip design (instead of being able to use existing building
blocks as with SPARC), compiler, all software including the OS, cross-compilation
and other equipment you need to develop software for this new ISA. You also lose
the convenience of having off-the-shelf hardware for the thousands of systems you
need on earth, for development, testing, etc. And you lose the thousands of
man-years already invested in testing the SPARC architecture and software. By
1991, any bugs in SPARC were well known; SPARC software was mature and in
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use everywhere. A custom ISA might gain a bit more efficiency, but you increase
the difficulty of the project by several orders of magnitude.

So how did the ESA come to choose SPARC over a custom ISA (or perhaps
negotiating a limited perpetual license for another RISC ISA)?

At the time ESA performed two architectural studies, evaluating processors such
as MIPS, THOR, MC68020, I386, NS32. ESA also invited industry for several
round-table discussions. Finally, the agreed selection criteria that finally led to
SPARC choice were as follows:

1. Open architecture without patents or license fees
2. Well designed and documented
3. Easy to implement
4. Established software standard
5. Available design.

If those were selection criteria, it can be easily seen that a custom ISA would not
have satisfied some of them. The final report for the ERC32 programme states that:

Furthermore, it was requested to “reuse” an existing processor architecture in order to
minimize both software and hardware development cost. Performed ESA and industrial
studies resulted, at that time, in the selection of SPARC instruction set architecture as the
baseline. This was in order to e.g. simplify bread-boarding and software development.

So, ESA was adamant in deciding to specifically require an existing ISA to be
used.

Designing SPARC processors can be done without any licenses whatsoever.
This is indeed why Jiri Gaisler, the mind at ESA behind this whole selection
process,3 has selected SPARC for the development of LEON. If we consider how
many times in the later years companies like Intel, MIPS and ARM have sued
smaller companies that developed processors using their architecture this was
indeed a wise choice.

For example, in February 2002 the legal battles between Lexra/MIPS and
picoTurbo/ARM have both ended with a complete defeat of the two CPU-cloning
companies (Lexra [5] and picoTurbo). Both companies, after long and expensive
lawsuits, have been shutdown and their customers transferred to MIPS/ARM.

Commenting those events Jiri Gaisler said, “More than ever, I’m happy with the
decision to go SPARC. And many thanks to Sun and SPARC International for the
open license!”

Nevertheless one of the major step forward in LEON development was the fact
that it overcame what were the recognized ERC32 limitations for future upgrades:

3And later founder of Gaisler Research [4], that made LEON architecture and ancillary IP cores
available to worldwide space industry.
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• Proprietary design at schematic/layout level
• Difficult to port
• Complex interface
• 20 MHz limit due to memory interface.

LEON project goals were established to provide headroom not only in perfor-
mances, connectivity and reliability with respect to ERC32, but also to suit the
industrial model of European space electronic manufacturers.

• European design
• Radiation hard and SEU free
• Standard interfaces
• Modular
• Portable
• Written in VHDL
• 100 MIPS, 20 MFLOPS.

These latter characteristics, and not the ‘brute’ performances were the key of
LEON’s commercial success and widespread (for space avionic terms) adoption.

LEON2 was designed for a single function (processor), targeting an
Application-Specific Standard Product (ASSP) that came in 2009 with Atmel’s
AT697F, but it has been increasingly being used as SoC platform since the very
beginning. This generated a positive feedback with availability of IP libraries and
use of commercial ones in several space grade SoCs. The availability of large
rad-hard PLDs (especially with introduction of ACTEL/Microsemi RTAX series)
made the rest, since now space components and units manufacturers have a very
efficient SoC platform that helps in minimizing design and SW development work,
resulting in many first-silicon-good ASICs.

The LEON ‘ecosystem’ is now grown up (mostly thanks to ESA and
COBHAM-Gaisler support) and thanks to its portability and CAD tool indepen-
dence allows to support of both ASIC and FPGA technologies, taking the best of
both worlds.

LEON cores performances on high-end modern FPGAs allow its use as soft core
in payload processing (several examples from VENUS-express onward), its set of
coherent IP interfaces allows build of template designs for common FPGA boards
and bespoke SoC with a manageable effort (Thales-Italy EPICA-Next was a very
successful example, powering computers in Iridium-Next constellation) and the
uniform method for HW & SW debug allows to maintain coherency between the
different instantiations, maintaining portability of SW and know-how across
industry. Last generations LEON rich functionality (like MMU and MP support) are
allowing also daring avionic solutions like the star tracker processing in OBC or
time and space partitioning (Table 1).
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4 Emerging Trends: Microcontrollers

In the current space market the increasing systems complexity poses great chal-
lenges to architects, designers and verification engineers. Systems requirements are
continuously asking more functionality with less power, less resources, less time
and cost, forcing suppliers to shrink their schedules. One important aspect that is
becoming more and more critical nowadays is a ‘first time right’ design that can be
scalable and adaptable to special needs, leveraging on the reuse of building blocks
which are highly configurable and already validated.

One of these building blocks that may make a real change in the current space
market is a microcontroller (MCU). In the commercial market the microcontroller
has proven its value filling up nearly every electronic device from home appliances
to hand gadgets, and now booming thanks to Internet-of-Things devices. Quoting
from Wikipedia4: in 2002, about 55% of all CPUs sold in the world were 8-bit
microcontrollers and microprocessors. Over two billion 8-bit microcontrollers
were sold in 1997, and According to Semico, over four billion 8-bit microcon-
trollers were sold in 2006. More recently, Semico has claimed the MCU market
grew 36.5% in 2010 and 12% in 2011.

Table 1 ESA and European space processors development timeline

Year Event

1989 MDC281 (1750) clone, 2.5 um CMOS/SOS, 0.5 MIPS

1991 MA31750, 1.5 um CMOS/SOS, 2 MIPS

1992 SPARC architecture selected as ESA baseline in competition with MIPS, NS32,
M88 K, AMD29 K

1995 3-chip ERC32 (SPARC V7), 10 MIPS, 0.8 um—ISS control computer, 10 missions

1998 single-chip ERC32 (TSC695), 15 MIPS, 0.6 um—for more than one decade standard
processor for all ESA missions, more than 15,000 chips sold! Used by NASA, China,
India, Israel

2000 First LEON1-FT, 0.35 um, 50 MIPS, 0.5 W (commercial ASIC)

2002 First LEON2-FT, 0.18 um, 100 MIPS, 0.6 W (commercial ASIC)

2004 First LEON3-FT, 0.20 um, 150 MIPS, 0.4 W (commercial ASIC)

2007 LEON3FT quad-core, 90 nm, 4 � 500 MIPS, 3 W (commercial ASIC)

2008 First flight-worthy LEON-2FT SoC 180 nm rad-hard process (COLE by RUAG-SE)

2010 First LEON4 (LEON4-DEMO/GR-LEON4-ITX)

2012 First flight-worthy LEON-3FT Dual-Core SoC (GR712 by Cobham-Gaisler)

2012 First quad-core LEON4FT, 45 nm commercial process (LEON4-N2X)

2016 LEON4FT quad-core EM, 65 nm rad-hard process, quad-processor LEON4FT SoC
running at 250 MHz, with 425 DMIPS/core

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microcontroller.
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The great popularity in the commercial market is essentially based on their
flexibility, the low cost and the great variety of technical solutions these devices
may offer, with many of them readily available as ‘reference designs’ that include
hardware and software examples. It is also important to notice that a plethora of
tools for developing MCU-based solutions are widely accessible to a huge user base
(think about AVR-based Arduino’s success), accelerating development cycles and
bringing down costs and time.

The space market has, so far, been confined to either use of a full fledged
microprocessor, like the LEON discussed above, or handcraft increasingly complex
state machines in overly loaded FPGAs [6]. There is no man in the middle with
reasonable radiation hardness available to system designers to offload the com-
plexity of current designs and reuse is limited to functions or IP cores that are often
not posing the most complex design or verification challenges (memory controllers,
PWMs, serial communication ports, …). A microcontroller may come to the rescue
though (and a recent ATMEL announcement has raised lots of hopes in designers
[7]), providing a solution that fits in between the overly loaded FPGAs and the
hugely complex microprocessor, providing another layer of abstraction to tackle
complexity. Moreover, a microcontroller-based solution may quickly respond to
rapidly changing needs and securing development and verification efforts, dele-
gating repetitive and highly parallelizable functions to the FPGAs (packet switch-
ing, low level protocols, hardware interface, interconnection,…), while keeping the
algorithmic intelligence of decision-making. Embarking on building a space-rated
microcontroller is indeed a huge effort and is by no means an easy task, therefore,
we are currently proposing to change perspective and look towards a potentially
more viable solution, more portable and flexible than a microcontroller: a soft core.

Quoting again Wikipedia5: a soft microprocessor (also called softcore micro-
processor or a soft processor) is a microprocessor core that can be wholly imple-
mented using logic synthesis. It can be implemented via different semiconductor
devices containing programmable logic (e.g., ASIC, FPGA, CPLD), including both
high end and commodity variations. With the new available technologies, where
available gates per device is increasing and on-board memory is abundant, thanks to
emergence of DRAM for space use, a soft core, with a small footprint, may be a key
element for system designers to reduce system complexity and increase reuse.

5 Use of Programmable Logic Devices in Hi-Rel
Space Avionics

Microsemis range of Radiation Tolerant FPGAs are being more and more adopted
for the full range of space applications. Also increasingly adopted is their first
flash-based FPGAs for radiation applications, RT ProASIC3. RT ProASIC3 now

5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_microprocessor.
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has flight heritage on several science missions, including the International Space
Station and at least two NASA missions: IRIS (LEO) and LADEE (Lunar orbit).
ESA adopts it for Insight Mars surface payload, as well as two Exomars 2018
systems. RT ProASIC3 also has flight heritage on several international LEO remote
sensing missions, and will be deployed in commercial communications missions in
the near future. It is also expected a relatively easy adoption of RTG4, Microsemis
next generation FPGA family for radiation environments which uses a 65 nm
low-power flash process, and is immune to changes in configuration due to radi-
ation effects and goes well beyond ProASIC3 in terms of TID resilience.

In recent years Europe has taken a stronger position related to removing all
ITAR products from space systems, and this has led to directives to eliminate U.S.
ITAR products even if it means reducing performance and quality. Finally, due to
the critical situation with Russia, one of largest growing space market segments is
no longer available due to export restrictions. The Russian space market has been
very quick to react and is currently looking for non-U.S. alternatives, similar to
what Europe is doing. Increasing partnership with Russia (Exomars, Lunar Lander)
and China (Chang’e-3, SMILE) will in any case put pressure towards EAR/ITAR
free designs, also to boost EU industries competitiveness.

Nevertheless ITAR is subject to the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Export
Administration Regulations (EAR) and classified under ECCN 9A515.x or similar
since November 2014. Most of the Rad-Hard FPGAs along with associated SW,
support and documentation requires then a license before manufacturers can export
them.

The U.S. is currently authorizing exports to China/Russia on a case by case
basis. Generally speaking, for example, exports for native Chinese programmes are
not allowed. However, export licenses for international programmes where China is
one of several participants may be approved. The definition of what is an “inter-
national programme” has yet to be fully tested.

The EAR, unlike the ITAR, also includes a concept called “De Minimis”.
The ITAR controlled parts is effect from the time they leave the US to the time they
are launched into Space. On the other hand, the EAR’s reach eventually ends. EAR
Part 734.4(d) provides that re-exports of a foreign made commodity incorporating
controlled U.S. origin commodities valued at 25% or less of the total value of the
foreign made commodity are not subject to the EAR. Note, however, that 734.4(a)
provides that this rule does not apply (and the re-export is subject to the EAR) when
destined for a country listed in EAR Country Group D:5 of Supplement No. 1 to
part 740 of the EAR (as China).

The EAR also allows for something else the ITAR does not. The ITAR required
US companies to have a Purchase Order in place before applying for an export
license. There is no such restriction for EAR license. So EU companies could easily
apply for a license in advance of a purchase order and see how this ends up.
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5.1 Performance Critical Functions.
A Use Case for Future Avionics

Due to recent technological developments, high-performance floating-point signal
processing can be easily achieved using FPGAs, and for the first time this holds also
in space grade hi-rel applications. To date, virtually all signal processing has been
implemented using ad hoc fixed-point operations.

Numerous studies have evaluated application performance for FPGAs and GPUs.
Much work has been focused specifically on image and video processing. One chal-
lenge that makes such exploration difficult is that there is rarely a globally optimal
device for a particular application. Instead, applications generally have a set of
Pareto-optimal implementations that trade-off numerous metrics such as performance,
power, energy, cost, size, reconfigurability, application-design complexity, fault tol-
erance, etc. Furthermore, such exploration is complicated by numerous use cases.

In space applications, autonomous navigation and localization are based on the
extensive use of computer vision with the following constraints as follows:

• Need to minimize resources (power consumption, mass and volume).
• Space-qualified components provide limited CPU/memory performances.
• Single-chip power/clock energy limited by the available solar power and power

dissipation capability.

As a result, for example Martian Rovers with autonomous guidance and obstacle
avoidance spend more than 50% traverse time in data processing while not moving.
Foreseen solution is to improve computer vision capabilities by means of
custom-designed vectorial processing (FPGAs). In descent and landing applications
the frequency and/or performances are often degraded or traded during the syn-
thesis of the Image Processing algorithms to fit in space-qualified FPGA resources.

A possible architecture of a vectorial processing for image pattern
recognition/autonomous navigation is depicted in Fig. 2.

A full trade-off of the Image Processing algorithms with respect to potential for
realization in space-rated (or space-capable) devices is necessary and together with
the implementation of the algorithms in a demonstration setup will set a clear path
for this type of applications. These type of application will be the ones setting the
need for future high-performance processors and pushing the trade-off between
single-core and homogeneous multi-cores.

Fig. 2 Possible HW/SW distribution for an image recognition algorithm
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5.2 Future Trends in Processors

In the future a move from compatibility based on ISA to higher level compatibility
based on an API. This type of approach has been already used in launchers, to
maintain compatibility with validated software routines. Better design efficiency
and long-term compatibility can be achieved using heterogeneous cores. The
cellphone’s use of many specialty cores working in concert may be a good model
for future multi-core designs.

In the past, often performance of the available space grade building blocks (like
processors, PLDs) was compared against Desktop-computing CPUs. There was
plenty of quoting of Moore’s Law. The last five years, with the explosion of the
mobile electronics market and the approach of the IoT (Internet of Things) appli-
cations have brought the focus on embedded applications and their trends. It is
becoming harder and more expensive to scale chips, and Moore’s Law, the engine
that drives computing and electronics, seems to be winding down. But the demand
for faster, more capable processors that use less power remains driven by every-
thing from luxury sedans to smart watches.

Embedded processors do not have the same name recognition as the Intel Core
processor, but there are many more of them toiling away in everyday devices such
as ATMs, networking and communications gear, cars and other vehicles, and of
course the Internet of Things. Of the total processor IP market (15.3 billon chips
shipped in 2014), mobile is the biggest at 6 billion, but embedded is nearly as large
and growing faster, followed by enterprise (including PCs), consumer and flash
storage. As these applications grow more complex (and demanding), the industry is
shifting from general-purpose processors to highly application-specific processors
packing more functions onto a system-on-chip (SoC).

Until recently chip-makers could rely on physical scaling to meet most of these
challenges. By jumping to the next node, they got better performance, lower power
and more transistors to work within a given area to add new features. But Moore’s
Law is running out of steam and the cost per transistor increased at 20 nm, and
again at 14 nm, because of additional lithography steps. It used to be that every-
body moved to the next node because it was cheaper, better and faster, and that was
the only extra technology step needed, but now things are getting much more
complicated.

These complex SoCs also require knowledge of the intended application, access
to lots of intellectual property and a complete platform including software. Many
companies are also choosing to design their own custom cores, in particular on
64-bit ARMv8 because the ecosystem is very familiar to the engineers and pro-
grammers that are designing these systems. Examples include AppliedMicro’s
X-Gene, Cavium’s ThunderX, Broadcom’s “Vulcan” core and a Marvell custom
ARMv8 core. ARM SoCs are increasingly using APIs to offload tasks from the
CPU to the GPU, DSP (Digital Signal Processor), or specialized image or vision
processing engines that can handle them more efficiently. In some cases, they are
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using network-on-a-chip (NoC) IP from the likes of Arteris, NetSpeed and Sonics to
stitch together all these various blocks.

The quest for new microprocessors in space domain are as follows:

• More functionality in a reduced component count, pushing on the SoC trend;
• More processing power in Payload Controller for more data processing capa-

bilities with low power;
• More processing power in Mass Memory for more data handling functionality

(e.g. CFDP) and higher level programming abstraction by using more thorough
operating systems;

• More processing power in Instrument Control Units that would allow a full
equipment saving if Instrument Control Unit and Data Processing Unit could be
merged.

LEON2- and LEON3-based SoC are now the main workhorses for all the major
manufacturers of On-Board Computer Systems in Europe.

Figure 3 indicates the evolution and the trend in term of MIPS (Y scale is
roughly proportional to DMIPS, with AT697F at 140 DMIPS) of the micropro-
cessors used in European Space products in the current projects.

Airbus E3000 platform is abandoning MA31750 16-bits microprocessor in
favour of SCOC3 [8, 9] and the ATMEL TSC695F is gradually going into obso-
lescence although used in missions currently on orbit or under final system level
qualification phase (Lisa Pathfinder, Sentinel(s), SWARM, Earthcare) and in

Fig. 3 Present and future processors for space
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Launchers (Vega, Ariane). For our current knowledge we can safely foresee that all
new central on-board computer architectures will be LEON-based.

AT697F has represented a natural evolution of the ERC32: it provides higher
performances with increased functionalities but it is still a classic microprocessor in
the sense that memories (volatile and not volatile) and application-specific
peripherals have to be added to build a complete Processor Module or Single
Board Computer Core. AT697 has been selected for ERNOBOX built by Airbus
Space Transportation and it has already flown on the International Space Station
and on Proba-2 (as version E). AT697 is the microprocessor for GAIA OBC and is
used as core processor for Payload Computers (e.g. SWARM or Sentinel −1 for the
Instrument Control Module and as well as in EXOMARS 2018 rover computers
from RUAG-SE).

However, we have to recognize that LEON-based architectures were far more
successful when integrated in system on a chip solutions where together with the
typical functionalities of a microprocessors there are other SMU/OBC/CDMU
functionalities as CCSDS TM/TC interface and other external interfaces as
SpaceWire, MIL-STD-1553B, CAN, Packet Wire and distribution of synchro-
nization signals.

Also in US the trend is towards highly functional SoC. The RAD5500 is a
radiation-hardened 64-bit multi-core processor platform manufactured by BAE
Systems Electronics, Intelligence and Support with Power Architecture-based
technologies from IBM and Freescale Semiconductor. Successor of the RAD750,
the RAD5500 processor platform is for use in high radiation environments expe-
rienced on-board satellites and spacecraft. The RAD5500 platform supports VPX
high-speed connectors, DDR2/DDR3 memory, serialize/deserialize (SerDes) and
SpaceWire IO.

The RAD5500 family of radiation-hardened processors use the QorIQ Power
Architecture with processor cores based on versions of the Freescale Technologies
e5500 core. The RAD5510, RAD5545 and RADSPEED-HB (Host Bridge) are
three system on a chip processors implemented with RAD5500 cores produced with
45 nm SOI technology from the IBM Trusted Foundry.

The RAD5510 processor employs a single RAD5500 core and is intended for
medium processing capability in environments that require low-power consump-
tion. This processor provides up to 700 MIPS and 466 MFLOPS of performance.
The RAD5545 processor employs four RAD5500 cores, achieving performance
characteristics of up to 5200 MIPS and over 3700 MFLOPS.

Based on the RAD5545, the RADSPEED-HB is intended for host processing
and data management support for one to four RADSPEED DSPs. The
RADSPEED-HB replaces a secondary DDR2/DDR3 memory interface connection
found on the RAD5545 with connections for RADSPEED DSPs instead. (Note that
RADSPEED DSPs are entirely different processors that are specialized for digital
signal processing and are not to be confused with the RADSPEED-HB, which
serves as a host bridge).

All European major space prime integrators have developed one (or more)
LEON-based SoC:
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• SCOC3—(LEON-3FT + GRFPU developed by Airbus-F on ATMEL
ATC18RHA);

• MDPA—(LEON-2FT + DSP developed by Airbus-D on ATMEL ATC18RHA);
• COLE—(LEON2-FT developed by RUAG-S on ATMEL ATC18RHA);
• EPICA-NEXT—(LEON3-FT developed by TAS-I on ATMEL ATC18RHA).

There are also general-purpose SoC from independent vendors that are enjoying
a very good market success like GR712RC—(2xLEON3-FT developed by
COBHAM on Ramon Chips RadSafeTM library on Tower Semiconductors stan-
dard 180 nm CMOS technology).

All these SoC products have already flown in many missions or are planned in
major recurrent platforms:

• SCOC3 as main core of the Airbus Computer called OSCAR (Optimized Space
Computer Architecture with Reconfigurable LEON3), and on Telecom
Eurostar NEO and QUANTUM (SSTL);

• MDPA as P/L controller in Alphasat and as Mass Memory controller;
• COLE as core processor of the SGEO platform SMU;
• EPICA-NEXT in Iridium-Next 88 computers and in all the future Spacebus Neo

SMU-V2.2 computers (Fig. 4);
• GR712RC as payload processor in MASCOT, SEOSAT, JUICE and as

on-board computer central processor in SAT-AIS (ARTES-21).

Fig. 4 OSCAR flight OBC during final integration (courtesy AIRBUS)
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The introduction of Microsemi’s RTG4 might provoke a landscape change in
this market, allowing to have FPGAs used (either as main or as interface copro-
cessor) in OBC or Payload Computers. Figure 3 shows the possible performance
position of RTG4-based SoCs with respect to current and planned LEON-based
ASSPs. RTG4 FPGAs integrate Microsemis fourth-generation flash-based FPGA
fabric and high-performance interfaces such as serialization/deserialization
(SERDES) on a single chip while maintaining the resistance to radiation-induced
configuration upsets in the harshest radiation environments.

RTG4 FPGAs are manufactured on a low-power 65 nm process with substantial
reliability heritage and will be qualified to MIL-STD-883 Class B, Microsemi will
seek also QML Class Q and Class V qualification. RTG4 FPGAs are advertised by
Microsemi as immune to radiation (SEU) induced changes in configuration 1, due
to the robustness of the flash cells used to connect and configure logic resources and
routing tracks.

No background scrubbing or reconfiguration of the FPGA is needed in order to
mitigate changes in configuration due to radiation effects. Data errors, due to
radiation, are mitigated by hardwired SEU resistant flip-flops in the logic cells and
in the mathblocks. Single Error Correct Double Error Detect (SECDED) protection
is optional for the embedded SRAM (LSRAM and uSRAM) and the DDR memory
controllers.

Given the limitations of available ASIC technology, ways to increase the overall
performances are: Deep SubMicron (DSM) technologies, new architectures,
mono-core technologies with higher frequencies, multi-core technologies:
COBHAM-Gaisler is getting close to the release of a SPARC multi-core Leon4-FT
(the Next Generation Multi-Purpose Microprocessor, now GR740) and intended to
be implemented on a DSM Technology (65 nm from STMicroelectronics).
A dual-core LEON3-FT SPARC architecture fabricated in 180 nm CMOS tech-
nology and making use of Radiation-Hard-by-Design techniques and customized
silicon technologies to ensure an adequate tolerance against radiation effect is
already available by Aeroflex Gaisler (GR712RC) (Fig. 5).

For GR740 delivery of sample parts to ESA is planned in Q2/2016 with func-
tional and radiation validation throughout 2016. After this, qualification should be
started; however, no funding is available so far, waiting for a confirmed end user.

The potential of introducing a Time and Space Partitioning software architecture,
has been inspired by the successful deployment of the Integrated Modular
Architecture (IMA) in the Aviation industry (for instance, IMA is used on AIRBUS
380 and Boeing 777 airplanes). The advantages of the application of a Time & Space
partitioning on the cost and development time of the Application SW is evident but
its evident as well that the Hardware has to provide an environment that could ensure
that each application cannot interfere with others, maintaining the isolation of the
developed functional and processing chains (AOCS, Data Handling, TM/TC).

The specific interfaces can be implemented in another FPGA/ASIC (companion
device) that could be a product of a specific OBC supplier while the core could be a
generic component or Building Block. This solution has another technical advan-
tage: it can take out from the high-performance processor some or all the low data
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rate interfaces (as UART or 1553 or CAN) or General-Purpose I/Os that with some
penalties or with no evident reason are integrated in high-speed silicon platforms.
Furthermore standard uC-based building blocks for interface management can be
conceived (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 GR740 development board (courtesy COBHAM-Gaisler)

Fig. 5 SCOC3 ASIC (courtesy AIRBUS DEFENCE and SPACE)
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Bringing this solution to its extreme limits the core or the high-performance
processor could become a sort of fast coprocessor used to run only some
high-performance tasks and the centre of the scene is now occupied by the com-
panion device that indeed could also operate with different type of coprocessors
(e.g. also COTS parts).

It can be noted that although faster uProcessor are available (Leon 2/3) or will be
available soon (e.g. NGMP) their exploitation is limited by the unavailability of
suitable fast memories. In particular the Static RAM are slow and imposes to add
wait states, the SDRAM are becoming obsolete and they can be affected by SEFI
that requires complex protection/mitigation while other kinds of Dynamic RAM
(e.g. DDRx) still to be fully certified to be tolerant to the space environment are
supported only by the memory controllers embedded in the next LEON processor
chips (GR740): fast memory development should also be supported and made
available.

It is so extremely important to define a fast, reliable, standardized
(non-proprietary) intra-processor link between the core and the companion chip that
can guarantee a design lifetime in excess of 10 years, the availability of a fast and
reliable interface is also a need for the Payload data processing.

The RTG4 FPGA has already set the standard for future inter-processor links
with their embedded high-speed SERDES. The RTG4 devices have embedded
high-speed SERDES blocks that can support data rates between 1 and 3.125 Gbps.
The high-speed serial interface block supports several serial communication
standards:

• XGXS/XAUI Extension (To implement a 10 Gbps XGMII Ethernet PHY
interface);

• Native SERDES interface facilitates implementation of Serial RapidIO in FPGA
Fabric or an SGMII interface to a Soft Ethernet MAC;

• PCI Express (PCIe) Gen1 Hard IP Core: x1, x2, x4 Lane(s) PCI Express Core;
Up to 2 Kbytes Maximum Payload Size;

• 64-/32-bit AXI/AHB Master and Slave interfaces to the Application Layer.

However, the PCS logic can be implemented in the FPGA fabric, and the EPCS
interface signals of the SERDES block can be connected to user protocol. This
allows any user-defined high-speed serial protocol to be implemented in the RTG4
device.

In conjunction with EPCS, the available CorePCS IP module supports pro-
grammable 8B10B encoding and decoding. 8B10B is commonly used in protocols
that are not included in the SERDES block by the high-speed SERDES interface.
Therefore, the CorePCS IP module can be used with these protocols. It can be
configured as a transmitter only, receiver only, or both transmitter and receiver.
Word alignment support is included in the receiver. It can also be configured to
support 10-bit or 20-bit EPCS data.

It should be noted that for small medium classes of satellite the split between
On-Board Computer and On-Board Data Processing Unit does not apply anymore:
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their integration has an immediate positive effect on mass, power, volume and cost,
and is therefore an essential next step for Europe to maintain our leading role in
optimized computer systems.

In terms of external interfaces that connect the OBC with the other elements of
the DHS and with the Payloads, the situation is good in term of standardization 1.
Europe has a quite complete list of standards that are covering the majority of the
interfaces used on the Spacecrafts and launchers and the recent add on of
ECSS-E-50-15C on CAN/CANOpen as well as the planned standardization of
UARTs and SPI will further complete the picture. Activities to develop a
SpaceWire-D protocol (where D stands for Deterministic) and Digital Sensor buses
have also started and are well underway.

On the contrary the situation in term of availability of European products to
implement these interfaces is not so positive but have improved somewhat since
previous harmonization cycle. There are currently no European suppliers for
RS422/485 and these interfaces are still largely used in all classes of spacecrafts.

The qualification process to have an European 1553B transceiver has not fin-
ished yet most of the designs still rely on US components.

In relation to LVDS transceivers (used by SpaceWire), activities have been
funded by ESA under the ECI programme with the aim to have a European supplier
of these key components: COBHAM (S) (formerly Aeroflex Gaisler) in cooperation
with IMEC (B) are currently developing European alternatives of space-qualified
dual transceiver and cross point switch components. LVDS components from
STMicroelectronics (drivers, receivers, x-switch) are available and pending ESCC
qualification. Also SPACE-IC has LVDS drivers and receivers at an advanced state
of readiness. European components have to find their place in an high competitive
market for LVDS, where several other US components have products (Texas
Instruments, COBHAM).

During the past harmonization cycle, European industry failed in developing a
solution for a 3.3 V ISO CAN transceiver. This allowed three US companies to take
over what looks a promising and strategic market.

Another area of investigation in the Computer Architecture for next OBC is the
internal power distribution scheme: low voltages as 3.3 Vdc but also 2.5, 1.8 and
1.2 Vdc and even less will be required with high current value capability, very high
accuracy and possibility to implement redundancy scheme (usage of Point of Load
converters seems mandatory for the future OBC and Mass Memory architectures).
There are several available components (IR, Texas Instruments, JAXA, 3D+) and
others are in development.

5.3 IP Hierarchy and Associated Values

More than half (in terms of value) of high-end consumer electronics shipped in the
recent years were attached to reference designs supplied by key EEE component
vendors, according to several market research studies. The emergence of the
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reference design programme by component suppliers such as Texas Instruments
(that is pursuing the same strategy for Hi-Rel market too), MediaTek, Qualcomm,
Renesas and Nvidia have helped small vendors, particularly in China and India, to
compete effectively, for example, in the smartphone market, although at the
beginning this strategy targeted mostly the lower cost devices (think about Xiaomi
and OnePlus).

Reference designs are often used by designers to kick start new developments, to
help them solve what they perceive as the biggest challenges in a design, and/or to
evaluate design trade-offs, together with bringing their products to market faster. By
having a significant part of the design complete, designers can then better evaluate
what they need to bring the design to the necessary maturity.

Although tier-one electronic manufacturers have resisted delegating the device
reference design to component suppliers because they see it as an integral part of
their original know-how and differentiation, growing competition from small
vendors is now forcing tier-one manufacturers to change their strategy and consider
using third-party reference designs for cost-sensitive segments of the market:
according to ABI Researches Mobile Device Semiconductors Market Research,
Nokia/Microsoft, Samsung, HTC, LG, Huawei and ZTE have already started using
this strategy for products targeted at emerging markets. These trends will be soon
applicable in space and Hi-Rel businesses too, and take the competition to another
level, forcing prime integrators and established unit manufacturers to make more
compromises on reference design ownership. As a result, reference designs owned
by component suppliers will gradually move to higher price points and added value,
making the electronic products market increasingly commoditized. For smart-
phones (the most advanced electronic market around) ABI Research projects that
more than two-thirds of smartphone shipments will be based on chipset suppliers
reference designs by 2019, totaling more than 1.2 billion units. One quarter will be
targeted at wholesale prices higher than 200 USD. The increase is expected to help
chipset suppliers gain more clout in the mobile value chain and take the lead in
smartphone technology innovation (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Current commercial electronic market application value for silicon related IPs
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A similar approach can be taken to stem growth and competitive environment in
European Space Industry, the OBC market was very positively influenced by the
availability of IP cores (ESA or Commercial) allowing fast prototyping and design of
complex systems. Company know-how, rather than being diminished was boosted by
the increased productivity and the portfolio of ASSP and design increased their
market competitiveness, both at prime level (TAS, ASD example) and at equipment
manufacturers (RUAG). There is the room to apply this industrial setup to many other
fields beyond IPs. The availability of cheap distributed intelligence (in form of
microcontrollers) allows for standalone design blocks for many avionics functions.

A trivial but relevant example is Thermocouples and simple thermistors
acquisition: Temperature Sensors (Thermistors and Thermocouples), Pressure
sensors, Position Sensors (Encoders, Resolvers, Contactless angular sensor based
on Hall effect sensors), Accelerometers used in space applications have been
acquired as analogue signals up to now. Potential problems with thermocouples
(and also for many other resistor-based sensors like NTCs and PT1xx) include low
level outputs, poor sensitivity and non-linearity. The low level output requires
stable signal conditioning components and makes required system accuracy difficult
to achieve. Connections in thermocouple systems must be made with great care to
get good accuracy. Unintended thermocouple effects (e.g. solder and copper create
a 3V/C thermocouple) in system connections make end-to-end system accuracies
better than 5C difficult to achieve. A natural evolution is pushed by the need to
increase the signal integrity and resolution of the transmitted signals and by the
availability of miniaturized/mixed ASIC-sensors able to locally include the sensor
biasing and signal conditioning/processing functionalities. The push towards an
internal definition of standards for digital transmission of sensor data in spacecrafts,
like I2C or SPI will only make this process easier. Currently there are no alternatives
that do not need some sort of in-circuit pre-conditioning. Thermocouple Sensitivity is
10 to 100 uV/K thus need about 20bit ADC. One has to ensure that no current is taken
from the Thermocouple, thus the ADC needs to have high-input impedance. Thus the
need for a MOS to buffer the input signal. However, with MOS one get 1/f noise that
has to be taken away either with CDS or a chopper technique (or other). With high
resolution ADCs this should all be implemented in a standard, straightforward way.
The only issue to check is whether the ADC input stage is a sampler with a capacitor
or a gate to buffer the input signal. The availability of a better than 20 bit ADC that
provides differential input impedance Chop off 100 G, Chop on 1 G and
Common-mode input impedance 100 M, could be (more than) enough to do this job.

6 Radiation Risk Reduction for Small Spacecrafts
and New Designers Using COTS Parts

Space can be an extremely challenging environment for electronic components and
the reason for this is the presence of radiation particles. There are three main
sources of radiation in the Earth vicinity: the Sun, which in addition to the solar
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wind can emits solar energetic particles (mainly protons but also heavier particles)
during Solar Flares or Coronal Mass Ejection; the trapped electrons and protons in
the radiation belts surroundings planets with a magnetic field (Earth, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus) and finally the cosmic rays composed by particles and nuclei with very
high energy which are generated inside or outside our galaxy by most likely
supernova explosions.

Any space system (regardless of how cheaply built) shall respect several national
and international regulations on space debris mitigation [10]. Thus a guaranteed
reliability (and some knowledge of availability) is the major issue to face for space
electronic systems. Any space system (except some manned spaceflights) should be
considered as a self-standing intelligent unit, that is capable to tackle autonomously
all the contingencies that happen during its lifetime.

The case for cubesats is compelling in this sense. Prof. Swartwout of St. Louis
University painstakingly maintains a data base of mission status for the dozens of
new smallsats sent every year [11]. Several related publications address the problem
of reliability of smallsats [12, 13], but comprehensive data are missing to under-
stand role of use of COTS with unknown radiation performance in it.

The on-board data handling system of a satellite is basically an embedded
computer, but one made of rather different components compared to its terrestrial
counterparts. Off-the-shelf computers and components do not last long in orbit. As
cosmic rays or other high-energy particles pass through a spacecraft they can
disrupt data systems by randomly flipping memory bits. These ‘single-event upsets’
are temporary in nature but reduce system’s availability and may trigger system
level failures. A more serious radiation hazard still is a ‘single-event latch
up/burnout’ when a charged particle causes a current surge that permanently burns
out a chip or combined total ionizing dose (TID) effects, that put a limit on the
operative lifetime of some components (For a complete view of Radiation harness
Assurance on modern space systems consult [14]).

Varied mission life and complexity is growing for small spacecrafts that are now
trending. Small missions benefit from detailed hazard definition and evaluation as
done in the past, but requirements need to not overburden the designers that are
often cost-aware (increased COTS usage).

Capturing the system impact of radiation device responses is tied into the ver-
ification of requirements and system performance. If only looked at from the piece
part level these types of effects could impact availability, critical functions or
mission success (see [15, 16] for a deeper insight).

6.1 Criteria for Selection of Parts for Enhanced Reliability

For Space vehicles or satellites in low inclination ð\28�Þ Low Earth Orbit (LEO),
\500Km) in both northern and southern hemispheres, typical dose rates due to
trapped Van Allen electrons and protons are 100–1000 rad(Si)/year.
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For Space vehicles or satellites in higher inclinations ð20\I[ 85�Þ LEO in
both northern and southern hemispheres, typical dose rates due to increased number
of trapped electrons are 1–10 Krad(Si)/year.

There are three categories of components having the following characteristics:

• Commercial:

– Process and Design limit the radiation hardness
– No lot radiation controls
– Total Dose: 2–10 krad (typical, lower technology nodes get better results)
– SEU Threshold LET: \5MeV � cm2=mg
– SEU Error Rate: 10�4 errors/bit-day (typical)
– Latch-Up behaviour not guaranteed (Thresholds as low as 5MeV � cm2=mg

possible)
– Customer performs rad testing, and assumes all risk
– Customer evaluation and risk.

• Rad Tolerant:

– Design assures rad hardness up to a certain level
– No lot radiation controls
– Total Dose: 20–50 krad (typical)
– SEU Threshold LET: 20 MeV � cm2=mg
– SEU Error Rate: 10�7–10�8 errors/bit-day
– Latch-Up behaviour tested (Thresholds known, typically above “Iron Knee”)
– Usually tested for functional fail only, risky
– Customer evaluation and risk.

• Rad Hard:

– Designed and processed for particular hardness level
– Wafer lot radiation tested
– Total Dose: [ 100 krad to [ 1M rad
– SEU Threshold LET: [ 60MeV � cm2=mg (impossible for memories)
– SEU Error Rate: 10�10 to 10�12 errors/bit-day
– Latch up: None.

Using rad-soft components does not significantly reduce cost, but greatly
increases risk. There are no components that are ideal for all parameters. Electronics
and integrated circuit’s design requires many trade-offs in performance (cost
included as performance parameter), so commercial components are useful only for
commercial applications, where low cost, latest technology (even if it is immature)
and high speed takes precedence over extreme temperatures and voltage ranges.
Shielding these devices in Space Applications is a futile effort, especially for
Single-Event Effects such as SEU and Single-Event Latch up (SEL). Nevertheless,
as discussed before, quick push towards mass-produced space electronics is
opening the window towards ‘functionally safe’ architectures that allow safer use of
commercial electronics with guaranteed availability and reliability performances.
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7 Conclusions and Market Perspectives

Command & control and data processing spacecraft electronics comprises a variety
of products corresponding to the variety of functions needed on a satellite: com-
puters, data processing equipment, mass memories, command/drive electronics,
instrument front-ends, atomic clocks, etc. Competition on quality, price and time-
liness is still concentrated among a limited number of suppliers despite more
equipment manufacturers entering the space industry.

To assess this market we consider that the contribution of electronics for
launchers is very small compared with the electronics embarked in satellites. From
published generic parametric cost estimates we assume that the average cost of
command and data processing electronics (platform and payload) is about 12% of
the total satellite cost.

During the last five years, the European industry has been selling satellites by an
averaged approximate amount of €5B per year (launchers approximately €2B)
equivalent to more than 35% of the world market. On these basis a development
and manufacturing of data systems electronics in Europe of about €600 M per year
can be assumed. The European space industry realizes more than 40% of its con-
solidated sales with commercial customers (understood as commercial operators
and non-European governments) so it is well prepared to have the same share of the
foreseen open market of *€20B/year for the next decade.

After few years of stability at around €5 billion of annual sales of European
space industry, space sales reached a record €7.2 billion in 2014, mostly driven by
sales to European institutions and foreign governments. According to
ASD-Eurospace, commercial sales of the European space industry accounted for
46% of total sales, or €3.3 billion.

Continuous R&D investment and a skilled labour force are prerequisites for the
established satellite industries to continue to deliver reliable and cost-effective
satellite systems. The European and Japanese space industries, unlike their U.S.
counterpart, do not have access to large domestic military markets. They have yet to
find alternative sources of financing for dual-use R&D and for flight qualifications
of new technologies.

Governments will remain the largest customer of the satellite and launch service
industries in the next 10 years, with 860 satellites to be launched from 2015 to 2024
(i.e. a 32% decade-to-decade increase). The governmental dominance of the world
space market will remain true even if the two commercial mega-constellations of
small comsats are launched (OneWeb and Steam). The two constellations together
represent capex of USD 13.5 billion for 5000 satellites; the 860 government
satellites have a market value of USD 192 billion.

So, accounting for the uncertainties of the current constellation projects, the most
likely scenario (Euroconsult Data) is that in the next 10 years will be produced
1.410 commercial and institutional satellites valuated €200B (€20B per year). The
command and data processing electronics installed in these 1.410 satellites will
generate an industrial turnover of approximately €2.5B per year worldwide.
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Assuming the European market share will remain the same in the next decade
compared to the past five years, the European satellites will generate industrial activity
reaching approximately €850 M yearly average, related to development and manu-
facturing of command and data processing electronics units. The average cost of elec-
tronic components in command and data processing units is about 35% of the sales price
of these units, leading to electronic parts procurement for 300 M€/year by EU
manufacturers.

As for many hi-value parts (e.g. FPGAs, microcontrollers, processors, RH power
systems) US manufacturers still dominate the market, thus an increased level of
R&D activities is needed to support a stronger EU return in this field.
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